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ABSTRACT

This thesis is based on prospective longitudinal research with 34 couples over a two-year 

period (2005-2007) as they underwent an IVF/ICSI cycle in a Dublin-based clinic. 

Couples were interviewed at four time points: before they began a cycle, in their two- 

week wait prior to a pregnancy test, three months later, and a further 12-18 months later. 

This thesis argues that the experience o f infertility and its treatment is a stigmatic one; 

where couples are stigmatised through their own beliefs and understandings o f  what 

should occur at certain points across the life cycle/course, and what is expected o f  them. 

Couples become unwilling deviants as they are diverted from their expected life path 

pursuing treatment that they hope will facilitate their rejoining o f  the life course from the 

point o f deviation. This stigma o f infertility and its treatment is viewed through the lens 

o f couples’ personal perceptions o f time. Couples are aware that there is a ‘right’ time to 

have a child/children, this is the first time point that is missed/delayed. Couples are also 

aware that biologically they only have a certain number o f years within which biological 

parenthood is feasible. Couples are chasing the biological clock, trying to speed up their 

treatment process to ensure every available avenue is explored before it is too late and to 

ensure that they will not experience regret in later life. In parallel to this too-fast 

biological clock, couples also experience waiting-time as too slow. This is the time 

wherein they are waiting for the next phase o f  treatment, the next clinic appointment or 

an outcome. Time feels as if  it has been slowed down. Throughout these ‘tim e’ 

experiences, enacted to avoid and circumvent stigma, couples also exist in a hiatus -  life 

is ‘on hold’, they are not progressing and cannot pursue other desires while this dominant 

experience o f infertility is overshadowing their lives, h  is through the lens o f  these 

embodied time experiences that the stigma associated with infertility and its treatment is 

viewed.
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Introduction

The birth o f  the first in vitro fertilisation (IVF) baby in 1978 is frequently cited at the 

beginning o f  any discussion o f  reproductive technology, and indeed this birth w as a 

major m ilestone in reproductive medicine. However, IVF did not begin with the birth o f  

Louise Brown, prior to this first successful ou tcom e m any IVF cycles failed (Throsby, 

2004). O ver the past thirty-one years success rates have improved, how ever the majority 

o f  couples who try this treatment will not achieve the desired outcome. In other words, 

they will not become pregnant and continue to a live birth. W hatever the outcom e, all 

couples w ho try this technology begin their jo u rn ey  from the same point o f  departure; a 

desire to becom e parents and an inability to  do so.

The intention o f  this thesis is to explore the experience o f  infertility and its treatment 

within an Irish context. ' This involves a longitudinal qualitative exploration o f  34 

couples’ parenthood expectations, d iscovery and diagnosis o f  infertility and their 

attempts at overcom ing this disruption o f  their anticipated life trajectory -  the expected 

route and milestone events on their life courses. Research o f  this nature has not been 

undertaken previously in Ireland, and the prospective longitudinal approach interviewing 

male and female partners together irrespective o f  trea tm ent ou tcom e is uncom m on. This 

research provides an insight into the real-time experience o f  treatment o f  the infertile unit 

-  the male and female partner, rather than focussing on one or other gender or focussing 

on the fertile or infertile partner in an infertile partnership.

The fram ework for considering this data is stigma. T he discovery o f  infertility has the 

potential to create a stigmatised status, and the attem pts to circum vent this undesired state 

can be arduous. Within this framework o f  s tigma the paradigm  o f ‘t im e’ will prove useful 

in exploring how stigma manifested itself and becam e the dom inant them e arising from 

the data. This thesis argues that there are three principal ‘t im e ’ forms o f  use in the present 

context. Firstly, that which is uniformly understood and recognised, the time o f  the clock- 

face and calendar, where time is broken into even regulated units. This is t im e as

' This research was funded by the Health Research Board



hum anity  has ordered it. The second time is the time o f  the life course which can vary 

according to the society and culture inhabited. The life course is the experience o f  the life 

cycle from birth to death and the various milestones that delineate this path. This life 

course is a shared cultural understanding o f  timed events, and though not necessarily as 

pervasive as clock-time, it is a dom inant narrative o f  the societal milieu. Finally, there is 

a m ore personalised tim e experience; the feeling that clock and calendar t im e is m oving 

too quickly, too  slowly or standing still. This time experience was shared across the 

sample o f  couples undergoing fertility treatment through their experience o f  s tigma and 

the desire to overcom e it. The time experience exposed the experience o f  infertility and 

its treatment as a s tigma when viewed longitudinally.

To consider the link between stigma and time, it is first necessary to consider the second 

time experience outlined above -  that o f  the com m on cultural understanding o f  a life 

course. This thesis begins, and maintains the backdrop throughout, that couples in this 

sam ple had expected their lives would follow a particular ordered course o f  timed events 

or milestones. This  w as their expected life course, within which parenthood was 

inevitable. The assum ption that parenthood would occur at the ‘righ t’ time w as mirrored 

in their w ider soc ie ty ’s expectations. W hen a pregnancy did not occur when it was 

expected to, couples began their deviation from their expected life course. This  deviation 

enacted stigma. C ouples were unwilling deviants, and their response w as to try take 

control and rectify this problem -  in line with societal expectations that ‘p rob lem atic ’ 

bodies should be subject to  the clinical gaze and that ‘patients’ should do all they can to 

re-establish normality. While waiting to rejoin the life course from the point o f  deviation, 

couples existed in a hiatus. This was experienced as time standing still -  no thing could be 

done until this s tigma was removed; then life could begin again from the point o f  their 

stigmatic deviation. Within this hiatus, couples were racing against a biological clock, 

beyond which biological parenthood would be impossible and their deviation would be 

permanent. A lso  within this hiatus, t im e w as felt to be m oving too slowly -  w aiting  times 

between treatm ents and medical appointm ents were experienced as draw n out. Once 

more, this w as because they were anxious to overcom e the stigma o f  childlessness. Thus, 

this thesis uses the fram ework o f  stigma, and the experience o f  time is enacted to
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demonstrate  the experience o f  this stigma. The consequence o f  this stigma w as to ensure 

that couples would continue pursuing every available avenue to achieve the status o f  

parenthood before it w as ‘too late’ and to avoid regret in later life. This  prolonged 

experience w as not exclusive to couples w ho had failed treatment cycles and no children; 

it was also evident am ong people with one child. C ouples all desired m ore than one child 

as to under-reproduce w as  the secondary stigma following no-reproduction.

Before beginning to explore literature in this area and the data outlined above, it is 

necessary to briefly introduce infertility and explain Western medical m ethods o f  

overcom ing  this undesired state. It is estimated (Langridge et al., 2000) that one percent 

o f  all babies born in the West are conceived via ICSI, and that more than two percent o f  

babies born in som e European (mainly Nordic) countries are conceived via IVF/ICSI 

(Dobson, 2006). There  are no official national Irish records for the num ber o f  infertile 

people, couples  undergoing this treatment, or the num ber o f  live births due to infertility 

treatment.^ Currently there are nine private clinics in the Republic o f  Ireland offering 

infertility treatment, practices offering N aproTechnology^ as well as alternative 

practitioners (e.g. acupuncturists) that are treating people unable to conceive. For this 

num ber o f  businesses'* to prosper in a country with a small population, suggests that there 

is a sizeable involuntarily childless cohort in Ireland. This introduction intends to outline 

what infertility is and what are some o f  its causes, w ho  experiences it, and briefly, what 

methods are used to resolve it.

W hat is infertility?

Strictly speaking, infertility is the inability to conceive a biological child. How ever, this 

definition fluctuates depending on medical treatments available, who you are trying to 

have a biological child with and if  you are trying at all. IVF and its associated treatment -

 ̂ Although not official Irish figures, N yboe Andersen et al. (2009) report that in 2005 there were 1429 IVF 
cycles and 301 deliveries from IVF treatment in six out o f  seven clin ics that provided these data 
 ̂ ‘Natural Procreative T echnologies’ - This is the only method o f ‘fertility treatment’ acceptable to the 

Catholic Church and com bines knowledge o f  the female cycle with elem ents o f  medical science, but all are 
in vivo
'' The term ‘businesses’ is used, as fertility treatments are not available under either the public or private 
health insurance system s in Ireland. These services must be purchased. It must be noted however, that som e  
clinics do offer treatment to medical card holders
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intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSl^), are m ethods o f  c ircum venting infertility. 

Infertility and IVF are closely aligned, but IVF is not an infertility treatment per se. IVF 

w as originally developed to assist w om en with blocked fallopian tubes conceive, today it 

is used for individuals with a myriad o f  reasons for their lack o f  conception, and is 

generally one o f  the last treatment options along a continuum  o f  medical intervention 

ranging from low to high technology. IVF does not resolve infertility; instead it bypasses 

the reason for lack o f  conception (W inston, 2000).^ Therefore, IVF does not ‘trea t’ 

infertility; instead it attempts to resolve the sym ptom  o f  infertility, i.e. achieve a 

pregnancy.

The World Health Organisation (W H O ) defines infertility as a lack o f  conception after at 

least tw elve m onths o f  unprotected intercourse (R ow e et al., 1993). The W H O estimates 

that eight to ten percent o f  couples experience som e infertility problem s during their 

reproductive lives; equating to some 50 to 80 million people w orldwide. However, there 

is not a s im ple binary o f  fertile and infertile, there are also people considered to be 

subfertile. Subfertile people have experienced problem s conceiving, but are not 

necessarily clinically infertile and unable to have children. In the era o f  assisted human 

reproduction, it is possible that more people are subfertile than infertile and as techniques 

and technologies in this area advance, there are grow ing num bers o f  people considered 

subfertile that once would have been considered infertile.^ The goalposts o f  clinical 

infertility m ay shift indefinitely. H owever, subfertility can only be established 

retrospectively. Subfertility is not necessarily proven until infertility is unproven, in other 

words, until natural or medically assisted conception and live birth. This ‘grey a rea ’ 

(Sandelow ski, 1993) is a consistent them e throughout the literature surrounding

 ̂ An ICSI cycle is almost identical to an IVF cycle, the difference occurs after egg and semen retrieval -  
sperm is injected into the egg in the hope o f  forcing fertilisation
* This is similar to the chronic illness System ic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) where increasing knowledge 
has meant increasing diagnostic uncertainty adding more com plexity rather than clarity. SLE is difficult to 
diagnose, and the symptoms are treated rather than the disease. This is a chronic long-term illness that is a 
disruption o f  a  previou sly  p ro jec ted  life plan  (StockI, 2007). This parallel is being noted here as this thesis 
argues that although infertility cannot be strictly categorised as a disease, it has similarities in terms o f  
experience with chronic illness. These similarities are in terms o f  a perceived life course disruption, the 
uncertainty o f  diagnosis and the uncertainty o f  defining an endpoint 

For ease, the term infertility w ill be used throughout this thesis instead o f  subfertility, as subfertility is 
only established retrospectively
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involuntarily childless couples; socially, m edically  and psychologically  they are existing  

in a hiatus, along M onach’s (1993) continuum  o f  childlessness, they are waiting to  jo in  

the ranks o f  childfree or parents.

There are people w ho may be fertile, but are experiencing infertility through their chosen 

partner, there are couples w ho are both fertile, but are unable to have children with each 

other, but would with a different partner. T here are people who are infertile, but do not 

want children so may never d iscover their infertility. T here are also couples w ho can 

have children, but consider it unwise due to ‘risks’ to the child (e.g. cystic fibrosis) or 

them selves (e.g. i f  the wom an has epilepsy). There are people who are fertile and want 

children, but are denied them due to their sexuality. A grow ing num ber o f  couples m ay 

experience secondary infertility -  they already have a child/children, but are unable to 

reproduce more when desired. At som e point in the life course all people are infertile -  

before puberty and after the m enopause/late life. In addition, some contraception m ay 

render people infertile during what would otherw ise be a fertile phase o f  their lives.

Infertility can be constructed as a disease, and indeed the experience o f  infertility may 

have much in com m on with the experience o f  chronic illness (Miall, 1986; Greil, 1991; 

Becker, 1997), but it is also possible to see it as a social ou tcom e o f  chosen partner, life 

stage or choice. In constructing infertility as a d isease it becom es medicalised, but there 

are often no apparent signs o f  this disease. H owever, infertility m ay lead to a ‘loss o f  s e l f  

as has been found to be a fundamental characteristic o f  chronic illness (Charmaz, 1983). 

Ryan Sheridan (1994) rejects infertility as an illness, instead stating that the only 

sym ptom  is a desire and it is the stigma o f  infertility that allows for reconstruction as a 

disease. Therefore, infertility can be seen as a medical problem  and/or a social outcom e 

that may not affect all equally, but when it does the experience can have parallels with 

that o f  the experience o f  chronic illness.

Differing cultures have differing reasons for causes o f  infertility - spiritual beliefs, 

superstitions, punishments and/or related to the female character (Greil, 1991; G insburg 

and Rapp, 1991). Western cultures tend to regard reasons for infertility within the
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param eters o f  the body as a machine, where this m achine is fauhy  and in need o f  medical 

repair (Ettorre, 2002). The overtaking o f  m idw ives to establish the disciplines o f  

obstetrics and gynaecology (see G insburg and Rapp, 1991; K ohler Reissman, 2003; Hyde 

et al., 2004; Miller, 2005: p. 49-54) ensured that any deviance in this area would be 

regarded as a medical problem (Lupton, 2001). The ‘m ach ine’ m ay have malfunctioned 

by itself, or the malfunction can be caused by factors such as environm ent or diet, where 

blame is reapportioned back onto the individual through a medical understanding o f  the 

body as mechanical and requiring ‘body w o rk ’ (Lupton, 2001. See also Giddens, 1991; 

Ettorre, 2000). A s this is the dom inant prism through which infertility is understood in 

Irish society, particularly am ong couples w ho took part in research presented here, 

medical reasons for infertility will be briefly explored.

M cdical reasons for infertility

Infertility can be caused by several different factors which m ay occur in isolation or in 

com bination. Not all possible causes o f  infertility will be discussed here, ju s t  the more 

com m on medical reasons and those most com m on am ongst the sample o f  couples 

involved in research presented in this thesis. C hlam ydia and pelvic inflammatory disease 

(PID) are often considered the cause o f  infertility by causing epididymitis in men 

(dam age to the sperm producing area o f  the scrota), and dam age to w o m en ’s fallopian 

tubes. Hormonal imbalances or genetic disorders may create or indicate problem s in 

sperm or egg production. For example, in w om en, polycystic ovary syndrom e creates a 

hormonal im balance m aking it difficult for an egg to be matured and released. In men, a 

lack o f  follicle-stimulating horm one (FSH) and luteinising horm one (LH) will mean 

depleted testosterone levels and impaired sperm production.

‘A b n o rm a l’ growths in w o m en ’s pelvic areas are also considered causes o f  infertility. 

Endom etriosis  in w om en occurs w hen uterine tissue grow s in other areas o f  the pelvis, 

this frequently m akes periods painful, can dam age pelvic organs and interfere with the 

transportation o f  eggs in fallopian tubes. Fibroids growing outside the uterus may 

interfere with ovulation, and particularly large fibroids inside the uterus m ay effect 

em bryo  implantation.
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West (2003) groups male infertility into four main categories: abnormal sperm, defective 

horm one production, dam age to the testes and other physiological problem s such as 

ejaculation or genetic problems.* In the sample o f  couples for this research, one m ale had 

undescended testes, another had dam aged testes due to  an operation, one man had an 

operation for varicocele (similar to varicose veins in the testicular area), and one man had 

m um ps as a child which can possibly cause testicular inflammation -  all o f  these can 

dam age sperm production. For most men in this sample, i f  a problem w as found with 

their sperm that was the end o f  the investigation, no further reasons were sought for w hy 

their sperm was ‘abnorm a l’. H ow ever 13 couples in this sample were ‘unexp la ined’.  ̂ In 

other words, physicians were unable to find a reason for lack o f  conception. Some 

couples did have m inor problem s such as mild endom etriosis  or slightly below but 

fluctuating sperm counts, but these were not considered a reason for infertility. In 

general, it is estimated that a third o f  couples will be ‘female factor’; in other words the 

reason for a coup le ’s infertility lies within the female body. A third will be ‘m ale factor’ 

and the remainder will be due to a combination o f  male and female factors or 

unexplained. (Rowe et al., 1993; West, 2003).

When conception has not occurred and medical assistance is requested, a num ber o f  

m ethods will be attempted to overcom e infertility. In general, physicians will attempt 

minimal medical interference and work towards more medically  advanced techniques 

such as IVF/ICSI when unsuccessful.

* W hen sperm  sam ples are taken the follow ing is looked for in the laboratory, and a problem  in any area 
could indicate a problem  w ith m ale fertility; appearance, volum e, v iscosity  and liquefaction, acidity, 
agglutination, presence o f  antibodies, round cell concentration, sperm  concentration , m orphology (shape o f  
the sperm ) and m otility
 ̂At the tim e o f  the ‘in terv iew ed’ cycle, explanations could be forthcom ing at a later date

D iscussions o f  low er technology techniques will be discussed in chap ter three. A typical IV F/ICSI cycle 
is outlined in A ppendix 1
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Locating infertility in the dom ain  o f  m edicine both demonstrates it as a p ro b lem "  and 

entrenches it as an ‘abnorm al’ status o f  non-conform ity  requiring rectification.

This research som ewhat aligns with the discipline o f  sociology o f  the body. Turner 

(1992) states that sociology o f  the body offers a bridge between medical sociology and 

com ponents o f  contem porary  sociology. Medical sociology is concerned with illness and 

disease; the body is invisible. Sociology o f  the body can act as a point o f  convergence 

between this, em bodim ent and sym bolism /m etaphor o f  the body within sociology more 

broadly. The em bodied experience o f  infertility is presented, not merely the medical 

experience although this clearly bisects and dominates the experience. H ow ever this 

embodied experience will not be d ivorced from cultural meaning and social location; 

instead it is through this milieu that the em bodied experience will be interpreted (Jackson 

and Scott, 2001). Infertility will be shown to be an intrusion o f  the em bodied selfhood 

( I'urner, 1992); what this selfliood was imagined to become according to social norms. 

Jackson and Scott (2001) argue that C o ffm an ’s (1963) concern with bodily action and 

public perform ance is aligned with their interpretation o f  em bodim ent, although he was 

less concerned with the ongoing  inner process o f  narrative se lf  construction. In using 

C offm an’s (1963) ‘st igm a’ thesis as a fram ew ork for this research, it is hoped that justice 

will be done to both -  the narrative construction o f  the process o f  the infertility 

experience as well as the perform ative bodily nature o f  the stigma experience o f  

infertility as a deviant status.

Despite describing infertility as a deviant status flouting social norms, and seeking 

medical assistance to rectify this problem  this thesis is not adopting a functionalist 

approach (Lupton, 2001). Instead, m edicine will not be described as benign or 

benevolent. The medical sphere will only be referred to with regard to the ‘patien ts’ own

"  Infertility as problem atic is not exclusively  an Irish, or even W estern experience. Greil (1991) outlines 
non-W estem  anthropological stud ies o f  infertility and how it can  be used as a m ethod o f  social control 
through reinforcing societal roles and bridging perceived societal chasm s. W ithin a W estern context 
Sandelow ski (1993) g ives an excellen t account o f  how infertility  was a form o f  particularly  N orth  
A m erican social control in the last century and reiterated the ‘proper’ role o f  w om en in the hom e as 
m others. T his is frequently  d iscussed  in the literature (see also C orea, 1988; K lein, 1990; Fleischer, 1990; 
T aylor-M ay, 1997)
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testimonies. Tiie research did not intend to question the legitimacy o f  surveillance 

medicine; the intention was to present the experiential nature o f  infertility and its 

treatment. However in this, medicalisation o f  infertility and the reliance on the ‘expert’ 

needs to be noted (Zola, 1972). Medicalisation refers to the process by which human 

experiences are redefined as medical problems (Becker and Nachtigall, 1992: p. 456). 

Medicalisation removed the condemnation o f  the individual for their sickness, but moral 

judgements are hut a pinprick below the surface (Zola, 1972: p. 490). The re-categorising 

o f  life aspects as health concerns and risks removes some o f  the personal responsibility 

for an illness, however although the blame for being in possession o f  the illness is 

removed, the reason for contracting this same illness and responsibility for seeking a cure 

is firmly the individual’s responsibility (Zola, 1977). Thus, although infertility may be 

considered within the realms o f  interest to medicine; the reason for being infertile, and 

the responsibility o f  seeking a cure rests with the individual.

Context

It is against this backdrop that the following research on infertility and its treatment in 

Ireland will be discussed. It will be argued that this status o f  abnormality and the medical 

model provided for rectifying infertility ensured that ‘patients’, as infertile couples were 

now cast, consistently pursued pregnancy prolonging the medical experience, dominating 

their lives, causing isolation and fetishizing time as a valuable resource experienced in 

multiple ways. However, in doing this, as mentioned, this thesis will not be critiquing the 

medical model. This thesis intends to closely align itself with, and reflect, perceptions o f  

couples participating in this research; medicine was never the enemy, instead it was the 

only avenue for rejoining the normal life cycle. To cast medicine as manipulative would 

be to interpret these couples as passive victims (Gallagher, 1988; Doyal, 1988), instead o f  

active agents, or expert patients (Shilling, 2002) albeit with a limited cultural scope o f  

available choices (Fleischer, 1990). Indeed it could be argued that there is no choice as 

people are expected to be guardians o f  their own health status (Lowenberg and Davis, 

1994); proactive behaviours were to realign the body and normalise it with reference to 

systems o f  common thought (Fox et al., 2005). The limitation o f  choice is attributable to 

the inhabited society, o f  which medicine is one aspect and the medical model did not
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arise in a cultural vacuum (Ettorre, 2002; Hyde et al., 2004). Instead, medicine will be 

discussed as an elem ent within a pronatalist society that reflects and supports (and is 

created by) cultural norms which couples in this sample closely adhered to. Criticisms o f 

reproductive technologies as patriarchal means o f  controlling the female body permit 

women no authentic desire or choice at all (Sandelowski, 1993: p. 38). Kohler Riessman 

(1983) criticised fem inists for ignoring w om en’s gains and collaboration with 

medicalisation stating

Women were not simply passive victims o f  medical ascendancy. To cast them 

solely in a passive role is to perpetuate the very’ kinds o f  assumptions about 

women that feminists have been trying to challenge.

However, Kohler Riessman continues by noting that women may co-opt medicine, but do 

so within the boundaries o f  their subordination

Women collaborate in the medicalization process because o f  their own needs and 

motives, which in turn grow out o f  the class-specific nature o f  their subordination. 

(Kohler Riessman, 1983: 2003 reprint: p. 47)

Charis Cussins (1996) (and again in her later work - Thompson, 2005), uses the term 

ontological choreography to frame research dem onstrating how women collude in the 

objectification o f  their body parts with infertility clinics, as by doing so they regained 

agency and ‘problem s’ came to be about their body parts, not themselves. Tyler May 

(1997) also detailed the preference for gynaecologists referring to body parts in the 

definite article (e.g. the uterus rather than your uterus). However, Oakley (1988) objects 

to this viewing o f  women as irrelevant, ambulant pelvises present since the 

medicalisation o f pregnancy and the increasing use o f  technology to monitor foetuses in 

utero. Throsby (2004), similarly to the research presented here and detailed in the final 

chapters, found that respondents negotiate them selves away from an infertility label and 

their lack o f  conception was attributed to their faulty body parts. Blurring boundaries 

between technology and the ‘natural’, where reproductive technologies are constructed as
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giving ‘nature a helping h and’ -  acting as a bridge -  facilitated this negotiation. Thus, the 

experiential relationship between technology and reproduction m ay be more com plex -  

d isem bodim ent can be as valid as em bodim ent to the experience, in other words, 

collusion with medicine in objectifying the body could be em powering. However, this 

research did not include direct observation; rather experiences were retold by couples so 

the interactions between medical personnel and patients are beyond the scope o f  this 

thesis. Medicalisation and the power/agency relationship cannot be fully explored due to 

fieldwork limits, but it is necessary to acknow ledge them  here. Instead, the experience o f  

infertility as a stigma discussed throughout will recognise how the existence o f  

reproductive technologies further entrenches infertility as a deviant status perceiving it to 

require a medical response.

Thesis Outline

Chapter one discusses ‘assumed paren thood’ -  how couples in this sample assumed that 

p regnancy and childbirth were uncomplicated m ilestones to be achieved on their life 

course at the ‘right’ time and had not anticipated any alternative. Having established 

parenthood as a cultural norm this chapter will discuss how  infertility can be experienced 

as a stigmatic status - the opposite o f  what is perceived as normal. Infertile couples 

them selves will be shown to be collaborators in this process. These them es o f  stigma, 

deviance and cultural norms, in particular the cultural timetable for these cultural norms 

to  occur, will continue as strands throughout the fo llow ing chapters.

Chapter two discusses the gradual realisation that a pregnancy is not occurring as 

expected. A deviant status is slowly emerging. In line with cultural expectations when a 

problem that is defined as medical arises, individuals upon recognising that there was a 

problem, took actions to avoid a stigma; at this point they were m erely being delayed on 

the life course. A full deviation had not been realised and full d iscovery does not 

transpire due to the m onthly necessity o f  trying alone and the medical timed definition o f  

infertility.
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Chapter three explores the first forays into the medical sphere, discussing the various 

investigations and low technology attempts at conception that couples underwent prior to 

their IVF/ICSI cycles. Couples determination to overcome a stigmatic state is evident in 

the prolonged experiences and discomfort they endured to resolve their problem. 

Discomfort and disruptions to daily life are minimised while waiting times for answers 

are problematic. Couples will endure whatever is physically necessary to overcome the 

stigma o f  infertility -  it is the prolonged nature o f  the experience that is disquieting. This 

extends the entrenchment and reality o f  infertility as a stigma, as peers progress on their 

life courses, and infertile couples remain in a liminal state. This is again evident in 

chapter four, as couples have exhausted other low technology methods o f  conception and 

have reached the lasl-chance saloon', IVF/ICSl. Beyond this, their options for biological 

parenthood are minimal. All options beyond IVF/lCSl are merely variations on this 

theme. Again, the prolonged nature o f  this experience and the level o f  discomfort 

endured demonstrates the determination o f  couples to overcome their infertility and 

rejoin the life course from the point o f  deviation. 1’he IVF/lCSl experience serves as a 

microcosm o f  the time experience -  time as too slow, too fast and standing still.

Chapters five and six discuss couples who had both successful and unsuccessful 

interviewed cycles. In these discussions a new potential stigma arises; that o f  the under

fertility - having an ‘only’ child. Although obviously pleased with the outcome, couples 

were determined to quickly return to the clinic and try the treatment again to have more 

than one child -  in this they were racing against the biological clock. Couples who had 

failed interviewed cycles were also chasing against this biological clock to achieve their 

desired status. Therefore, couples still existed in a hiatus. These latter two chapters also 

explore couples definitional negotiation and retrospective considerations o f  treatment; the 

discomfort o f  their medical experiences paled in comparison to the discomfort o f  their 

social isolation during this period and the experience o f  waiting -  a time experience -  

between treatments.

These chapters broadly reflect the chronology o f  the longitudinal research period in an 

attempt to mirror the narrative re-telling and real-time experiences o f  these couples. The
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sum m ary and conclusion chapter will recap on the analysis drawing it together and 

conclude that understood societal norm s influence the interpretation and understanding o f  

infertility as a stigma, and using the available medical model, infertility treatment and the 

infertility experience dominate coup les’ lives, creating uncertainty, similarly to a chronic 

illness experience. The subjective time experience is particularly useful in dem onstrating 

how the experience o f  infertility and its treatment is a stigma.
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Literature Review

The advent of new reproductive technologies has generated a proliferation o f writing in 

this area from pulp fiction to popular media articles (for example - Moriarty, 2004; 

Devlin, 2005; Plotz, 2005. See also Heffernan (2001) for Irish media attention. Huxley’s 

Brave New World, first published in 1932, although prior to the advent o f IVF could also 

be included in popular fiction’s treatment o f reproductive technologies). Frequently 

popular representations focus on the ‘miracle baby’ or ‘tragic failure’ anecdotes 

(Throsby, 2002). Therefore the focus is on outcome rather than process. However, 

reproductive technologies have also generated considerable interest in academic circles. 

Evident in the proliferation of journals such as Human Reproduction, Fertility and 

Sterility and the devotion o f journal issues to this area, for example Culture, Medicine 

and Psychiatry 2006 (Volume 30). To consider just one strand of this academic rigour 

and activism - Phompson (2005) describes how feminist literature in this area has passed 

through two principal phases since the birth o f Louise Brown. I'he first phase broadly 

perceives reproductive technologies as further enslaving women to an understood 

biological destiny (Corea, 1988; Klein, 1990; Fleischer, 1990; see also Ryan-Sheridan, 

1994 and Ettorre 2002) and another form o f patriarchal violence (Klein, 1990), as well as 

an extension o f surveillance and interventionist medicine (see Van Dyck, 1995). Others 

saw the potential for releasing women from their biological destiny through reproductive 

technology -  liberation from oppression through release from pregnancies and childbirth 

(see Firestone, 1970; Piercy, 1975). This first phase blends into the second phase where 

motherhood was valorised as the representation o f much o f what was positive about 

womanhood and feminism and the heterogeneity o f the female experience was lauded 

(Gieve, 1987; Pfeffer and Woollett, 1983; see Letherby, 1994). Reactions to the ‘tyranny 

o f reproduction’ bred feminist standpoint/women’s experience epistemology whereby 

objective reality was attainable via women’s own realities. The commonality being that 

all women share the capacity to mother. Taken to extremes both of these standpoints are 

biologically deterministic (Letherby, 1994). However, the politics o f reproduction 

bisecting these phases facilitated discussion o f access and stratification o f treatment, as 

well as opening up a new realm for anthropologists considering kinship and its new
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proliferation o f forms (Smart, 1988; Franklin, 1997; Hargreaves, 2006). Van Dyck (1995) 

describes how the militant opposition to reproductive technologies created an unhappy 

marriage between the far right and far left, while the FINNRAGE manifesto (Arditti et 

al., 1989) perceived the new technologies as a capitalist takeover o f  the reproductive 

process. However the 1980’s works o f  Naomi Pfeffer and M ichelle Stanworth were 

among many voices that emerged to reassert the heterogeneity o f  the female experience 

and highlight the alienation o f infertile women accessing these technologies. Instead o f  

criticising their use, feminists were called to question the milieu in which these 

technologies existed and rights o f  access.

However, despite the interest in this area and its particular relevance to feminist writing, 

Franklin (2006) argues that the volume o f  social science literature on IVF is considerably 

smaller than would have been imagined at the outset. Instead, Franklin argues that despite 

the proliferation o f  feminist literature on this topic through the 1980’s and 1990’s, the 

interest in new kinship forms among anthropologists and the emergence o f bio

m edicine/science/technology literature in this area does not focus on IVF per se. Franklin 

argues that the literature has become more interested in the promissory nature o f  these 

technologies -  genetic engineering, stem cells, cloning, transgenic organisms. Throsby 

(2004) believes through focussing on these more controversial technologies, IVF is 

m ainstreamed and rendered unproblematic. In addition to this ‘Brave New W orld’ focus, 

and as a backlash to eurocentrism, IVF research in recent years has focussed instead on 

the experience and attitudes towards reproductive technologies in the ‘developing’ or 

non-Anglophone world and/or particularly their relationship with religion (Rapp, 2006. 

See also Ginsburg and Rapp, 1995; Van Balen and Inhorn, 2002; Inhorn, 2003; Culley 

and Hudson, 2006; Van Rooij et al., 2007). These works are, o f  course invaluable, the 

intention here is simply to acknowledge that research on IVF has not necessarily been 

exhausted within Europe. In addition, research presented in this thesis may indeed be 

considered IVF research with a ‘m inority’ (albeit European) community influenced by 

religion (see Culley et al., 2009). This thesis addresses these voids by returning to a focus 

on ‘m undane’ IVF and in particular expands on Franklin’s (1997) and Throsby’s (2004) 

works. Franklin describes IVF as a rite o f passage that is constantly re-evaluated and
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creates unexpected change. Therefore Franklin (1997) states that all d im ensions o f  IVF 

must be explored; before, during and after treatment. Throsby (2004) similarly describes 

IVF as a process that is constantly reinterpreted for careful negotiation within the 

boundaries o f  normality. This changing processual nature requires research throughout 

the experience.

The multiplicity o f  view points  and considerations in the area o f  assisted human 

reproduction -  feminist concerns, biotechnology potentialities, religious relationships, to 

name but a few - provide a fascinating backdrop for research to be presented in this 

thesis. H ow ever it w ould  be impossible to do justice  to even one strand o f  academ ic 

thought, and this silo vision would not be desirable. Instead, this thesis will be presented 

against a backdrop o f  similar empirical research (Snow don et al., 1983; Miall, 1986; 

Greil, 1991; M onach, 1993; Sandelowski, 1993; Franklin, 1997; Becker, 1997, 2000; 

Throsby, 2004; Thom pson, 2005) in an attempt to highlight how themes, motifs and 

methods have em erged  in this field, and to demonstrate how this thesis intends to build 

on the rich literature already available.

Despite the proliferation o f  literature in this area, no studies on the experience o f  

infertility and its trea tm ent have been conducted in Ireland, and a longitudinal qualitative 

approach irrespective o f  ou tcom e are also unusual. Thus, this study is both 

m ethodologically  and geographically/culturally  unique, and the intent is to fill this 

research gap. T hrosby (2004) similarly wished to address a research gap; that o f  the 

failure o f  IVF. H owever, T hrosby’s intent was not to just  fill a void, but instead to 

address dom inant representa tions’ ignoring o f  failure upon which IVF is predicated. 

Similarly this thesis in exploring the lived processual experience o f  IVF explores them.es 

already well-established but in doing so, new light is shed on real-time experiences and 

their interaction with the paradigm  o f  stigma. Therefore in com m on with T hrosby’s 

(2004) work new  space is created within which to consider reproductive technologies, 

while addressing Franklin’s (1997, 2006) concerns for more deeply em bedded research in 

this field.
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T hrough succinct in terconnected sections, this literature review  is designed to  establish  

the ideational foundation for the em pirical chapters that follow . T he first section will 

consider relevant research  in th is area and w ill position the paradigm atic logic to  follow  

in the next section. The second section m akes the case for stigm a to  better understand the 

data under investigation as w ell as the re lationship  betw een the tim e experience and 

stigm a. The stigm atic experience facilitates the tim e paradigm ; the tim e experience 

dem onstrates the frustration and determ ination to  overcom e a stigm a. T he fm al section 

will draw  together the key research them es identified throughout the field o f  infertility  

research w ith the key paradigm s w hile considering  the core literature supporting  the 

conten tions o f  this thesis.

M uch o f  the academ ic literature to  date has not directly  noted experiential tim e w ithin 

stigm a, how ever the literature review ed touches on these concepts as consisten t and 

dom inant them es throughout. T his stigm a takes th ree form s -  the stigm a o f  

child lessness,'^  the stigm a o f  undergoing treatm ent and the stigm a o f  infertility . T hese are 

stigm as o f  deviance, for not having  conform ed to a social norm , and bodily  stigm as, for 

not having bodies that behave in expected w ays as well as stigm as o f  m isunderstanding  -  

public m isin terpretation o f  w hat infertility  m eans (e.g. m ale im potence). T hese facets o f  

stigm a are not distinct; they overlap, intertw ine and com e to the fore under different 

circum stances - all are present in the literature and the data to be presented  here. 

A lthough experiential tim e has been noted in the literature - tim e as too slow , too fast or 

standing still, as well as life course expectations - tim e has not prev iously  been used to 

dem onstrate infertility as a stigm a; stigm a has not previously  been em bedded  in a tim e- 

based reproductive life course perspective.

T his literature review  focuses on a sm all sam ple o f  research that has been com pleted  in 

the past th irty  years since the birth o f  Louise Brow n w ith  regard to experiences o f  

infertility  and its treatm ent. The rationale for selecting  this sam ple is based on two 

principal factors. Firstly, these w orks are the m ost consisten tly  cited through the

The stigma o f  childlessness can be followed by the stigma o f  under-reproducing; having an ‘only’ child. 
This is explored in the fmal chapters
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infertility literature; these authors and their research are constantly  referenced across the 

disciplines -  medical, psychological, social policy/sociology jou rna ls  and books. 

Secondly, it provides a historical spread o f  (W estern) research in this area and 

dem onstrates how, despite any changes in social context across this period since 1978, 

sociological research shows consistent them es for men and w om en experiencing 

infertility and choosing  to undergo treatment. These them es also reoccur in the data 

presented in this thesis.

Five years after the birth o f  Louise Brown and against the background o f  IVF as an 

increasingly popular treatment, Snowdon, Mitchell and Snowdon (1983) published their 

social investigation o f  the experience o f  donor insemination in one UK clinic between 

1940 and 1980. A s will be demonstrated m any com m on them es are realised despite the 

d ifference in treatment. '^  Donor insemination and IVF are similar in the sense that they 

provide an opportunity  to  overcom e childlessness, but differ in that a child produced will 

only  be biologically linked to the mother. Donor insemination also differs in that it is a 

relatively simple procedure to perform, unlike IVF it does not require multiple clinic 

visits to com plete  one cycle. The authors identify the family as the basic social unit o f  

society. With this in mind, Snowdon et al. (1983) describe how  assisted human 

reproduction has social implications far outw eighing the medical implications. N ot alone 

are core understandings o f  kinship questioned, but the advent o f  cryopreservation 

suspends basic concepts o f  conception and birth. Although not investigating IVF, these 

authors showed great foresight identifying where social research in this area would lead. 

Currently, much o f  the literature in this field focuses on kinship theories, and how new 

forms o f  assisted hum an reproduction, originally intended to reinstate the nuclear family 

network, has instead created new  family forms through donation, surrogacy, 

cryopreservation and non-heteronorm ative family formations (see Franklin, 1997). 

H owever, due to (self) regulation and constitutional blockades these new  complexities 

have not yet com e to the fore in Ireland (Hyde et al., 2004; O ’Donnell and Allison, 2006;

All other literature discussed here, as well as the data to be presented, does not involve third party 
donation or gestation
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Cotter, 2009); this thesis principally deals with reinstating the heteronorm ative nuclear 

family.

Snow don et al. (1983) note how not achieving the basic social unit status o f  a family 

singles out infertile couples as different; they were not fo llow ing a ‘normal progression’. 

T hese  couples w ere  dealing with two levels o f  s tigma -  firstly, the stigma o f  being 

infertile and secondly  the stigma o f  using a donor. In term s o f  coping with these stigmas, 

respondents chose secrecy -  although they termed it privacy -  to m inim ize the impact o f  

s tigma on their lives. In doing so, secrecy created considerable stress on a par with the 

experience o f  infertility. The physical act o f  donor insemination w as the least stressful 

element. This research by Snowdon et al. (1983) produces a series o f  interrelated them es 

that have remained a prominent feature o f  the literature in this area to date. These them es 

are; infertility and childlessness are not societal norms, parenthood is an expected 

m ilestone on the life course, and stigma, secrecy and stress are core com ponents o f  the 

infertility and treatment experience.

One o f  the early authors to identify this s tigma them e w as Miall; she was am ong the first 

sociologists to consider this impact o f  stigma on involuntarily childless w om en -  Miall 

originally intended to include men in her research but none w ould  take part reiterating 

M iall’s argum ent that infertility is stigmatic. Miall (1986) analyses this under the fertility 

norm o f  pronatalism  in North American culture, by considering evidence from 71 

involuntarily childless women. Letherby (1994) states that this pronatalism permeates 

Western society generally and that all w om en  are assum ed to be or want to  be mothers. 

To attain this status is p ro o f  o f  adulthood and a natural consequence o f  

m arriage/perm anent relationship with a man. The term ‘ch ild free’ is too closely aligned 

with ‘ca refree’; indicating a non-adult status (Letherby, 1994. See also Exley and 

Letherby, 2007). Woollett (1991) argues that m otherhood is m andatory  for identification 

as an adult female. M otherhood affects all w om en  irrespective o f  their parenting status 

due to this m otherhood mandate linking ‘w o m an ’ with ‘m o th e r’. Miall posited that given 

the pronatalist understanding that all people want to reproduce and that they should, a 

significant e lem ent o f  male and female identities revolves around this expectation. In this
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study Miall considered information m anagem ent strategies wiiich in turn established 

infertility as a deviant status to be kept secret, and the influence o f  personal and 

‘cou r tesy ’ s tigm a on these strategies. Courtesy stigma is a term borrowed from Goffm an 

(1963), in this case referring to fertile w om en w ho are sexual partners o f  infertile men 

and therefore share the infertility stigma by virtue o f  their relationship.

Miall (1986) d iscovered that all respondents’ perceived infertility as a discrediting 

attribute and due to this experienced anxiety, isolation and conflict. Miall found that 

w om en with a courtesy stigma believed their infertility was easier to hide, but when 

disclosed a w orse stigma would com e to the fore -  male infertility and its association 

with impotence. Their stigma was easier to hide, as infertile respondents often had 

experienced pregnancy loss or gynaecological problem s thereby rendering their desire 

and unsuccessful attem pts at becoming parents publicly visible. Fertile w om en with 

infertile partners did not have these public displays. Miall also found that wom en with 

courtesy stigmas did not identify them selves with infertile wom en; instead they were 

more likely to identify them selves with other fertile wom en. Miall proposes that this was 

because they had the option o f  having a child with som eone else i f  they chose to leave 

their partner/undergo artificial insemination by donor. Thus, the stigma would be 

overcom e if  they had a child.

Miall (1986) discovered five different m ethods o f  information m anagem ent am ong this 

sample to avoid or m inim ise the stigmatised status in social settings. These ranged from 

selective concealm ent -  revealing the infertility status to a small num ber o f  trustworthy 

individuals -  to practiced deception, whereby respondents would disclose their infertility 

status as a couple by both accepting responsibility for it despite a medical reality that 

only one partner w as actually infertile. These careful and planned strategies indicate that 

infertility is not a value-neutral status, and information in this regard is guarded. This 

perception o f  infertility is subjective; Miall states that through self-labelling respondents 

understood that infertility is a discrediting attribute signifying personal inadequacy in the 

context o f  a pronatalist culture.
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In addition to this establishm ent o f  infertility as a deviant status, Miall (1986) also 

outlines how  infertility can be considered a form o f  d i s a b i l i t y . I n  this, Miall states that 

infertility is often experienced as a chronic condition -  the com m onality  being that 

infertility is experienced over an extended period o f  time due to the duration o f  

investigations and the uncertainty o f  definition.

Thus, from this early foray into the sociological consideration o f  infertility it can be 

demonstrated that it is experienced as a deviant status that must be m anaged over a 

prolonged period. T im e and stigma are identified as them es but links between the two are 

not explicit. Although approaching stigma from different angles -  Snowdon et al. (1983) 

considered the stigma o f  infertility as well as the stigma o f  using a donor, while Miall 

(1986) was considering personal and shared infertility as part o f  an infertile unit -  the 

theme o f  stigma can be considered a key elem ent o f  this experience. For Snowdon et al. 

(1983) although the stigma o f  infertility had been overcom e the stigma o f  using a donor 

and the felt necessity to conceal this endured through coup les’ lives ensuring the 

infertility status is never forgotten as concealm ent strategies are consistently  negotiated. 

Similarly for Miall (1986) infertility is a prolonged experience spreading out over a 

considerable duration -  with much therefore in com m on with the experience o f  a chronic 

illness.

In his research with 22 infertile couples, Greil (1991) and his team interviewed male and 

female partners separately, and this work principally focuses on the difference between 

the sexes with regard to infertility. This w ork  found that the female partners were the 

instigators o f  investigations and were m ore affected by infertility than their male partners. 

The male experience o f  infertility was less o f  an infertility experience, but rather a 

marital experience. In other words, male partners’ experience o f  infertility was 

principally around their wives attem pts to become mothers and how this impacted on 

their relationship. In these attempts at resolving their infertility, G re i l’s female

The term disab ility  is used by M iall as interchangeable w ith ‘chronic illn e ss ’ w here disab ility  and chronic  
illness are synonym ous. T his thesis is not intentionally  perpetuating d isab lism  or su ggestin g  a m edicalised  
v iew  o f  d isab ility  as a health concern, but is constrained by use o f  langu age/con cepts acceptable in a 
previous era
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respondents described the pressure o f  time (1991: p. 100); they were aware that they 

would soon be beyond the age where conception is possible and were focussed on the 

outcome o f  overcoming childlessness and its associated stigma. Greil does not believe 

that infertility is an illness as it is often the person who has nothing wrong with them who 

is treated (i.e. the female when it is male factor infertility) and there are no physical 

symptoms o f  infertility. However, Greil concedes that if infertility is to be compared to 

an illness; it is most like a chronic illness in that infertility is long-term, inherently 

uncertain and is an intrusion on the life o f  the sufferer. Greil states that for his sample, 

infertility dwarfed all else in their lives and became central, imposing itself through 

treatment regimes and instructions such as timed intercourse. This could be considered 

similar to the experience o f  a chronic illness in that it is the medical process that causes 

the most life disruption. However, Greil also concedes that these life disruptions are often 

self-imposed through adherence to societal norms. Greil refers to a culturally prescribed  

timetable and a mental timetable (1991: p. 51-2) when people believe they should bear 

children. This idea o f  an ordered life course is discussed more fully by Becker (1997, 

2000) in terms of a disruption to an understood order o f  events. Pfeffer and Woollett 

(1983) describe this infertility disruption as a life crisis that is isolating, interferes with 

the identity and is principally a female experience, as the motherhood mandate is greater 

than a fatherhood mandate, and similarly to Greil believe that the focus o f  (in)fertility and 

its treatment is on the female body making it a more feminized experience. The 

disruption to a ritual o f  adulthood was interpreted by Greil’s respondents (principally the 

female partners) as a failure o f  their bodies, and therefore themselves leading to a spoiled 

identity (Goffman, 1963), contaminating other aspects o f  their lives. A spoiled identity 

refers to an identity that is personally experienced as damaged or negatively effected due 

to unintended deviance affecting one’s own self-perception. In this case, Greil’s female 

respondents had intended that their identities would incorporate a motherhood title and 

role, and without this their identities were spoiled.

This concept o f  spoiled identity is principally associated with Goffman’s (1963) thesis on 

stigma. In this, Goffman defines stigma as being the situation o f  the individual who is 

disqualified from full social acceptance. That is, the discrepancy that is felt between an
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individual’s actual social identity and their virtual social identity. Everyone has an 

expected social identity but when unfulfilled this can lead to a stigmatized status -  to be 

disqualified from full social acceptance. This lack o f  acceptance and attempts to comply 

with social rules and sanctions applied to the stigmatized can result in a spoiled identity. 

In other words, a spoiled identity can be the result o f  a stigma-tainted social identity. 

Greil (1991) describes how this spoiled identity, failure and isolation were constantly 

reinforced by daily exposure to images o f  other people’s fertility. However, Greil does 

not describe his sample in terms o f  being victims. Instead, he describes how they asserted 

control o f  the situation and set about resolving their problem. In doing so, Greil believes 

that another societal norm is adhered to; respondents behave as they are expected to. 

Greil refers to how US citizens are considered ultimately responsible for their illnesses 

and must pursue all available avenues to get better. Not alone was parenthood a societal 

norm, but being proactive when ‘ill’ was also expected (Zola, 1977; Shilling, 2002).

What can be demonstrated by Greil’s (1991) work is that infertile couples, particularly 

women, adhere to societal norms o f  milestones along the life course -  and to not adhere 

is to not have fulfilled a cultural script driving couples towards attempts at resolution. 

This experience is one o f  uncertainty, is lengthy and can create a spoiled identity through 

associated stigma. Greil portrays infertility as a status blockage (Greil, 1991: p. 103) 

preventing achievement o f  a desired state while existing in a liminal one -  Greil states I  

believe that uncertainty is a critical feature o f  the contemporary experience o f  infertility 

(Greil, 1991: p. 102) and goes on to state that ...infertile couples do not see parenthood 

as something denied them once and fo r  all; rather, they see themselves as not yet 

pregnant...{GrtW, 1991: p. 172). Therefore, Greil reiterates the theme o f  stigma, but also 

that o f  time without linking these concepts. Greil’s couples experienced stigma in terms 

o f  not adhering to societal norms at appropriate times, and the medical model o f  

infertility resolution prolonged the infertility experience ensuring its similarity to the 

experience o f  a chronic illness in terms o f  life domination and prolonged duration.

Much o f  Greil’s research (1991) is reflected in M onach’s (1993) UK based work and 

Sandelowski’s (1993) US based research. Monach (1993) intended to explore the extent
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o f  infertility and the impact it has on the individual and couple affected. Monach 

attempted to assess infertility in the general population through a General Practitioner’s 

clinic survey. His parallel research in an infertility clinic is o f  greater interest to the 

current study. Thirty  couples from a UK infertility clinic volunteered to partake in this 

longitudinal study. The first interview took place with the couple either in the clinic or in 

their own hom e prior to starting treatment. They were then interviewed six m onths later, 

and then a further four years later. Monach describes how  his 30 respondent-couples 

inhabited a cultural, social and moral climate o f  pronatalism which they had themselves 

adhered to and identified with. Couples described how  they had waited until the ‘right’ 

time to try and conceive, and the qualifying conditions for being ‘r igh t’ were being 

married, financially secure and ow ning  a house. Couples becam e concerned that there 

could be a problem and approached a physician when they noted the passage o f  time and 

becam e increasingly conscious o f  the role o f  advancing female age in conceiving. 

M onach describes coup les’ experience o f  infertility as a crisis, and describes their 

m anagem ent and strategies o f  coping with the experience. These included more negative 

m ethods such as isolation from friends and family to avoid painful situations, to a 

reassessm ent o f  their priorities and positive outcom es o f  the crisis experience such as a 

stronger marriage. Their identities were ‘spoiled’ by the experience, and they emerged 

from the crisis with new  identity configurations. The treatment experience itself was 

described as a treadmill or as a conveyor belt; time was passing with no resolution but 

with a loss o f  pow er (a lthough retaining agency) and waiting.

Similarly to G re i l’s (1991) research, M onach (1993) dem onstrates the expectation o f  

parenthood, and how not achieving this at the ‘righ t’ time is to have a considerable effect 

on the individual’s identity -  a s tigma experience. M onach notes how  the experience o f  

childlessness affects identity, but also how the experience o f  infertility is one o f  existing 

in a state o f  flux -  on a treadmill, in a liminal state where no progress tow ards parenthood 

is being made. This liminal state is a ‘t im e’ experience; infertile couples pursuing 

parenthood are existing in a hiatus waiting to achieve this desired status. For them, 

childlessness is not considered a legitimate alternative, as childlessness is unacceptable in 

a pronatalist culture w here  it is perceived and/or understood as a stigma.
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This concept o f  a liminal state is a consistent theme throughout literature in this area, and 

one which is central to Sandelow ski’s (1993) thesis. Sandelowski refers to this state as 

the ‘grey’ area; assisted human reproduction has transform ed infertility from a condition 

o f deficit to one o f  potentiality (1993: p. 45). Much as the primary title o f  G reil’s work 

(1991) is Not Yet Pregnant, Sandelowski (1993) entitled her work With Child in Mind, 

signifying how the concept o f  childlessness was beyond the comprehension o f  infertile 

couples in these samples. Infertility was a temporary state that would eventually be 

surmounted. However while in this temporary state, Sandelow ski’s respondents referred 

to their (medical) infertility experience as being in limbo, dangling and on hold  (1993: p. 

55). Similarly to Greil (1991), Sandelowski questions whether infertility is a disease, but 

raises the concern that if  it is not treated as such it would not be afforded the same 

gravity, resources or sympathy. Sandelowski notes that infertility begins with a desire to 

have a child not the inability, and resolution does not require treatment o f  the underlying 

problem. In combination with consciousness to avoid trivializing infertility by not 

considering it a disease per se, Sandelowski is also concerned to avoid considering the 

desire to have a child as attributable to social construction only, recognizing that women 

in her sample felt pregnancy and motherhood to be an instinctual natural state. In this, 

Sandelowski cites Petchesky (1980: p. 38) ...the fact that individuals themselves do not 

determine the social framework in which they act does not nullify their choices nor their 

moral capacity to make them. Sandelowski states it is considered normal to want 

children, but deviant to not have them. Her respondents experienced infertility as a 

stigma in social interactions, and a condition that did not dissipate with becoming a 

parent. Respondents described infertility as a traum atic event that they did not wish to 

forget. Becker (1997) and Redshaw et al. (2007) both also found this among their 

samples -  the time o f disruption was difficult to forget even after resolution.

Sandelowski (1993) expands on this them e o f  infertility as a liminal state by describing 

how the experience o f  childlessness, due to the existence o f  assistive technologies, 

ensures that couples are compelled to keep exploring every available avenue to avoid 

Tym stra’s (1989; 2007. See also de Zoeten et al., 1987) anticipated decision regret; the 

fear o f late-life regret at opportunities not taken. Sandelowski argues that there are 

cultural, technological and natural mandates for couples to persist in attempting
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conception -  prolonging the infertility, and therefore hminal, experience. In terms o f  a 

cultural mandate, as patients and due to a societal motherhood mandate, infertile couples 

are cast as (deviant) heroes who persist in their parenthood quests -  and are expected to 

do so. Societal reliance on technology ensures the compelling nature o f  assisted human 

reproduction, and its existence casts infertility as an impediment to nature’s design.

Many o f  Sandelow ski’s (1993) respondents’ experiences o f  infertility treatment were not 

positive, but respondents grasped at every positive element to treatment as it presented 

itse lf Respondents experienced treatm ent in stages, and at each point they achieved 

slightly more than on previous IVF attempts. Sandelowski describes this as a series o f  

pregnant moments (1993:53) which is sim ilar to Franklin’s (1997) idea o f failure to 

progress.

Franklin’s (1997) work is principally a reflection on anthropological perspectives; 

questioning and reformulating kinship theory against the backdrop o f  reproductive 

technologies. Interestingly, this is direction that Snowdon et al. (1983) predicted social 

science would take in considering reproductive technologies. Franklin explores how 

technology is culturally embedded and how this has implications for postmodern 

concepts o f  kinship and eurocentric understandings o f  the facts o f  genealogy and the facts 

o f  life. Franklin uses a multi-sited ethnographic approach for this study; using varying 

perspectives and the cultural milieu o f  Thatcher’s Britain for understanding the role o f  

reproductive technologies. One o f  these ethnographic sites was within a fertility clinic 

and involved interviewing 22 women and in five cases, their husbands also, at one time 

point during treatment. Franklin describes how three key components emerged from this 

data. Firstly, that IVF is experienced as a progress narrative; each attempt and stage in an 

IVF cycle feels as if progress is being made, bringing couples closer to their goal. 

Therefore achieving each stage was experienced as a success even though the outcome 

was not pregnancy. Secondly, w ithin the context o f reproductive technologies, the 

reproductive process becomes defined by technological intervention and potential 

enablement. Technology reshapes biological boundaries o f  possibility and has the 

potential to make infertile people biological parents. Finally, Franklin posits that 

reproductive technologies produce new uncertainties and an ever receding horizon o f
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possibility. Franklin’s respondents described how they had ‘no choice’ but to try these 

technologies or they would never know the potential outcome, and would face Tymstra’s 

(1989, 2007) anticipated decision regret. Similarly to Greil’s (1991) analysis o f North 

American expectations that the individual should do all in her/his power to overcome 

illness, Franklin’s respondents described how they were ‘doers’ and were particularly 

motivated (also documented in Zola, 1977; Shilling, 2002). To not use these technologies 

was to be not bothered (1997: p. 170-1). Once they had engaged with these technologies 

they could not give them up in case the next attempt would be successful. As with Greil 

(1991) and Sandelowski (1993), Franklin’s (1997: p. 136) respondents described how 

their lives were on hold and IVF had taken over; they were in Umbo, experiencing a 

treadmill effect o f living life from month to month waiting to rejoin the usual sequence o f 

life’s progression. The lack o f diagnosis as well as this liminal state contributed to 

feelings o f uncertainty; couples wanted to reach a resolution o f either having a child or 

being told they never could. The potentiality of technologies became disabling rather than 

enabling.

Therefore Franklin (1997) consistently describes IVF as a serial failure to progress - 

treatment was experienced as a failure but along a continuum of understood 

improvement, but without the desired outcome. Success is reconstituted in different 

terms, as embodied progress although disembodiment occurs. The body is passive and 

placed in the background to these technologies, assisted by respondents who trivialised 

their bodily discomfort. However, Franklin does not take a position on reproductive 

technologies arguing for or against. As from discussions of Greil’s (1991) and 

Sandelowski’s (1993) works, it can be seen that Franklin (1997) similarly found that 

infertility was considered an obstacle to be overcome, an abnormal state, categorised as a 

medical problem and dealt with as such. Therefore again, infertility is constituted as a 

stigmatised state. In keeping with other scholarly literature in this area, Franklin also 

found that the proliferation of reproductive technologies ensured that there were multiple 

avenues to be explored, extending the period o f uncertainty for respondents and allowing 

the infertility response to dominate their lives creating an extended ‘time’ for the 

infertility experience to proliferate and facilitate stigma.
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Becker’s (1997, 2000) works on infertility principally focus on disruption to expected life 

courses. In her (1997) work, Becker notes Western notions o f  the life course as linear and 

progressive and the narrative imperative o f  continuity. When disjunctions such as 

infertility occur, individuals are caught between embodied distress and cultural 

expectations. While caught in this conflict with social order, Becker’s respondents were 

‘in limbo’ whilst trying to regain control which was undermined by the partiality o f  

biomedical diagnosis and estimates o f  treatment success. This limbo was imagined as a 

temporary state as the disruption was more easily contained if boundaries were placed 

around it. Becker discusses the cultural imperative o f  taking (medical) responsibility and 

being persistent whilst retaining hope as central to the disrupted experience. These 

themes are continued in Becker’s (2000) work where infertility is both a disruption and a 

threat requiring renegotiation and re-enactment o f  gender while a realignment o f  norms is 

necessary to locate within the cultural milieu. In this, technology is naturalised as part o f  

the reproductive process facilitated and aided by visualisation o f  embryos and foetuses.

Becker’s (1993, 2000) themes o f  disruption and medical responsibility are consistent 

throughout literature in this field, underpinning the more pertinent theme o f  stigma. 

Throsby’s (2004) principal focus is on IVF failure as already discussed. Within this 

context Throsby examines negotiation strategies from outside belonging whereby couples 

who cease treatment are at risk o f  interpretation as lacking commitment from the social 

imperative to remain healthy and the body work ethic. Technology and reproduction are 

discussed in terms o f  their inherent tension and the requirement to discursively manage 

the legitimating o f  technology in a ‘natural’ process. Two key strategies are identified as 

useful in renegotiating these reproductive norms from outside belonging in a liminal 

state. Firstly, couples own location in regard to reproductive norms is negotiated and 

secondly the very boundaries o f  these reproductive norms are shifted. Claim is laid to the 

socially determined attributes o f  motherhood and the family is redefined. 

Mother/Parenthood attributes are reasserted through self-sacrifice and altruism while 

relationships with children are highlighted. Infertility as a label is rejected, while couples 

begin to build their lives around their smaller family. Couples relocate from outside to
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inside belonging where categorisation is not static and is resisted. Inherent in Throsby’s 

work (2004) is the location o f childlessness outside the realms of anticipated and 

expected norms and how the proliferation and promissory nature o f technologies extends 

the liminality o f this experience.

Building on these works and themes already explored, Thompson (2005) draws together 

much o f what has been stated and researched in the area o f assisted human reproduction 

and extends the research boundaries. This is achieved by considering the interaction 

between the clinic and the patient, as well as the separate (and inter-related) clinic and 

patient cultures. In addition, Thompson considers how these dynamics play out to reassert 

gender norms under threat by removal o f reproductive capacity (often the method through 

which gender can be located and understood) and the intimacy and privacy o f such 

endeavours.

Thompson’s (2005) innovative research involved ten years o f fieldwork; as a participant 

observer and volunteer in various infertility clinics, as well as qualitative work with 

people undergoing treatment. Thompson utilises the concept o f ontological choreography 

to pull together these various strands o f experience and learning over the research period 

duration. By ontological choreography, this author refers to the coordination o f various 

elements within the field o f assisted human reproduction to progress the task at hand -  

that o f (re)producing parents, children and all that is required for common understandings 

of these categories. It involves the coordination o f science, gender, legal, political and 

financial aspects of ART clinics. Thompson describes how culture and nature are 

reconstituted, blended and given new meanings in infertility clinics -  this fluidity 

facilitates reinterpretation of norms o f identity, kinship and gender. Through 

reinterpretation o f norms, categories o f cultural understanding are broadened to 

incorporate scientific innovation and new family forms. Thompson states that ontological 

choreography requires the coordination o f two key elements -  the grafting o f parts and 

the calibrating of time. The blending o f body parts and medical/scientific instruments, as 

well as the objectification (in which infertile people conspire) o f body parts in this 

exercise; can facilitate pregnancy. In terms o f calibrating time, Thompson refers to the
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different experiences o f  time and clocics utilised in infertility clinics -  there is not jus t  the 

regimented, linear, unidirectional and non-repetitive clock, there are also cycles such as 

menstrual cycles as well as biological age that are layered upon each other in AR T 

treatment. Within T ho m p so n ’s work, there are repeated and broadly understood themes 

building on those explored by authors already discussed in this field; Thom pson discusses 

parenthood in terms o f  an expected milestone on the life course, the stigm a and deviance 

o f  not being able to achieve this status, and how  infertility treatment is experienced as a 

series o f  hurdles. However, T h o m p so n ’s focus is less on the subjective patient 

experience, and more on the dynam ics o f  interaction. Therefore although both ‘s tigm a’ 

and ‘t im e ’ experiences are referenced neither are fully explored in T hom pson’s work.

in sum  and in line with research presented in this thesis, infertility is frequently 

considered a disruption to an anticipated life course (Exiey and Letherby, 2001); 

childlessness is a non-event transition - a life event that is expected to occur, but does not 

(Becker and Nachtigall, 1992; Becker, 1993; Daniluk, 2001). Life is expected to be 

predictable, knowable and continuous (Becker, 1993). This  is the primary and most 

consistent way time is referenced -  interrupted tim e -  where uninterrupted time signifies 

norm ality  and conformity, and interrupted time, where ordered life events are thrown into 

chaos by deviation, creates room for stigm a to em erge (Becker, 1997, 2000). In this 

disruption, where what is expected to be ordered is actually chaotic, infertility is 

perceived as having much in com m on with the onset o f  a chronic illness, and not only in 

term s o f  being unexpected. A lthough constructing  infertility as a chronic illness may be 

further medicalising and/or stigmatising, infertility and its treatment has the potential to 

mirror the chronic illness experience. It does this in term s o f  being protracted and all- 

consum ing, taking the individual aw ay from their expected life trajectory and potentially 

dam aging  the understood or expected  identity by providing a new identity; a ‘sick’ role 

(Charm az, 1983; Exley and Letherby, 2001). In term s o f  stigma, the onset o f  chronic 

illness allows the individual prior know ledge o f  how  the illness is perceived -  therefore 

the individual knows that to possess such an illness is a s tigma and therefore is aware o f  

what is expected in this new  role (G offm an, 1963). In com m on with a chronic illness, 

infertility is rarely experienced as a short-term obstacle surm ounted with ease and easily
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forgotten (Miall, 1986; Greil, 1991; Sundby et al., 2007). In trying to overcome the 

stigma o f infertility while lives are felt to be ‘on hold’, time is experienced as both 

moving too quickly and too slowly. The biological clock ticks ever-louder creating a 

desire for the treatment process to move faster, while willing the body to slow down 

(Friese and Nachtigall, 2006; Earle and Letherby, 2007). These clocks, moving in 

opposing directions are not aided by the ‘treadmills’ or ‘obstacle courses’ frequently cited 

in research (Klein, 1990; Monach, 1993; Franklin, 1997; Redshaw et al., 2007). These 

refer to the experience o f infertility treatment as travelling without moving although there 

is a treatment progression, individuals are not getting any closer to the desired result and 

time is experienced as standing still. These various time experiences embody the 

experience o f infertility and its treatment as stigmas. At the outset it is important to assert 

that frameworks used are not intended to supplant the data but rather draw it together in a 

succinct form. These emerged from the data itself and can be seen to have emerged from 

other similar research in this field, as discussed. However, these frameworks have not 

previously been drawn together to create an understanding o f the infertility experience.

Coffman’s (1963) now classic stigma thesis is the usual point o f departure on any 

discussions regarding this theme. Coffman’s thesis treats o f stigma without reference to a 

particular stigmatic characteristic, but as noted above, other authors have found it useful 

and applicable in discussions of infertility and its treatment. Coffman’s work treats 

stigma as a process, a fluid entity that may not be consistently problematic and is best 

understood as being context dependent. Once defined, Coffman’s principal focus is on 

how the presence o f a stigma can effect social interactions. The shadow of a stigma can 

damage the identity -  Coffman’s spoiled identity; and his thesis describes management 

and coping techniques employed to circumvent this spoiled identity.

Coffman (1963) defines stigma as being the situation o f the individual who is 

disqualified from full social acceptance. That is, the discrepancy that is felt between an 

individual’s actual social identity and their virtual social identity. In the case o f infertility, 

this would be the expectation that a couple should become parents at a particular 

juncture. To not do so, to not follow the expected life course, is deviant. Everyone has an
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expected social identity and to not measure up to this role is to possess a stigma -  to  be 

disqualified from full social acceptance. This lack o f  acceptance and attempts to com ply  

with social rules and sanctions applied to the stigmatized can result in a spoiled identity. 

In other words, a spoiled identity can be the result o f  a stigma-tainted social identity.

The stigma typology is three-pronged; there are physical stigmas, character s t igm as and 

deviation from group norms. This thesis defines infertility, its treatm ent and childlessness 

in this latter way -  a deviation from group norms. Although infertility has a physical 

m anifestation its m ethod o f  imposition on a social situation is through deviance from 

what is expected. It is expected that everyone can and should have children through usual 

sexual intercourse, and to not fulfil this anticipated biological and parenthood role, for 

w hatever reason, voluntarily  or involuntarily is deviant.

The presence o f  a stigm a is dependent on both the stigmatized and the onlooker colluding 

in recognition that such an attribute is a stigma. Stigma m ay not be felt by all, for 

exam ple  voluntarily childless people may never feel the stigma, although onlookers m ay 

ascribe a s tigma to them. In the situation o f  involuntarily childless people, they have 

wanted to conform  to the group norm but are unable; they are unwilling deviants. 

Through their identification and (failed) adherence to the group norm it is likely that they 

will have internalised beliefs o f  the group and prior to knowledge o f  their own infertility 

m ay have shared the v iew s o f  the wider group about infertility and childlessness. 

Therefore upon acquiring what they believed to be a stigma, infertile people m ay realise 

immediately  what or  w ho they have becom e in the w ider group perception. G offm an 

describes this experience o f  a late acquisition o f  a stigma in the following quotation

...the standards he has incorporated from the wider society equip him to be 

intimately alive to what others see as his failing, inevitably causing him i f  only 

for moments, to agree that he does indeed fall short o f what he really ought to be. 

Shame becomes a central possibility, arising from the individual’s perception o f  

one o f  his own attributes as being a defiling thing to possess, and one he can 

readily see himself as not possessing.
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The immediate presence o f  normals is likely to reinforce this split between self

demands and se lf hut in fact self-hate and self-derogation can also occur when 

only he and a mirror are about.

(Goffman, 1963: p. 18)

Goffman (1963) divides possession o f  a stigma into two groups; discredited and 

discreditable, in the case o f  the discredited, their stigma is impossible to hide and is 

widely known about. Therefore in social interactions their focus is on tension 

management to reduce the imposition o f  their stigma on relations. All present may 

engage in this - trying to avoid the stigma and engage in careful disattention; pretending 

that it is not intruding on the social interaction. In the case o f the discreditable, their 

stigma is not known about, therefore in social interactions the focus is on information 

management to ensure that the stigma is not revealed. In the case o f  this thesis, couples 

may have begun their married lives as discreditable -  passing o ff their childlessness as 

being by choice; purposefully deferring inevitable childbearing - but may become 

discredited at a later date due to the unlikelihood o f  bearing children so many years after 

marriage. Their stigma becomes obvious either through the absence o f children or their 

own disclosure to avoid the stigma o f  being voluntarily childless and its connotations o f 

selfishness as will be explored in the final chapters.

This information and tension management can make simple social interactions highly 

complicated for the stigmatised. They must be constantly alive to developing 

contingencies to allow them to pass as not having a stigma, or to m inimising its 

imposition on the social situation. This may also be the case for others associated with the 

stigma -  by this Goffman refers to those in possession o f  a courtesy stigma. As already 

discussed, Goffman describes a courtesy stigma in terms o f  the stigma that is shared by 

another, in the case o f this thesis, only one half o f  a couple may be infertile, but the 

stigma is shared by both. Courtesy stigma does not necessarily mean dilution o f  

experience. The experience may in fact be to a greater extent -  those in possession o f  a 

courtesy stigma may devote a good deal o f  tim e to protecting the stigmatised from 

awkward situations and information, both pre-emptively by keeping the stigmatised away
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from conversations that could be hurtful, or by deliberately diverting conversations away 

from a dangerous area o f  exposure, or by covering for the stigmatised to avoid exposure. 

For women in the data presented in this thesis who were fertile and had a courtesy stigma 

by virtue o f  their husband’s infertility, in all but one couples’ case the women pretended 

that their infertility was unexplained to protect their partners.

Both being discredited and discreditable can cause social isolation. In both cases, the 

stigmatised may distance themselves from others to avoid awkward social interactions. In 

the case o f  the discredited, politeness and etiquette may cause tension. Onlookers may 

politely try to ignore the stigma, but through this it looms even larger over the social 

circumstance. All concerned may wish to avoid such situations and social isolation may 

ensue. For the discreditable, any social interaction could lead to disclosure and they may 

self isolate to avoid this. Couples who had not disclosed their infertility were careful to 

project the image that they did not want children yet, and for couples who had disclosed, 

they were careful to ensure that other people did not feel embarrassed discussing their 

children in front o f them.

The discreditable may utilise disclosure etiquette to reveal their stigma; they will state 

their stigma in a matter-of-fact way so that the revelation has occurred but in a m anner 

that suggests that the observer is above such concerns and protects them from revealing 

any negativity. Voluntary disclosure changes the discreditable from being someone with 

information to manage to be someone with uneasy social situations to manage. When a 

stigma occurs later in life, the discreditable individual may have problems knowing who 

to disclose to -  should they disclose to others who knew them before the onset o f the 

stigma? And should they disclose to new acquaintances? If they decide to not disclose 

they may risk the relationship further down the line if the stigma is revealed. If a stigma 

has been revealed and is removed later in life, the discredited person does not necessarily 

lose the stigma, but instead may becom e a person with a blemish history. In the case o f 

this sample, a couple who successfully have children through IVF/lCSl, may still be 

considered in possession o f a blemish-, they needed to undergo treatment to succeed in 

achieving what others can more simply, and their children may be consistently referred to
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in terms o f  their conception. Snowdon et a i.’s (1983) couples who had children through 

donor insem ination, and were concerned with keeping this information secret for the rest 

o f their lives are a good example o f  this. Couples with one child also retain the blemish o f 

under-reproducing, potentially in parallel to the blemish o f  the necessity o f  IVF/lCSl.

Therefore, from this brief introduction to C offm an’s (1963) work it is possible to see that 

a stigma must be recognised as such by the stigm atised, and the onus is on the 

stigmatised to manage and protect social interactions from aw kw ardness and tension 

through a variety o f  strategies, including isolation. C offm an’s stigma thesis has been 

widely utilised in a range o f circumstances particularly in the area o f  health (see Link and 

Phelan, 2001; Parker and Aggleton, 2003).

Therefore, C offm an’s stigma will prove a useful fram ew ork to identify how infertility is 

a deviation from the group-norm, and to explore bodily action and public performance. 

However, as already mentioned, this research addresses Jackson and Scott’s (2001) 

concern regarding embodiment o f  the stigma experience. The impact o f  time on the 

infertility experience came from the data as it became clear that there were four principal 

‘tim e’ elem ents interacting and apparently colluding to am eliorate and prolong the stigma 

experience and its entrenchment. The first time elem ent is that o f  the ‘right tim e’ to 

become parents -  the biological was expected to perform in accordance with socially 

prescribed expectations. The other three ‘tim e’ elem ents run parallel, though apparently 

contradictory, during the infertility experience. During the infertility experience time was 

experienced as being too fast, too slow and standing still. In the medical sphere, tim e was 

experienced as a waiting game as calendar time slow ly ticked past. Reliance on the 

female m onthly cycle, responses to medication, treatm ents and waiting for medical 

appointments and answers made time feel as if it had slowed down. Concurrent to this 

time was also experienced as too fast; years were chasing past without an infertility 

resolution and the infertility experience was in a race against the ceasing o f  the 

(particularly female) biological clock. Also in parallel, tim e was experienced as 

stationary. W ithout an infertility resolution and while waiting for treatm ents and 

outcomes, couples could not live their lives as expected. Their lives were ‘on hold’ with
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every life facet and decision being dominated by overcom ing childlessness. Therefore, 

the first time experience, the right tim e to have children, and the subsequent deviation is 

the underlying stigma. Couples were deviating from expectations, and all actions 

following-on from this were attem pts to overcome this stigma o f  deviation. During this 

period o f  trying to overcom e a stigma, the experience o f  tim e comes to the fore. Couples 

were frustrated by and determined to overcome their stigma. They could not progress on 

their life course until resolution, so during this period, time was felt to be standing still 

while sim ultaneously time was m oving too fast -  their opportunity for biological 

parenthood was running out -  while also moving too slowly towards resolution. The time 

experience was activated by the presence o f  a stigma.

1'ime is frequently used as a concept by life cycle/course researchers (see Mills, 2000). 

To become a parent at a prescribed ‘right tim e’ along the life cycle is clearly one elem ent 

o f such a parallel between life cycle/course research and the present research. Becker 

(1993) describes how marriage and children lay the groundwork for the rem ainder o f  the 

life cycle. To not be able to progress through this life cycle, to be stopped at one point, 

halts and disrupts the movement through the later stages (Exley and Letherby, 2007). 

This disruption can impact on the future cycle’s expected events through stigm a o f  the 

absence o f  one o f  these events. The life cycle is understood to reference m ajor anticipated 

events seemingly uniform ly common in a given society. Life course research focuses on 

the m ajor events occurring at a m eso-level. In the case o f  the present research, becoming 

pregnant and having a child(ren) can be considered under the heading o f  life cycle 

research. However, the disruption and substitution o f  infertility and its treatm ent for 

pregnancy means that this research bi-sects the life cycle/course binary. Earle and 

Letherby’s (2007) consideration o f  the intersection between tim e and unexpected fertility 

outcom es outlines these distinctions and states that the life course distinction allows for 

more fluidity and unanticipated events -  as is the case o f this research. Therefore this 

research will mirror these classifications in the form o f  considering ‘assumed parenthood’ 

to be a part o f  the life cycle, but the disruption o f  infertility and its treatm ent to be a 

consideration o f  the life course. Therefore, this thesis can principally be considered in 

terms o f  life course research.
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Earle and Letherby’s (2007) consideration o f tim e by pregnant women and infertile 

women -  dem onstrating how there are good, bad and right times to conceive -  is a call to 

make time more explicit in research. Alongside personal experiences o f tim e and 

conception (or lack thereof), Earle and Letherby contextualise this reproductive time 

within the experience o f  biological, social and medical definitions. For infertile 

respondents, their beliefs about control over the biological dissipated with their infertility 

experience and time becomes a commodity which can threaten personal identity against 

normative lifecourse expectations (Earle and Letherby, 2007: p. 246). This tim e-threat to 

personal identity due to deviation from expected norms is at the crux o f this thesis’s 

theoretical framework.

Therefore, this literature review has identified empirical social research in common with 

research presented in this thesis. These major works span the period since the birth o f 

Louise Brown till present day and certain themes are consistent. These themes were also 

found present within this thesis and the trajectory is framed similarly. The experience o f  

infertility as a deviation from the life course and a stigma is embedded across the 

literature. In parallel, infertility and its treatment is recognised as a prolonged experience 

in common with the experience o f  a chronic illness where life is placed ‘on hold’ until 

eagerly awaited resolution. This thesis activates these tim e experiences as part o f  the 

embodied experience o f  infertility and its treatment. As stated, it is argued that within the 

‘tim e’ experience o f  life course progression where life is ordered and known, that 

infertility creates disruption and chaos within which a return to normalcy is pursued. This 

pursuit is within the cultural mandate o f  seeking medical assistance and being persistent 

in reasserting normality. Personal responsibility for problem s considered to be within the 

domain o f health issues is paramount. The desire to overcome stigma creates disrupted 

time experiences whereby tim e is on hold, too fast and too slow in responding to the 

problem o f  infertility. Although conform ing to social expectations by reacting to 

infertility in a proactive way, ‘abnorm ality’ is reiterated through the partiality o f  medical 

diagnosis and treatm ent failures, but stigma is rejected and negotiation o f  normalcy 

occurs both after treatm ent successes and failures. The definition o f infertility is altered
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and technology is absorbed into the em bodied  experience as an assistant to conception 

rather than by-passing the ‘abnorm al’ site o f  s tigma -  the body.

Conclusion

This thesis reflects findings from previous research in terms o f  infertility and its 

treatment being a stigmatic experience, but builds on these through longitudinally 

considering the lived experience o f  infertility and its treatment. In this, the importance o f  

tim e cam e to the fore as the m eans through which stigma manifested i tse l f  It is through 

coup les’ impatience with time, their fear o f  ‘running ou t’ o f  biological time, and their 

inability to move on with their life course without resolution o f  their stigma, as well as 

their understanding o f  a clear life course trajectory to be followed by all, that stigma 

cam e to the fore as the clear fram ew ork  for this data.
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Methodology

This chapter discusses the methodology and research m ethods o f  this thesis. It discusses 

the researcher’s ontological position upon undertaking this thesis as well as 

epistemoiogica! considerations to explain why particular approaches and decisions were 

taken. It is not intended to provide a comprehensive overview o f  the entire field o f 

methodology, however it is intended to briefly introduce some o f  the key elements o f 

sociological methodology and explicate reasons why they were adopted or rejected. This 

chapter also discusses the research methods; how the fieldwork was undertaken, the 

ethical considerations embedded in this, as well as the process o f analysis.

This research adopts an interpretivist approach. The aim was to explore couples’ 

experiences o f  infertility and its treatment -  therefore an exploratory subjective narrative 

was desired, one which was in-depth and detailed and therefore qualitative and 

potentially particular to this sample only. Throughout it must be remembered that these 

couples were self-selecting and their experiences could differ greatly from the majority o f  

clinic attendees who chose not to volunteer. Couples were interviewed together on four 

separate occasions, interviews were transcribed verbatim  and initial analysis took place 

using Nvivo. However, a thematic analysis returning the coding to their original context 

was undertaken when basic themes had been identified.

Methodology

Ontology has been defined as concerned with the nature o f  existence (Abercrombie et al., 

2000). For qualitative research, that which exists is the meaningful actions and 

interactions o f individuals (Treacy and Hyde, 1999). Som e social scientists assert that 

total objectivity is possible -  that there is absolute truth(s) that can be identified through 

research. This position is associated with positivism. O ther social scientists adhere more 

closely to the idea that there are no truths or that they are impossible to resolve as all 

knowledge is a function o f social location. Subjectivity colours attempts to discover 

truth(s). This research adopts this latter way o f  thinking; that objectivity is frequently not 

possible, and additionally is not always desirable. In the case o f this particular research
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topic, the subjective experiential nature o f  infertility and its treatment were at the core o f  

the research question and as such, objectivity was not being sought from the respondents. 

However, this is not to suggest that bias should not be limited; through a reflexive 

research encounter it is intended that although subjectivity is desired, the research 

methods and analysis resist over-identification with the subject matter or participants. In 

this, it is recognised that researcher/respondent interaction will be influential on the data. 

Although attempting to retain the original meaning the researcher will inevitably present 

the data from her own perspective, and will have otherwise influenced the data having 

become part o f  the process o f  narrative reconstruction through her presence (Bell and 

Nutt, 2002). This approach is associated with interpretivism, which was the chosen 

epistemology for this thesis.

Epistemology in philosophical term s refers to the theory o f  knowledge, in sociology the 

term principally refers to the m ethods o f scientific procedure which lead to the 

acquisition o f  sociological knowledge (Abercrombie et al., 2000). In other words, how 

we go about knowing what we know. There are a number o f  principal strands to 

epistemology which are mutually exclusive; two o f  which have already been introduced -  

positivism and interpretivism. Realism, or critical theory, will also be briefly discussed. It 

will be shown why interpretivism was selected for this research in favour o f  positivism  

and realism.

Positivism principally stems from research in the natural sciences and was translated for 

‘social physics’ by Durkheim (Brym an, 2004). In sum, positivism refers to the method o f  

research whereby a hypothesis is proposed and can be independently tested to be true or 

false. Positivism holds that there are consistent relationships that govern human 

behaviour. Positivism has universal laws as its focus and is associated with a quantitative 

approach whereby variables are assigned numbers for testing (Babbie, 1998; Neum an, 

2004; Bryman, 2004). Positivism was rejected for this research topic both in terms o f 

philosophical underpinnings and as a method. This study was to be exploratory as it is the 

first time research on this topic was to be undertaken in Ireland. A positivist approach 

would require a preordained way o f  understanding the experience o f infertility and its
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treatm ent and then testing it among a large representative sample, most likely using a 

survey approach. The initial literature review generated ideas about what might be 

expected to come from the data, but it was unknown if  these experiences from other 

countries -  mainly among non-representative samples -  in differing cultural contexts 

would have anything in common with this Irish sample. In addition, it was considered 

desirable to explore other unknown or unexpected experiences o f  infertility and its 

treatment in an Irish context. There is no data available on how many Irish people seek 

infertility treatm ent, and there is certainly no available list o f  who these people are. 

Therefore it would have been impossible to construct a sampling frame for a large-scale 

survey to be representative. Even if  this information was available, there would still be a 

hidden population o f  people who may be infertile but have not sought medical treatment 

and who may have very different experiences from people who did seek treatment. This 

has been a shortcoming o f almost all W estern research in this area to date -  middle class 

white people are over-represented in every sample as they tend to be the cohort that will 

seek medical assistance when they have a problem and they are also the cohort that tends 

to be able to afford expensive treatments. However, infertility is more likely to affect 

poorer people -  Monach (1993) and Sandelowski (1993) are two researchers who have 

attempted to overcom e this research gap. However, M onach’s attempts could be viewed 

as unethical as he accessed medical files without prior consent, and Sandelow ski’s 

sample o f non-white, non-middle income respondents was a group o f  ju st twenty-two 

participants, while twenty-six white women were recruited from a private practice. 

Although highly comm endable, this sample is still small and bears the usual limitation o f 

research among people who are accessing treatm ent.

Realism or critical theory accepts that there are larger structures dom inating social 

interactions and, through analysis o f  social relationships, information about these 

dominant structures can be identified. This epistemological approach is frequently 

associated with social action research and the works o f  Marx and Hegel (Hyde et al., 

2004). Praxis is a blending o f theory and concrete action. Theory informs the specific 

real-world action to be taken to advance social change, and the actions taken feedback for 

reformulation o f  the theory (Neuman, 2004: p. 43). Realists reject positivism as only
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dealing with the surface, and not noting the larger m echanism s -  how ever positiv ism  

equally  rejects realism  for consideration o f  structu res that cannot be rigorously tested. 

Interpretivism  is also jux taposed  to  realism  as in terpretiv ism  states that the social w orld 

can only  be understood through p eo p le ’s in terpretations o f  realities (N eum an, 2004). This 

epistem ological approach w as also  rejected for this research, as the socio-historical 

influences on in terpretations o f  infertility  and its treatm ent w ere not central to  the 

research question. A critical social research approach could  include cultural constructions 

o f  infertility and an analysis o f  the socio-econom ic focus o f  current infertility  healthcare 

provision. A lthough this w ould be useful, again , the research question  w as inherently 

in terpretiv ist in that the experience o f  couples, ra ther than the paradigm  in w hich their 

experiences occurred w as the focus.

T he interpretivist tradition adopted for th is research, rejects that the w orld exists 

independently  o f  our know ledge o f  it; ra ther the w orld is socially or d iscursively  

constructed  (M arsh and Furlong, 2002). In terpretiv ism  seeks to  understand m eaning 

rather than provide explanation . T his approach is associated w ith W eber, Husserl and 

M ead (H yde et al., 2004) and posits that hum an social life cannot be studied by 

borrow ing principles from  the natural sciences. Instead, hum an social life is based on 

ideas, beliefs and perceptions about reality rather than an objective factual reality. In 

o ther w ords, that interaction and response occur based on w hat is believed to  be real 

rather than w hat is ob jectively  real (N eum an, 2004). T herefore, interpretivism  is 

p rincipally  associated w ith qualita tive m ethods, w hich are better placed than quantitative 

m ethods for exploring m eaning, and an id iographic form  o f  explanation  w here a detailed 

picture o f  an aspect o f  the social w orld is presented. In this, positivism  is rejected as 

d istorting the com plexity  o f  subjective ra tionalities (B abbie, 1998; N eum an, 2004; 

Brym an, 2004; H yde et al., 2004). Fem inism  has influenced in terpretivism , rendering 

w om en’s experiences v isib le by cen tralising  the fem ale. H ow ever, postm odernism  w hich 

has also  influenced interpretiv ism  rejects a b io logically  predeterm ined category  o f  sex 

and questions the existence o f  any tru th(s), instead focussing on how  reality  is 

constructed  (H yde et al., 2004). T hese influences on interpretivism  by fem inism  and
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postm odernism  will be briefly dealt with in terms o f  their influence on this research 

below.

The exploration o f  couples’ experiences o f  infertility and its treatm ent is best served by 

presenting couples’ subjective experiences in a detailed in-depth way, allowing theory to 

be generated from the data. In turn, to prescribe a model or framework and try to make 

the data fit would fail to provide a full and accurate explanation o f couples’ experiences. 

Instead inductive reasoning was pursued as theoretical insights were inductively derived 

from the generated data (Treacy and Hyde, 1999). Thus, it is possible that this research 

could follow the principles o f  grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) however as 

Bryman (2004; p. 401) notes, grounded theory is honoured more in its breach than its 

observance -  and this is true in the case o f  the data presented here. Although theory is 

generated from data analysis, beginning with an open approach and without the intent o f 

proving or disproving hypotheses, the rigid nature o f  grounded theory procedures was 

rejected for being too prescriptive and time-consuming. Instead, this ethnographic 

research follows a more narrative analysis approach. Like grounded theory, this analysis 

allowed theoretical insights to emerge, but not through fragm entation and the constant 

com parative method.

The narrative interview may be considered one o f  the better m ethods o f  learning about 

experiences (Daniluk, 2001; Miller, 2005) however absolute knowledge o f  other people’s 

realities is not feasible (Porter, 1999) and the researcher’s part in co-authoring these 

narratives am ong an unrepresentative sample must be reiterated. However, despite 

rejecting the grounded theory approach as overtly rigid, and acknowledging the 

methodological limitations, it was still considered desirable to analyze the data in as 

unbiased a m ethod as possible so that the researcher’s (unknown) beliefs would not be 

imposed. All transcribed interviews were entered in QSR N vivo software and divided by 

interview num ber, so couples’ first, second, third and fourth interviews were clustered. A 

preliminary breakdown o f  the data was undertaken using Nvivo -  the volum e o f  data 

required some basic ordering. Interviews were coded according to responses to questions, 

for exam ple when couples stated the differing forms o f  contraception they had used a
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code ‘contraception used’ was created and all the data across the 34 couples was stored at 

this node. Some basic themes began to quickly emerge, but because o f  the fragmented 

nature o f  using Nvivo coding, them es were verified by recourse to the original transcripts 

and the original contexts, and verification across the sample was completed. This 

narrative analysis was more them atic than structural -  the focus was on what was said 

rather than how the story was related. The objective was not to generalise to a broader 

population, but to gain more in-depth knowledge o f this particular sample (Hyde et al., 

2004: p. 56).

Methods

Data was collected via semi-structured in-depth interviews that lasted between one and 

two hours during 27 months ‘in the field’. Interviews took place at four different time 

points -  before couples began a treatm ent cycle, in the two-week wait before doing a 

pregnancy test, three months later (when couples generally announce a pregnancy/when 

couples could undertake another cycle), and a further 12-18 months later.' ^

The in-depth interview was used to give couples an opportunity to describe their 

experiences and understandings in their own words (Porter, 1999). A semi-structured 

interview guide permitted some structure to the process ensuring that couples were being 

asked questions along similar lines, but a good deal o f flexibility is perm itted with this 

type o f  interview facilitating unexpected directions to conversation which could then 

serve to inform future interviews across the sample. Hargreaves (2006) in her fieldwork 

with families where donor insemination had taken place identified the semi-structured 

interview as the best way to explore complex, personal and sensitive issues. Before each 

subsequent interview, the earlier transcripts and recordings were reviewed, details 

incorporated, and any issues requiring clarity could be addressed. M iller (2000) similarly 

found this effective during her longitudinal study o f transitions to motherhood in ensuring 

fluidity and rem inding participants o f  their previously constructed accounts. Therefore, 

questions were put in a different order according to how the interview was progressing

Appendix 5 outlines the topic guide core questions -  each interview was tailored for each couple based 
on these templates
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and were also phrased differently -  care was always taken to avoid asking leading 

questions. Although the fluid and flexible nature o f these interviews could be seen to 

effect reliability, the narrative could never be described as objective -  instead narratives 

are edited versions o f  reality, not impartial descriptions o f  it, and interviewees always 

make choices about what to divulge (Reissman, 1990: p. 1197).

The interview process involves the production o f knowledge, in which 1 was the co

constructor of this information and my part in co-authorship must be acknowledged 

(Williams, 1984). My difference to these couples may have worked to my advantage -  1 

am unmarried, childless and younger than the majority o f couples. 1 believe 1 was viewed 

as old enough to be empathetic and to understand their situation, but my status as younger 

and the inference o f my childlessness through both my age and marital status potentially 

rendered me less threatening than perhaps if 1 was in a similar age and marriage cohort to 

respondents. However, like the sample, 1 am middle class, white and Irish. Through this, 

a rapport developed but ‘faking friendship’ (Duncombe and Jessop, 2002) was 

unnecessary -  couples seemed to clearly understand the boundaries between us as 

researcher and respondents. At all times 1 believe 1 answered questions honestly during, 

before and after interviews. Couples were invited to ask questions during interviews, and 

this facilitated a more conversational approach.

At the end o f the research period couples were given a €100 voucher for a shop o f their 

choice, and at the first meeting all couples were given a small box o f chocolates. This 

was a very small token o f appreciation considering the considerable time that couples had 

given me and their hospitality.'^ Daniluk (2001) similarly offered her couple respondents 

to her longitudinal infertility research $100 at the end o f the time frame.

All interviews took place with both the male and female partner present. This can be seen 

to hold both advantages and disadvantages. Monach (1993) interviewed couples together 

to avoid creating stress and in case separate interviews were seen as a verification

As mentioned, the Health Research Board funded this research and it was through these resources that, 
for example, gifts for couples were possible and transcribing services could be utilised
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procedure. Hargreaves (2006) states that jo in t interviewing allows for presentation o f 

couples’ shared constructions o f  reality; it allows couples’ to jog  each others memories 

and keep accounts ‘honest’, as well as providing a way o f  obtaining m en’s accounts that 

are frequently absent from research in this area. Arksey (1996) notes the advantages o f 

jo in t interviewing, particularly research in the area o f illness, in confirming facts, filling 

in gaps and memory lapses as well as dem onstrating the different types o f  knowledge 

held by different people and their interactions and relationships. However, Arksey (1996) 

is also cautious in advising that one person can dom inate the interview, it can cause 

relationship antagonism and can prove tim e-consum ing and complicated for the 

researcher to analyse what could be consensual data in which the interviewer may have 

had difficulty concentrating.

The rationale for interviewing couples together in this research was because infertility is 

experienced as a unit despite w om en’s bodies being perceived as ‘more reproductive’ 

than m en’s (Hargreaves, 2006). Infertility can be m ale/female/joint factor or unexplained; 

however in each respondent’s case, they were experiencing infertility irrespective o f their 

own fertility status. Feminism (in the context o f  interpretivism) in terms o f  reproductive 

technology, places the woman at the centre o f  treatm ent as it is taking place on w om en’s 

bodies irrespective o f  infertility cause (see for exam ple Klein, 1990) -  postmodernism 

generally would take a different view as gender being a biological construct. This 

research takes these concerns into consideration while retaining an overall interpretive 

approach. By involving men in the infertility experience, it is intended to render the man 

visible and to make infertility a more shared and couple-unit based phenomenon. This 

readjustm ent recognises that physically the w om an’s body is the focus o f  the medical 

gaze (M eerabeau, 1991; Throsby, 2002), and the entire field o f  reproduction and 

parenting is gendered (Phoenix and W oollett, 1991) but by ignoring men, inadvertent 

collaboration with patriarchy can take place.

Initial pilot interviews took place with two female volunteers and one couple accessed 

through the National Infertility Support and Information Group and respondents were
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asked to provide feedback about the questions. These interviews were recorded with 

permission and fully transcribed.

Access to a Dublin-based fertility clinic was granted by the hospital to which the clinic 

was attached, and the project was approved by the hospital’s ethics committee. The 

consultants involved in the clinic, as well as the staff were very helpful and 

accom modating. The clinic’s generosity in granting free access and not attempting to 

select couples for participation must be credited. One o f  the counsellors consented to be 

interviewed, and her experiences were recorded and fully transcribed. The clinic hosts a 

bi-monthly open evening for couples who have been referred for IVF/lCSl treatment to 

the clinic. At this, the consultant and counsellors make presentations giving an overview 

o f  treatment and what to expect. Refreshments are served at the back o f  the large room 

afterwards. Over the course o f a year 1 was permitted to make a short presentation to the 

crowd explaining that this research was taking place and how couples could volunteer 

should they wish. All couples were handed flyers about the research upon entry to the 

meeting. 1 stayed for refreshments after each meeting, but 1 was only ever approached to 

answer questions about the clinic or to point out clinic s ta ff  There were generally very 

few couples who remained in the room after the presentations were complete. I never saw 

anyone 1 knew at these meetings, but was prepared that if  1 did, I would let them know 

that 1 would be adhering to the same confidentiality as other attendees; at the opening o f 

each meeting the consultant always asked people to respect o thers’ privacy and if they 

saw anyone they knew present they would not disclose outside the confines o f  the room. 

This could also be considered telling in the context o f  the over-riding them e o f  this thesis 

- the stigma o f  infertility and its treatment.

At the meetings, couples were given a questionnaire to com plete and return to the clinic -  

the response was a letter notifying couples o f  their first appointment. During the 

recruitment phase the administrators who would send out these letters included another 

letter about this research and a stamped addressed envelope. This letter outlined what this 

research involved and a ‘consent to be contacted’ form. Couples could retain this letter 

and consent form and detach the part where they were to fill in their contact details and
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return it directly in the envelope to the researcher. This would ensure that the researcher 

would never see any names or addresses o f  clinic ‘patients’, and that if  couples consented 

to take part the clinic would never know who they were. The disadvantage o f  this was the 

reliance on the adm inistrators in a busy environment to complete this extra task, and also 

not knowing how many couples received these letters. The response rate at first was very 

low, later realising that the potential reason for this was that recruitment was aim ed at 

couples who were entering the clinic for the first time and possibly were already 

overwhelmed or expected to be overwhelmed by the rigours o f  treatm ent and did not 

want to involve them selves in any further commitments.

One o f  the administrators, w ithout my knowledge, placed some o f  the letters and 

stamped-addressed envelopes in the waiting room. The first I learned o f  this was when 

the response rate suddenly improved, and when I telephoned couples I discovered that 

they were beyond their first IVF/ICSI cycle.

Recruitment was broadened; posters about the research were placed in the clin ic’s 

waiting rooms and the letters, consent forms and stamped-addressed envelopes were left 

in boxes around these same rooms. Regular visits to the clinic ensured that there was 

sufficient stationary for volunteers. It took approximately twelve months to recruit 34 

couples. In total, 40 couples had volunteered but six o f  these were not undergoing 

IVF/ICSI treatment and could not be included in the research. This sample is obviously 

unrepresentative -  this is a very low response rate, the sample is self-selecting as well as 

being a very small number. By broadening the original target from only including couples 

who were undergoing IVF/ICSI for the first time, to couples who could have already 

undergone treatm ent, a greater diversity o f  experience was introduced which at first was 

considered regrettable but when fieldwork was underway the advantage o f  this diversity 

became apparent.

Upon receiving couples’ contact details in the post, they were telephoned in the evenings 

or on weekends and their contact details were securely put in a folder. These original 

pieces o f  paper were the only place that couples’ details were stored -  no database was
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set up so there are no com puter files. Therefore, couples’ identities are known only to this 

researcher. Couples were assigned a number which remained with them throughout the 

process. Couples have been given pseudonyms in this thesis.

When telephoned, 1 explained who I was and asked if they were available to talk at that 

time and if  not did 1 have perm ission to phone them at a more convenient time? They 

were immediately thanked for returning their details to me and reminded that they were 

under no obligation to continue with the phone call and that 1 would never contact them 

again if they regretted returning their details to me. All respondents were happy to take 

the call and 1 explained the research to them and that it was longitudinal involving four 

interviews which would take place at a time and place convenient to them. Almost all 

interviews took place in couples’ homes with a couple o f  exceptions - the Greens’ first 

interview was in my office and their second interview was in a relative’s house. The 

Greens were in the process o f  buying a new house hence these differing arrangements. 

The final two interviews took place in their new home. The Walshs were also living with 

a relative at the time o f  the first interview and their interview took place in the relative’s 

home while they were alone. Therefore all interviews took place in a private relaxed 

atmosphere. Throughout the longitudinal period, each time couples were contacted 

consent was renegotiated -  both on the phone and in person as I arrived at their homes 

(M iller and Bell, 2002).

Couples were also alw ays asked if  they could be recorded on my digital recorder, and it 

was explained that a transcription service was being used'^ -  and the transcriber had 

signed a confidentiality agreement. They were told all names would be changed and that 

they could have copies o f  these transcripts and recordings should they wish. They were 

reminded o f this option at each interview; the couples who did want copies were the 

couples who had successfully conceived and wanted the transcripts to show their children 

in later life to help explain the situation o f  their conception. Throsby (2004) regretted her 

decision to ask couples to check their transcripts -  people became embarrassed by the

”  1 transcribed fifteen interview s, but th is proved so tim e-consum ing  the transcrip tion  service had to  be 
used due to the volum e o f  in terv iew s that w ere to be conducted. All returned transcrip ts w ere checked 
against the original recordings and ad justed  w here errors had occurred
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ineloquence o f  the written conversation and the process was a burden for them. 

Therefore, this verification was not pursued, and couples who wanted their transcripts 

only stated this at the final interviews and as mentioned, wanted them for reasons 

unconnected with the research project.

Couples were invited to ask questions before the recorder was switched on, and told they 

could ask questions throughout if  they wished. In addition, they were reminded that they 

could stop the interview at any tim e or could refuse to answer any question they did not 

want to. Due to the nature o f  these interviews, taking place during an emotionally 

charged time, care was taken to ‘do no harm ’, and attempts were made to not take 

advantage o f vulnerable people. In this, couples were constantly reminded that their 

participation was entirely voluntary, and if  individuals became upset the interview was 

paused and I offered to stop the interview entirely, only beginning again with their 

consent, and i tried to ask factual questions in the aftermath o f  this upset, for example I 

would ask questions about dates o f  treatment, or unconnected to the treatment such as 

when they got married. This seemed to help in restoring individuals to how they had been 

prior to their upset. I was always cautious about asking certain questions if  the couple 

already seemed somewhat upset. W henever I asked a question o f  a particularly personal 

nature, I would again reiterate that couples were not obligated to answer any questions 

they did not want to.

Interviewing couples together was not uniformly the experience o f  principally 

interviewing women -  instead, many men took the lead in these interviews, and indeed 

many men admitted that it was their suggestion to take part in the research. Having stated 

this, some men did allow women to dom inate the interview; however this was often not 

because they were unwilling to talk -  when they were directly asked questions about their 

experiences they were very articulate -  but because m en’s contact with reproductive 

m edicine was deemed marginal in comparison to the focus on w om en’s bodies. This 

dem onstrates the sidelining o f  m en in these processes. Overall, it was a jointly- 

constructed narrative with com prom ises frequently worked out with the interviewer 

present, and obviously there may have been issues and comments that individuals did not
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make because o f  their partner being present. However, in the main couples took turns in 

describing their own experiences and corrected their partners when they felt details and 

facts were incorrect. These interviews were intense experiences o f  concentration; trying 

to m aintain the semi-structured interview and trying to ensure both voices were heard, 

reshuffling questions while keeping them from being leading, and due to the longitudinal 

nature -  trying to rem ember details from previous accounts. However, these meetings 

were always enjoyable though at times sad, but respondents’ generosity o f  time, courage 

and senses’ o f  hum our never failed.

Considering the longitudinal and sensitive nature o f this research, a high attrition rate was 

expected but did not materialise, and couples who did dropout did not always do so 

because o f refusal. At the time o f  the first interview, thirty-four couples were included in
I o

the sample. For the second round o f interviews this number dropped to thirty, by the 

third interview there were twenty-nine couples.'^ The final interview was completed with 

twenty-six couples.^*^ Therefore, in total, 119 interviews were completed, not including 

the four key informant pilot interviews.

Throughout, the ‘interviewed cycle’ refers to the cycle they were interviewed through -  

in other words, when couples would have first volunteered their participation they would 

have been interviewed prior to starting a cycle and the second interview took place in 

their sixteen day wait to do a pregnancy test from this cycle, their third interview took 

place approxim ately three months after this cycle, and the final interview took place a 

year or more after this cycle.^'

Two couples (the Fitzpatricks and the Fitzgeralds) never began treatment within the longitudinal time 
frame due to other health problems. The Fentons had been due to start treatment but decided to opt out for 
personal reasons, and the N eesons became pregnant just before beginning treatment

The Dalys kept cancelling their interview appointments after the failure o f  their cycle, but then got back 
in contact towards the end o f  their twin pregnancy from a later IVF cycle and com pleted the final interview.

The Coxs had emigrated, the Glovers did not want to take part and the Lawtons and Sheridans could not 
be contacted

Prior to this longitudinal time frame som e couples would have undergone IV F/lCSl cycles, and after the 
‘interviewed cycle’ som e couples would have had further treatments. Therefore, the ‘interviewed cycle’ 
strictly refers to this cycle undergone immediately upon volunteering which is the central reference point 
(e.g. the text refers to couples conceiving on a ‘later cycle’, in other words the cycle after the interviewed 
cycle
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Chapter One: Assumed Parenthood

My research is embedded in the anthropological view that culture has its own 

expected 'life course’. This can be viewed as a cultural unit and a powerful 

collective symbol. People assign meaning and expectations to specific life events. 

When these expectations are not met, people experience inner chaos and disruption. 

Gay Becker (2000: p. 36)

Becker’s (1997, 2000) works portray perspectives o f  people undergoing illness 

experiences, where infertility is included as one o f  these ‘illnesses’ . Both Greil (1991) 

and Sandelowski (1997) also framed infertility as being similar to an illness in term s o f  

life course disruption. Framing these experiences as such is useful in the current 

context.^^ By this, Becker is referring to the com m on culturally-specific unders tanding  o f  

how a life course should unfold, and how  the experience o f  an illness can disrupt this 

‘cultural ideology’. In other words, people inhabiting and understanding any  specific 

culture will have a com m on ‘cultural d ia logue’ about what is normal - w hat should occur 

in the life course. W hen events do not proceed within the parameters o f  what is expected 

-  what is defined as normal -  the individual experiences disruption. To not becom e a 

parent as expected is a non-event transition; a life event that is expected to occur but does 

not (Daniluk, 2001; Exley and Letherby, 2007). Becker describes this in term s o f  being 

thrown into chaos. This chapter establishes assum ptions about the life course for this 

sample -  through establishing assum ed parenthood the groundw ork is laid for the 

disruption to these assum ptions by infertility, and the felt necessity to restore order to  this 

chaos.

This chapter will discuss couples use o f  contraception and their assum ption o f  fertility 

prior to the ‘right’ tim e to conceive, it then outlines the parenthood imperative -  how  

childlessness was not on either the man or w o m an ’s agenda. Upon m arriage, couples 

either decided to try to conceive straight away or to wait until a later ‘r igh t’ time. In both

T his is useful in term s o f  the co m m o n a lities betw een  infertility, its treatm ent and illn ess  ex p erien ces -  
this is not to  necessarily  cast infertility as an illn ess  per se
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situations, certain criteria were essential prior to parenthood -  a stable relationship and 

financial security as homeowners. This chapter will explore these two elements -  how 

parenthood was assumed, and what were considered essential prerequisites to facilitate 

parenthood. The life course was being pre-em ptively plotted out, building blocks for 

parenthood and future life events were being prepared for and deviation from this course 

was unexpected. Parenthood was an expected life course event, and it was required to 

move forward to other phases on a constant understood ordered propulsion through time. 

M arriage and children lay the groundwork for the rem ainder o f  the life cycle; and the life 

course is expected to be predictable, knowable and continuous (Becker, 1993).

Marriage, birth control and thinking ahead

Irish society can be considered both pronatalist and pro-heteronormative nuclear families. 

This is evident in Ireland’s constitutional em phasis on the family and considerable 

controversies over divorce and abortion (Galligan, 1996; Inglis, 1998; Martin, 2000; 

Cotter, 2009). I 'he  heteronormative model dictates that marriage should precede 

childbirth, and that children should be brought into the world under responsible 

conditions (See Mahon, Conlon and Dillon, 1998: p. 21; Hyde, 1996, 2000 for full 

discussions o f  how pregnancies and births outside marriage have been problematic in 

Irish society). The family, consisting o f  a m arried m other and father and two or more 

children is the standard model against which all else is defined. For example, m others or 

fathers acting as the sole parent are referred to as ‘single-parent’ or ‘one-parent’ families. 

Similarly, people do not have ‘one child’, they have an ‘only child’ -  a deviation that will 

be returned to in chapters five and six. The nuclear family is the yardstick and all 

deviations find their definitions against this model. Deviations can be subject to stigma 

for their difference; this stigma can be externally imposed through having defied the 

normative model, and can also be self-imposed through the belief in that normative 

model (Goffman, 1963). Respondents to this research shared the common view that 

married couples should have children; this was an unquestioned fact o f  life. Overall 

couples were able to retrospectively note that before knowing o f  their own infertility they 

believed that marriage and children went hand-in-hand. However, the idea that having
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children follows marriage is based originally on the notion that couples would not be 

sexually active prior to marriage and therefore children could not be conceived prior to 

the exchanging o f vows. The presence o f artificial contraception in Ireland for this 

generation o f respondents ensured ‘plastic sexuality’ (Giddens, 1994); that sex was 

separated from reproduction. Pregnancy was not a likely outcome o f sex when 

contraception was being used, albeit people living in Ireland could have controlled their 

fertility in other ways; fVeslern development rhetoric often assumes that societies lacking 

contraceptive technology cannot consciously control reproduction (Ginsburg and Rapp, 

1991: p. 326).

All couples were clearly sexually active prior to marriage -  demonstrated in their co

habitation and their discussions o f contraception. Fertility is never known prospectively, 

only retrospectively, and a certain sign that parenthood was considered an inevitable 

outcome of unprotected sexual intercourse is evident in the use o f contraception amongst 

this sample. Fertility was something that couples believed could be controlled, something 

that could be turned on and off as required with the assistance of artificial contraception. 

Fleischer (1990) discusses this in the context o f perceiving the body as a machine — but 

the ‘machine-woman’ with a ‘machine-body’ is rendered an absurd concept when use o f 

long-term contraception has masked infertility. All couples assumed that they were 

fertile, and that contraception was a necessity prior to marriage and/or before they were 

ready to conceive.

I: ...until that point in time how were you managing your fertility?

F: Mainly the pill.

M: Probably too well. [Laughter]

F: Mainly the p ill and I  suppose any at all quiver that oh you know maybe you  

had a bit o f  diarrhoea that it mightn 7 be absorbed or anything, it was condoms 

really. I  mean I  suppose there were no chances taken really.

M: With hindsight it was well over the top. [laughs]

The Greens, Interview 1
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F: ... you spend so long trying not to get pregnant and then you know, tha t’s the 

only thing that we ’re saying, y e a r ’s wasted on the pill [laughs]

Joan Brady, Interview 1

F :... on a lighter note we often laugh now and think all the money we could have 

saved on condoms or you know on things like that, not that it was a fortune but 

em, but sure ju s t it was never going to happen for us 

Ruth Smith, Interview 1

Couples believed in their own fertility as something to be policed and watched lest an 

unexpected pregnancy should occur prior to the ‘right’ time. The Kellys referred to the 

scare', meaning the universal experience of the monthly fear o f a pregnancy at the 

‘wrong’ time. Respondents’ conviction o f their own fertility may have originated in many 

different forms. This conviction may be the result o f the fear, or scare, created around sex 

for young people, and the moral panic o f teenage pregnancy (Phoenix, 1993; Dauguerre 

and Corinne, 2006), One o f the worst outcomes o f sexual intercourse during the ‘wrong’ 

time in a person’s life is parenthood. Infertility does not enter the consciousness until it 

becomes part of a personal reality. Fertility is assured as a certainty; an inevitable 

outcome o f sexual intercourse without contraception. This can be seen in the quotations 

from couples above, they were very careful about their contraceptive use in case a 

pregnancy ensued at the ‘wrong’ time. The quotation from Lisa Ford below reiterates this 

notion that pregnancy is the inevitable outcome o f unprotected sexual intercourse. Lisa 

assumed that she would instantly become pregnant when she came off the pill.

F: ... like the first month that we tried em, was a friend  o f  mine had her 

housewarming and I d idn ’t drink at it because I  was sure I  was pregnant you 

know had one glass o f  wine and sat there sober and had a miserable night 

[laughs] everybody else it was a mad party like so you know but I  was so, sipping 

my own glass o f  wine virtuously because 1 was pregnant like, so em you know 1 

think I  might have been more aware i f  there’d  been more kind o f  openness about
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it you know, this happens and this is a possibility and i t ’s not automatic that you 

get married and you know whatever, you have kids 

Lisa Ford, Interview 1

It is also interesting to note the etiquette that Lisa followed at this time; she was acting 

like a pregnant woman ‘virtuously’ sipping a small amount o f  wine lest she damage her 

foetus. At each interview tim e point, Lisa Ford mentioned a media advertisem ent by 

Ireland’s Crisis Pregnancy Agency stating that it only takes one sperm to become 

pregnant. This advertisem ent, which was also mentioned by two other couples, was very 

irritating once infertility was established. Couples felt it took more than one sperm to 

achieve parenthood status. In other words, the full biological picture was now 

understood. Couples knew that it took intercourse at the ‘right’ time o f  the month, a 

healthy egg, clear passage through the fallopian tubes, healthy sperm capable o f 

penetrating the egg’s zona, a uterine lining suitable for implantation, an embryo capable 

o f developm ent and so on to create a pregnancy, and a pregnancy was no guarantee o f  a 

live birth. However, in recalling their situation and mindsets prior to learning about 

infertility, couples were able to remember a time when their fertility was considered 

voracious and abundant and would have to be controlled by medical science and/or 

careful tim ing o f  the female cycle in case they became parents at the ‘w rong’ time. Thus, 

at this earlier tim e point o f  sexual activity, two linked themes emerge -  firstly that there 

is a ‘w rong’ tim e to become a parent, a stigmatic time when parenthood is unacceptable. 

Secondly the fem ale cycle was being m onitored according to clock-time for contraceptive 

purposes; the calendar indicating when sex was ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’ thereby indicating that 

pregnancy was ‘dangerous’ if  not occurring at the ‘right’ time.

Becoming a parent at the ‘w rong’ time, but also with the ‘w rong’ person was not a 

desired outcom e, and therefore couples assumed their fertility for a lengthy tim e period 

prior to their current marital relationship, embedding their private conviction o f  their 

fertility. Their pre-m arital sexual activity was apparent through their contraceptive 

histories and co-habitation. Having children when they were still dating or co-habiting 

was not desirable, irrespective o f  the obvious display o f  their sexual intimacy prior to
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marriage. The quotation cited below from Mary C lark is in the context o f  this couple 

having been together for six years prior to the marriage, and living together for seven 

months prior to  their w edding day. M ary ’s father clearly knew  that his daughter was 

having sexual intercourse with her fiance.

F: We didn’t discuss it as you know, do you want them? Or like we both knew we 

wanted them hut like before marriage it was kind o f  like, definitely don’t want 

them before I get married because my da will kill me like.

Mary Clark, Interview I

This quotation further reiterates the concept o f  there being a ‘w ro n g ’ tim e to becom e a 

parent, and the social w as tied to the biological in linking m arriage and pregnancy as 

ineluctable life phases with one following the other as unproblematic.

Sarah and K im ’s quotations below best sum m arise the outlook o f  couples in this sample 

with regard to paren thood’s inevitability and the unproblem atic  ou tcom e o f  unprotected 

sexual intercourse and marriage as a bio-social life s tage ritual.

F:... like your whole life y o u ’ve been sort o f  going when I have kids blah, blah, 

blah and suddenly it's not when i t ’s i f  I  have kids and that’s really like, it never 

entered your mind that it could be something that would not be an option 

Sarah Daly, Interview 1

F:... Because you kind o f think i t ’s your God-given right, you know what I  mean. 

You ’re not going to have any problems, it just happens.

Kim Jones, Interview 1

The linking o f  the social with the biological, o f  m arriage and children as chronological 

ordered (and well-timed) life events w as sub-divided by couples  into two ‘r igh t’ times. 

Couples recalled how they retained their contraceptive use after their w eddings to ensure 

that pregnancy would ensue at the ‘right’ time for them; this w ould  be at som e time later
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into their marriage when other !<ey e lem ents were in place, such as financial and 

relationship stability. O ther couples docum ented how  they had ceased using 

contraception a few m onths before their wedding  day to either engage in pre-conceptual 

care such as taking folic acid supplem ents, and then to produce a ‘honeym oon’ baby, or 

to be in the early stages o f  pregnancy  on their w edding  day so that the couple could 

quickly form a new  family unit after their marriage. A lthough pregnancy prior to 

marriage was not desirable, being a few w eeks pregnant w as acceptable as the child 

would be born within wedlock, and there would be no visible signs o f  pregnancy whilst 

in w edding  regalia. Being pregnant im m ediately  upon becom ing husband and wife was 

acceptable, but giving birth before th is  tim e was unacceptable. The Fitzgeralds’ actions 

were not unusual in this regard, they  had been using contraception but ceased and in 

accordance with a view that was com m on  am ong couples, believed that it was unwise to 

attempt conception immediately af te r  stopping taking the contraceptive pill. They 

monitored V icky’s cycle during this time, and gave up doing so close to their wedding 

day.

F:... we had been very careful up imtil just really timing more than anything up 

until we got married, we even a few months before we got married we kind o f  

said, oh well i f  happens it happens at this stage 

Vicky Fitzgerald, Interview 1

Couples followed similar patterns; they  had first dated for what they believed was a 

reasonable am ount o f  time before becom ing  engaged, and as the relationship becam e 

serious they discussed plans for th e ir  lives together. These discussions both explicitly 

included plans for having children, o r  else it w as implied as inevitable -  having children 

w as as likely an outcom e as death on the life course, so it w as simply not something to be 

discussed. Sevon (2005), in her research with pregnant w om en noted that m otherhood is 

regarded as an inevitable part o f  a w o m a n ’s normal life course providing fulfilment, but 

childlessness indicates a lack o f  femininity . As men are also biologically essential to 

pregnancy, it can be extended that fatherhood, and the ability to become one as a 

m asculine endeavour, is also essential to the expected life course. For couples who did 

discuss having children the questions were how  many will we have and when is the
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‘right’ time, rather than will we have children at all? Becoming parents was assumed to 

be a universally desired and certain state. Having children was a natural progression  

(The Smiths, Interview 1) on the life course. Childlessness was not on the agenda.

F: ] don 7 know, 1 actually don ’/ remember i f  we discussed it, we probably did I

think i t ’s just, we probably assumed we w o u ld  did we discuss it?

M: We did but like it was ju st 

F: Just a natural progression.

The Smiths, Interview I

F: I don 7 remember a particular time when we sat down and said before we got 

married, do you want to have children, conversation but I  think in the course o f  

conversations it would have come up that.

M: We both wanted children.

M: I think, it obviously came up in conversation over the years.

F: It must have yeah.

M: But it was never, it was never a conscious discussion.

The Glovers, Interview 1

F; I don 7 know> whether it was before marriage or after I  talked to you about my 

three names and you didn 7 M>ant any o f  them, I  remember that, I  suppose it was 

always going to be there in the background, you know that way sort o f  the next 

step after getting married 

M oya Neeson, Interview 1

M: You can only go so far, you know what I  mean.

F: You kind o f  reach a stage don 7 you.

M: Yeah you can only, I  mean eventually you kind o f  have to kind o f  turn around 

and say listen, hold on a minute, you know you have to kind o f  get the act 

together.
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F: And w e’d, talking about stages where you reach a stage where you move on 

you know to the next step and I  think that's where I  am in life now feeling that I  

should be a mother 

The Gibsons, Interview 1

M: We always thought we would have children

F: I think i t ’s the logical conclusion that you just think you will get married and 

that’s the next step 

The Powers, Interview I

As mentioned, o ther couples did d iscuss having children, but in the context o f  how  many, 

and when will we start rather than w h e th e r  a childfree life was an option or not. There is 

not a considerable difference in attitud^e between these tw o  groups -  cited above and 

below. They all expected that they cou ld ,  would and should want children as the next 

stage on the life course after marriage. Couples w ho did discuss having children were 

simply more explicit in stating their deisired family size to  their partner and imagining 

their futures together as parents.

F: ...before we got married we were this type o f couple that we sit down before 

we get married and we discuss a il these different things that are likely to come up 

in our lives, and religion and whatever because we 're different em, in those, that 

regard and so before we even got married we decided we wanted four children 

and we had their names picked omt.

M: Picked already yeah.

F: So you know we 're kind o f the type o f couple that tries to do everything the 

right way you know, discuss all these things before you get married, get married, 

we didn’t live together before we were married, get married, get the house, the 

family car [M: mm] everything thinking there’s not, you know everything’s going 

grand.

M: Slot the kids in then.

The Youngs, Interview I
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M: We always did yeah. We always discussed it, we talked about it going back ten 

years, we said like before M’e were even living together M’e used to talk about what 

the baby would look like and we used to say, it will have your eyes and you know. 

Every’thing was like, it will have dark hair because we are both dark haired, it 

would have dark eyes because M’e are both dark eyed. Then again, we talked 

about well it may not, that is it. But M>e always talked about how many we 

wanted. We will start with one, two maybe and then we will -  sometimes I joked  

that I wanted 6!

Jim Fenton, Interview 1

O ne couple, the Fitzpatrictcs, did not attempt to follow the chronological pattern o f  

marriage followed by children. Though engaged, and married shortly after the first 

interview, this couple had been attempting to have children for two years prior to setting 

a wedding date. However, this couple differed from other couples in this sample in that 

Paul had already been married and his low sperm count had been established in that 

marriage, and A nne had a child from a previous relationship. They also differed in that 

they moved in together approxim ately  six m onths  after meeting. Therefore, their 

circum stances were different and biological parenthood together could not be assumed, 

although A nne was already a biological parent and Paul w as a social parent. However, 

the Fitzpatricks did follow the pattern o f  wanting to try to conceive at a ‘right’ time.

F:...we were sitting outside a pub having a few  drinks and we were talking and I 

kept saying maybe September I ’ll come o ff the pill and then saying, maybe I'll 

leave it until after Christmas in the January and you know the way you 're trying 

to find  the right time, or maybe will we have a holiday and leave it ‘till the 

summer and it was like this is what we were like and we were down there that 

weekend and there was a young couple, much our own age and they were there 

and they had a baby and I just thought God what’s the point in waiting, we keep 

saying we ’II put it o ff and I just said to him that’s it, I  ’II finish on my pill now this 

weekend. I ’m going to finish taking it and we ’II just see what happens.

Anne Fitzpatrick, Interview 1
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The ‘right’ time on the life course

Couples viewed pregnancy as a progression after marriage, the next stage on the life 

course. However, as mentioned, once married couples followed two main schools of 

thought. Couples either wanted to begin to expand their families straight-away, to have 

‘honeymoon’ babies -  children conceived immediately after getting married, or to wait 

until their own personal ‘right’ time to have children which would have been either a few 

months or a few years into their marriage. Either o f these options, having an instant 

family or delaying conception after marriage, was acceptable, the ‘right’ time to begin 

having a family varied but the desired outcome was the same -  to become parents.

Couples who decided to have honeymoon babies tended to be couples who were together 

for a very long time prior to marriage, or couples who were slightly older than the typical 

newly-weds -  by their own definition. These ‘older’ couples were somewhat aware of 

their biological clocks and understood that they had a shrinking window of conception 

opportunity, but for all people who wanted to conceive immediately after their weddings 

there is one particular common thread -  that this was the ‘right’ time for them to enter 

this next phase o f their lives which was to become parents. As Liz Black demonstrates 

below, she conformed to the idea that her and her partner Simon should do things the old- 

fashioned way, which to Liz was the right way -  to wait and have children after marriage 

under a virginity veneer, and to have children immediately after marriage. This was their 

‘right’ time.

F: Because you get married and you have babies everybody thinks and that's why 

[laughing] Simon actually, when we moved in Simon would say will we try fo r  

children now? And I ’d  say, No, no, wait until w e ’re married. I ’m not having 

babies now, like. That’s the old-fashioned way, i t ’s ju st my way, I ju st felt that to

be right  but I  wanted the white wedding, to get married, I  wanted my

honeymoon baby and that was the way I  wanted it, like. But it d idn ’t happen 

flaughs] the white wedding did, well I ’m not saying white-white wedding
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[laughter] don't get me wrong! Just artificial white wedding. But em, yes, that’s 

just the way we wanted it.

Liz Black, Interview 1

M arriage could be construed as a necessary occurrence to facilitate ‘legitim ate’ 

pregnancies where the correct chronology should be maintained. In other words, marriage 

should precede having children. The wedding day for the Fentons was less important than 

the symbolism o f  the day as a mechanism for them to move forward with their 

parenthood plans. The Fentons viewed marriage as a milestone to facilitate the next 

typical phase on a life course, which was now their shared life course.

M: We never really talked about getting married and we decided it was four years 

ago it M’as just out o f  the blue we just said we might as well do it because we 

wanted to start a family, you see, and we were thinking will we start a family and 

w ony about getting married later on -  so we thought what the hell, we will just 

get that over with 

Jim Fenton, Interview 1

Cora Fenton was convinced that conception would be unproblematic, and - as has already 

been documented among other couples - avoided pregnancy for a long time. When the 

time was right they presumed their bodies and biology would comply with their wishes 

and fall into place with the ‘right’ chronology. The Fentons hoped for a honeymoon baby 

and had made plans accordingly.

F: Put it this way when we went o ff on our honeymoon, J im ’s sisters were saying 

‘Ah, you will come back with a baby’ and 1 was going ‘1 will, I  w ill’ I  didn’t so ...I 

just assumed that yes, now I was ready and Jim was ready and that yeah, 1 would 

come back and then I  didn’t... and I had actually planned — when I think o f me 

now like I  really was so naive and stupid like, we had planned to have everyone 

up here for dinner so that we could make the announcement because I  would be 

three months by then.

Cora Fenton, Interview 1
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Cora’s testimony also demonstrates familial expectations. Her sisters-in-law also 

assumed that marriage would easily facilitate pregnancy for the newly weds.

Other couples demonstrated sim ilar thought processes to the Fentons -  marriage was 

necessary to legitimate their anticipated children; their children ‘in m ind’ (Sandelowski, 

1994). Peter Daly expanded on the reason why marriage is necessary for people who are 

already sexually active and in stable co-habiting relationships - marriage was to make 

things ‘official’ and to ‘cem ent’ their relationship. The Dalys had already known that 

their partnership was for life, but by getting married they were m aking a public 

declaration o f  this, and cementing the foundations o f their relationship, paving the way 

for them to have children.

H: .. .1 mean even the decision to get married was purely like, you know we might 

as well cement this officially but w e’d  no, w e’d no other ideas that it wasn 7 going 

to be fo r  you know life partners so.

Peter Daly, Interview I

For two couples in the sample, suspected childbearing problems pushed forward their 

attempts to get pregnant as soon as possible. In the case o f  the Sheridans, Paula had been 

diagnosed with polycystic ovarian syndrom e prior to their wedding. This encouraged the 

Sheridans to begin their attempts at pregnancy immediately after marriage on the basis 

that advancing female age is a significant factor in the success rates o f  bearing children.

F: ...if 1 thought everything was alright I probably would have waited another 2 

or 3 years before having children anyway. But because I  know I  have the 

polycystic and that its kind o f  become more urgent because obviously the younger 

I am the better you know the treatment and everything works so be kind o f  a bit 

afraid to hold o ff fo r  3, 4 years just in case.

Paula Sheridan, Interview 1
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The Jones’ had a very long engagem ent but had never set a wedding date. Kim ’s severe 

endom etriosis and m ultiple surgeries had let the Jones’ know that childbearing would be 

difficult, and that they were in a race against tim e as Kim would eventually need a 

hysterectomy. The severity o f  the situation meant that they quickly set a date and got 

married so that they could begin trying for a baby.

F:.. I think then after I kind o f had the major operation a couple o f  years ago, we 

just said Ah, w e’d  better just get married! You know, we kind o f  knew there were 

going to be problems and everything hut even so, 1 don’t know, I think i t ’s

because I just feel so ill and it just kind o f  made the important things more

prominent.

Kim Jones, hiterview 1

Childbearing after marriage was often delayed to ensure financial and relationship 

stability. Couples wanted to enjoy time alone together, whilst also ensuring that they had 

a materially secure household for a child to be born into. Elements for this security 

included finances, employment and housing. This did not mean that couples who began 

trying to conceive immediately after marriage were not also concerned for the presence 

o f  these elem ents; they had already established these elem ents prior to marriage, this was 

even the case for the Sheridans and the Jones’ who felt they did not have time to wait due 

to medical conditions. Both o f  these couples already had these security elements in place. 

Both the Sheridans and Jones were home-owners, had been together for four and seven

years respectively prior to marriage, and had secure employm ent. The purpose o f  drawing

attention to these elements is to demonstrate these couples ‘right’ tim e to have a child 

after marriage, prior to which having a child would be irresponsible, and to further 

demonstrate the confidence couples placed in contraception and the belief that once 

social factors were established, their biology - their fertility, could be switched back on. 

Parenthood was assumed; something that would inevitably occur on their life courses at 

their pre-assigned ‘right’ time as a normal and unproblem atic event in the life cycle. At 

this time, there was no room for deviation from these well-laid plans. This ‘planned 

parenthood’ is not necessarily specific to a sample o f  couples experiencing infertility -
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Bailey (1999) in her research on transitions to motherhood found that this sample of 

women believed there was a right time and place to have children, which included home 

ownership.

Interestingly, two couples cited the reason for delaying their conception attempts until the 

‘right’ time after their weddings as being because they had witnessed the effects of 

honeymoon babies on other couples. These couples saw that having babies straight away 

distracted newly-weds from their relationship and could impact on the first few years of 

married life by changing the relationship dynamic.

F: ...I look hack and kind o f  go, I  wish we had started sooner hut I  don 7 know 

prohahly wouldn 7 have made any difference anyway hut em, [laughs] but I know 

at the time it seemed like the right thing to do and that, you know like a person I  

knew had got married and got pregnant on the honeymoon and was kind of, she 

was ju s t hack from  honeymoon and she was into morning sickness and you know 

i t ’s, tha t’s a different experience I  suppose, [laughter] But you know I  figured  

well that had happened, it always seemed like they never really got to enjoy life as 

a married couple you know they were always straight into heing parents almost 

you know so it was kind o f  to give ourselves a hit o f  breathing space I  think. 

W e’ve had more breathing space than we thought we ’d  have [laughing].

Lisa Ford, Interview I

F: Like w e ’d  had like holidays and the whole lot and I  ju s t turned around and 

said look, I  always thought it was important that we had time as a couple before 

M>e had children because 1 seen my brother and sister-in-law and like she was 

only, she w asn’t even 21 when she was married, she was only 20 when she got 

married and she got pregnant straight away and like up until a few  years ago like 

their eldest is 14, and up until a few  years ago the only holiday she had outside o f  

Ireland, was her honeymoon, they never got out anynvhere, they never went 

anywhere, like they very rarely got out fo r  dinner anything like that so 1 always 

thought it was important to have a relationship as me, like you did have a
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relationship going out together and everything but as a married couple doing 

things and going out with friends and doing whatever before we had a family, not 

that that would tie you down but you are restricted more. Depending on how 

available the two grannies are. [laughter]

Mary Clark, Interview 1

Similarly, other couples stated that they wanted time to enjoy their relationship and get to 

know each other better in the immediate aftermath o f  their wedding days despite having 

co-habited and been together for a number o f  years prior to their wedding days. This 

further illustrates how the wedding day was seen as a watershed in their relationships, 

this one day was symbolic o f  their intent to spend the rest o f  their lives together and raise 

children within the institution o f  marriage. This public display was perceived as a greater 

commitment than, for example, their taking out a mortgage together while co-habiting 

although it is a similarly legal agreement; albeit with a financial institution rather than the 

state. This one day, their wedding day, was greater than the sum o f  its parts. Couples 

expected that they would need additional time after marriage to establish their 

relationship in spite o f  their histories together.

M: Aye, we were saying we wanted a year didn 7 we; we wanted to get to know 

each other first.

Kevin Power, Interview 1

M: We always had it in the back o f  our mind that w e ’d  you know, that we ’d  like to 

live together fo r  a while first, spend a couple o f  years living together and I  

suppose [F: Have us time] yeah and you know rather than going rushing in to it 

without I  suppose getting to know each other first 

F: Even though we had been going out fo r  5 years before that [laughs]

F: Yeah, I  suppose we started living together fo r  what about a year before, not 

quite

Both: Six months 

F: Before we got married
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M: September we moved in together

F: We got married in the May, yeah, 8 months thereabouts

M: So I  think we feU it would be nice to be a year or 2 living together [F: um] and  

then have children so and then the time just felt right I think 

The Bradys, Interview 1

F: /  think, maybe i f  I  say when I  got pregnant the first time we weren 7 really 

trying, w e ’d  been married for maybe I  think two or three years but we d idn’t, we 

w eren’t really trynng fo r  a baby, we were quite happy, we travelled a lot and  

enjoyed travelling.

M: We had action holidays and s tu ff

F: Yeah and we enjoyed that and we wanted to enjoy the married life together 

before we started to have children so \\>e weren 7 really pushed into anything 

The Coxs, Interview I

The Cox’s were not alone in describing how they were enjoying their married lives prior 

to thinking about pregnancy, and the freedom that not having dependents provided.

F: ...we have loads o f  time to have children, we were going on holidays every 

year and we got a car and M’ork was kind o f  going well and we were actually just 

having a really good time. Weekends away and all that you know...

Kate Kenny, Interview I

F: We knew M>e wanted them [M: yeah] but w e ’d  always said like w e ’d  wait a few  

years and M>e ’d g o  on holidays and we ’d  do this and we ’d  do that...

The Clarks, Interview I

The perception o f  freedom to self-indulge while childless, as children will render this 

prohibitive, potentially feeds into popular perceptions o f  childless couples as selfish, 

living only for themselves. This will be explored in the final chapters.
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Security

Many, couples wanted to enjoy their time alone prior to having children, as they would 

not have the freedom to take holidays and indulge themselves at a moment’s notice once 

children arrived. They would not have this time alone together again until children were 

fully-grown. Therefore, just as couples’ relationships were building towards their 

wedding day to facilitate a legitimate pregnancy, it can also be seen that after marriage, 

as couples were planning their pregnancies, their lives and lifestyles were all building 

towards the next milestone -  parenthood. All o f these activities and plans were precursors 

to the next major event which they were anticipating, and for this they needed to get 

themselves sorted

M: It was Just getting the house, the house was the biggest thing for us before 

getting married and all the rest was the big thing that we were thinking about, 

kids and things like that weren 7 really a thought as mi4ch you know, it was to get 

like the likes o f  this ourselves, get ourselves sorted.

Sam Clark, Interview 1

in addition to securing and cementing their married lives together, couples also wanted 

material security to ensure responsible parenthood. These were the building blocks on the 

life course in preparation for the parenthood milestone. Couples wanted to own their own 

homes prior to the arrival o f children, and as Sam Clark outlined above, this was part of 

the marriage ‘package’ just as children were, although it may not have been articulated 

between the couple. It was not necessary to articulate something that was silently 

assumed by both parties.

The majority o f couples bought houses prior to marriage, when children were not strictly 

on the shared agenda. However, almost all couples lived in Dublin’s outer commuter belt 

in housing estates typical of Dublin’s suburbs where families are the target purchasers. 

Therefore, although it might not have been discussed, couples even before their wedding 

days were planning on having children to fill their houses as opposed to purchasing 

apartments in the city centre more convenient to work and social amenities. The Walkers
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articulated this in terms o f  how a couple for whom IVF did not work would have to leave 

these housing estate surroundings and their association with young families.

F: ...you ju s t couldti’t look at creches and mothers and babies, you ju s t have to get 

away from all that.

M: Yeah. Live in the city, have a lovely apartment, treat yourselves 

The Walkers, Interview I

Again, the association o f  childlessness with self-indulgence, juxtaposed with the 

selflessness o f  parenthood, can be seen. Couples perceived not having children as being 

synonymous with an indulgent lifestyle. This may be a common perception o f  childless 

couples (Bowcock, 2008) and will be more fully explored in the final two chapters.

The Youngs had met and been living in Jason’s native country prior to marriage but had 

been living with Sinead’s father in Ireland since their wedding. One o f  the reasons they 

had returned to Ireland was because they did not feel that Jason’s homeland was a safe 

place to raise a family. Again, they were building towards the assumed inevitable arrival 

of children into their two-person family. The presumed certainty o f  this event meant that 

the Youngs were planning their early married life around these yet-to-materialise extra 

people; they purchased their car and house with children in mind, and were even 

imagining children and their associated requirements and possessions in the house.

F: Yeah because we arrived in May and we bought the house and the car in July 

the same weekend and so the car was a family car and the house was four 

bedrooms with three bathrooms and.

M: Four bathrooms.

F: Or four bathrooms, four bedrooms, so and a big kitchen, big family kitchen 

that was the main thing like you know, I  had visions o f  kids and homework and 

toys and whatever and yeah, definitely we weren 7 buying sort o f  a small, little 

house and then le t’s grow into it as our family grows or whatever, we were like 

getting set up w eren’t we?[M: Um]
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Thinking well we ’re going to have four children 

The Youngs, Interview 1

The Gibsons were strategic in over-stretching themselves financially when they 

purchased their house. Instead of buying a smaller home that would not accommodate 

extra people, they purchased a larger house so that they would not have to think about 

moving when relying on one salary -  Beth would be at home with the children at this 

imagined later juncture.

F: Yeah I  mean you could have two or three children here you wouldn 7 have to 

move, y o u ’ve enough room you know, i t ’s spacious enough so you wouldn't be 

under pressure, th a t’s what I ’d  he thinking because i f  I  had children you ’d  want 

to give up work and you wouldn 7 be under pressure to start moving and getting a 

bigger house and bigger mortgage 

The Gibsons, Interview 1

At the time of the first interview, the Fords were living in a city centre apartment, but had 

purchased a family home ‘off-the-plans’ in the suburbs to accommodate children. By the 

time it would be built, they had expected to have children.

F: [Laughs] I  think I  have definitely chosen with a fam ily in mind... it is a three 

bedroom house we have got it has got a big garden and yeah... we have a patio  

area and I  ju s t can 7 wait fo r  little bicycles on the patio area and you know, where 

is the sand pit going to go and where is... I  have to say yeah there is an element o f  

that and it is three bedroom and obviously one room deliberately we will make it 

the office... but obviously that will be the nursery, you know.

Lisa Ford, Interview 2

Just as the Fords did not want to raise a family in a city centre apartment, location was 

equally important for the Duggans. They wanted to move to a more rural location and
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live in a larger house irrespective o f  having children; however, children were certainly 

taken into consideration -  again they were part o f  the marriage ‘package’.

M: I think I  was always geared to move back into the country from in the city. But 

when we bought this house and i t ’s a fo u r  bedroom house we had bought, you  

know, it was always our intention in the back o f  our head that it would be a fam ily  

house, that it wouldn't necessarily be, you know, it wouldn 7 ju s t be the two o f  us 

in it. But I  d o n ’t know whether that would have, I  don 7 think that would have 

affected us, actually, I  don 7 really get them at all because you know we were 

going to buy this house anyvi’ay, or some house similar to it because we thought 

we were going to have a family.[F: Yeah] So we were never in the market for, you  

know like for a smaller house type o f  thing.

The Duggans, Interview 2

The Dalys were also concerned with locating themselves ideally for raising a family. 

They had wanted to move to a more rural location and out o f Dublin after marriage 

anyway, irrespective o f  children, however this move would have additional benefits as 

providing their children with a nicer lifestyle.

F: It was more for ourselves but there definitely was an element as well that like i f  

we were to have kids, F dprefer to have kids here than in Dublin. But for our own 

mental health we wanted to move down here.

M: I  mean because my brother lives quite close and he has two kids and we knew 

the whole school thing was you know a doddle down here, there’s no issues 

getting into a school and you know, you see lots o f  other kids around the area that 

you know, bringing up kids in the countryside you know ju st the, to me it would be 

magic you know.

The Dalys, Interview 2
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Details such as future education were also on the Gills’ minds; they had noted that their 

house was on a school bus route.

F: Like I  was saying to my cousin you know I was saying a school bus passes here 

i t ’s great and you know it will take children directly to school and we 're just 

missing one small thing, [laughs]

Fiona Gill, Interview 1

These couples were in the advanced planning phases for their children prior to 

discovering their infertility. In addition to a child-friendly home, the Duggans took 

children’s car seats into consideration when changing Bridget’s car to a less-favoured 

version.

F: ...I used to have a two door car and when I changed my car I specifically got a

four door car because

M: We ’d  have to get a baby seat

F: And i t ’s a 01 now, or a 06 now. Yeah, but I actually got it because 1 loved my 

old car that had two doors but I  actually thought i f  you ’re going to have a family, 

you know, i t ’s not practical, you need a fo u r  door car so I  got one. I  can get rid 

o f  or get a new one or whatever. But that was interesting because that was kind a 

nearly another conscious decision similar to the house one, like buy a one 

bedroom apartment or a fam ily type home. Yeah, Fm sure i f  we always knew 

there was only going to be the two o f  us, 1 don 7 know i f  we would have bought a 

house exactly o f  this size and shape and design or whatever i f  there was only ever 

going to he the two o f  us but yeah. So you do those things with that in my mind 

The Duggans, Interview 2

Alongside the original purchase o f  a suitable, well-located family home able to 

accommodate multiple people, other couples mentioned building works on their homes to 

accommodate children’s paraphernalia.
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F: ...when we got married we actually said right, this is it, that it will happen and  

whatever so we were planning, we built this on [extension] because we said — 

when we have a pram there won ’/ be enough room because the house wasn ’t quite 

that big, whether we would move or stay or whatever and it is like — it all just 

slams back into your face 

Cora Fenton, Interview I

M :... M’e are getting things done to the house that would supplement children 

basically. Like we ’re getting like the kitchen and all to give more space to the 

house and s tu ff like that and we ’re going to remodel the house and obviously 

we ’II be remodelling on that child basically i f  we ’re, i f  it all goes to plan you  

know. So, i f  tha t’s what you mean yes we have kind o f  thought about it but kind o f  

in a subliminal way that we 're getting all this work done to the house but like i f  a 

child comes along obviously everything will have to be child friendly and we ’II 

have to think about more like as we can V, like we have neighbours ’ kids in here 

and they wreck the place because i t ’s not child friendly, like every>thing is like 

reachable and pullable and all that so we ’II he thinking more on those lines when 

we are kind o f  getting the house done, you know.

Fergal Sheridan, Interview 2

The Wilsons had moved to Ireland and had sought a house project; something that they 

could work on and require major refurbishment. This project took longer than expected. 

Although this couple stated that they were not particularly ‘broody’ when the building 

work was going on, the project plans provided space for children and was clearly 

intended to be family home.

F: ...we d idn’t try for children very early because I  d id n ’t, I  d o n ’t think we, I  

think we always envisaged that we, well this was a big project, the house was a 

big project fo r  us and I  think we envisaged that probably, obviously wrongly, that 

we would sort o f  settle down in a home because we were renting and we were
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looking for somewhere, an old house to restore and that was going to be, always 

going to he a big project for us so I  think in our.

M: We d idn ’t realise how big.

F: I  d o n ’t think we were thinking o f  it very consciously but I  think em, 

subconsciously it was going to be, w e ’ll fin d  a home, w e ’ll settle into our home 

and then we ’II have a family.

The Wilsons, Interview I

Aside from the ideal package o f being home-owners and a married couple with strong 

bonds, couples delayed childbearing for other financial reasons. The Campbells did not 

try to conceive until just under twelve months into their marriage to ensure that Nicola’s 

gynaecology and obstetric care would be covered by Philip’s private health insurer.

F: Oh no, we didn 7 try in the first year, well whenever, exactly when the VHl 

covered us, say it M>as nine months, that's when we started trying.

Nicola Campbell, Interview I

The Morans felt they would have been financially overwhelmed by the expense 

associated with their wedding and becoming homeowners, if they were also to attempt to 

conceive too early in their marriage. They could not afford to lose one’s persons salary or 

pay for childcare with these other financial burdens resting on their shoulders. Again, 

similarly to other couples in this sample, the Morans were establishing the complete 

marriage ‘package’ as a precursor to the next milestone in their lives which they were 

building towards.

F :... when we married each other, it was more important -  we couldn 7 afford 

kids, to be perfectly honest, ju st we were trying to get the house

M: But we needed to get the money together for the wedding and the deposit fo r  

the house and get things going, and then settle into our jobs and...
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F: We just couldn ’t see one o f us working part-time and it was God i f  we have 

twins, how the hell were we going to afford them?

The M orans, Interview I

The Fitzgeralds were tim ing their ch ildbearing with V icky’s em ploym ent period; hoping 

that they could tim e it with a good maternity  leave package.

F: No we just thought, OK well we ’II time it so that you know em, [laughs] you 

know I can leave and that 1 knew I would get a good career break and everything 

and just assumed that everything would follow through 

Vicky Fitzgerald, Interview 1

Aside from expense, couples m entioned o ther practical reasons for delaying childbearing 

after marriage. For example, the D orans w anted to  wait until after a busy farming season 

had finished, and for the Glovers, a longside Eric wanting some time alone as a couple 

after marriage, Lyn was concerned with engag ing  in pre-conceptual care.

F: Ok, we got married in 2001 in October and we decided M>e’d wait until after 

the lambing before w e’d  set about getting pregnant and that would be after 

March [M: March] in 2002.

The Dorans, Interview 1

F: It was a conscious decision, I  remember this, I  remember saying to you when 

we were only just married, when could we have kids because in my head I  knew 

you had to start taking folic acid and that kind o f thing and I  remember you 

saying, oh my God, are you mad? I  remember you thinking that God we ’re only 

after getting married and then I  don’t, it was a good few months later it might 

have been six or seven months later after I  initially brought it up that you kind o f  

said, yeah le t’s see what happens and we obviously just stopped using condoms 

Lyn Glover, Interview 1
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Thus far, this chapter has established that parenthood is an expected m ilestone on the life 

course, and has developed how this milestone was prepared for. This ‘nest-m aking’ as 

financially and emotionally secure married hom eow ners was considered the ideal course 

o f  action for the ‘right’ life course progression. This may be particular to the Irish 

m iddle-class experience and this sample. However, as mentioned this has been found 

among very different samples (Bailey, 1999; M iller, 2005) albeit they were also middle 

class samples, but not living in Ireland and not experiencing infertility. The following 

chapter will elaborate how these expectations were common among the peer group. 

However, it is not feasible within the confines o f  a small sample to extend these findings 

to a larger population cohort. This (as it transpired, imagined) control o f  biological time 

to ensure the correct social time was thought to be facilitated by contraception and birth 

control methods. However, couples were to later learn that it was not these human 

endeavours to control biology nor their readiness or otherwise that was preventing 

pregnancy. Their own bodies were conspiring against this perspective, dictating an 

entirely different course and expanding this ‘tim e’. Couples were going to have a much 

longer time span to think about what was needed for children, and the tim e alone that 

many couples wanted after marriage became a cruel irony. A fter all the best laid plans, 

children were going to arrive at the ‘w rong’ tim e or a renegotiated ‘right’ time -  much 

later in the life course and by a very different route, or else not at all. Sandelowski’s 

(1993) ‘with child in m ind’ is mirrored in this sample through the projected imagining 

and assumption o f  parenthood in the future life course. The assumption o f  parenthood 

facilitated the existence o f children in these couples’ consciousness long before they 

knew that conception would be problematic. A few final exam ples will further emphasise 

the extent that the ‘child in m ind’ if  not dictated, certainly influenced couples’ early 

married lives. Women were reorganising their em ploym ent to ensure their availability for 

childcare, and the certainty o f impending pregnancy even influenced at least one woman 

in this sam ple’s wardrobe decisions.

F: Yeah just I think because, you just you have all these plans like I was working

full time and Paul went out on his own business, he was getting very, very busy so

I said I ’d help him out, so then \ve decided we start trying for a baby so I  gave up
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work, said well I ’ll work from home so when I get pregnant and when 1 have a 

baby you know I  can be at home and w e’ve made all these plans we ’II do this and 

we ’II do that and then we ’II get married and then we ’II have another baby and 

then all o f  a sudden you know.

Anne Fitzpatrick, Interview 1

F: 1 was commuting to Yfrom here and Tom is working in X  and has been 

commuting to Z so fo r a while there we didn’t see each other very much em and I  

suppose the catalyst in everything my Dad passed away last year, no, yeah, 1 

can't keep track o f time, last year and I just thought you know what eh we ’II call it 

a day and I  left my job and did a few  stints here and there...

Joan Brady, Interview 1

F: And silly things like before, I remember going to em, you know y o u ’d  be 

looking fo r  something to wear to the Christmas party and you ’d  say oh i f  I coidd 

buy that dress because that will fit me when I ’m about six months pregnant 

Ruth Smith, Interview I

Plastic sexuality (Giddens, 1994) facilitates the separation o f  the social from the 

biological, and biology is expected to be re-enacted when the social ‘right’ tim e dictates. 

Fertility cannot be established except in retrospect, parenthood is not necessarily being 

delayed through the use o f  contraception. Instead, it is undetected ‘faulty bodies’ that 

have been masked through the use o f contraception. The trust placed in science is 

apparent; artificial contraception was trusted as a safeguard against pregnancy at the 

‘w rong’ tim e and trust was again later placed in science when pregnancy did not occur at 

the ‘right’ time. In both cases (understandings of) science was deceptive -  masking 

fertility problem s and proffering resolution o f  them, however resolution was not on offer, 

instead (potential) by-passing o f  these problems was all that was available. When the 

‘right’ tim e to have children occurs, there can be time lags o f trying to conceive, 

infertility diagnosis and treatm ent -  as fertility is linked to age, couples can have their 

original fertility problem s compounded by their biological clocks. Therefore, the social
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understanding o f the life course and the ‘right’ time to have children, with all the relevant
23building-blocks in place, can have acted as a disservice to biological opportunities. 

Giddens’ (1990:60) outlines how despite living in created environments subject to human 

control, the body is still viewed as ‘natural’. Couples expected their bodies to perform in 

a ‘natural’ way, although this naturalness had never been tested, and this naturalness was 

presumed to be controlled by contraceptives, operating with the confines o f a cultural 

understanding o f an expected life course. This ordered life course, and the stigma of 

deviation from it will be the underlying paradigm to the remainder o f this thesis.

Conclusion

In discussing assumed parenthood, it is important to note that respondents were 

retrospectively recalling their preparations for this role. Therefore they were possibly 

imposing an ordered narrative on the past, a narrative that would culminate in an event- 

outcome; a disruption -  that o f infertility. This is not to suggest that this narrative was 

false, but it may seem neater or more ordered than it may have been in the real-time 

experience. This narrative was most likely embedded and implicit in their day-to-day 

lives and shared a position with many other influences and determinants. However, 

narratives can often take this neater form when told in retrospect and building towards a 

particular known outcome (Davies, 1996; Becker, 1997; Mills, 2000). Respondents’ 

experiences o f time are rooted in context (Davies, 1996) and it is this context that is 

important to this thesis. The retrospective narrative may take a neater form but this is not 

to suggest that the role o f assumed parenthood was not a priority, but it may have been 

one among multiple priorities.

However, it is not the intent o f  this thesis to suggest that advanced age is the principle cause o f  infertility. 
Firstly, diagnosis is beyond its scope, and secondly, many o f  these couples, even i f  they had tried to 
become parents in their teens may not have succeeded. Instead, the point being made here is that by the 
time infertility is acknowledged, couples already existing biological problems are compounded by 
biological age. Infertility is still the problem o f  a minority and as w ill be shown in the follow ing chapter 
couples were not unusual in waiting till the ‘right’ time to have children -  their peers were engaging in the 
same planning processes and having children at the same time as couples in this sample were trying to 
conceive. Therefore to principally apportion blame on advanced age is sim plifying the issue -  i f  age was 
the only reason, then none o f  their peers would have been having children either. Instead, the point being 
made is that by the time couples reached the point o f  IVF/ICSl, in general, age was not on their sides and 
ovarian reserve and sperm quality would be depleting -  they would be chasing a ticking biological clock
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Respondents conformed to an expected cultural dialogue, which was heteronormative and 

fulfilled expected gender expression as well as expected gender enactment (Butler, 1997). 

They fulfilled cultural expectations by conform ing to the common understandings o f  how 

men and women should perform their (inherently natural) genders as well as their social 

roles along the trajectory o f  an expected life course. The ‘right’ time for children on the 

expected life course was culturally prescribed as being within wedlock and within a 

secure environment; couples had to be financially secure, have steady employment, be 

home-owners and have had sufficient tim e together to establish their relationship as a 

couple before growing their family numbers. These were inter-locking pieces o f  a jigsaw  

that had to be completed before the entire picture could be seen -  this picture was o f  a 

couple who were ready to become parents. In doing this, the combination o f  the social 

and biological was unproblematic; because socially the couple were ready to begin 

childbearing it was assumed the biological would follow the same route. This chapter 

discussed these jigsaw  pieces separately, but they are co-dependent ensuring the 

individual’s readiness to move to the next assumed phase -  parenthood. Therefore, this 

chapter discussed assumed parenthood; the expectation that couples would become 

parents at the ‘right’ time on the life course which incorporated the ‘right’ conditions.
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Chapter Two:

Watching the clock(s)? Absence through a Presence: emergence of a problem and 

first medical contact

Astrononiical-time is uniform and homogenous, ceaselessly flowing at a constant 

rate, and is a myth o f  the mathematician. The time which is real, concrete, and 

objective in man's world is related to his experience o f  the rhythm o f life 

processes in their relations to the environment and, second, experience o f  the 

rhythm o f  activities o f  the group with which his own activities synchronise in the 

process o f  social adaptation.

Radhakamal M ukerjee (1943)

Although time exists in the homogenous form o f  astronom ical tim e -  clock tim e - which 

is understood both uniformly and as a uniform, ‘real’ tim e is experienced not as regulated 

units but according to the ebb and flow o f  life occurrences which operate and play out 

according to the wider social milieu in which they take place. In other words, although 

clock-tim e cannot be speeded up, slowed down, delayed or stand-still, these are common 

‘tim e’ experiences at the individual level (Adam, 1990). The concept o f  time has been 

problem atic for philosophers, scientists and many others over the course o f  history, for 

example, Plato, St Augustine and Einstein have all explored the meaning o f  time. This 

thesis does not aspire to add to the social (or scientific) theories o f  time, time is merely 

being used to demonstrate how different and multiple, experiences o f  time came to the 

fore during the period o f a stigmatic status. Theorists concur that astronomical or 

Newtonian time has become increasingly dom inant since the era o f  industrialisation, but 

also that within this rationalised experience o f  the comm on schedule there exists multiple 

ways o f  understanding and living in time (see Hassard, 1990). The previous chapter 

established life course ‘tim e’- time for the life course m ilestone o f  parenthood to occur, 

certain actions were thought to be expected. These stepping-stones towards the milestone 

o f parenthood focussed on the responsibility o f  providing a secure environm ent for 

children -  financial and emotional security. Parenthood was viewed as an inevitable 

outcom e o f  providing this security, as biology was blended with and expected to conform
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to perceived social assumptions. This chapter develops these assum ptions about the 

inevitability o f  parenthood and begins to introduce the inkling that the parenthood life 

course milestone might be more elusive than once thought in line with this thesis’ 

intention to explore the processual experience o f  infertility. Therefore, this chapter while 

still addressing life course assumptions -  in particular with regard to peer group 

assum ptions -  introduces the early forays into attempted parenthood. This chapter charts 

the ‘trying alone’ phase o f  the infertility experience, when couples did not know that 

there was necessarily a fertility problem but were gradually becoming aware that getting 

pregnant was not as simple as ceasing contraceptive use. As this stigma o f  infertility 

began to em erge as a possibility, couples’ reactions were to address their concerns in a 

scientific, pro-active, rational way. A fertility problem was quickly categorised as a 

medical problem -  which although somewhat alleviating stigma, apportioned 

responsibility for circumventing this problem onto the individual (Zola, 1972). As 

couples desired to swiftly dissipate any stigma and disruption to their expected life 

course, they experienced ‘delayed’ time. In any given year, couples only had thirteen 

opportunities^'^ to become pregnant and once they noticed the passage o f tim e within 

which a pregnancy had not occurred, they began to monitor these cycles for pregnancy 

believing that no physician would medically address their concerns until at least twelve 

months o f  unprotected intercourse had passed. Therefore, biological tim e and 

administrative tim e began to impinge on couples’ sense o f life course order; disruption 

and deviance were beginning to be introduced into their experience.

Shared assumptions

Thus far, couples have been described in terms o f  their preparations to conceive at a pre

assigned ‘right’ tim e under their own personal terms and conditions and the social norm 

o f  being married and in a stable situation, it is not intended to suggest any arrogance or 

naivety on their part. Couples were engaging in what they believed was typical 

behaviour, a universal pattern comm on to all. Each culture has its own expected cultural 

life course which is ordered according to shared cultural assum ptions and facilitated by

A lthough w om en  have ‘m onth ly ’ c y c les , there are typ ica lly  thirteen m enstrual (and lunar) c y c le s  in a 
calendar year
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com m on cultural dialogues (Becker, 1997). Couples were not necessarily engaging in 

unusual behaviour, their behaviour w as typical o f  the cultural milieu in which they 

existed. Their expectations w ere  aligned with an understood life course, and their plans 

and preparations were with in  the realms o f  normality. This section will dem onstrate  the 

com m onality  o f  this assum ed parenthood, by considering the influence o f  peers and 

families, their understandings and com m ents, as retold by the couples. It must be 

recognised that this information is being gathered and interpreted by the couples and 

therefore is not necessarily accurate to the original meaning and context. C ouples are 

interpreting what others have said and intonated to them, and this could be an artefact o f  

the interview process. C ouples  m ay be imposing a retrospective narrative thread to 

facilitate their re-telling o f  their pre-treatment story. However, what is important about 

this discussion o f  the cultural milieu and its interpretation by the couples is that this was 

their worldview, and possibly that o f  the people around them. This was their 

understanding o f  norm ality  and normal behaviour. It is this understanding o f  normality 

that is important as it is deviation from this understanding that will facilitate stigma. An 

acquired stigma enables the individual to have learned o f  the perception o f  this stigma in 

the wider society prior to acquiring it (Coffm an, 1963). Becker (1997) describes stories 

o f  disruption as stories o f  difference. N orm alcy  is defined through salient cultural images 

and life course d isruptions are at odds, or different, to these perceptions o f  normality. 

Becker (1997) describes these stories o f  disruption in terms o f  attempts to regain order 

from the margins. Therefore, through discussing couples interpretations o f  their families 

and peers life course assum ptions, it is possible that what is being observed is a shared 

cultural dialogue and/or co u p les ’ interpretation o f  this. In any event, it is possible to note 

that even when couples w ere  not directly linking their own attempts at conception with 

other people, that their peers w ere  clearly engaging in similar behaviour as respondents. 

Peers were getting married, p lanning for children, and giving birth in the same w ay that 

respondents were expected to. T here w as an understood uniformity o f  m ovem ent through 

the life course to be shared by all.

Although the M urphys felt that their infertility w as partially their responsibility for 

waiting until too late (early thirties), it can be seen that they were actually more advanced
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along the life course milestones than many o f  their friends who would later conceive 

without a problem. The Murphys were already married and planning to start trying to 

conceive while many o f  their friends were just at the wedding stage. This is evident in 

that the Murphys delayed their conception attempts due to the numerous weddings they 

had to attend.

F: And then there was an awful lot ofpeople getting married, all my own friends 

were getting married in and around that time and stupid now like hut I think 1 sort 

o f had, oh we ’II wait [to get pregnant] until after all these weddings 

Leah Murphy, Interview 1

The Murphys’ peers were progressing through their expected life course at approximately 

the same time. Sarah Daly described how the Dalys longing for children was influenced 

by the juncture they were at in their lives in common with their friends.

F :... 1 think it's also, because o f  the age where we are now and the friends that we 

have are also like, they want to have children now 

Sarah Daly, Interview 1

Sam Clark described the alleged predictability o f  milestones on the life course. Everyone 

expected their life to follow a similar pattern to that which was commonly observed; 

courtship, engagement, marriage and children in chronological order.

M: ...you always get that you know like even before when you start going out 

together you get, when are you getting engaged? When you get engaged, when 

are you getting married? You know and it all comes along with it 

Sam Clark, Interview 1

Jenny Kelly had been planning to have her first child at the same time as her cousin who 

was also her best friend. The Kellys were planning their family based on this peer’s 

marriage, and this other person’s timetable.
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F: My cousin, is actually one o f  my best fr ie n d ’s as well and I ’m godparent fo r  

her first, we were going to wait and go together, she got married the year after me 

and we started a year later 

Jenny Kelly, Interview 1

The Dalys described how they had stopped using contraception and were waiting to 

become pregnant, but had not been monitoring the passage o f  time. It was other people’s 

new babies, and the rituals involved that alerted the Dalys to their own lack o f 

conception.

M: I think were going to so many bloody christenings really because all, because 

the peer group we hung around with there was a certain, there was this avalanche 

affect were suddenly one o f  them got pregnant and then suddenly every>one 

seemed to be getting pregnant.

Peter Daly, Interview 1

Peter Daly describes an avalanche effect, where everyone is conform ing to social norms 

in a particular social group and everyone is expected to experience the same milestones 

on the life course at approximately the same time.

1'hus, the cultural milieu in which couples were embedded and what was believed to be 

expected o f  them in line with their peers, is evident. The intent o f  this is to establish how 

deviation from this expected role is stigmatic -  childlessness is a stigma stemming from 

not fulfilling this socially prescribed and assumed role at the ‘right’ tim e on the life 

course.

Time Passage -  biological delays

This section will outline couples’ first realisation that pregnancy had not occurred as 

quickly as they had originally anticipated, against the backdrop o f  the assumption o f 

fertility. Having decided to start a family at the ‘right’ time, couples ceased using
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contraception and expected to quickly become pregnant. They were under the impression 

that as soon as they had unprotected sex and wanted to have a child that they would 

become pregnant and enter the next phase of their lives. The previous chapter 

demonstrated how use o f contraception and the fear o f an unplanned pregnancy had 

convinced respondents that their fertility was inherently present and was only being kept 

in check through artificial means. People were initially unaware that pregnancy is not 

always the automatic outcome o f unprotected intercourse and that even for people with 

no fertility problems it may take several months o f trying to conceive at the optimal 

phase during the female cycle before a pregnancy will occur.

M: We discussed it in the pub, we went down to the pub and we thought because I  

remember it clearly, yeah we said ok well le t’s do it, le t's go fo r  it, sure we ’II have 

a kid.

F: You were getting really nervous.

M: I  was yeah, because you ’re thinking ‘God, six months later you ’re going to be 

ha lf way through your pregnancy. ’

F: But we never sat down at the start and counted days or we ju st kind o f  we 

didn ’/ really think that much about it, we just kind o f  carried on. IVe never even 

spoke about it much really, sure we d idn’t fo r  ages?

M: No not really. I  mean we started thinking ‘Mmm I  thought it would have 

happening by now. ’

F: Yeah

The Walkers, Interview 1

M :... we always wanted to start a family, it was a case o f  how do we get there, 

w ha t’s the best thing to do. We had seen plenty o f  friends who got pregnant and 

you know struggling and we thought it would be best fo r  the child i f  we got jobs, 

got settled, got a house and all the rest o f  it, so tha t’s why we started a couple o f  

years ago, wasn ’t it ?

F: ...Yeah, about two and a ha lf years ago then everything was finally ready, and  

then nothing happened. So, that was a bit o f  a shock because all, we don 7 know
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anybody, well w e’ve discovered subsequently one or two who had difficulty, but o f 

our close friends and family everybody had no problems having their children. 

They all got pregnant the first month and that was just sort o f  what we presumed 

would happen and it didn 7 and that was a shock 

The Coles, Interview I

Both the W alkers and the Coles had been together for a long tim e before deciding to have 

children. The Coles had been careful about not becoming pregnant for the first nine years 

o f their relationship, only to discover that conception was going to take much longer and 

be much more complicated than anticipated. However, the W alkers did not pay attention 

at first to how much time had passed without conception, the Coles were immediately 

concerned.

The absence o f a pregnancy, demonstrated by the presence o f  menstrual blood on the 

monthly cycle was the first signal for the majority o f  couples that parenthood would not 

come easily. The presence o f  menstrual blood dissipated any hope that a couple would 

have had o f  a successful conception in that month. Couples restarted the same process 

each month after the arrival o f  a period -  the hope would build again for success in the 

following month. Georges Gurvitch (1964) describes biological tim e as non-reversible; 

the past cannot be altered, but the future affords the possibility o f  rectifying what has 

gone wrong, or not worked out as planned. The future is where an ever-receding horizon 

o f hope could reside, the present, as when blood was found, was transient and o f  no use. 

Ruth Smith was able to document how her cycle in its apparent state o f  being perfect by 

its regularity had become a symbol o f  something imperfect. The presence o f  menstrual 

blood arriving at the ‘right’ tim e each month was indicative o f  the Sm ith’s inability to 

conceive.

F:...other friends who would have had you know umpteen miscarriages and 

eventually, but we'd never had a conception, w e’ve never had a, we've never had 

to do a pregnancy test, you know yo u ’d hear people saying, oh I did so many 

pregnancy tests, we had sixty periods, well I had sixty periods without eh, you
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know ever having a result, well a lot more after that hut I  remember one day 

thinking, this must be my sixtieth period when I ’ve been disappointed, you know 

you just, I  mean some things you just flash back and you remember times when 

you ’re in the bathroom or whatever em, so w e’d never had any sort o f  a hope at 

all

Ruth Smith, Interview 1

Each year, couples would only have thirteen opportunities to become pregnant, 

measuring the female menstrual cycle against calendar time. For some, their lives came 

to be lived from month-to-month waiting for an absent bleed to indicate pregnancy -  an 

absence to indicate a presence, the reverse o f the actual experience. When the m onitoring 

o f  cycles began in this vein, intercourse at any other time o f  the month that was not the 

optimal time for conception came to be a waste o f  time. Time when conception was not 

feasible was unnecessary time, delaying the onset o f  a desired status.

The desired and intended outcome o f  unprotected sexual intercourse could not be 

achieved at any other time. Couples documented how this affected their physical 

relationship reducing sex to a timed event with a goal perspective, rendering sex a 

pressurised event that had to occur at a particular time irrespective o f  desire or lack 

thereof. When this precision became involved, sex became a scientific process and 

couples recounted how they did not enjoy this phase o f their relationship. The female 

cycle was a focus o f  couples’ relationships indicating both normality and abnorm ality, 

and providing initial evidence for couples that a disruption to the life course could occur, 

and a stigma could ensue.

The Kellys described how the regularity o f  Jenny’s cycles over the years that they had 

been sexually active together created suspicion. The Kelly’s had expected that in the 

terms o f  a normal sexual relationship that a couple would have at least one ‘scare’ where 

a period arrived late indicating a pregnancy at the ‘w rong’ time -  getting ‘caught’. As this 

never happened this couple were conscious that they may have an infertility issue.
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M: We were counting her cycle a lot as well, like you know we ’d  time it 

F: Yeah that was beforehand, then I  was on the pill fo r  a couple o f  years 

M: We 'd be guessing the free days so as well as not getting caught, not that you 

were going to get caught

F: When we moved in together then I was on the pill

M: Then we said we, but you know we were thinking then you know we d idn’t 

even have a scare in all that time over all the years so we were thinking you know 

always in the back o f Jenny’s head moreso I think was it?[F: mmm] Cos she ’d 

know her own body you know 

The Kellys, Interview I

O ther couples recounted how regular cycles afforded them  the happy new s o f  fertility 

norm ality  -  they had a positive pregnancy test in the absence o f  a m onthly  bleed. 

Pregnancy had occurred at the ‘right’ time as expected and in-line with their p ee r ’s life 

course progression, and in-line with their fam ily’s cyclical reproduction o f  gene lines and 

family names. This w as to end in disruption; an abnormal occurrence realigning these 

couples with others in the sample. For these couples the happy new s was short-lived as 

they experienced reproductive disruption through m iscarriages o r  ectopic pregnancies.

F:...And Hey Presto, the first month we tried, we were pregnant. We couldn’t 

believe it. [M: yeah] Thought this is easy. But unfortunately I had a miscarriage. 

But then nothing until [M: Valentines] February 2003 I  fe lt very strange 

altogether, I had been a bit iffy fo r a while so did a pregnancy test and discovered 

I was pregnant again and on Valentine’s Day 2003, after having some blood tests 

done in [hospital] they told me I needed to get in urgently that they felt I  had an

ectopic pregnancy, which 1 did have Now prior to that we did have a positive

pregnancy test as well but it didn’t last too long so it must have been an early 

miscarriage as well, and then after the ectopic, nothing, absolutely nothing.

The Dorans, Interview I
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Couples remained at the same juncture as couples who had never experienced a 

pregnancy -  they timed intercourse at the optimal opportunity for another pregnancy to 

occur. However either multiple experiences o f  reproductive loss or a failure to become 

pregnant again after a reproductive loss led couples more quickly into fertility medicine 

than perhaps they otherwise would have experienced had they never become pregnant 

similarly to other couples in the sample. By virtue o f  having had contact with a maternity 

hospital these couples were already within the reproductive medicine ‘system’ and were 

able to by-pass some o f  the early routes taken by other couples in the sample. Pregnancy 

failure was a tangible entity indicating that something was not right, ongoing regular 

monthly cycles were less conspicuous.

Other respondents did not experience either a positive pregnancy test or monthly 

regularity when trying to conceive -  this became the clue that they would not be 

conceiving at the ‘right’ time. For these couples, when they stopped using contraception 

that would interfere with menstruation, monthly cycles did not return to their expected 

regularity prompting suspicion o f  a problem. However, this was frequently ignored for 

several months on the assumption that the body was readjusting to its ‘normal’ biological 

baseline following an extensive period o f  contraceptive interference. The body had been 

duped, and a return to the ‘natural’ and bodily knowledge was expected. Couples waited 

for biological normality to return on a monthly basis believing that when this normality 

returned, they would be able to conceive. This would be a later time than originally 

presumed but still within the realms o f  the ‘right’ time. Other women in this sample were 

immediately suspicious when their cycles did not return to within the normal range and 

quickly consulted a physician. Concern at this juncture was as much about their own 

biological health as it was about ensuring they would be quickly able to conceive.

F: I  went o ff  the p ill maybe two or three months before we got married and we 

went on our honeymoon we assumed we would just get pregnant like you know.

But it didn 7 happen, it didn 7. [M: No] My periods never came back after 1 came 

o ff  the p ill so I  had an idea then something wasn 7 right, I  said I ’ll give it a few  

months because I  know m yself like it can take a while, but they never came back I
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did a pregnancy iestjusi in case hut like, no, so I  knew there was something up 

then. I d idn ’t know what to think hut I  knew there was something up.

I: And how long M’as it before you kind o f  started to realise that there might be 

something up?

F: A couple o f  months after we got married. I  said it to my Mam and she said  

tha t’s not right, you know. Go and see about it. So I ’d  say, we got married in July 

and I  was in the doctor’s office maybe that October/November, I  wanted to know 

why I  didn 7 have periods and th a t’s how it all started like, you know.

The Blacks, Interview 1

F: No I  had been on the p ill for I  think about 8 years prior to that and I decided to 

come o ff  the pill, well it was a few  months before we were due to get married and  

em when 1 came o ff  the p ill I  didn't get a period fo r  about 3 months and I ju s t put 

it down to you know after coming o ff  the pill after being so long on it and all the 

rest and then after that it was about 5 months before I  got another period and 

even at that stage I kind o f  put it down to the wedding and we went to the 

Caribbean on honeymoon and just you know ju st because I  had been away and  

ju s t because o f  this because o f  that, 1 never really thought about it and then sort 

o f  God I  still haven 7 had one you know yet, so I  went to see the doctor again and  

he said like at that stage it, you know, periods and that should have returned to 

normal so he referred me then to em a gynaecologist so when I  went to see her 

then she did an ultrasound and all the rest and tha t’s when she first sort o f  

noticed polycystic and basically said I  had a severe case o f  it and 1 had it on both 

my ovaries so she then gave me a referral letter for the Rotunda because she said  

that em basically 1 might, I  could never predict a period so I ’d  get one in January 

I might not get another one till August but I  could get one in September then it 

ju s t wasn 7 anyway predictable fo r  conception. So tha t’s when we started on the 

track in [hospital]

Paula Sheridan, Interview 1
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The Blacks and the Sheridans lead-in to fertility medicine was by way o f a 

gynaecological problem. Both Liz and Paula were diagnosed with the same condition -  

polycystic ovarian syndrome. The Jones’ had a similar lead-in to fertility medicine; Kim 

had suffered from severe endometriosis her entire adult life which was controlled by 

medication that as a by-product would prevent conception. When off the medication the 

endometriosis itself would prevent conception. Science and the body colluded and 

science was expected to resolve the bodily problem. Kim underwent several operations 

that would temporarily remove the endometriosis affording the Jones’ a short window of 

opportunity to conceive. Kim’s final operation before being referred for IVF treatment 

revealed that the endometriosis was simply too severe and conception by usual means 

was unlikely. Although the endometriosis was not cured the Jones’ believed the operation 

was a success as the worst case scenario did not occur; Kim did not require a colostomy 

bag, and no reproductive organs were removed as had been threatened. These bodily 

anomalies would have occurred due to scientific endeavours to rectify a bodily problem.

F: ...But we went in and they did what they called a major laparoscopy where they 

d o n ’t cut you open hut they do extensive work. And I  think I  was in there fo r  about 

3 hours.

M: Oh yeah at least

F :...... So he went in and it worked really really well, and they separated

everything and I  woke up and I  had everything hanging out o f  me hut I  didn ’t 

have a bag, they didn't have to take anything away, so it was very successful and

they were very, very> pleased   they said, you know, 'we couldn 7 get any dye

into your tubes, we didn't even try because they are ju st not going to function, 

they’re so bad, they’re damaged on a microscopic level on the inside and the 

outside ’. So we said ‘Ok, will you refer us on to [fertility clinic]? ’ And they said  

we will.

The Jones’, Interview I

Thus far, the female cycle has been referenced in terms of demonstrating a conception 

problem. Not all couples infertility was female factor; but male biology (other than
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impotence) gives no indication o f a problem until semen is analysed. Women’s cycles 

and gynaecological problems were not necessarily the reason couples went on to 

IVF/lCSl treatment, but the presence or absence o f menstrual blood was the first 

indicator o f a problem.

Time Passage — ‘Other’ pregnancies

As time passed and the indicator o f ‘normality’, regular periods, became an indicator o f 

‘abnormality’, concern grew and was compounded by the apparent fertility o f their peers 

who were reproducing without a problem. Other people’s fertility threw their own 

infertility into sharp relief; the presence o f  others offspring highlighted the absence o f 

their own children, and also became a marker o f the passage o f time -  another woman’s 

nine month pregnancy is a marker of the passage of nine monthly cycles where another 

couple have not conceived.

F: ...hi4t i t ’s ju st each month is going by and friends are having babies around us 

and we only actually notice, i t ’s not that we have a problem being around babies 

hut you ju s t notice Jesus tha t’s nine months and you know like, like my best friend  

would her little fella is 15, 16 months now like you know when she was pregnant 

she would have been hoping that I would have been so tha t’s nearly three years 

you know you just notice the time that way.

Elaine Freeman, Interview 1

F: ... I was kind o f  waiting for it to happen and it wasn 7 quite happening. But I  

wasn 7 really terribly worried, I  wasn 7 thinking and then suddenly a lot o f  my

friends started - o h  I  am pregnant But yeah, they ju s t kind o f  started to have

more and more people were just kind o f  — throwing out babies and then it was 

kind o f  expected OK, Eva and Lee will. And then we moved to X  and I  started up 

my own business kind o f  with the intent that you know when I  get pregnant 1 won ’t 

be in a jo b  and it will be easier and so we were kind o f  doing that and he was 

working and travelling quite a bit and then suddenly as more and kind o f -  they 

were getting onto their second and we got to a place where I  mean literally it was
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almost every month, so and so and so and so and we have two very close couple 

friends in [country] who, they had had one and we we ’re actually godfather to 

their child and then two -  another couple who were told they wouldn 7 be able to 

have kids -  got pregnant and they had one. And then it ju s t really started to -  the 

light went on and we said right ok we need to

M: A ll along there we had kind o f - ju s t  kind o f  slowly along all that time M’e had 

started to kind o f— month by month we would get a little more serious about it 

and a little more serious about it. A t first we were ju st kind o f  letting nature take 

its course and then we started kind o f  eyeballing it [F: checking things] and you  

know checking the times o f  the month and then a few  more months go by...

The Walshs, Interview 1

As the Freemans and the Walshs demonstrated, couples began to measure the passage o f 

time in terms of the monthly female cycle, but also the reproductive capacity o f their 

peers who were having babies, and had moved onto having a second child when the 

respondent couple were still waiting for their first positive pregnancy test or the 

opportunity to do one. The performative act o f hosting a christening, a very obvious 

symbol o f newly-established, and possibly unquestioned, fertility also acted as an 

indicator o f other couples lack o f conception. During the ‘delayed’ time before hoping to 

become parents, couples frequently recounted how they were asked to be godparents to 

other people’s children interpreted to be a compensating gesture. Although this gesture 

was uniformly appreciated by couples, the public event of a christening served to 

particularly highlight the couples’ childlessness.

M: I  think longer than that, I  think nearer two years before we actually said, I  

think were going to so many bloody christenings really because all, because the 

peer group we hung around with there was a certain, there was this avalanche 

effect where suddenly one o f  them got pregnant and then suddenly everyone 

seemed to be getting pregnant. Obviously we were delighted fo r  everyone and you  

know i t ’s great, we were asked to be godparents fo r  some o f  them and all that so, 

then w e ’d  be saying, OK what are we doing wrong? Why aren 7 we doing the
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invites instead o f  the RSVPs so em, it was em, yeah I think we, I ’d say it was

about 2 years  to me 1 think when your sister had her first child I think it

really hit home to you, you were going hang she’s my younger sister and I ’m like 

[Sarah laughs] tends to bring it home. Sarah being the oldest would have loved to 

have had the first you know grandchild for the parents hut eh when her sister had 

it and then her brother, her youngest brother then had one I was like, OK this is 

time

Peter Daly, Interview I

The Dalys ‘right’ time to seek third party help was two years after they began trying to 

conceive.

As soon as couples were alerted to their extended period o f  unprotected intercourse, they 

all began to monitor the passage o f  time. From the point o f realisation that there could be 

a reason for their lack o f  conception, all couples began to take action with the concern 

that there is a narrow window o f  biological opportunity linked to age within which they 

could have children and conform to the group norm. They did not necessarily feel the 

burden o f a biological clock, but this clock had been started on their behalf by societal 

norms. Couples began to consider their options within the scope o f  an end-goal o f  having 

their own genetically linked child. Couples began to seek information through friends, the 

internet and literature to learn more about optimum times for intercourse. From this, 

couples’ sex lives became timed against the female biological rhythm with the assistance 

o f  ovulation sticks, tem perature charts and calendars -  measures o f  corresponding clock 

time. This charting was begun within the context o f  avoiding an undesired stigmatic state 

o f  childlessness.

Marked Time

The most obvious way o f  optim ising their chances o f  conception and taking control o f  

this disruption to their plans was to m onitor the female monthly cycle and to have sexual 

intercourse at the peak fertility time. W omen took the lead role in this endeavour as it 

was their bodies that needed to be monitored. Women turned to their families and friends
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for advice, they read books and websites about the female cycle and they began to note 

the changes to their body tem peratures and secretions across the m onthly cycle to ensure 

they had sex at the ‘right’ time. Women were beginning to gain information which would 

later render them ‘expert’ patients. They were informed and proactive; the expected 

cultural response (Zola, 1972; Becker, 1997; Franklin, 1997; Throsby, 2004).

Anne Fitzpatrick described how time became central to her and Paul’s attempts to 

conceive, she became very aware o f her ovulation but was keen that her and Paul would 

not become ‘obsessive’ and focus their relationship around baby-making.

F: ...when you are tiying fo r  a baby, tir?ie just becomes everything and dates, i t ’s 

just so important you know, it really is and having said that I haven 7 been too 

bad, I haven’t got obsessive or, you know you hear stories but you ’re just very 

aware o f  your time and your dates and things like that, when you ’re ovulating. 

Anne Fitzpatrick, Interview 1

However, the Fitzpatricks went on to describe how waiting for a period or to do a 

pregnancy test did become a regular m onthly focus -  tim e did indeed feature prominently 

in their thoughts.

M: Oh yeah no, sure we were talking about it like, you were kind o f saying it's not 

happening like, there’s something wrong.

F: Because every month you 're like hoping that you ’re not going to get a period 

and coming up to it you know.

M: And some months we had this, 1 think i t ’s going to happen now.

F: I just know it like, sometimes Paul would ring me and say, I just know this 

month that you are going to be pregnant, I  feel it and then there ’d be other 

months that Vd say to him, God I  feel a bit, like a feel a bit bloated and my boobs, 

even though you ’re that way every month anywcty but you start imagining that 

you 're, you know so w e’d kind o f  go through that and then w e’d  maybe go
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through a couple o f  months o f  not saying anything and then it would start up 

again, God I  really think you might he.

The Fitzpatricks, Interview 1

The Walshs described how, as time passed, the monthly arrival o f  a period became 

torment, and trying to predict ovulation came to be a dominant force in their lives -  a 

second job. While the personal passage o f time without conception was difficult, the 

experience o f delayed time became increasingly problematic against the backdrop of 

other people’s successful attempts at having children, and indeed anecdotes of other 

people’s success using similar ovulation prediction kits.

F: Somebody would mention try this, you know you can try this ovulation thing 

and try> this

M: We got the ovulation predictor kit and started using that month after month 

andjust

F: You know and we were saying now we know we will he fine because a friend  o f  

mine had tried that and she had been trying fo r  like a year and they had got that 

and within the first two months. And she was saying absolutely that will happen 

The Walshs, Interview 1

F: And it was you know, and kind o f  the first year i t ’s like you know, no biggie 

and then i t ’s like kind o f  just, I  mean i t ’s torment, i t ’s like every month you know 

and you get your period and i t ’s ‘ah ’ and then

M: You ’re doing more and more kind o f  you know, getting the ovulation predictor 

kits that 99.99% accurate [F: Like a secondjob] and it's like ok, ok now and you  

know. And then we still d o n ’t get pregnant i t ’s like everybody gets pregnant when 

they use this.

F: And then you hear ‘Oh Fm pregnant with twins ’ ‘Oh Fm having triplets ’. Stop 

being well people please.

The Walshs, Interview 2
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Although a healthcare professional and with contacts in the area o f gynaecology, Amy 

Green turned to her mother and her experience o f trying to conceive for reassurance when 

the Greens did not quickly succeed in their conception attempts. Amy allowed her own 

bodily knowledge o f the monthly cycle to be supplemented by pharmaceutical products -  

ovulation predictor kits. Amy believed that coming off the contraceptive pill and a hectic 

schedule had affected her ovulation and this was the reason for their lack o f conception 

each month. It was to later transpire to be due to male factor infertility.

F: ...you have no idea what i t ’s going to he like until you try and you ’re switching 

from  having stopped it to suddenly, you know going the exact opposite. So, 1 think 

after yeah sort o f  two or three cycles you start to think gosh you know w ha t’s 

happening here and while you know it can take a lot longer than that and my 

mother would have taken a lot longer on the second and third. And then I  started  

buying the sticks you know those ovulation sticks which I  had sort o f  turned my 

nose up at the first month or two because !  thought th a t’s ridiculous you know, 

you know when you are ovulating. But then o f  course when it doesn 7 happen you  

start then to sort o f  employ all sorts o f  methods to help you. So, I  used the sticks 

and they didn 7 seem to he working, I  wasn 7 getting anything positive the first 

couple o f  months so then I  began to think oh well tha t’s it I  have come o ff  the pill 

and I ’m not ovulating properly. And I  suppose I  went down that route and you are 

looking it all up on the internet getting all the information on it and I  suppose in 

hindsight that sometimes it threw it o ff  the track a little bit because you start to 

think that's the reason why i t ’s not happening.

Amy Green, Interview I

The Gills described how their monthly monitoring using pregnancy tests became a source 

o f tension. This phase of marking time was extremely difficult at first as the monthly 

expectation and subsequent disappointment was upsetting and stressful. However, as time 

passed and the expectation and likelihood of a pregnancy dimmed, it became easier as 

time was no longer marked.
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F: ...I suppose in a way it does get easier in that like you know fo r  the first few  

years, the first year or two is very, very> hard because you 're testing and your 

waiting, whereas now like I  don 7, I  can 7 even remember the last time I  bought a 

pregnancy test, i t ’s about four or five  years since 1 bought a pregnancy test now. 

M: There was time, yeah. When we were married first, when we were trying first 

that you were getting kits all the time, pregnancy testing kits.

F: Every’ month.

M: And it M>as driving me mad actually you know because I  mean, I  could see that 

you M>ere stressed about it 

The Gills, Interview 1

O ptim um  timing

As already briefly outlined, tim ing sexual intercourse can have a detrimental, if 

temporary, negative effect on a couple’s physical relationship. As couple’s waited for the 

absence o f  a menstrual cycle and the opportunity to do a pregnancy test the focus o f the 

physical relationship shifted to having sex at the ‘right’ time, the optimum time for 

conception. The ‘right’ time to have children in the life course had now become the 

‘right’ time to have sex to facilitate this desire and life course expectation. The outcome 

o f  this timing was not the anticipated pregnancy, instead for couples in this sample this 

tim ing led to their sex lives becoming mechanical and pressurised. Alongside the focus 

on the middle o f the cycle, the ovulation predictor kits, the pregnancy tests and the 

heightened awareness o f other people’s fertility success, tim ing intercourse facilitated the 

dominance o f  the infertility experience in these couples’ lives. All o f  these ‘tim ings’ and 

timed events were facilitated by couples’ determination to become parents and avoid the 

stigma o f  being a childless couple; childlessness at this juncture was not within the 

realms o f  imagination much less possibility.

David Ford, as with many interviewed men, tended to let his wife take the lead in 

interviews and in David’s case this was particularly acute as English was not his first 

language. It is interesting to note that the pressure o f  timed intercourse was such a
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dominant aspect o f  the Fords infertility experience that David felt it necessary to 

specifically speak o f  it.

M: ...there is a kind ofpressure fo r  any couple I  guess i t ’s around the month and

eh, I don’t know to say it  but i t ’s true that when you ha\>e a deadline to, I

know perform is the good way but in this word, then, then yes it does, it has an 

impact that’s true but.

F: Yeah it does take the spontaneity out sometimes when its you know 

M: Yes, i t ’s for, i t ’s for, i t ’s fo r  a result that’s true it does, I  guess i t ’s, i t ’s true but 

i t ’s not, it's just during a particular time, just the fact that there is a kind o f  

pressure even i f  even to were these holidays away then, then we are still thinking 

about it, there was still this thing OK.

F: Yes, yeah this particular time or whatever yeah, yeah that’s probably the 

biggest impact i t ’s had I  think i t ’s that, just when i t ’s like i t ’s one week or five 

days or whatever a month i t ’s probably that you know you kind o f  you have (o. 

[laughs] You know so it's yeah, sometimes it can be difficult 

The Fords, Interview 1

For Lisa, as with many women in this sample, the concern o f  the effect o f  the infertility 

experience on the physical relationship was more to do with the loss o f  spontaneity, 

whereas for David it was the expectation that he would be able to perform on demand 

that affected him. Moya Neeson was conscious that the monitoring o f her cycle led to her 

requests for sex from her husband that created a performance pressure for him.

F: ...is that whole thing that, oh i t ’s the time o f  the w.onth or the you know, that is

probably the hardest  because I think you find  it very hard and 1 sort o f  say,

it’s like a performance 

Moya Neeson, Interview 1

Although both men and women wanted to have a child, as the female was the best placed 

to monitor the optimum time o f  the month for conception, the request for sex was not
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shared but became a negotiation. Although men did not necessarily perceive that their 

wives were making demands o f them that were unreasonable or motivated for their 

benefit alone, the request for intercourse took away spontaneity and romantic intimacy. 

As women were requesting sex for conception, it rendered intercourse as a nuisance and 

women were reluctant to make sexual demands at any other time in the month for 

enjoyment -  sex at other times o f the month was a waste o f time due to the pressure of 

negotiating sex at the optimum time. Sex was functional, and sex was timed.

F: ...I ihink y o u ’re inclined to ju st go for the middle [of the cycle] because it gets 

to he a stress and you ’re like “Oh, 1 couldn V be bothered”

Lucy Moran, Interview 1

Upon entering the domain o f reproductive medicine, Lucy Moran also recounted asking 

healthcare staff (although no clear guidelines were recalled) about the optimum time for a 

man; should they refrain from sex to maximise the sperm count, or should they be having 

sex more frequently? Sex had clearly become entirely functional as a baby-making 

exercise for the Morans.

F: It affects our relationship f f in d  

M: It's very stressful

F: Put you o ff  trying flaughs] trying for a baby even [M: Yeah] you know its like 

a chore, its not like enjoyment anymore

M: I  was working up in [another county] at the time and like em you know have to 

come home during the week or whatever 

F: I t ’s the right time [laughs] to come home 

M: Its desperate you know 

The Whelans, Interview 1

The Whelans describe their timed conception attempts as a chore, similarly to how the 

Walshs described it as a second job. Again, this demonstrates the centrality o f conception 

attempts for couples during this phase of trying alone. Plastic sexuality (Giddens, 1994)
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had been removed and there was a clear causal continuity between sex and reproduction 

that was disrupted.

The Smiths, Youngs and Greens all attempted to conceive quickly after their wedding 

days and these three couples recalled the effect o f strategically timed intercourse had on 

this early phase o f  their married relationships.

F:... from the physical, sexual side o f  it as you know those first few  years it just 

became like eh le t’s get pregnant act you know and it does affect your, your love 

life and em, it certainly did affect our relationship, I  mean I  M'as very down about 

the whole thing 

Ruth Smith, Interview I

F: Mind you, mind you we did at one stage when we were like trying and trying 

and trying fo r  a baby like at the end o f  the day like being together was like being,

I  ju s t fe lt like it was like a science lab  There was that intimacy that we should

have had in the first year, the kind o f  just couldn’t care less, mad passion, 

honeymoon phase, we actually never had that because M’e were straight in try>ing 

for a baby

Sinead Young, Interview I

During the final interview, Jason Young described how he felt like a lab rat during these 

early years o f  tim ing intercourse.

F: ...it’s kind o f  what day o f  the cycle is it today sort o f  style so there's a certain 

amount o f  you know and even i f  you ’re kind o f  knackered 'Ah well today is you  

know day 12 ’ so you know you have to go for it so that is a little bit more, it sort 

o f  takes the spontaneity out o f  it.

M: As my mother would say ‘Marriage is a love o f  labour and a labour o f  love ’ 

[laughs]

The Greens, Interview I
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Despite having been sexually active prior to marriage, these couples all had certain 

romantic and intimacy expectations for the early stage of their married lives together. 

Their honeymoon experience was expected to spill over into the first year o f their 

marriage even as their lives returned to how they had been prior to their wedding days. 

The expected passion was replaced by thermometers and predictor kits telling couples 

when they should be sexually active. Science, in the form o f contraceptive use, had once 

facilitated this passion by permitting sex without consequence, now science was killing 

this passion in attempts to facilitate these now desired consequences o f sex.

The Powers were one o f the couples who had been engaged with infertility medicine the 

longest. Therefore, at the first interview the long-term effects o f this focus on baby- 

making were particularly apparent.

F:...Bui 1 definitely think it takes its toll on the marriage because the whole point 

o f  marriage is to he do you know i t ’s supposed to be kind o f  you 're supposed in 

love and get on and have the babies and there’s always difficult times hut I  think 

i t ’s become very clinical. And what is the point is the way I  feel, do you know kind 

o f what is the point in sex, what is the point in anything because it comes to 

nothing. And like I  said this in [clinic] and this isn ’t a big surprise to you or 

anything. So I ’ve definitely withdrawn and i t ’s unfair on Kevin as well but I  

definitely think i t ’s you know kind o f  hammered the niceness out o f  the marriage 

definitely. A nd it has become very clinical and it has become about dates and  

periods and you know.

Gemma Power, Interview 1

Timing o f intercourse and consistent monthly disappointments had rendered the Power’s 

sex life clinical and sex had become outcome-based rather than for enjoyment. This 

impact on their sex life had spilled over into other elements of their relationship with 

Gemma stating at a later stage that without their infertility experience she feared there
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was nothing left in their marriage. The centrality o f  the infertility experience to the 

Pow er’s lives is obvious.

This section has dealt with the passage o f  tim e when couples began to notice and monitor 

tim e for conception, demonstrating that couples were active in their attempts to resolve 

their fertility impasse. W hat emerges is the importance o f  tim ing -  the m onitoring and 

m anagement o f  time -  to facilitate the onset o f  pregnancy and parenthood, and how this 

delayed tim e affected couples’ lives and a lack o f  conception becam e central and 

dominant. The effect o f  not becoming parents at the ‘right’ time made the female cycle 

(or lack thereoO a prevailing clock to avoid a situation o f  childlessness and its associated 

stigma. Even at this early stage in the infertility experience, the dom inance o f  baby- 

m aking can be seen to begin its emergence. These periods o f  conceiving alone and the 

failure began to dominate couples’ lives. It was essential for couples to be proactive in 

overcom ing this apparent delay to their life course plans -  childlessness was not an 

option considered at any point on their life course to date.

M edical Time

As couples presumed that their lack o f conception was attributable to a biological 

problem, their reaction was to turn towards the medical sphere for assistance -  to ‘right’ 

what was ‘w rong’ with their bodies. Preliminary discussions with friends and internet 

searches informed couples that m edically they could not be considered to have a fertility 

problem until twelve months o f unprotected intercourse had passed. Therefore, from the 

point o f  beginning to ‘m ark’ time and engagem ent in purposeful intercourse at the 

optimum tim e for conception, couples were waiting for either a missed period and a 

positive pregnancy test, or for twelve months to elapse before they could attend a 

physician for advice.

For couples in this sample who considered them selves to be older, they were aware that 

they could be seen by a physician after six months o f  unprotected intercourse without
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conception.^^ The concept o f an age-related biological clock became synonymous in this 

sample with the medical definition o f infertility (For the influence o f (particularly female) 

age on fertility and infertility treatments, a cursory glance at the medical journal Human 

Reproduction demonstrates how age is frequently considered a predictor o f reproductive 

technology success (Scholtes et al., 1988; Giorgetti et al., 1995; Yie et al., 1996; 

Templeton et al., 1996 (in The Lancet)', Dor et al., 1996; Yaron et al., 1998 (also 

considers male age a factor); Commenges-Ducos et al., 1998; Croucher, 1998; 

Osmanagaoglu et al., 1999; Stolwijk et al., 2000; Balasch, 2000; Gnoth et al., 2003; 

Leridon, 2004. ‘Advanced’ male age as a factor in stillbirth risk is explored in Astolfi et 

al., 2004; and sperm output decline with higher male age is discussed in Ng et al., 2004. 

Nyboe Andersen et al. (2009) state that the ESHRE are hoping to expand their data 

collection and breakdown their figures by ‘female age’ in future). The Duggans had met 

later in life and knew that they wanted to have children. However, their circumstances 

had not been ideal in the first few years o f marriage -  where the ideal included being 

home owners. When attending her GP for another matter, Bridget was told that her 

biological clock was ticking where this clock was being set by a medical timetable rather 

than a felt desire.

F: But I  think also because the doctor had said to me about kind o f  getting a 

move on, you ’re not a spring chicken, well I  mean, she didn 7 put it quite like that. 

She had sent me for the Rubella kind o f  tests or whatever so she might have said 

to me, I  ca n ’t remember, she might have said to me look “i f  nothing happens or 

whatever come back to me ” so 1 think it might have been even based on that. 1 

probably went back after about six months 

Bridget Duggan, Interview 1

25 The arbitrary nature o f  the medical clock is apparent here in that there is no reason why a woman over a 
particular age should conceive within six months, whereas a younger woman is allowed the more extended 
time frame o f  tw elve months before being considered infertile. If a w om an’s fertility declines with age 
these time frames should be reversed allowing a more mature woman tw elve months to conceive and a 
younger woman six months. However, older women are seen within this shorter time span to facilitate 
quicker m ovem ent through the course o f  fertility m edicine’s options before fem ale biological fertility 
dissipates. In other words, before the biological clock stops ticking
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In addition to m edicine’s tictcing o f  Bridget’s biological clock, an awareness o f infertility 

spurred on the Duggan’s attempts to conceive.

F: ....I would say probably about six months after we started trying that we 

thought that kind o f  nothing was happening and whatever.

M: I think the other thing is that your brother had had ju s t had a baby or they 

were expecting a baby as well and they had gone through some difficulties as 

well. They were quite old and they 

F: Quite old [laughs]

M: Well they were fo r ty  when they were going through it as well.

F: And we ’re that old [laughs]

M: And I  suppose my sister had ju s t moved back from [count ty] and she had a 

new baby as well. So I  suppose you know it kind 

F: The momentum a bit.

M: I suppose it kind o f  makes you push it on a bit I  suppose. So, it was about six 

months after we had decided that w’e should try.

The Duggans, Interview I

Similarly, the Gibsons were aware o f  age-related fertility decline. This, and a relative’s 

experience o f  infertility, spurred the Gibsons into trying to conceive as soon as they were 

married.

F:...we got married and  77/ always remember the intention was to have children 

straight away because when we got married I  was 34 or 35 so kind o f  you know,

you ’re conscious o f  the biological clock ticking  probably a few months before

I  got married she [sister] is, sh e ’s about four years older than me, and she ’d  had a 

miscarriage on her firs t but she had been trying to get pregnant fo r  some time so I  

was kind o f  conscious o f  the fact that you know you don 7 know there could be 

problems

Beth Gibson, Interview 1
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As both the Gibsons and the Duggans demonstrate, couples were waiting to be granted 

access to the medical assistance that they believed they needed. Despite considering 

themselves younger or older, all women were conscious o f an entity that was called the 

biological clock which they were in a race against. Although they may have never felt 

this biological clock in the broader sense where it means a desire to have children, it was 

experienced in the medical sense that they were in a hurry to conceive in case it was ‘too 

late’ and their peak fertility had passed. The mixing o f the biological clock and medical 

concept of declining fertility was apparent when describing how they attended a 

physician as soon as they knew their concerns would be addressed, i.e. a six/twelve 

month time frame o f unprotected (timed) intercourse.

¥:...But I  suppose I  knew like I  was 57 and like /, you know i f  1 was younger you  

probably might delay a hi! longer but because o f  my age I  ju s t wanted to get into 

it straight away 

Fran Whelan, Interview I

F:...then we were kind o f  saying because o f  our age we were thinking maybe -  M>e 

d o n ’t have as much time as maybe somebody who is 25 upwards, you know. I  was 

33 and you were 34. And then Christmas came and went and January then again 

and that was giving it the six months 

Cora Fenton, Interview 1

F: 1 suppose because o f  my age I  six, seven, eight months and nothing is 

happening so 1 decided I ’d  get an appointment and em, and ju s t make sure 

everything M>as OK 

Leah Murphy, Interview I

F: I  knew after four or five months you know maybe i t ’s not as straightforward or 

as simple as Paul thought it was, 1 kind o f  thought, especially when you ’re older. 

Like [child] is 11 so my fertility wouldn 7 be what it was when I  was 20 you know, 

P aul’s wouldn 7 he what it was 10 years ago so 1 kind o f  started to get an inkling
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then you know and then every month after that i t ’s ju s t reconfirming it fo r  you  

really you know.

Anne Fitzpatrick, Interview 1

F: ...I think on biological grounds because I  was sort o f  aware that I  am a little bit 

older and you know the clock is ticking.

Amy Green, Interview 1

F :...I know my age is a factor as well em, I ’m 39 now so i t ’s kind o f  em, it just 

takes longer I  think as well you know so tha t’s always, tha t’s always been a 

concern fo r  me 

Lisa Ford, Interview I

These couples, and in particular, women, were racing a clock that was moving too 

quickly -  the biological clock.

The expectation that couples would produce children after marriage, and the implications 

for this were made explicit by Kim Jones. Kim describes how as a couple, the Jones’ 

were diverging from their peer group norm, and how her parents had similarly, if briefly, 

deviated and what this meant.

F: You know, you get a label attached to you. I  mean even my Mam would say 

years ago when you got married, i f  you didn 7 produce a child in say, 9 or 10 or 

12 months they’d  say W hat’s wrong with you? Now my Mam and Dad decided 

that they would spend the year, the firs t year o f  their marriage, ju s t together and 

they wouldn 7 start their fam ily and the second year they did and they had my 

sister, but people thought there was something wrong, because they didn 7 

produce a child 

Kim Jones, Interview 1
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Kim is describing the social stigma o f not conforming to the usual rituals o f  adulthood. 

The assumption that couples would and should have children was also discussed by the 

Dorans. Orla described at three interview time points the frequency with which wedding 

guests referenced children in their greeting cards. Orla also described how people were 

now asking her how long the Dorans had been married, as if  curious as to why there were 

still no children when the couple had been married for a sufficient duration.

F: Yeah “How long are you married now?” I  mean, you know, you get married 

and you know, you're looking through your wedding cards, and “May all your 

troubles he little ones! ” like, you know, and like, loads o f  our cards say that.

Orla Doran, Interview I

The Morans were hurt when a year into marriage Lucy’s mother pointed out that Lucy’s 

cousins who got married in the same month as them were now having children. The 

Morans interpreted this as meaning that this was the normal pattern that they were 

expected to follow, and to deviate from this was unacceptable. Sean had also been upset 

by a workm ate’s comm ent that marriage and children went hand-in-hand. The common 

cultural dialogue was clearly being displayed to the M orans who at the tim e o f  repeating 

these comments, knew that they were deviants to these expected social roles.

F :... like instead o f  being sympathetic, it was more “Did I  tell you ” like I  had 4 

cousins got married the same month as me and eh, “X ’s had a daughter, and X  

has had 2 children ” and they were all getting busy when we couldn  V and it was 

kind o f  cruel. And I  said “Well good on them, sure w ha t’s the hurry? ” because 

they ’re younger than you? And she went, “  Well they 're only a year married, you  

know ” It was real like your standard kind o f  you know, well tha t’s what people 

do, people get married to have children, you know, it's the norm, no matter what. 

You know.

M: Yes, I  had somebody actually say that to me the other day, he regarded it as 

part o f  being married was to have children 

The Morans, Interview 1
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However, the M orans also believed they would have children after marriage, conform ing 

to this timetable -  evident in their delay trying to conceive as they feared they would 

have twins and would not be able to afford childcare (see quotation in previous chapter). 

Before discovering their infertility, the only outcome o f  trying to become pregnant that 

they expected to be difficult was a m ultiple birth; childlessness was not on the agenda for 

consideration, similarly to Lucy’s m other and Sean’s colleague’s assumptions.

in retrospection, now knowing that they would not be fulfilling their expected social role 

at the expected time, couples faced a associated timetable that they would not be 

fulfilling. Couples would not be producing children in accordance with their own familial 

birth order; respondents expected to produce children before their younger siblings. This 

was again frequently linked to the tim ing o f  their marriage; if  couples were married 

before their siblings they expected to be able to produce the next generation first.

F:... I ’m finding Ray’s brother’s wife being pregnant the hardest because I  

suppose.

M: Because you always thought that m’c ’d  be pregnant first.

F: Vd be the first.

M: I ’m the eldest.

F: I ’ve nothing about the, we want to have the first baby nothing, like they got 

married in November do you know, eight years, or seven years after us and 

they’ve a baby due in Nov, this November you know.

M: You know they ’re married, three months later they ’re pregnant you know, i t ’s. 

The Kennys, Interview 1

F: But my brother’s getting married in June, in May, Fm a bit nervous about that,

I have to get pregnant before they get pregnant in that sense  my mother

would be, my mother isn ’t the most discreet and she can say some stuff really that 

is I know that i f  they got pregnant she ’d  have a word or two to say to me 

Leah M urphy, Interview 1
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H :... and because there’s only two o f  us and I ’m the elder em, my brother had, the 

first born grandchild, a son and while they had their first child we were delighted 

but also very sad fo r  ourselves because they were, they'd been married a year or 

two less than us 

Ken Smith, Interview 1

Couples did not necessarily resent their siblings who had been married for a shorter 

duration when they had children, but there were factors conspiring to make this situation 

socially awkward. There was the expectation that birth or marriage order within the 

family o f  origin should dictate the chronology o f  next generation offspring, an assumed 

equilibrium had been disrupted. Couples felt their families were watching them waiting 

for a pregnancy announcement or a negative reaction to their sibling’s child. Women in 

particular mentioned how they feared insensitive questions and comments from their 

mothers or mothers-in-law. Couples would have to qualify their reason for not having 

children, and often felt they had to over-com pensate by appearing particularly excited 

about their sibling’s baby. They would have to engage \n face-work  (Goffman, 1967).

The anticipated chronology o f births was not restricted to family situations. This could 

also be true in the friendship circle; couples expected to have children before their friends 

who married after them. The Gills married very young, and had been trying to conceive 

since. In the interim, their friends had ‘caught-up’ with their place on the life course, and 

people who married a number o f  years after them were now ‘overtaking’ them by having 

children.

F: You know, I  suppose our friends having babies now like, everyone’s starting 

their first baby now.

M: They ’re all sort o f  catching up to us you see.

F: Which is very hard.

M: You know they ’re all sort o f  getting married in the past year or two years and 

em.
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F: They ’re all being like immediate pregnancies which is very hard.

The Gills, Interview 1

This milestone, achieved by peers, was perceived as a club that was closing ranks. The 

term ‘club’ references the outsider/insider status of difference. Throsby (2004) refers to 

infertility as being outside belonging. Bailey (1999) in discussing transitions to 

motherhood similarly references this new club and sense o f  increased social status. 

However, this is not the case for all experiences o f motherhood and can vary according 

to, for example, sexuality, race, age, marital status (for the latter, and with regard to 

stigma see Hyde, 2000). Couples were deviating from a ‘normal’ social role and were 

being excluded for their stigma. They could not take part, but could only be onlookers 

while others regaled in their parenthood status.

F: you feel excluded like, there’s this new club, there’s this club that y o u ’re not 

part o f

Fiona Gill, Interview 1

F: seeing the people around the office that were ju s t having babies and part o f  

this little club that I  was desperate to Join and couldn 7 jo in  because I  didn 7 have 

a baby

Sinead Young, Interview 1

This section has dealt with the assumptions o f people surrounding respondents, albeit as 

reported by the respondents themselves, as well as demonstrating how other people’s 

pregnancies and births acted as time-markers for the couples. Where there is a common 

cultural dialogue o f shared life course milestones along a linear progress route, it is 

expected that everyone’s timetables will roughly parallel. However, couples in this 

research were not conforming to this timetable, and although they had uniformly 

followed the expected life course to date, they were diverging as unwilling deviants 

(Goffman, 1963). Throsby (2002: p. 75) similarly noted the desire among her sample to 

locate within normative social reproductive standards without meeting these standards
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through biological parenthood. This divergence was thrown into sharp relief by the 

conform ity and ubiquity o f  peers and their parenthood status. This divergence will be 

discussed as a them e throughout this thesis.

Conclusion

Therefore it can be seen that couples were conscious that upon reaching the ‘right’ time 

to conceive, and having all the correct elements in place within which to bring a child 

into the world, there was now a relatively narrow window o f  opportunity within which to 

conceive. If  conception did not occur at the ‘right’ time, they would need to act relatively 

quickly to ensure that conception would occur within the realms o f  biological possibility. 

W aiting for six/twelve m onths o f unprotected intercourse before attending a physician 

while each month hoping that conception would occur and seeing a physician would be 

for a different reason, made the experience o f  the passage o f  time slow whilst the overall 

experience was one o f  delay. Couples were being delayed on their passage to parenthood 

and within this, they experienced marked time when cyclical bodily time was being 

monitored and frequently created stress within the relationship, whilst they waited for 

their medical experience to begin. This medical time, once couples entered the system, 

was long and arduous and spanned a greater duration than any couple had originally 

anticipated. Couples endured these tim e experiences -  fear o f  one’s own biological clock, 

timed intercourse and monthly monitoring -  which were deemed the most unpleasant 

period o f the infertility experience in retrospect, with the sole intent o f  quickly 

overcom ing a stigma and maintaining their life course expectations and assumptions. The 

onset and discovery o f  the stigma was within the context o f  the pre-eminence o f time. 

The evolving stigma experience meant that in a m edicalised world where science is 

perceived as inherently progressive and positive (Zola, 1972; Franklin, 1997; Becker, 

2000), biom edicine was acting as the gatekeeper to individuals keen to quickly regain 

their continuity narrative o f  the expected life course through the promissory nature o f  all

knowing science. The socially problem atic nature o f  not following the trajectory o f 

assumed parenthood was expected to be resolved by biomedicine, which, possibly 

inadvertently, was further entrenching childlessness as a problem requiring resolution 

(Becker, 2000; Throsby, 2004).
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Chapter Three: Establishing Fertility am idst Sterility -  W hatever it takes..

The prospect o f  being singled out as abnormal is often sufficiently disconcerting 

to compel individuals either to under-or over-achieve in an effort to conform with 

the timetable -  another example o f fitting social activities to the dictates o f  social, 

calendar, and clock time. When the timetables are arranged in sequences, to be 

o ff schedule on one timetable condemns one to arrive early or late at the next. 

Lewis, J. David; W eigart, Andrew .1. (1981)

This quotation marries the them es o f  stigma and tim e in much the same way as this thesis 

and it is particularly pertinent in light o f  data this chapter will present. Lew'is and W eigart 

(1981) describe how being identified as different for not conform ing to expected 

timetables can result in exertions to correct this deviation. However, the tim ing o f  events 

can be thrown off-course if this rectification is not swift. This chapter will consider 

couples’ first forays into reproductive medicine -  investigations and low technology 

attempts at conception. This chapter argues that couples minimised any discom fort in the 

hope that the next procedure would prove positive. Within this experience, couples’ 

physical relationships suffered and anxiety was caused by the duration and uncertainty o f  

the experience; not knowing when the end-point would come. W aiting times were 

frustrating as couples were chasing against the biological clock while biology was also 

(partially) dictating a slower pace than desired. The long uncertain treatm ent process 

undermines the sense o f  life as a continuous whole and accentuates the sense o f 

disruption (Becker, 1993). Couples were ‘over-achieving’ to conform to the expected 

timetable.

Couples responded to their lack o f  conception by engaging with medicine to quickly and 

rationally establish a scientific reason for their problem. This same precise science was 

expected to swiftly provide a remedy. Instead this period o f investigations, o f  establishing 

their fertility amidst sterile surroundings, was a prolonged and frequently uncomfortable 

experience that neither provided definitive answers or a simple cure. Diagnosis was 

frequently partial and ambiguous. Diagnosis is defined as identification o f  a disease by
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means o f patients’ symptoms; but there were not necessarily illness symptoms, infertility 

is not necessarily caused by a disease, there is more than one patient and infertility can be 

caused by a couple’s bodily interaction while the clinical gaze is firmly fixed on the 

female body irrespective o f  a male factor diagnosis (Franklin, 1997). The life course 

timetable became a treatm ent tim etable, and couples would endure any discom fort to 

overcome their stigma, but time continued to bear down on this experience. Couples felt 

they were running out o f  time as their (particularly female) biological clocks apparently 

threatened to stop before they had achieved parenthood, but simultaneously, time was 

moving too slowly as couples waited to see physicians and to undergo procedures in line 

with medical good practice o f  m oving along a continuum o f lower to higher technologies. 

This was frustrating as couples wanted to try more complex procedures with an expected 

greater chance o f  success, and therefore overcom e their obstacle and rejoin the life course 

from the point o f  deviation. Throughout, couples’ lives were on hold; time was static as 

they waited to rejoin the life course from the point o f  deviation.

Investigations

This section will outline the investigations, diagnosis and low technology attempts at 

conception for couples in this sample, it will also provide a brief overview o f  the more 

common procedures. However, there is a caveat for data reliability. This research did not 

involve access to respondents’ medical files; instead it is reliant on couples’ memories o f  

investigations. What follows is not necessarily an exhaustive list o f  investigations that 

can take place, nor is it necessarily an exhaustive list o f  investigations that couples’ 

underwent. However, what is important about these tests is that these are the ones that 

have particularly lodged in couples’ memories. It is their descriptions and memories o f  

these tests that are important for this research, not the overall clinical picture.

Table 3.1 outlines couples’ principal investigations and low-technology attem pts at 

conception, as well as the reasons for their infertility. W ithout delving too deeply into the 

medical explanations for these, a brief overview will need to be provided. Details are 

derived from W est (2003), Rowe et al. (1993), Jarrett et al. (1998).
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First contact with the medical profession typically involved semen analysis and basic 

blood tests by a General Practitioner (G.P) or done for the first tim e/repeated by a 

hospital-based physician. In this sample, G.Ps who did carry out these tests often did so 

while the couple were concurrently waiting for an appointment date with a fertility 

specialist arising from their referral.

The most common female investigation mentioned in this sample was the laparoscopy. 

This is a surgical procedure requiring a general anaesthetic. Small incisions in the 

abdomen are made and carbon dioxide gas is inserted to separate the organs for better 

observation. A fine telescopic rod usually connected to a video-camera, is inserted along 

with a fibre-optic cable. From this the surgeon can view the reproductive organs and if 

necessary, can remove endometriosis that might be present using laser therapy. 

Endometriosis is when tissue similar to the lining o f the uterus is found outside o f  the 

uterus, usually in the abdominal cavity. Endometriosis may cause infertility in some 

sufferers but not all, and can be present to some degree in a large majority o f  women 

without affecting fertility and without being detected. Ovarian drilling can also be 

undertaken during a laparoscopy. Laser therapy is used to destroy parts o f  the ovaries to 

trigger ovulation, this is particularly used for women with polycystic ovarian syndrome 

(PCOS). PCOS is a m etabolic disorder where num erous cysts may develop on the ovaries 

and prevent pregnancy. These cysts are follicles that have matured but due to abnormal 

hormone levels, were never released.

Laparoscopies are sometimes combined with a hysterosalpingogram  (HSG) under general 

anaesthetic, but sometimes the HSG is carried out separately whilst the woman is 

conscious. The HSG involves running dye through the uterus and tubes whilst monitoring 

on an external screen if  the dye is flowing freely. The free flowing o f the dye along the 

tubes will confirm their patency, i.e. that they are open and not constricted or blocked. A 

variation on this test is the HiCoSy; this is the same procedure as a HSG except the dye is 

monitored by ultrasound instead o f  by an x-ray. An advantageous by-product o f  these dye 

tests is that potential m inor blockages might be dislodged and removed by forcing liquid- 

dye along the fallopian tubes. There is the possibility that after a HSG/HiCoSy that a
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couple might conceive without assistance if  the fallopian tubes were re-opened through 

removal o f  a potential obstruction. When carried out in tandem, these procedures are 

comm only known as a ‘lap and dye’ test.

The drug Clom id was frequently prescribed to women, and to two men in the sample, to 

promote ovulation and boost sperm production respectively. Clomid could be prescribed 

before any investigations to facilitate a pregnancy without invasive tests and treatments, 

and can also be prescribed for women after a laparoscopy and/or HSG when potential 

pregnancy inhibitors have been possibly removed. For women, this window of 

opportunity could be short-lived; endometriosis will usually return, and a blockage may 

also come back.

Therefore a laparoscopy and/or a HSG serve as both investigations into why a conception 

is not taking place, but also could remove the problem and help facilitate a pregnancy. 

Other low-technology attempts at conception included follicle-tracking which would 

enable couples to know precisely when the woman is ovulating and when to have sex. 

Follicle-tracking could be combined with injections which would ensure the release o f an 

egg and also with Clomid to encourage ovulation. Intra-uterine insemination (lU l) could 

be used on its own or in combination with any o f  these. lUIs ensure that ‘w ashed’ sperm 

is getting to the optimum site for fertilisation o f  an egg by inserting it into the woman at a 

precise tim e using a clinical instrument.

A small number o f  couples underwent post-coital tests. This involved couples having sex 

and the woman attending their physician within a short time to have a vaginal swab taken 

and examined under the microscope to monitor the interaction o f  the vaginal mucus and 

the semen.

Some women in this sample had fibroids (benign tumours), ovarian cysts, or required 

tubal surgery to rem ove scar tissue from their fallopian tubes and reopen them. To 

surgically rem ove fibroids a myomectomy could be undertaken. Another surgical 

procedure, a laparotomy, was used amongst this sample to remove fibroids, and also cysts
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(fluid-filled sacs on the ovary that might require drainage if  they do not self-drain). A 

laparotomy involves a larger incision through the abdomen than a laparoscopy to gain 

access to the abdominal cavity.

A hysteroscopy is a variation in this family o f  surgical procedures. Under general 

anaesthetic a fine telescope is inserted into the w om an’s uterus via the cervix. Various

procedures can be performed from this angle, and Jean Tyler stated that her

endometriosis was lasered away during her hysteroscopy.

Very few male respondents in this sample underwent investigations beyond semen 

analyses. O f the five men who were examined by urologists/endocrinologists, two had 

non-specific urological examination, two had scope test surgical procedures as

outpatients and surgery was deemed unnecessary, and Philip Campbell had varicocele 

surgery. Phe varicoceles are a mass o f  enlarged veins in the genitals that impair the 

circulation o f  blood and can raise the tem perature o f  the testes. This heat is thought to 

damage sperm production.



Table 3.1: C ouples’ main tests and infertility reason

C ouple
Name

# o f laps (+
separa te
HSGs)

M ths on
C lom id
(only)*

Post
C oital
Test

O th e r Clom id + 
injections

# o f  lUI 
attem pts**

Reason

B rady 1 4 Yes male

F itzpa trick 1 Yes male

Ford 1 12 Yes 3 none

Neeson 1 3 none

Kenny 1 male scope test 
Genetic tests

male

M oran 3 (+ sep. 
HSG)

3 Fibroid surgery both/female

Duggan 2 3 female/male

W helan 1 (+ sep. 
HSG)

18 Yes myenectomy
NaProTechnology

female

Black 1 12 ovarian drilling 3 months female

S heridan 1 6 4 female

Jones 3 laparotomy female

M urphy 1 Yes none

C la rk 1 6 Yes 8 female

Sm ith 2 9 NaProTechnology none

D oran 2 (+sep. 
HSG)

multiple cyst 
draining

none

C am pbell 1 Yes
x2

varicocele 
operation + clomid 
for 6 mths (male)

male

F itzgerald 1 (+sep. 
HSG)

1 male

Young 1 (+sep. 
HSG)

Yes both

Daly 1 4 Yes 6 months none

W ilson 1 Yes none

Cole 1 2 4 female

Gibson 1 genetic counsellor male

Kelly 1 18+ 2 tubal surgeries female

Gill 2 cysts on 
Clomid

Yes laparotomy x2 
endocrinology 
exam & Clomid 
(male)

both

G lover 1 2 1 month female

W alsh 1 (sep. 
HSG)

2 none

Fenton 1 both/female
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C ox 1 -  2 yrs 
earlier for 
suspected 
appendicitis

N aProT ech none

F re e m a n 1 H iCoSy none

P o w er 1 12 1 none

T y le r 1 3 hysteroscopy x2 
scope test (m ale)

2 none

G re e n 1 < 6 m ths H aem ochrom otosis 
issue raised

m ale

L aw to n 1 rem em bers 
being  on 
tablets

none

W a lk e r 1 Y es C ystic Fibrosis 
tests

m ale

* C ould include follicle tracking
** lU I attem pts possibly also included C lom id and Follicle T racking, and a hCG  injection. Inclusion in this 
category  indicates intent, but not necessarily  that lUI w as carried  out -  too poor or too good follicle 
reaction could lead to cancellation o f  the lUI

The purpose o f  these investigations was to d iagnose infertility’s cause, and to potentially 

facilitate a pregnancy by rectifying the problem . H owever, although table 3.1 may clarify 

w ho had what done, the ‘w h en ’ is not possible to include in a simple table. These tests 

took place over a prolonged period o f  time, were repeated and not done in a particular 

order. Each couple had their own unique clinical picture. The final column outlining the 

apparent reason for infertility is not decisive for all couples either. Different physicians at 

different times found different reasons for infertility. A s clinical profiles differ there is no 

clear flowchart through treatment, and couples becam e frustrated by the absence o f  a 

clear pathw ay through the medical maze. Therefore couples were never clear that their 

attempts to  overcom e infertility would end in resolution, or when their time in the 

medical sphere was expected to draw  to a close. The experience w as one o f  persistently 

being in Sandelow ski’s (1993) grey area, in both the actual clinical role as well as the 

waiting period to jo in  the ranks o f  the childfree or parents (M onach, 1993). The ‘know n’ 

body becam e disordered and em bodied know ledge unravelled (Becker, 1997).

Table 3.2 outlines coup les’ ages -  the age they began trying to conceive, the age they first 

sought medical assistance, and their ages when beginning their first IVF/ICSI cycle. 

Table 3.2 dem onstrates how  long it took the tests in table 3.1 to  be completed -  the final 

column charts how long couples were within the medical system prior to beginning
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IVF/ICSI treatm ent. The length o f  tim e it took couples to begin IVF/ICSI was not always 

entirely in the hands o f  physicians, some couples delayed treatm ent. Couples frequently 

had become ‘expert’ patients as their treatm ent progressed; well-inform ed and slowing 

investigations and treatm ent in line with their own preferred pace. Three respondents 

recounted how they had been referred to a fertility clinic but the shock o f  the word 

infertility in the letter caused them to ignore the referral for several months. The term 

‘infertility’ clearly had certain negative connotations; couples were horrified that they 

may be tainted by this stigma evident in these reactions.

F: Yeah, he told me to he spontaneous and not to try and plan anything so 1 said 

OK so o f  course 1 listened to him and it went on for another while and eventually 

I went hack to him again and I just said, look nothing is happening so he gave me 

a letter fo r  the infertility clinic in [hospital] and once it said infertility I was just 

like, oh my God and I just said to him, 1 can 7 ring, I just can 7 so 1 left it in the 

drawer and then the following January I found out I was pregnant so I ripped the 

letter and threw it in the hin and I  was delighted and ten weeks later I  lost it 

[laughs]

Mary Clark, Interview I

F: ...I remember her writing and it was an infertility clinic and just being 

devastated by the, even she said you know the word, and I  think the word itself 

just is more daunting than anything else 

Joan Brady, Interview 1

Other couples recalled how they decided to go on holidays, or take a break from baby- 

m aking for their own mental health. After finishing investigations and before entering an 

IVF/ICSI treatm ent cycle, couples also mentioned that they delayed their entry as they 

were not sure if this was the route they wished to take. Therefore the tim e lags in table 

3.2 are not necessarily attributable to system delays; but in the main, this is the case. In 

other circum stances these waiting times o f  investigation might not be felt so acutely but
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due to the perceived urgency o f  the problem; the desire to quickly overcom e this obstacle 

meant that these waiting times were experienced as extensive.

Table 3.2: Duration between first conception attempts and first IVF/ICSI cycle

Couple
Name

Male
Age

Female
Age

Male
Age

Female
Age

Male
Age

Female
Age

No. of years 
investigating

Brady 30 29 31 30 32 31
1

Fitzpatrick** 33 30 33 30 35 32 2

Ford 30 36 31 37 33 39 2

Neeson* 34 34 36 36 38 38
2

Kenny 25 24 29 28 32 31
3

Moran 38 37 39 38 41 41 2

Duggan 37 37 37 37 39 39 2

Whelan 36 37 39 2

Black 29 28 29 28 34 33 5

Sheridan 33 25 33 25 36 28 3

Jones 28 26 28 26 30 28 2

M urphy 34 34 35 35 36 36 1

C lark 30 28 31 29 35 33 4

Smith 29 32 31 34 35 38 4

Doran 35 33 36 34 37 35 1

Campbell 30 26 30 26 35 31 5

Fitzgerald 29 31 35 4

Young 29 35 29 35 31 37 2

Daly 33 29 35 31 39 35 4

Wilson 40 38 41 39 43 41 2

Cole 33 31 34 32 36 34 2

Gibson 29 35 29 35 31 37 2

Kelly 26 24 27 25 32 30 5

Gill 24 26 25 27 30 32 5

Glover 28 27 30 29 31 30 1

Walsh 36 31 39 34 40 35 1

Fenton 34 33 34 33 38 37 4

Cox 35 31 37 33 38 34 1

Freeman 34 32 36 34 38 36 2
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Power 32 28 33 31 34 32
1

Tyler 35 33 35 33 38 36 3

G reen 31 38 31 38 32 39 < 1 year

Lawton 25 24 31 31 32 32
18 months +

W alker 29 28 31 30 31 30
8 months

*Age at first cycle is age at first pre-period scan for IVF; a pregnancy was discovered and the cycle did not 
continue
** Age at first cycle is approximate, the Fitzpatricks were due to  begin treatment but another health issue 
arose and they were delayed -  they were not interviewed beyond the first interview although several 
telephone conversations took place

W aiting Times

The following sections deal with couples’ physical experiences o f investigations and low 

technology attempts at conception. Throughout, couples’ frustrations, discomfort and 

embarrassment were central to these experiences. However, couples consistently stated, 

and this was apparent in their actions, that they would endure any physical discomfort to 

be given a reason why they were not conceiving, and subsequently address this. The 

worst aspect o f  these low-technology attem pts (and through their later IVF/ICSl 

experiences) were the waiting tim es when nothing was being ‘done’, there was no flurry 

o f  medical activity. W ithout action, tim e was being wasted -  biological clocks were 

ticking - and couples were in a liminal state on the life course, unable to progress and 

facing a long-term stigmatic characteristic o f  not conform ing to life course norms.

This section highlights tim e experiences against this backdrop o f  couples’ determination 

to rejoin their expected life schedule. The experience o f  investigations was too slow as 

physicians and clients approached infertility from different perspectives. Physicians were 

incrementally trying to establish possible reasons for infertility through a process o f 

elimination, while couples wanted scientific and absolute answers quickly and problems 

resolved. Their expected life tim etable had now become a treatm ent tim etable. W aiting 

times were more excruciating than procedures. Finding an answer or being diagnosed as 

having ‘unexplained’ infertility took a long time as couples were examined separately, 

were waiting to be transferred between specialists, waited for appointments, and sat in 

waiting rooms. There were two tim e processes at work; calendar time was ‘wasted’ time 

due to the wait between tests and appointments, and the monthly cycle o f  biological time.
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The female cycle contributed to these calendar waiting times as it was the monthly cycle 

that often informed the next appointm ent/procedure date. M onthly cycles create 

prolonged time in the medical infertility experience (Becker and Nachtigall, 1992). 

Throughout these tim es, couples became increasingly frustrated as they, particularly 

women, felt they were advancing in age which was diminishing their chances o f  

treatment success, irrespective o f  the reason for their infertility. In this, calendar and 

biological time were working in parallel, but in opposition. Both o f these times were 

advancing, but one was too slow and the other was too fast and the clock that was 

advancing too quickly was dominating the response rate o f  the clock that was 

experienced as too slow. Becker (1997) refers to this compression o f  time -  experiential 

time being both too fast and too slow -  in the context o f  life course disruption whilst 

trying to place boundaries around the disrupted experience. The tim e o f disruption is a 

time o f  being ‘in lim bo’ or in a chaotic hiatus whereas the anticipated life course is 

believed to be orderly, progressive and desirably normal.

From table 3.2 it can be seen that it look nine couples one year (or less) o f investigations 

before getting to IVF/ICSI treatment. It took thirteen couples eighteen months to two 

years to complete investigations. Three couples had three years, five couples had four 

years, and four couples had five years o f investigations.

The W helans described how the process was experienced as taking a very long time, 

causing stress and frustration and this had implications for their relationship.

M: Em, the whole thing is very frustrating I  find, i t ’s very slow, it was going on 

fo r  so long and now we ’re at the IVF stage and it may be a success or it may not 

he, trying to, it's tough, it's tough on Fran, i t ’s tougher on her than it is on me hut 

I do find it very frustrating alright 

F: It affects our relationship 1 find  

M: I t ’s very stressful 

The Whelans, Interview 1
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The Fitzpatricks described their irritation as they had to wait several weeks between each 

appointment. These delays could be attributable not only to the physicians’ schedules but 

also because tests had to be undertaken at particular tim es through the female cycle. 

Biological cycles can be placed in the background in a society dom inated by clock and 

calendar time, where it is believed that hum ans have full control over them selves and 

their environm ents (Young, 1988). The Fitzpatricks were frustrated by the slow process 

o f medical time, while conscious o f advancing biological time.

F:...do all (he tests and come hack then so he didn’t really tell us anything as 

definite you know hut, so then we were just anxious to get all the tests and you 

know you ’re counting the weeks to gel hack and get the results and that can he 

another thing, I mean, i f  you go for hlood tests and you make an appointment i t ’s 

come hack in six weeks and you go hack and they’ll tell you we want to do 

another hlood test come hack in six weeks, you start to get veiy irate with you 

know, the appointment system.

M: That’s the worst thing.

F: Six weeks, eight weeks just to get the results fo r hlood test and then they might

want a scan and  That’s kind o f you know, gets to you because it is, when

you ’re trying for a hahy it is all ahout time you know and its.

M: ...when you gel 30, 32, 34, i t ’s less and less and less so why are they putting 

you six months and so like people are getting less so why are they delaying it 

themselves when people want to go fo r  it?

F: Because at the start they were, you know saying that I  mightn V he ovulating 

because I was having irregular cycles so he has said that maybe y o u ’re not 

getting pregnant because you ’re not ovulating so I  had to have these blood tests 

done hut I already had them done with Dr. X  but he wanted them done again, so 

you ’re kind o f  like that’s another six weeks waiting to go back and you know it, 

the six weeks becomes a very long time, that six weeks becomes a very big deal, 

you 're every week counting and waiting to go hack and you get very> anxious 

inside about it you know.

The Fitzpatricks, Interview 1
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The Gills were particularly young in this sample when they began trying to conceive, and 

they felt their youth had worked against them in the medical system. As they were so 

young, they felt they had been delayed by physicians who were trying to keep them away 

from high technology until every single alternative had been explored whereas an older 

couple who would be considered to have less o f a chance o f I VF success could be moved 

through the system quicker.

M  Yeah well basically evetyone m'oa' trying to rule, they were trying to rule 

everything else out, tha t’s what I  could see anyway, hut like i f  we really had a 

choice I  mean we would have elected to do IVF three years ago.

F: And because we 're young like as well they keep saying like, oh no you ’re fine. 

M: Which is kind o f  no consolation to us really.

F: You know it was really frustrating, people would say oh you 're very young and  

y o u ’re like. I ’ve had foi4r operations like d ’you know I  d idn’t have them for fun 

d ’you kmnv my age has, my age obviously will be beneficial to the IVF success 

rate but my age has nothing to do with it like you know and that's one reason why 

like we want to do the IVF as soon as possible while I  am, I  mean I ’m not, I ’m not 

saying I ’m very young, but 32 is you know, it is young in terms o f  our chances like 

and I  think God, seven years we know where we ’re at like, there’s just, there’s no 

more waiting like.

The Gills, Interview 1

Barry Gill went on to describe how as a couple they were being investigated separately 

and that this time passed quickly without any resolution -  this was wasted time as no real 

answers or resolutions presented themselves by the end o f this period.

M: ... one year we spent investigating me and that was it, endocrinologists and  

things like that in X  and in Z  so that was a kind o f  a year I  was, I  was a bit 

annoyed with that but anyway it ju s t happened, it had to be done but em, you  

know we w eren’t sort o f  being investigated in tandem at that stage i f  you
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remember, that was a kind o f  a whole year that ju s t went woosh, bang you know 

gone em, and at the end o f  it I  was told, alright well nothing can he done 

Barry Gill, Interview 1

Sinead Young gave up her job to make herself available for whatever was deemed 

medically required. However, even with this availability the investigations took a longer 

time than the Youngs would have liked, and the times between appointments were 

particularly frustrating for them. Sinead was standing outside of the motherhood club that 

she wanted to join, and felt was expected to join.

F :...o f this little club that I was desperate to join and couldn’t join because I 

didn 7 have a baby and so this was, is going on for months and months it's the 

lime period that gets to you more than anything, not the actual, physically the 

tests. 1 mean they can take pints o f  blood and test it, they can do what they like but 

i t ’s just, it 'sjust the waiting game because it's  like oh you have to now come back 

next month or two months or whatever and you 're ju s t hanging around in between 

tests waiting, that's very stressful. But once you get into the hospital no problem. 

M: I know you just did it.

F: Yeah because you kind o f  think well grand, because I  think 1 knew in my head 

like we were going to end up doing IVF so I  kind of, as fa r  as I was concerned it 

was like well le t’s get through all these things, we have to go through all these 

things so the waiting game was ju st a killer fo r  me.

The Youngs, Interview 1

The Kennys experience o f investigations was arduous; not because o f the investigations, 

but because o f the bureaucratic delays that meant they could not proceed with treatment 

and could not see a physician until their paperwork was dealt with.

F: ...they fhospital with urology department] actually found  a couple o f  sperm in 

the sample and they said that they would, there would be something to do for us 

but the next step was on to [fertilit}’ clinic] but they couldn’t refer us they said
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you 'd have to go back to [women’s hospital]. So they wrote, they said they ’d  write 

to {women’s hospital] and refer us back to [wom en’s hospital] so they did that 

hut our notes all went missing in the meantime so I  rang up, said we hadn V 

received an appointment, they said they’d  received no letter so anyway between 

[women’s hospital] and [hospital with urology department] all our notes went 

missing and they wouldn ’t make an appointment for [women's hospital] until the 

notes were found all the rest so eventually they were found and M>e got an 

appointment 

Kate Kenny, Interview I

Thus, the Kennys had an answer for why they were not conceiving but had to wait ten 

months before they could access another hospital to get a referral to yet another 

institution where they would also have to wait for an available appointment. Orla Doran 

described how she felt they had to ‘fight’ to get the medical process moving during the 

investigations phase, and how time lags had meant that she was older than she would 

have liked to have been trying IVF. Frustration resonates throughout Orla’s citation 

below; she wanted answers and resolution and was willing to make any sacrifice to get 

the process moving more quickly.

I: And how did you fin d  the investigations?

F: Not quick enough. You had to figh t for everything, you know what I  mean, 

really and truly, it took ages before we actually got them to agree to take us on 

the IVF programme, despite the fact, like I  mean, when I  started trying to 

conceive, like Vm 37 now, so 4 years ago, say, you know I  started trying to 

conceive, like I  w asn’t like a spring chicken and I  ju s t feel when it wasn 7 

happening after the ectopic, things could have moved quicker, that would be my 

you know, everything is waiting, and you do sort o f  feel like we have often felt like 

can we not ju st like give you loads o f  money and then you just make it happen fo r  

us, you know what I  mean. We d o n ’t care i f  we d o n ’t have a holiday, we d o n ’t 

care i f  we don ’t get a new car, you know what 1 mean, because like you 're very 

happy to make those kind o f  sacrifices, you know, at least, we have been anyw’ay. 

Orla Doran, Interview 1
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The Blacks had been consistently involved in reproductive medicine since their marriage, 

and felt they had to rush back to the clinic after pregnancies as they were racing against 

the biological clock. In discussing their quick succession of IVF fresh and frozen cycles, 

the Blacks could attribute the necessity o f racing against the biological clock to the length 

o f  time it took them to get through the investigations period.

F :... That’s why we ’re going so quick, because we want to w e ’d  like a big family, 

i f  tha t’s possible. We 'U take whatever

M: Now see because like I ’m 35, L iz ’s 34 like, you know. I t ’s harder for Liz to get 

pregnant because sh e ’s older, you know. So 1 Just thought w e ’d  get as many kids 

as we can you know, before you get to that age where i t ’s not going to happen.

F: W e’d  love a big family, i f  it happens, it happens 

M: We ju st started late, you know, but like, that 

F: Well, we didn 7 really it ju s t went on and on

M: Oh, I  know hut it just because o f  all the treatment we had to go through and  

talk to people about it and all, you know, it took a while.

The Blacks, Interview 1

The Greens were the quickest through the investigations phase due to Amy’s insider 

knowledge. However, even with this, the couple were delayed when it transpired that 

Andy had a gene, common in Ireland, which could lead to a (manageable) genetic blood 

anomaly for their offspring. The Greens found this delay stressful, and as it transpired 

unnecessary. Amy was able to reflect how the delays could be even more frustrating for 

people who were not in her position to negotiate the medical experience.

F: ...I ju st found the build up to it sort o f  quite stressful but I  suppose with the 

hereditary haemochromotosis 1 do feel sorry being at the other endfor patients 

because I think i t ’s quite, medicine is quite a difficult system to weave your way 

through. And I think i f  you were more subsenuent you know, I  knew ours was a bit 

more emotional and you know concentrating on other things that you could see
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how things would get delayed for people unnecessarily and I know when I went in 

last week one o f  the doctors came up and said ‘Gosh you got your way through 

the system very quickly ’ and 1 said ‘you know i f  you weren ’t either assertive or 

sort o f  in medicine i t ’s a very difficult system to get through by and large ’

Amy Green, Interview 1

Upon reflection couples often expressed that the trying alone and investigation phases 

were far more stressful than their later IVF/ICSl attempts. During IVF/ICSI there was a 

feeling o f  pro-activity; som ething was being done to achieve conception. However during 

the phase o f  investigations, which was considerably longer than any IVF/ICSI cycle, time 

lingered with no expected outcom e date.

F: The actual procedure o f from day one sniffing to day whatever getting 

pregnant no because 1 felt like I was being proactive in doing something, it was 

the years leading up to it and not getting pregnant that I kind o f  went a hit loopers

em, that was the stressful part  But going in and out o f the clinics and stuff it

felt like, we ’re on the way to having a baby now so i t ’s fine. ...

M: I don V think it was stressful on our relationship.

F: No, no just, it used to he very upsetting you know when you ’d get your period 

or whatever I ’d  kind o f  fall apart for a few weeks and I know those bits as well 

when you ’re on Clomid and they ’d say, go home now and you know have sex on a 

Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.

The Glovers, Interview 1

Thus far, it can be noted that the experience o f time over this period was one o f  waiting 

for resolution and this time was perceived as particularly slow when the biological clock 

was felt to be advancing quickly. Couples were in a rush to regain control o f  their life 

course and return to their chosen life path from the point o f  deviation. Time was a 

frustrating prolonged experience. The commonality with the experience o f  chronic illness 

is evident in this regard, as felt tim e is o f  a long duration. The final section in this chapter 

will return to this theme; a different elem ent to this investigations period which also has
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much in common with research on chronic ilhiess -  the domination o f  the problem over 

all other aspects o f  life (Becker, 1997).

First contact with medical professionals

Overall, concerns were responded to in a prompt and efficient manner upon first medical 

contact. In the main first contact was with a G.P, however a small number o f  women 

attended a gynaecologist as they were already experiencing an ovulatory or identified 

gynaecological problem. G.Ps were prompt in writing referral letters to specialists, and 

some began blood and semen testing in preparation for seeing the specialist. However, 

two couples in this sample were unhappy with their first encounters with fertility 

medicine. Anne Fitzpatrick had been attending a w om en’s hospital for a separate 

gynaecological matter and asked to be referred internally for the couple’s conception 

problems where she was told in what she perceived to be a callous manner that she would 

not conceive without IVF treatm ent by a jun io r staff member. Mary Clark was sent away 

by her G.P who told her to relax on two occasions -  the second after a miscarriage. When 

Mary later had an ectopic pregnancy and was attending a hospital for a check-up, her 

doctor told her she was overweight and insinuated that this was the reason the earlier 

pregnancies had not resulted in a live birth, which the C lark’s found very upsetting. The 

Clark’s situation improved when they changed G.P and attended a different hospital. Two 

further women recounted how when they attended their G.Ps for what they understood to 

be a huge problem in their lives, they were treated as if the problem was minor; partially 

psychological and that time and relaxation would resolve their conception difficulties. 

Infertility was not being recognised as a strictly medical problem -  blame was being 

reapportioned back onto the couple, and the female in particular.

F: ...I mean maybe we were jus! unlucky with G.Ps at the time but he just em, I 

said you know give it ‘til June or give it 'til May or whatever but as time went by I 

remember going to him once and saying, 1 ’m really upset and this happened and 

that happened and there's nothing happening and 1 remember him saying, that's 

nothing, I have a cousin in the States and she’s been through A, B, C, D and E
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and 1 was kind o f  left with my moidfh open saying, I  don 7 care you know what 

sh e ’s been through I ’m really concerned about me and my fertility now 

Ruth Smith, Interview 1

F: ...he [G.P] told me a story about a friend o f  his in America and that he had, it

wasn 7 a low sperm count it was no sperm count there was no hope. So, they

were at barbeque or something and his friend came over and he said ‘D idyou  

hear ’ he said ‘my wife is pregnant ’ and the doctor kind o f  looked back and kind o f  

went ‘Oh my G od’you know kind o f  ‘is she having an affa ir? ' or something 

[laughs] like that but apparently it was just kind o f  when they retested the sperm  

it was ju st kind of, ju s t one, ju s t a tiny, tiny live one and that did it for them. So, he 

said to me he said ‘look’ he said ‘go away ’ he said ‘you've nothing to worry 

about ’. But you know kind o f  ifyou  go back and you know, I  think you know that 

there is a problem. I  really do think that you kind o f  and you have come to the 

conclusion that you 're going to have to get something done about it 

Gemma Power, Interview 1

G.P experiences were generally positive, but referral letters were not given until 12 

months (or six months in the case o f an ‘older’ couple) o f unprotected intercourse had 

passed. As can be seen from table 3.2, only two couples began an IVF/lCSl cycle within 

12 months of their first medical contact. Therefore, for the majority o f couples the 

absolute minimum time between trying to conceive and getting to try the most advanced 

reproductive technologies was 18 -  24 months.

From the point o f engaging a third party, it was clear that the topic o f conception was a 

taboo even for couples in this sample who might be expected by their willingness to take 

part in this research to not regard it as such. Some couples were embarrassed mentioning 

their problem to their own G.P, and attended another physician who they did not already 

have a relationship with to discuss their problem. The Glovers attended a Well Woman
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centre^^ and were embarrassed by the experience; Eric made jokes about the situation to 

overcome his embarrassment which Lyn felt did not alleviate the problem.

F: ... she’s a G.P and she’s also Well Woman clinic and em, I  don V know how 1 

knew 1 had to contact her, 1 don’t know whether I'd  read it somewhere or 

someone said to me you know if  this problems that, that would be who you would 

contact I don’t know. We made an appointment one night after work and we went 

down to see her and it was really embarrassing actually. Dr. Xyeah.

M: Yeah.

F: And you were very nerx’ous about making stupid jokes, really inappropriate 

jokes.

M: I thought they were quite funny.

F: They were but she ended up ji4st talking to me I think rather than you. But eh, 

yeah she was our first port o f  call and we took it from her on.

The Glovers, Interview 1

Even approaching medical professionals was stigmatic as it involved exposure o f  the 

most intimate parts o f the body and private life.

M ale Investigations

This taboo followed through as men were asked to supply a semen sample as one o f  the 

first tests. This now incorporated multiple taboos; firstly, men were asked to masturbate, 

and secondly, their semen was going to be tested which could have implications for their 

understanding o f their own masculinity (M ason, 1993). At the tim e o f  the first interview 

men, had already been through m ultiple semen tests but this was still an embarrassing 

process.

W ell W om an clinics w ere established in Ireland in 1978 to  provide w om en w ith fam ily planning 
inform ation and now offer a range o f  w om en’s health services (w w w .w ellw om ancentre .ie)
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M: You just have to do it like i t ’s not the easiest thing to do, I  don 7 know. Its 

uncom fortable I  think because you ’re coming out and you ’re given this like glass 

down there.

F: That’s right

M: I ’d  to give a sample and come out then and I ’d  to fill a form  in and I was 

sitting down across from the receptionist filling out this form.

F: With his sample up on the counter [laughs]

M: So I  had to come out with the printings and the form  [inaudible] and do the 

form there with her, it was kind o f  embarrassing alright.

The Powers, Interview 1

M. ...that is the classic eh the Frank Spencer you walk in and there's Mr. so and  

so from  next door you know, didn't know anyone, no one knew me, everyone was 

very professional. I  went in with a smirk on my face because I  mean you know like 

you know I  went into reception and think, what do I  say? You know so I  said, I  'm 

Ken blah, blah, blah and she sent me upstairs there was no, no, so the s ta ff all 

knew what was going on, it was all done, it's all private, it's all ju s t my own

anxieties around the whole thing  you do feel foolish and you bring your

sample pot out and you hand it to someone eh, it's not probably the most pleasant 

thing in the world 

Ken Smith, Interview 1

M.: ...Liz brought it in then, it had to be in within a couple o f  hours or so, like 

w asn’t it something like that?[F: Yeah] The second time I  had to go in and that 

wasn 7 nice because you go into a waiting room and there’s a few guys there with 

newspapers up over their heads [laughter] you know, and you ’re down like that 

[motions to cover face] waiting for your names to be called -  and that wasn 7 nice 

at all, now, you know, but it had to be done, so you know. I t ’s ju st one o f  them 

things, you ju st do it and get on with it. And ju s t get out as quick as you can. Hope 

you don 7 run into anyone you know 

The Blacks, Interview 1
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However, this situation did improve for men later when undergoing IVF/fCSI, it was felt 

that the clinic was more discreet and everyone present was in for the same problem 

rendering it less awkward. Despite finding semen tests embarrassing, men frequently 

downplayed their role to emphasise the discom fort that their wives had to undergo. What 

men had to do was not painful, unlike the experiences they had seen their wives endure.

M; The way I  see it now is with Kim being sick the last say, three years, there are 

more important things to be worried about than going into a little room and doing 

what you have to do you know, not being too explicit, I  suppose, [laughter]

Ben Jones, Interview 1

M: ...so eh, it's Just one of those things, i t ’s a small thing I have to do compared to 

what Mar)’ had to do so. [laughs]

Sam Clark, Interview 1

However, a small num ber o f  men also underwent uncomfortable investigations and 

surgical procedures in their attempts to alleviate their infertility. These procedures 

required recovery time, interfering with their daily routines.

M: I  remember lying on the couch fo r  like, three days afterwards, I  ju s t couldn 7 

walk.

F: H e’s got quite a good pain threshold, h e ’s not a moaner. So, he was in a bad 

way.

The Campbells, Interview 1

M: It's a urological investigation like any^vay but I  can't remember what it was 

called, uroscopy I  think. But anyway em, so I  had to go into hospital fo r  a day 

procedure as well and em.

F: That m’o s  really painful actually wasn 7 it?

M: Yeah.
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F: It was probably worse than me.

M: Put me out for a week, but eh, yeah. [laughs]

The Tylers, Interview 1

Female Investigations

This section discusses the experiences o f  female investigations. Although these are 

described in the main as uncomfortable, cognisance o f retrospective memory must be 

taken into account. Negative experiences may be recalled quickly. This section concludes 

with w om en’s descriptions o f  how they would endure any pain or humiliation to achieve 

their goal o f  becoming pregnant and realigning with the expected life course.

Clomid, as mentioned, is frequently prescribed before com m encing more invasive 

procedures. The rationale being that a woman may become pregnant and therefore not 

have to endure the discomfort o f  investigations (W inston, 2000). However, for women in 

this sample who were prescribed Clomid, it was not an experience without discomfort. 

Clomid can induce side-effects similar to those o f  the m enopause.

I: . . .  how did you fin d  the Clomid?

F: Terrible, really terrible actually I  had hot flushes, terrible hot flushes and I  just 

remember because it was Christmas time and F d he standing on the train 

platform in a t-shirt, no coat or anything on like this and I  was very emotional on 

it, really emotional 

Lyn Glover, Interview 1

F:... I d idn ’t react to it very> well. Em just more so in terms o f  very emotional, 

very teary and terrible hot flushes, very draining hot flushes 

Joan Brady, Interview I

Although possibly biased for not having becom e pregnant on Clomid, women in this 

sample were unhappy in retrospect that it was prescribed without investigation o f  the 

female body. For these women, it seemed like a guesswork approach, and as they wanted
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their problem quickly alleviated they would have preferred undergoing the more extreme 

forms o f  investigation from the beginning o f  their medical contact and therefore resolving 

their problem in a shorter time span. They had wanted fast answers and quick resolution 

to quietly by-pass the stigma o f  prolonged infertility which would render it more visible 

to onlookers.

F:... it probably w asn’t the right thing to do at that stage it was nearly too, you  

have a headache take a pill kind o f  thing and that came to light when M’e had our 

last appointment em, because the doctor said to me, there was no need for you to 

be on the Clomid. One doctor said to me there was no need for you to be on the 

Clomidyou shouldn’t have had to, you shouldn 7 have been taking it for the 3 or 4 

months and that was a bit [M: uh-hum] not upsetting, you know we w eren’t 

annoyed or anything but it was Just a bit, this should have been sort -  you know, it 

shouldn't have been after the fact.

I'he Bradys, hiterview I

F:... Well I did feel he he didn 7 examine me he put me straight on Clomid going 

by, he had asked me about my periods and information like that, how regular they 

were and, which my cycle was very> regular em but I I  said that I thought my 

periods were lasting, they were light and they were short. But em he put me on 

Clomid, and 1 think a lot o f  doctors still do put you on Clomid. But I  have read 

reports that X  sent me from the States, sh e ’s there and they said that a lot o f  

doctors misuse Clomid and put you on it without actually examining you so I did  

fe e l that 1 should have been examined more. I  was on it, let me see, 5 months, no 

10 months I  think.

Fran W helan, Interview 1

One o f the first investigations that all women underwent was a laparoscopy; Map and dye’ 

or other derivative, for example a HiCoSy. Although considered a standard procedure in 

infertility investigations, it was not considered in the same light by many couples in this 

sample. This procedure involves a general anaesthetic which renders it a risk and possibly
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an unnecessary one, considering that many o f  these women had no gynaecological 

problems diagnosed from this procedure. For some o f  these couples, it seemed like an 

extreme action for a process o f  elimination. For women who had not experienced any 

pain, their only complaint was lack o f  conception; an operation was a major comm itm ent 

to infertility medicine. Therefore, although the medical staff may have considered it 

‘routine’, this was not part o f  the couples’ routines and was an extraordinary event 

demonstrating their willingness to over-achieve to conform to a timetable (Lewis and 

Weigart, 1981). Therefore, preceding the operation couples were concerned, and in the 

aftermath some wom en experienced pain and discom fort that they had not been, as they 

felt, fully informed o f  by the physicians and nurses.

F:... I  had three different punctures and then they put the gas and my stomach 

was really swollen after, that was very painful and I was o ff work for about a 

week wasn ’t I?

M: Yeah, yeah.

F: I actually only went back one day and it was the weekend so nearly.

M: Because it was Thursday and you thought that you ’d  be back on the Monday.

F: Thai’s right I  thought Fd he back on the Monday but I was o f f  a full week and 

didn 7 go back until the following week em, so that was quite bad 

The Tylers, Interview 1

Women who did expect pain had been forewarned by information they had derived from 

websites -  information they had gotten from other women who had been through 

laparoscopies already. Women were seeking information from outside the clinic in an 

attempt to understand and therefore have some control and m anagement over the process. 

Many women had to take tim e out o f  their daily routines to recuperate from this 

procedure -  both the anaesthetic and the operation process itself. A principal complaint 

was the severe shoulder pain caused by the gas being inserted into the body.
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F: ...And 1 remember waking up em and I  was sore, the worst thing I  had was 

shoulder pain ...it was the M’orst so I  was drinking peppermint tea to beat the 

band. Em but no it was ok and I  wasn 't too laid up really sure 1 wasn 7 

H: No. The pain o f  the shoulder was the worst 

W: Yeah it M’as the worst 

The Bradys, Interview 1

F: Yeah 1 get very sick from  anaesthetic fo r  a start and then what happened was 

em, [pau.se] the flu id  that they put around your system some o f  it, what they 

reckon was got kind o f  blocked a bit in my lungs and that .so I  was vomiting fo r  a 

start and then I  was in dreadful pain. No the air was all trapped inside my body, 

that's what happened because they blow you up so the air all got trapped in my 

body so the minute they moved me after anaesthetic the air was kind o f  moving 

but moving nowhere and em, it took 'till, 1 think about 7 o 'clock that evening to 

move. I  didn ’t go home after the laparoscopy I  M'as in until the next day but when 

/  woke up in theatre and I  was vomiting and that ... But I  was actually quite sick, 

the doctor had to come to me a few  times put me on oxygen 

Kate Kenny, Interview I

F: ... it was painful, V d  never had an operation before, V d  never had an 

anaesthetic before, em ju st like I mean obviously don ’/ remember much about it 

but I  was in an awful lot o f  pain afterwards, I  had a laparoscopy, lap and dye so 

they 'd gone in through the bellybutton which was really sore, because they clamp 

it and it was black and blue, and then I  had another incision here which that 

didn’t bother me at all but I  didn V realise, I  thought a day or two I 'd  be OK, but it 

took me about a week to get over, it took me about three days to get over the 

anaesthetic I  was just all over the place and then I  was very, very bruised and  

very swollen and it took me about a week [M: Yeah] be fore I  kind o f  could wear 

jeans, I  was in tracksuits for a week and I  was very swollen and sore that even for 

a week trying to put on my shoes to lean forw ard  I  was quite sore 

The Fitzpatricks, Interview I
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For the Bradys, the Kennys and the Fitzpatricks the discomfort o f the laparoscopy was 

not matched by a particularly informative outcome -  in all three cases the women were 

found to have no fertility problems, rather solely male factor infertility was diagnosed 

(see table 3.1).

The Fords recalled how they found themselves on the eve o f the laparoscopy wondering 

about the risk of a non-essential operation. They had been swept along by the battery of 

tests and the laparoscopy had seemed like the next step, without the realisation o f the 

gravity an operation when Lisa had experienced no gynaecological problems. They 

decided to go through with the operation, but found it traumatic.

F: I found them fine except for the lap, I  mean I  have to say, the other tests I  

didn 7 mind at all and you know the post-coital tests 1 didn 7 mind at all hut the 

lap, 1 wasn 7 expecting it to be as em, 1 mean it's a vety small operation hut it was 

kind o f  I did, I  suppose I  did feel kind o f  a little bit like we sort o f  was part o f  the 

process kind o f  thing oh well the next step, because you do these tests and the next 

step is the lap and I  don't know i f  this, we were more kind o f  ju s t found yourself 

going into and then it was actually only after like I  came home after the operation 

like and I  went, hang on a second flaughs] I ’ve ju st had an operation. I've ju st 

been cut open and just, you know and it was like this isn 7, like it was like this was 

routine and then no this isn 7 routine you know it was like it was very painful em,

you know it was em, it was quite traumatic  Em, because like it's still an

operation at the end o f  the day so had a general anaesthetic you know, still wary> 

of, you have a scar or whatever you know, it's still sort o f  I  mean I  still would 

have had it but I  ju s t think I  might have been better prepared for it you know. Em, 

so that was probably the most invasive I  suppose, by far and away the most 

invasive, it's probably i t ’s been

M :... i t ’s still an operation, it was, it was eh, should we do it or shouldn 7 we? It 

was, it was.
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F: Yeah i t ’s always how far do you go with the whole fertility thing, 1 mean you  

know, not much point putting your life at risk you know [laughs] like having a 

child, hut the child doesn 7 have a mother you know is that, you know or you end 

up, you know whatever gone, and the child has no, anyway I  know i t ’s a very, 

very’, very small risk hut I  don 7 think I  hadn 7 really, we hadn 7 really thought 

about it, it only the night before that it suddenly hit us like that there was a 

risk involved and you know it M’as horrible.

The Fords, Interview 1

The experienced trauma of the operation continued for Lisa after her discharge from 

hospital when she was getting her stitches taken out. The wound had become infected and 

Lisa was in great pain when her G.P removed them. David had to meet Lisa at the 

surgery to tai<e her home as she was shai<ing and not able to walk by herself.

Vicky Fitzgerald echoed the Fords concerns about having an operation, and similarly to 

the three couples cited above, it transpired that the Fitzgerald’s infertility was male 

factor.

F:...the laparoscopy which I  w asn’t very happy about at first I  have to say 

because 1 didn 7 like the idea o f  an operation, for an operation’s sake 

Vicky Fitzgerald, Interview 1

Lucy Moran found the pain and the gravity of the laparoscopy operations made her take 

their conception difficulties more seriously so that she could avoid having to have more 

in future.

F: The one thing the laparoscopies did that was good for us as a couple was 

because o f  the pain aspect, like down at the belly and that, I  decided I would take 

the whole thing much more seriously and we would try harder to have a kid, you  

know. Because a few o f  the doctors were saying, d o n ’t ju st go for the middle o f  

the month, I think y o u ’re inclined to just go for the middle because it gets to be a 

stress and y o u ’re like “Oh, I couldn’t be bothered” bid like, my thing is i f  w e ’re
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going through this w e ’re trying harder, because I ’m not going through another 

one, you know!

Lucy Moran, Interview 1

Fran Whelan had a laparoscopy under anaesthetic, and a HSG was done separately whilst 

awake. Although told that it would not be painful, Fran experienced pain during this 

procedure.

F: ...the HSG and 1 actually found that painful enough and most people d o n ’t but I  

got kind o f  weak having that done 

Fran Whelan, Interview 1

In common with Fran Whelan’s HSG, Elaine Freeman had a HiCoSy test without a 

general or local anaesthetic and also found it painful.

F: I was actually surprised by that one because they said to take two tablets 

before going and it wasn 7 under anaesthetic or anything but em, it was actually 

the pain o f  it actually afterwards, I  was so sore like you know afterwards 

Elaine Freeman, Interview 1

Similarly to the ‘lap and dye’ procedures discussed above, Kim Jones had a laparotomy 

which she experienced as very painful and Ben recalled seeing his wife after the 

operation as frightening. The physicians discovered extensive endometriosis warranting 

future tubal reconstruction surgery alongside the cysts Kim was already aware o f  As the 

physicians were concerned for the operation outcome, Kim and Ben were more 

concerned with the pain management in the immediate aftermath.

F: So I  went in for the operation anyway, thinking 1 would just be in for a day and 

I  woke up, r d  had major surgery. I ’d  had a laparotomy where they cut you open 

and it was absolutely horrific. Wasn't it? It was just 

M: Frightening.
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F: It was actually the most traumatic thing I  ever had to do. And I  think it was 

because 1 w asn’t prepared. I f  he had said to me “We may have to do a 

laparotomy" I  would have had an idea, but to wake up with all these tubes 

hanging out o f  me and a team o f  people around me, saying to me on a scale o f  I 

to 10 what's your pain like? I ’m like 9 1 ju s t thought I  was dying, it was absolutely 

awful and I had this drain, which is the bane o f  my life, in all these operations, 

this drain coming out because apparently with my endometriosis, when they touch

o ff  any o f  my cysts or anything  Em, I  ju s t keep bleeding inside all the time. So

that's why I had that tha t’s why I had oxy’gen and morphine and a catheter and  

every>thing. So they came round and they said they came round the first day’ after I 

woke up and I was so ill and vomiting and everyone said I had a bad reaction and 

they said “Oh you have endometriosis i t ’s very severe blah de blah you know, it 

was very> bad, it ’.v spread everyM’here. You ’re tubes are very badly damaged and 

y o u ’re going to have to have them reconstructed”. And I was so drugged up by 

morphine I had this little d icky thing, I would just click all the time i f  I wanted 

more morphine and em, I ju st said Ok thanks very much! And then I ’m like. Ok. 

They came back 3 days in a row because they knew I  wasn 7 taking this in and I 

think even afterwards.

The Jones, Interview 1

This is not to suggest that all couples were cautious about the laparoscopy, or that all 

women found it extremely painful. Couples placed their trust in their physician and were 

willing to do whatever test or investigation was deemed necessary. In addition, as people 

have different pain thresholds, the operation was not uniformly considered unduly 

painful. It must also be remembered that different surgeons with varying levels of skill 

were operating on these women and that this could potentially influence the pain 

experienced in the aftermath, particularly if combined with a gynaecological problem 

which required additional work whilst on the operating table. Fiona Gill had experienced 

two laparoscopies and two laparotomies before her cyst drainage operation that was 

required before beginning IVF. After having experienced these, the cyst drainage 

operation seemed a very minor procedure, but for another woman on the ward this
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procedure was a m ajor undertaking. The experience o f  pain is relative, and may lessen in 

direct proportion to the level o f contact with medical procedures.

F: [cyst drainage operation] was the easiest procedure I ’ve ever had in my life, 

compared to everything else I ’ve had. There was a girl in the bed next to me 

going, oh freaking out and I  was like oh God y o u ’ve no idea. It was just, I  thought 

it was the easiest thing that I  ever, ever had done to me so em, 1 pretty much 

out o f  it anysvay when they ’re doing it.

Fiona Gill, Interview 1

Male experiences o f  embarrassment have already been discussed, and similarly women 

were also embarrassed by these investigations. Lack o f  dignity was frequently mentioned 

as a by-product o f  their experience in the sphere o f  infertility medicine. The post coital 

test was particularly mentioned as embarrassing, as again it was personally invasive in 

the same way that providing a semen sample was considered embarrassing. A boundary 

into the personal is already crossed in reproductive medicine, but this boundary is entirely 

eroded when the physician is almost literally brought into the bedroom for a post coital 

test.

F: ...and we had to do that horrible, horrible post coital test, that was just, 

[laughter] oh that was horrendous 

Mary Clark, Interview 1

F: That [post coital] was probably the most embarrassing The whole thing has

been fairly humiliating [laughs]

M: I  mean, I  fin d  it hard to imagine how, I  mean I  think you made some comment 

this morning didn 7 you about going in and being prodded and poked, I  mean it 

must be, I  wouldn’t say upsetting but it must be kind o f  awkward.

F: Not upsetting i t ’s just, you ’re exposed to the maximum really aren 7 you?

The W ilsons, Interview I
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F: ...I had to have that post coital test [M: mmm] where they examine the semen 

after so they can see how it's doing, whether i t ’s making headway or whatever so 

i t ’s not a vety pleasant test 

The Youngs, Interview 1

The post coital test was considered the most invasive o f  all the investigations, but overall, 

contact with reproductive medicine was generally considered somewhat invasive and 

embarrassing. However, couples were quick to reiterate that they were willing to undergo 

whatever procedure was deemed necessary to get the outcom e they desired -  a take home 

baby.

Jim Fenton articulated the sentiment expressed throughout the sample that although the 

process could be embarrassing it was something that had to be done. Indeed, couples 

would go further in order to achieve their goal and overcome the potential stigma o f 

childlessness. Jim describes how he overcame embarrassm ent by focussing on both the 

daily routine o f  these procedures for medical staff and the potential outcom e -  an answer. 

Jim was willing to undertake whatever was necessary to overcom e this obstacle.

M: You have got to throw all, how would you say it? You have got to throw all 

pride and everything out the window. That goes out the window and you have just 

got to say right these people know what they are talking about. I f  they have to do 

this. I'll do it. I would say, people say, how do you go and do a sperm test? I  don 7 

care - 1 don 't even think like that. I  am doing it fo r  the sake o f  what we need to go 

through. And i f  I have to do twenty o f  them I  will do twenty. It is like, because 

other people find, you know, you have got -  how could you be doing that -  are 

you not embarrassed, it is not a thing to he embarrassed about. Like i f  some 

people get embarrassed, I can understand how some people get embarrassed or 

find  it embarrassing. But I want to know -  I want -  those doctors they are 

professionals I ’m not -  they are going to tell me -  they are going to sort this out 

and i f  they can, they can’t, they can’t but I  will try everything 

Jim Fenton, Interview 1
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Kate Kenny described how she did not relish engagement with the medical sphere, but 

was willing to endure whatever was necessary to have a baby.

F: Medically 1 don 7 mind anything, I ’m nol saying I like anything hut they could  

turn me inside out, 1 want to have a baby and please God we will have a baby so 

1 've no problem when em, they have to do any procedures.

Kate Kenny, Interview I

Similarly, Liz Black described the pain o f  ovarian drilling in the time before beginning 

IVF treatment. It was hoped that this procedure would ensure a better ovulatory response 

and that the Blacks would be able to conceive either naturally, or with low technology 

assistance in the aftermath. Liz recounts how she did not complain about the pain as she 

was willing to endure it for the sake o f  having a biological child.

F: That was tough because it was ovarian drilling, so it wasn 7 Just kind o f  

straightfonvard, 1 imagine that straightfonvard would have been less sore. I was 

fairly sore, I  got very bloated, and my stomach and because I  was carrying so 

much weight I think as well, like, hut every day, we ’II say 4 days was kind o f  sore, 

but every day I  got better and better like, you know, so I  didn 7 and you do 

anything, you don 7 really complain too much because you want to do anything to 

have a child so you don 7 really think o f  yourself that much, do you know what 

I  ’m trying to say, you ju s t go along with it i f  they say 'Stand on your head ’ you  

ju s t do that, like you know and th a t’s it.

Liz Black, Interview 1

Orla Doran described how she w'as squeamish about blood tests at the beginning o f  their 

investigations. However, Orla was now considerably less squeamish and was willing to 

endure any amount o f  pain and discomfort, just to get a reason for the Dorans lack o f  

conception and overcome it.
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F; I mean, it was ju st an attempt to ans\ver some o f  the million questions you have 

in your head. A million stones that haven 7 been unturned yet, you know, and the 

way it is with me when I  first started I  was needle phobic, you know, I  just 

Ooohh, blood test! I  used to fa in t when I had a blood test. Now you could stick 

pins in my eyes

M: I f  a doctor took a blood test they’d  come out black and blue

F: Yes, yes, but seriously I  fe e l I  have been so poked and prodded now, you could

nearly do the laparoscopy while Fm awake and that would be cool with me, you

know what I mean So long as I  get somewhere

I’he Dorans, Interview 1

Orla echoed this sentiment throughout the longitudinal research period reiterating with 

examples what she would undertake, trading discomfort for answers and resolution. Joan 

Brady and Fiona Gill also reiterated these sentiments throughout the interview process; 

that they would do whatever it would take to get pregnant and avoid the stigma o f  life 

course deviation.

F:... also we would do anything for this to work, so i f  they said to me you know, 

eat raw eggs every morning fo r  a month, you know, you do it 

Joan Brady, Interview 1

F:...Like 1 always, is there something we ’re doing or not doing like you know, I  

said to my gynaecologist do I  need to lose weight? No God no, you ’re grand and I  

wish somebody would say yeah i f  y o u ’ve lost weight now that would be it.

[laughs] Like i f  you ate carrots every day fo r  a year like that, that would be

the answer.

Fiona Gill, Interview 1 

G etting  an  Answer

This section will outline how couples expected a scientific rational process to fix their 

‘abnormal’ bodies. Couples expected that a fertility problem would be diagnosed, that
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they would get an explanation as to why they had not conceived, and that medical science 

would quickly resolve this problem. However, fertility medicine did not respond in this 

way -  answers were not always supplied, and never quickly. Instead, investigations 

worked on a process o f elimination and frequently in tandem with attempts to get the 

couple pregnant before specific reasons for the infertility were established. As mentioned, 

and as can been seen from table 3.1, ‘unexplained infertility’ is an accepted category 

within fertility medicine. This response was considered frustrating, and couples who were 

diagnosed reflected how they were pleased with this outcome and pitied people who did 

not get an answer.

M: I ’m not bitter about it because it's ju s t something I  have to deal with you know 

and get on with it now at least we know what the problem is whereas a lot o f  other

couples  different people M>e know just have no reason for it not happening

and at least we know what our problem is and in a way we re very lucky that way 

Luke Fitzgerald, Interview 1

F: ...I remember on the day thinking ‘Oh brilliant and he went ‘That’s not 

brilliant and I went ‘it is mnv I  know why it hasn 7 worked so far.

M: That was probably it yeah; ‘you were the biggest problem ’

F: I  thought it was great at the time and you said no th a t’s not great.

M: But at least we knew, we were ju st happy to know.

F: Yeah, at least you know then.

M: The worst news we would have possibly got was ‘everything is perfectly fine  -  

we don 7 know ’.

F: Yeah, that must be really hard  

The Walkers, Interview 1

M: ...but for a long time we didn 7 actually know what the problem was. So it was 

almost like ‘Why is this happening? ’ And that was almost a cause o f  stress in the 

sense that i t ’s almost like somebody has lost their child but they never find out 

what happened to them, you know that kind o f  way, and so there was, at least
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w e’ve got some type o f  closure now, we know what the problem is and i f  we can 

do something about it, it would he great but...[F: I f  not, we know why.] Yeah, 

we 're not sort o f  left hanging thinking next month or maybe the next month 

The Coles, Interview 1

Getting an answer would provide something tangible to be ‘cured’; some relief from 

being in a liminal state.

F: ... the laparoscopy was OK. Disappointing that it didn 't f in d  anything, that 

was the main thing. We were ju s t hoping that it was going to provide the answer. 

M: I mean i f  somebody turns around and says well this is wrong or that is wrong, 

we can do this or we can ’/ do anything, then at least you, you know where you  

are. To be told that we ca n ’t fin d  anything wrong so we basically have you know, 

there's no idea why, it's probably harder, I would have, well fo r  me it m’o.v harder 

than being told I imagine it was harder than being told yeah this is wrong and I 

think we can, at least you have, you can say, OK well tha t’s it, there's nothing we 

can do. I mean at the moment we ’re just, we 're ju st sort o f  hoping that something 

is going to happen but with no idea whether it will or not.

The W ilsons, Interview I

M: Still is, we ’re one o f  those which is a little bit, I  suppose both o f  us would 

probably prefer i f  they said, right you definitely can ’t because o f  this and then 

we ’d  say right we ’II take the next step or we 'II go the adoption route or we ’II go 

whatever route -we have to take.

F: The chances are limited because o f  this and you need to do something to fix  

that and.

M: So th a t’s always, Fm sure tha t’s a classic pivotal point in every couple that 

are trying that there’s the issues o f  eh, i f  you knew you definitely, definitely can 7 

well then you just deal with it and move on hut Fsuppose i t ’s like the em, i t ’s like
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sitting on the subs bench on your national football team, officially y o u ’ve got the 

cap [laughter] and you are on the team but you never actually kick the ball 

The Dalys, Interview 1

For couples who did not get an answer, they had entered the realm o f  fertility medicine 

with the intent o f finding a reason, but found them selves instead undergoing a battery o f 

tests and being processed through the system tow ards high technology treatm ent without 

their initial query being resolved. This is sim ilar to Frank’s (1995) ‘restitution narrative’; 

being healthy, becoming ill and being restored to health once more. M edicine’s ability to 

provide a cure is pivotal to this and patients are expected to retain faith and not ‘give up ’ 

as if overcoming an illness is simply a m atter o f  trying harder. The hope o f  restitution 

through medicine crowds out all other potential avenues to personal resolution. Illness 

narratives are expected to have logical conclusions as they are based in scientific 

rationality -  an ending to the narrative is required (W illiam s, 1984).

Early Disappointments

Early attempts at low-technology assisted conception principally refer to the experience 

o f intra-uterine insemination (lUI). Couples knew that the sperm and egg had the 

optimum opportunity o f  fertilising in-vivo, and knew when to expect a positive 

pregnancy test. However, couples were devastated by the onset o f  menstrual blood, 

instead o f  its absence. This was a sim ilar experience to the early attempts o f  trying alone 

dealt with in the last chapter. Couples were on a rollercoaster o f hope, anticipation and 

disappointment which was often repeated over a prolonged time span. Couples who 

underwent this procedure expected that their IVF/ICSI experience could only be an 

improvement to the negativity and prolonged duration o f their lUl experiences.

The Fitzgeralds were not keen to undergo IVF and had requested trying lUI. Although 

this procedure was not recommended to them by a physician, the Fitzgeralds had been 

very hopeful o f  success -  and in the aftermath felt prepared for potential IVF 

disappointment.
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F :...l was quite excited and we had got ourselves very eni, kind o f  our hopes up 

hadn V we a lot and I  M>as, we were really sort of, really devastated when it didn 7 

work and that kind o f  taught me then ready fo r  when the IVF next time, we 

w eren’t going to get as worked up about it.

Vicky Fitzgerald, Interview I

The Coles described their lUI experience negatively. They had done several lUls in quick 

succession and had found it emotionally devastating and anticipated that their IVF 

experience could only be more positive. The lUl experiences had prepared them for the 

worst. The disappointment o f failure as well as the rigid schedules assured the Coles that 

IVF could not be worse as they were now better prepared for these experiences.

F:... But 1 mean I  haven V gone through IVF yet, I  don 7 know yet how it's going 

to he, but emotionally I am much better o f f  now than 1 was at the II)I stage, that 

M’as hell [laughs]. This is a lot better, [M: haven 7 started] well so far, I  mean we 

haven 7 started it yet, so I  don 7 know. But being in the middle o f  it all is very 

difficult.

The Coles, Interview I

The Walshs attended a fertility specialist in Lee’s native country who tried lUI with them 

before any investigations. 7'he Walshs believed they would be pregnant straight away. 

The negative outcome was very upsetting, and in recollection Eva was close to tears.

F: ...had the lU l done and I  literally thought and the way it was kind o f  put 

across was -  this is going to work, you dan 7 have any worries. So the day it 

happened, he was away, there was a fr iend  o f  mine, up fo r  the weekend. I  literally 

fell apart because I  mean they hadn 7 said, and it was not even a 50 percent 

chance it was really kind o f  maybe like a 30 percent chance that this will happen 

hut they hadn 7 said that, so I  fell apart, [emotion in voice]
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We had three chances at lUI, we had two and ju st didn 7 believe to go throidgh on 

the third, so we decided no. We are ju st not -  1 figured I  ju s t honestly can 7 go 

through this again because I  don 7 believe in it.

Eva Walsh, Interview 1

The Walshs moved to Ireland as IVF is cheaper and they had heard good reports about a 

particular clinic. This demonstrates their level o f commitment to overcoming their 

problem, and how infertility came to dominate their major life decisions. When IVF 

failed, the Walshs repatriated to Lee’s native country where adoption is quicker and 

easier. Their migration patterns were dominated by their desire to become first biological, 

and then social, parents.

Three couples in the sample tried Naprotechnology, not because o f a commitment to 

Catholicism, but rather because it seemed like a more natural route than IVF. For all three 

couples this was not a positive experience. This may be influenced by their lack of 

success. The prolonged commitment required for Naprotechnology alongside the timed 

intercourse put considerable pressure on relationships.

M: That wasn 7 a happy experience that whole thing.

F: No that was a very unhappy experience that was just dreadful.

M: I  think the guy doing that was trying to load the dice, trying to load statistics 

in his favour because he had a bit o f  PR going around TV and s tu ff and we went 

along as a genuine unexplained, it's called unexplained infertility basically and  

he couldn 7 really help the likes o f  us whereas he could help people with different 

issues around em, I  suppose egg creation and all sorts o f  s tu ff and sperm counts 

and that sort o f  stuff.

The Smiths, Interview 1

F: ... we were living here but we were going down to X  and had a nurse here that 

we met on, I  think every 2 weeks or something like that so we did all the charting 

and s tu ff and I  thought that was probably my worst because i t ’s so.
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K4: It seemed to he such a obsession all the time.

F: Because you had to chart every day and you had to put your stickers and so it, 

you had to think about it every single day and you had, look at your progress and 

I felt, although I am very much like that, I ’ve very organised and I ’m very, I  felt, 1 

think in the end it was too much.

M: Even on me, I mean yo u ’d come home after like up at the crack o f dawn or 

whatever every morning and going like, and suddenly when you have to perform 

you 're under this sort o f  I t ’s like a pressure, really pressure point, like aha 

The Coxs, Interview 1

rh e  Coxs began N apro technology  after a m iscarriage which had caused great upset and 

put considerable strain on their relationship. The combination o f  this strain with the 

requirement for timed intercourse meant that their ‘trying to conceive’ period was a 

dom inant force in their lives, and Matt recalled that it was during this tim e that the 

relationship almost broke down completely.

In com m on with co u p les ’ time o f  trying alone before attending a medical specialist, the 

experience o f  investigations and procedures cam e to dom inate  coup les’ lives.

Investigations, disruption and dom inance

Shilling (2002) advocates the status o f  illness as a deviation from an expected role, and 

although the individual may be absolved o f  responsibility, they are expected to  try and 

overcom e the illness. C oup les ’ ‘illness’ experience was one o f  a life disruption -  not only 

on the abstract level o f  an expected life course, but also on a day-to-day basis. 

M alfunctioning bodies not only bring aw areness o f  the bo d y ’s existence (Leder, 1990), 

but resolution attempts also facilitate this body consciousness by rendering it constantly 

visible and in need o f  attention. These disruptions and a focus on resolution ensured the 

life domination o f  the experience. Aside from the physical and emotional pain, 

discomfort and em barrassm ent that individual’s experienced, these investigations also 

interfered with their daily lives. Couples had to arrange time o f f  work and, in som e cases, 

childcare for their other children, often at short notice as many procedures were reliant on
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(frequently irregular) biological cycles. Even for the partner who was not directly 

undergoing these procedures, this was a time o f disruption to the usual routine. Time off 

work and childcare would have to be arranged around taking their partner into hospital, 

being there after surgery and taking them home. Then whilst recovering, the partner 

would have to take over the full household duties and chores. Aside from these additional 

duties and reorganisation o f daily routines, if couples were not disclosing to others, they 

would also have to try and hide why they were not available for different events or why 

they were missing from work often at short notice due to the unpredictable nature o f 

treatment. Reluctance to disclose indicates the stigma o f infertility and its treatment as 

people engaged in passing  (Goffman, 1963). Couples often did not want to embroil 

others in their reproductive saga and retain some boundaries around a personal aspect o f 

their lives that would not otherwise be available for discussion in the public domain.

Thus, the period o f investigations alongside being an experience dominated by time was 

similar to the experience o f infertility itself -  an experience of disruption; a disruption o f 

daily life. In concurrence to this daily disruption, the period o f investigations also saw the 

experience o f infertility looming ever larger in couples’ lives and becoming increasingly 

dominant and disruptive. Five women in this sample gave up their jobs to focus on 

conception, as having children was considered too important to be effected by the strains 

of work and long hours. Lisa Ford was one o f these women, giving up her stressful job to 

make having a child her priority. Lisa describes how her life has been put on hold as she 

looks forward to getting an answer whatever the outcome.

F: ...And I  mean, as I  say 1 have given up my jo b  and it is kind o f -  like, I  do feel 1 

have put my life on hold a hit, you know, because o f  this issue which I have been 

perfectly willing to do and it has been my choice. It has been my priority, my 

absolute number one priority at the moment is to have a child but I know to I  kind 

o f  am feeling OK -  i f  it is two years time or three years time or four years time 

but 1 am almost looking forw ard  is the wrong word but I am almost looking 

forw ard to the stage where it is resolved one way or another.

Lisa Ford, Interview 2
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Eleven couples specifically stated that they did not change their jo b s  even though they 

w ould  have liked to due to their infertility investigations. M en and w om en did not want 

to explain to a new boss why they needed tim e o f f  -  they w anted to  keep their infertility a 

secret. In addition, w om en remained in jo b s  where they w ere  unhappy but where they 

knew  they would have good maternity leave benefits should a pregnancy occur. Couples, 

and in particular w om en, mentioned not w anting to go for internal prom otions as they 

would not be able to rearrange their w orking hours for medical appointm ents as they 

currently did. Couples used their holidays for fertility treatments, as well as their savings. 

Therefore, many couples could not afford holidays or breaks and including their 

IVF/ICSI expenses, many couples stated that they no longer could afford luxuries. One 

couple did not move to a new house they were building as they wanted to in close 

proxim ity to their fertility clinic. As already m entioned, the Walshs moved to Ireland to 

undergo fertility tests and treatment, and left Ireland again to access easier adoption 

procedures. Couples were unable to m ake significant alterations in other areas o f  their 

lives until all fertility treatment options had been exhausted. Infertility had become a 

dom inant element in their lives, colouring all decisions. It w as a disruptive entity, but 

treatments were tolerated as childlessness was not. Life w as disrupted and placed on hold 

while waiting to overcom e a stigma.

The M orans and the Duggans both considered them selves  o lder couples, meeting later in 

life and racing against the biological clock. In both cases, their married lives had become 

dom inated  by fertility testing and treatment, and they  described how  their lives had been 

put on hold and coloured by their conception problem s. Both couples had enjoyed a 

considerable amount o f  travelling and this had been put aside in favour o f  investigations, 

and later treatment. Pat Duggan likens this constant shadow  to the experience o f  a 

chronic illness -  diabetes.

M: So, when you think o f  it this has been most o f  our married life has always 

involved this, so it just becomes part o f  your life. I t ’s like I'm  sure i f  you were a 

diabetic you would always have to take insulin, with this here, this is always
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something th a t’s in the hack o f  our mind because i t ’s something that M’e ’re 

constantly doing. So, I  think you kind o f  absorb it into your life. There’s 

absolutely no doubt about it -  that it does create stress.

F: Stresses and tensions.

M: But the stresses are mostly with the [F: Waiting] procedure rather

F: And the sort o f  failures and hope and all that But I  do think it's affected

our life, we've put an awful lot o f  things on hold, you ’re kind o f  waiting to see and  

wailing to see or whatever, do you know what 1 mean, whereas i f  you got right in 

and you knew you were never going to have children -  that was it, there was no 

adoption, there was no this, none o f  that, I  think we would have had quite a 

different life in some ways. Whereas, I  think we ’re putting a lot o f  that on hold, 

even in terms o f  travelling or doing mountain expeditions. Or even the way we 

live our lives or whatever because there's this ‘what i f  and 'what i f  and 'God i f  

we've children this time next year and i f  we 're going through the procedure and i f  

I 'm pregnant next year, will M’e go on holidays or would we do th is '. So, 1 do think 

it has affected our lives, I  don't know i f  it has affected our relationship, i f  you see 

the difference kind o f  thing? And you wonder when that will end kind o f  thing.

The Duggans, Interview 1

F: Because it does affect your relationship, you knoM’ it starts to he everything 

about this and not about you as a couple.

M: Yeah, you fin d  that you 're missing out on things like that you wanted to do or

you couldn 7 really book anything  The thing is that you know ju s t small little

stu ff like that that we 're putting on hold.

F: We put o ff  an awful lot o f  holidays 

The Morans, Interview 2

The Greens, who were the couple in the sample who got through investigations fastest 

still described this time as dominating their lives and their relationship; taking over and 

colouring their married life to date.
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F: You know whal 1 mean, it would be nice to do something that you can almost 

forget about it because you do realise it - it does take up a fa ir  bit o f  your life, a 

fa ir  bit o f  your kind o f  thinking time, almost.

M: This whole year probably, so far, has been dedicated, almost mostly to that, a 

lot.

F: And you forget about other things that, 1 suppose you get pleasure out o f  as

well whereas up to that [beginning IVF], you were kind of, you know, when

are we ever going to get started and you realise how actually much it has taken 

over your life. Although they say not to let it, i t ’s very hard. I  mean you can only 

contain it a certain amount.

The Greens, hiterview 2

Socially couples’ lives were also disrupted by their early experience o f  infertility. If 

couples decided to disclose, they told only their immediate family and close friends. Only 

three couples were willing to disclose to everyone. For those who were more cautious 

about disclosing, they were unlikely to disclose during the investigations period. At this 

juncture they were still hoping that their infertility could be resolved and their lack o f  

conception during this earlier phase o f  their marriage would go unnoticed -  it would 

appear that there was a delay in their conformity to the life course, not a deviation. 

Couples were sensitive to other people’s comments and were conscious o f  how infertility 

was perceived and how people were judging them for not having children yet. 

Childlessness as a stigma, as something lacking in a couple’s life, was a significant 

element o f  these comments. Couples described their infertility as something private that 

was not fodder for general conversations. In keeping their infertility a secret, it 

demonstrates that not being able to reproduce was stigmatised. When other people asked 

couples when they would have children or why they did not have children, couples made 

excuses about how they did not have time for children in their lives or how they were 

enjoying practicing. In asking these questions, it shows that childlessness was not 

considered a normal state, and the response that there was no fertility problem further 

reiterates this.
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Couples recalled incidents where they were exposed to other people’s opinions about 

infertility, childlessness and IVF treatment. This ensured that they understood that these 

were stigmatic. Fiona Gill recalled how an acquaintance blamed career-women for 

infertility.

F: ...But when people d o n ’t know you can get hurt too, they’ll be saying ah you  

know the girl in my choir the other night kind o f  shouting quite loudly that people 

are leaving it go too long and they ’re focusing on their careers and then they 

can 7 have babies and saying it quite loudly like so I ’m sure she was hoping that a 

few o f  us would hear it like, and I'm  looking at her going like you have no clue 

Fiona Gill, Interview 2

Inhorn (2003) notes that infertility is often automatically thought to be the woman’s 

‘fault’ as it is the wom an’s body that bears the proof o f  fertility (i.e. a visible pregnancy). 

Among this sample eight couples were found to have male factor (only) infertility. O f  

these, just two couples did not automatically assume it was female factor -  in both these 

cases, the women already had children in previous relationships.

Nicola Campbell was able to remember people not being able to articulate the problem, 

and in doing so revealed the level o f  secrecy and stigma around IVF.

F: ...And when I  was doing IVF a girl I  went to school with was doing it now, she 

didn 7 know I  knew, you know one o f  these, but my, it was my mother’s friend told 

her and sa id -y e a h  [whispers] ‘oh that child was very expensive ’ -you know the 

way people, oh it was so stupid like th a t’s their way> o f  putting it, you know -  very 

expensive that child. They couldn ’t just say, you know, it vi’o^ IVF.

Nicola Campbell, Interview I

Gemma Power remembered whispered conversations and comments, and relations 

feeling pity for them. Gemma felt they were regarded as not normal until they had a 

child.
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F: ...But they were, there was loads o f comments. I think even, well your mother 

was saying novenas but sure you know yourself that you 're kind o f [whispers] ‘Do 

you know what they have no children ’you know even i t ’s kind o f a state o f  

paranoia and i t ’s kind o f  we ’re not normal you know until we have a child.

Gemma Power, Interview 1

Feeling different, or not normal, was commonly stated by couples. It was a message they 

perceived they were receiving from society, and a view they shared. Getting pregnant 

was regarded as something not difficult to attain, and to not be able to get pregnant meant 

that there was something wrong with the individuals. To know that there are other people 

in a sim ilar situation normalises the experience, but as infertility and its treatment is a 

stigma and open disclosure is uncommon, this reassurance is rare.

F: ...It's actually weird because you actually get comfort from knowing that other 

couples are having problems because then you don’t feel as abnormal, that's, that 

makes you feel better like, not that you get pleasure from somebody else's pain 

but you just feel like you're not a total freak 

Fiona Gill, Interview 1

M: ...There are times, all jokes aside, that I, 1 do get paranoid about the whole 

macho side o f it and does he know what he’s doing!

F: Does he know what he's doing [laughter]

M: I t ’s a very basic guy thing 

F: Nobody has said that to me [laughs]

M: At a very basic guy level I t ’s a very like does he know what h e ’s doing

like? Or 1 mean

F: Any idiot can get pregnant like or have, get someone pregnant.
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M: Except fo r  us. f f :  except fo r  us] But that's - tha t’s something tha t’s in the 

back o f  my head, hut Ijust, 1 leave it alone. I  don 7 say 'Just hugger o ff  I ’m not

g a y ’

The Gills, Interview 3

Leah Murphy was directly told by her mother that her and Aidan had failed, and that 

others were compensating for this.

F: Like I  told my mother that em, [name] was pregnant again, this is their third 

and she said to me, oh my God again, oh they must be making up fo r  your failures 

Leah Murphy, Interview I

Couples frequently disguised their fertility problems by insinuating that they did not want 

children at that point in their lives hoping that medical science would resolve their 

problem before anyone found out. At this time, it was considered preferable for people to 

think that they were career-orientated or enjoyed life’s luxuries too much -  within which 

there was an insinuation o f  selfishness. Letherby (1994) concurs that voluntary 

childlessness indicates selfishness and involuntary childlessness incurs pity. Stanworth 

(1988) notes the coexistence o f  the technical possibilities o f  fertility control that 

reproductive technologies offer, and the powerful ideology where motherhood is 

considered automatically desirable to all non-selfish women (assuming they are 

heterosexual and married). The motherhood mandate and the linking o f  ‘wom an’ with 

‘mother’ as synonymous is a powerful cultural discourse (Woollett, 1991; Becker, 2000; 

Throsby, 2004). Orla Doran preferred that people thought that she was not maternal, and 

describes herself as a fertility failure  reiterating messages that she possibly believed 

herself o f  infertile couples.
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F: ...Or the odd person will say to you, ‘Well you ’re probably not very maternal, 

you ’re more into your career’ and things like that and I ’m like, Jesus, you know. 

Ah yeah, tha t’s right like I ’m almost happy for them to have that opinion o f  me 

rather than to be the fertility failure that I  am.

Orla Doran, Interview I

Cora Fenton described how she became anxious at social occasions in case o f  comments 

exposing their infertility, and she disguised their infertility similarly to Orla Doran by 

pretending that they did not want children.

F: ...sitting and crying at home and running away from situations, panicking i f  

you see someone you haven’t seen for ages, panicking in conversations, panicking  

when kids subjects come up, panicking i f  there is a party and someone is going to 

be there again you go, Jesus, I  hope he is not there or she is not there, so they say 

it to me now, you know. And people will say to me -  'For G od’s sake you two 

have had such a great life ’ and we go -  hut you ju s t have to say to people and it is 

not something you turn around and say. 'Well, actually I  have ju s t had a failed  

IVF and I  am going for another one. ’ Has anyone ever said that to you in 

company ever? No, you can 7 we ju st have to say ‘Ah fo r  G od’s sake, we have a 

great life. What would we be doing having kids? ’ There is your answer.

Cora Fenton, Interview 1

The Fentons could not recall hearing infertility being discussed out loud, and believed 

that it was a taboo topic rendering it difficult for their families to ask them about it, and 

making it awkward when they were open and willing to discuss it.

F: It is something that you never hear about. I f  somebody that you know or 

somebody in work or somebody -  a couple or a relation or whatever the taboo is 

always -  [whispers] they are married 10 years or whatever and no one will ever 

say it because they d o n ’t know how to say it or how to -  God i f  I  say something 

will I offend or will I say, you know, obviously there is a rea.son or maybe there
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isn ’t -  maybe people ju st choose not to hut you know it is. No one ever discusses 

that or no one will ever like .for a while nobody in the family said anything it was 

kind o f  nothing was

M: They were afraid to approach the situation, they were afraid to -  they were 

thinking do they want to talk about it, should they talk about it, should they ask?

F: It depends on what way people, like people can say fo r  God's sake, ’ because 

we are together so long 7  thought you would have ’ or you would meet someone 

from  years ago and they would say, how many kids have you got now and you  

‘No, we don't have any ’ and then you do get an urge to go listen, now beforehand 

I  wouldn 7 but I  understand where people can kind o f

M: Like my friends, like my best fr iend  and he would be saying -  he wouldn’t 

want to talk about it at the table or anything like, you know. And we were down 

the pub one night and people were asking, talking about starting a fam ily and all 

that and I just told them, you know, this is what /  am going through. And I told 

them exactly and X  my friend  would be like what are you talking about -  d o n ’t he 

telling people that -  you shouldn 'I be talking about that, you know. I am looking 

around going it helps me to talk about it, i f  you don 7 want to listen leave the 

room.

The Fentons, Interview 1

Similarly, the Jones’ recalled an incident where they were open about their fertility 

problem, and as a result socially alienated another couple who were perceived to be too 

embarrassed to talk to the couple again.

F: We did have one couple actually, at a party there last year, em, saying to us 

‘Oh, now you ’II have children' and they were talking about their little boy and I  

said ‘Well actually, we can 7 have children ’ and they said ‘Oh, Ok ’. They run a

mile from  us now, they can 7 talk to us, they ju st don 7 know what to say to us  /

think tha t’s what it is, you know. Not that there's anything wrong with us, but they 

ju s t don 7 know how to react, you know, they ju s t kind o f  were like ‘Oh, I ’m sorry.
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I didn't mean it ’ and I was like ‘Ok i t ’s a fact o f  life, you know. ’ So we ju s t have 

to face that, you know, any comments 

Kim Jones, Interview 1

The Jones’ were using ‘disclosure etiquette’ (Goffm an, 1963) to reveal their stigma, 

transform ing them from discreditable to discredited. They now had uneasy social 

situations to manage.

Conclusion

This chapter has built on the argument presented in previous chapters; biological 

parenthood is an expected event on the life course, deviation is undesirable and couples 

endeavoured to quickly overcome this stigma. The desire to conform to this expected life 

event ensured that couples ‘over-achieved’ to keep their anticipated schedule (Lewis and 

W eigart, 1981). This is the expectation when a medical problem is suspected -  that the 

individual though exempted through medicalisation from blame, is still expected to take 

responsibility and overcome the problem (Zola, 1972) which in this case was also a 

stigma. Conception attempts, investigations and medical assistance were uncomfortable 

and disruptive as the attempts to overcome the principal disruption; that o f the life course. 

Domination and disruption ensured that the experience o f  tim e came to the forefront. 

Medical tim e was too slow, and the biological clock was m oving too quickly, while 

couples dwelt in a liminal or static state waiting to get an answer and resolution; neither 

o f  which was forthcoming for the majority o f  the sample. Against this backdrop, the peer 

group and family were progressing on their life courses without stigmatic deviation, and 

were waiting for a parallel response from respondent couples.
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Chapter Four: The last chance saloon^^

Within the boundaries set by the multitude o f  physical, biological and cultural 

time-frames, the liming and temporality o f  processes advance at various speeds. 

We speak o f  time passing slowly or going by too quickly. Time flies when we are 

having fun: it drags when we are waiting. There never seems to be enough o f  it 

when we are busy and too much o f  it during periods o f  enforced idleness

 Rates o f  action and reaction, be they metabolic or social, are fundamentally

implicated in how much can be achieved within any given time-frame, in the 

timing o f  actions, and in the temporality o f  existence. All, in turn, are involved in 

our experience o f  the speed o f  time passing.

Adam, Barbara (1995: p. 23)

The previous chapter discussed couples’ first forays into fertility medicine, this chapter 

continues this analysis through considering couples’ experiences o f  in-vitro fertilisation 

(IVF) and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSl). Although IVF and ICSl exist on the 

fertility treatment continuum, albeit at the more extreme end, these treatments are being 

dealt with separately from investigations, tests and the low-technology attempts at 

assisted conception for three reasons. Firstly, by extrapolating IVF/lCSl from these other 

fertility treatments and tests it will be demonstrated that the short intense experience o f  an 

IVF/ICSI treatment cycle acts as a microcosm o f  the experience o f  time within the 

broader experience o f  infertility as already discussed thus far. Secondly, this was a 

current-time experience in the data; couples were living the IVF/lCSl experience during 

the longitudinal timeframe. Finally, IVF/lCSl as mentioned is at the more extreme end o f  

the fertility treatment continuum, beyond this couples did not think they would have any 

further opportunities to have a biological child. This was their last chance saloon (Peter 

Daly, interview 2 and interview 4, Alan and Linda Cole, interview 1. Variations on this 

theme referencing the end o f  a journey was used by other respondents) beyond which 

there were no further treatment options, only variations on this technology. Couples 

believed their clinic would not allow more than three unsuccessful fresh cycles before

P e ter D aly , in te rv iew  2  and  in te rv iew  4 , A lan  and  L in d a  C o le , in te rv iew  I
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ceasing treatment. The same treatment process would be repeated on each occasion, with 

some small amendments to the drug regime or procedure -  but the principles o f  IVF 

would be the same. If IVF did not work for these couples they believed this would 

confirm their infertility and biological childlessness. Hence the significance o f  this last 

chance saloon. Couples were determined to maximise the potential o f  this technology, 

and did this through supporting the treatment with their own actions - for example, being 

careful about their diets, women being careful about their movements after embryo 

transfer or one or both partners doing acupuncture. These actions were within their 

realms o f  control while the treatment was entirely beyond their reach. 7'he intense focus 

on this treatment and its dominance over couples’ lives during these six week periods 

facilitated a time experience within the larger one. Within these six weeks, time also went 

too fast, too slow and was felt to stand still -  a contraction or microcosm o f  the wider 

infertility time experience.

This chapter therefore discusses how IVF/ICSI dominated couples’ lives during the 

treatment period -  this was the most important thing in their lives at that time as this was 

their (then) understood final technological opportunity for overcoming the stigma o f  

infertility and childlessness. The significance o f  this six-week treatment event ensured 

that the time experience o f  treatment was the dominant time experience o f  that period. 

This was invested time, whereby couples were undergoing a treatment which had a 

considerable financial and personal implication in the form o f  returning to the life course 

from the point o f  deviation. The gravity o f  this investment is also evident in the level o f  

discomfort experienced by couples (particularly women). As evident in the previous 

chapter, couples were willing to undergo any level o f  personal discomfort and make any 

necessary sacrifice to overcome their stigmatic involuntary childless state.

W hat the treatm ent involves

An IVF/ICSI cycle begins with down regulation - this ensures medical control o f  the 

woman’s ovaries, typically done using a nasal spray. The wom an’s body is then 

stimulated through abdominal injections to produce multiple eggs on her ovaries. When

See A p p e n d ix  I for full de ta i ls  o f  an IV F /IC SI cycle
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multiple eggs have grown and are reaching maturity a human Chorionic Gonadotrophin 

(hCG) injection prepares the eggs for final maturation and the egg retrieval phase. The 

woman is partially-anaesthetised and her eggs are removed from her body via a needle 

attached to a vaginal probe. During this time, the man is expected to produce a fresh 

semen sample and the sperm and eggs are mixed in a laboratory. It is hoped that 

fertilisation will occur. Within three to five days the fertilised eggs are put into the 

woman’s uterus and the couple waits sixteen days to do a pregnancy test. ICSI is 

identical; except that the sperm is injected directly into the egg in the laboratory with the 

intent o f ‘forcing’ fertilisation.

Entering the clinic

Despite infertility being deemed ‘unexplained’, couples who had not yet conceived were 

offered IVF/ICSI treatment alongside couples who knew that their infertility was 

male/female/combined factor. Many couples were pleased to be offered this treatment but 

understood the gravity o f having to use such procedures. Couples expected treatment to 

be very difficult, physically and emotionally, and understood that this was the final step 

on their infertility treatment journey. Overall, it was not considered a difficult decision to 

undergo IVF/ICSI, as it came at the end o f a long investigations period and seemed to be 

the next phase in a treatment regime, albeit it was acknowledged that IVF/ICSI was a 

much higher technology treatment. Only three couples mentioned an actual decision

making process around IVF/ICSI. These couples hesitated and delayed their entries into a 

programme; IVF/ICSI was considered unnatural. This was not how couples wanted their 

families to be formed -  highlighting how even at this stage o f exposure to reproductive 

medicine, IVF was still not fully acceptable and was still a stigmatic treatment. The Coxs 

thought that there would be a felt difference about an IVF child.

F: ...we had some friends who had done the IVF M>e have two friends, two sets o f  

friends who did it and both were successful and they, they both said like you  

should try and, I  didn't want to really do it, 1 think Matt, you were much more 

open and trying to kind o f  say, ok we 7/ try it once and we 11 see what happens and 

for me it wasn 't the way that I had em, expected to have children, it wasn 't the
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right way and I  didn ’t fee l at the time, at the time I  didn ’t feel it fM : Natural] 

Yeah natural or the same and I  couldn ’I see the end results let's say, I  couldn 7 

see that, no matter what when the child would be born it would be the same, I  

didn 7 see that.

The Coxs, Interview 1

A fter spending tim e with these friends and their baby, this couple decided that there 

would be no difference and chose to pursue treatment. The Fitzgeralds similarly hesitated 

about IVF based on it being an unnatural process. The Smiths were also keen to avoid 

doing IVF treatment; Ken was particularly uncomfortable with the idea o f  assisted human 

reproduction and with being exposed to medical intervention and investigation.

M :... so IVF was a very unnatural, artificial em, intervention that I particularly 

wasn 7 keen on at the very start so w e ’d  gone through probably four or five  years 

o f  doing everything we could to avoid that and then eventually we ended up in 

[clinic]

Ken Smith, Interview 1

This perception o f the ‘unnaturalness’ o f  reproductive technologies further reiterates the 

stigma o f  infertility and its treatment. To undergo this treatm ent and to require it is 

something other than natural and normal; other couples blended it with the natural -  we 

ju s t needed a little bit o f  help (Tom Brady, Interview 4) - incorporating the technology 

into what had been expected to occur. This ontological choreography (Cussins, 1996; 

Thompson, 2005) can be empowering; allowing control by couples over their relations 

with medical personnel as well as their own bodies. The boundaries o f  the body can shift 

to distance infertile people from the malfunctioning stigm a-inducing body part to enable 

conversations and actions with the medical staff without blame. This blending o f 

technology and the ‘natural’ can be considered a norm alising technique (Throsby, 2004) 

redrawing the boundaries around reproductive norms and transgressions. However this 

position also exonerates the medical procedure and responsibility is placed on the 

w om an’s body.
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IVF/ICSl was the next step after having exhausted other medical possibilities and 

although a more extreme treatment it was accepted as a necessary endeavour through a 

belief in science and scientific methods as progressive.

F :...it’s not an easy process you know i t ’s quite tough going I  think em, so I  

suppose I ’d  he quite apprehensive about that but again I  know too for me I kind o f  

feel ok it is the logical next step and I  suppose, I  suppose too we have given it time 

like i t ’s not like w e ’ve em, you know, come six, you know straight into fclinic] and  

gone like I  want IVF you know w e ’ve had tests, w e ’ve gone back to kind o f  giving 

ourselves time, w e ’ve had the lU I and now this is kind of, and I mean i t ’s a year 

on again really and i t ’s, it is kind o f  the logical next step and then the time is kind 

o f  a factor as well so em, I  suppose I ’m, I  suppose at this stage I ’m kind o f  I ’m 

willing. I ’m really sort o f  willing to ju st do it. I'm  wanting to do it and ju st em, 

hoping now that it will work. Em, and I  ’m aware too that, two out o f  three 

chances it won 7 work you know but em, i t ’s kind o f  hut I  suppose i t ’s sort o f  -well 

i t ’s probably at this stage i t ’s our only option 

Lisa Ford, Interview 1

In this, Lisa raises a key point at this juncture o f decision-making around fertility 

treatment; IVF was their only option. As the different perspectives o f medicine versus the 

‘patient’ were explored in the last chapter,^^ it was also evident in attitudes towards 

IVF/lCSI. For physicians, couples were choosing treatment but for couples they felt they 

had no choice. They would have to undergo treatment as they had come this far and 

feared later regret. This is Tymstra’s (1989, 2007) anticipated decision regret; couples 

feared regretting not following treatment to its full conclusion and exhausting every 

available avenue before it was ‘too late’, in other words before their biological 

reproductive clocks had stopped ticking. Lisa Ford went on to articulate this fear of 

regret.

P hysicians w anted to exp lore, w here appropriate, low er tech n o logy  procedures w h ich  took  p lace over a 
longer tim e period. C ouples, albeit in retrospect, stated they w ou ld  have preferred to have tried I VF/ICSI 
earlier to shorten their infertility treatm ent experien ce tim efram e
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F: ...I just want to not ha\>e anything to reproach m yself with like in ten years time 

to be able to look back and say, well I  did everything I  could you know, we did

everything we could em   i f  I ’d  prioritised differently maybe 1 would have got

pregnant so at least now I  ’II know you know whatever happens 17/ know that we 

kind o f  did it all we could 

Lisa Ford, Interview 1

The discrepancy between the medical and ‘patient’ perspectives is also evident in the 

hopes for treatment outcome. Physicians in the area o f  reproductive medicine would 

rather the outcome o f  IVF/lCSl treatment was a singleton live birth (Hazekamp et al., 

2000), but for couples undergoing this treatment, a multiple birth was the most desired 

outcome. As will be elaborated in the final two chapters, no couple wanted an only child 

and couples were willing to keep undergoing treatment to achieve their desired family 

size which was two or more children. To achieve this desired family size from one 

IVF/lCSl treatment cycle was ideal, as couples would not have to undergo the 

discomfort, disruption or expense o f  trying further treatments.

M: Well to be quite honest Anne is actually happy she's having this because she

might have twins  she has the room planned and everything fo r  twins, see

sh e ’s so fertile and there's going to be two eggs in there so

F: I f  we can get tM>o in the one go it will be great, save us having to go through it 

again

The Fitzpatricks, Interview 1

I: ... what are your hopes fo r  the next -

F: TWINS! Twins it would ju st be the creme de la creme I don 7 care i f  I never get 

sleep fo r  2 years...

Nicola Campbell, Interview 2
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First clinic contact

Having been referred from a gynaecological hospital setting, couples were invited to the 

fertility clinic’s bi-monthly open evening to get an overview o f the treatment. These 

meetings generally host over one hundred people and take place in a large room. A 

physician gives a presentation outlining what is involved and shows a short video, the 

counselling team also make a short presentation and refreshments are available 

afterwards. All couples remarked how they were shocked but consoled by the turnout of 

people in attendance. Couples were unaware that fertility problems affected so many 

people -  highlighting how this is a topic that is not publicly discussed within Irish 

society. Couples were embarrassed to be seen by so many people in such a public display 

of their problem, and feared running into anyone that they knew. Therefore couples were 

uncomfortable with their infertility and considered it a stigma, even when among people 

with similar problems.

F: It was a bit daunting I  didn 7 realise there 'd be so many people there.

M: Yeah that was probably my one reserx’ation. But it was you know it was 

informative and it kind o f  touched on things you knew already and a few things 

that you d idn’t.

F: Yeah I  thought it was good alright ju s t I  mean I wouldn 't be like there was kind 

o f  big public things you know I  wouldn 7 be that keen.

M: Glad they weren 7 taking questions from  the floor, [laughs]

The Tylers, Interview 1

F: [laughs] We went up and the room was full o f  people.

M: A ballroom.

F: JVe got, we did get a land now, we weren 7 prepared for that now when we 

walked in and then we were worried, does anybody know us? You know there was 

always that but there’d  be somebody from round that woidd know, you don 7 know 

what other people are going through so that \i>as kind o f  a bit o f  a land, we 

weren 7 prepared for that.

The Lawtons, Interview 1
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Therefore, couples were able to take comfort that they were not alone in their infertility 

experience, and Fergal Sheridan mentioned that he was consoled that the other people 

seemed ordinary and looked like him and Paula.

M: Yeah, there’s a huge crowd there

F: We were very surprised, we thought there 'd he maybe 20 couples there, 200 

M: The whole hall, there was people standing at the hack and all

F: I  was ju s t very surprised, very much an eye-opener, I  didn ’t kind o f  realise

there would he that many people that had problems conceiving......

M :... I think it was comforting you know 

F: That there is more than you in the same boat

M: Exactly. And loads of, you know the way, like I fin d  m yself i f  you 're going 

along the street and you 're kind o f  looking at people who have kids and s tu ff like 

that you know what 1 mean then you never really see any, they d on ’t have markers 

on them saying listen we 're having trouble so you 're kind of, seeing people 

coming in and even when we go into the clinic seeing other couples, I  fin d  that 

very comforting that there is people who look like m eself there’s not, there’s 

ordinary people trynng to do this as well I  do fin d  it a comfort, because you can, 

like apart from  a few people that we tell there’s very few  people, you ca n ’t 

actually go into a social setting and go God we 're having, you know. So I  fin d  it, I  

found it very comforting that night 

The Sheridans, Interview I

F: ...we ju s t kind o f  glanced around and there was like, a couple o f  hundred 

there. We were like all o f  these people have problems, i t ’s so terrible you know it 

really is, its quite you know amazing to see how many people were there 

M: Its terrible to see that amount ofpeople with problems, but i f  you were talking 

about it with say, 6 couples, there are not a lot o f  people that know about the
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subject, i f  you know what 1 mean, especially not in my family I  don 7 know about 

your family it wasn ’t a subject that was spoken o f  very often.

The Jones’, Interview 1

Couples were surprised by how many people were in a similar situation and attributed 

this to infertility not being a topic that was discussed in Irish society. However, this did 

not particularly impact on their experience o f  infertility as a stigma -  couples all feared 

bumping into someone that they knew. The Walshs noted how people quickly dispersed 

when the meeting was over and did not stay to have refreshments and talk to other 

couples.

IVF/ICSI Treatment:

The following sections discuss the experience o f  each major phase o f  treatment in turn. 

The life course disruption o f  infertility could be resolved via promissory reproductive 

technologies. However, IVF can create a series o f  new disruptions through its nature as 

an obstacle course. The overall experience is goal-oriented, with each phase being 

experienced as a hurdle to be overcome (Franklin, 1997). The goal was to achieve the 

status o f  parenthood and rejoin the life course from the point o f  deviation and therefore 

the treatment experience was highly significant. Couples may have been embodying 

scientific progress, but frequently this was from a couple’s experience o f  a failure to 

progress. The importance o f  this six week event made it the principal feature o f  couples’ 

lives during this period and therefore it was highly disruptive both physically and also 

mentally. It occupied couples’ minds, while the treatment itself caused discomfort (for 

women) and constant self-policing and body-watching. Once more, the subjective 

experience o f  time as too fast, too slow and standing came to the fore as couples willed 

the treatment towards an outcome and resolution o f  their stigma while racing against the 

biological clock. Although the couple as a unit are undertaking infertility treatment it is 

recognised that it is a highly gendered experience (Throsby, 2002). Even in cases o f  male 

factor infertility, it is the woman who endures the bulk o f  the treatment. Meerabeau 

(1991) reiterates m en’s marginal status within treatment and notes that attempts to 

include men frequently flounder on biological imbalance. This was something men in this
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sample were very aware of. Nevertheless, women are not passive patients in the process; 

particularly evident in the personal responsibility for drug regimes (Throsby, 2002).

Nasal Spray

This section discusses experiences o f the nasal spray to down regulate women’s bodies in 

preparation for the next phase o f stimulation. Within this short period, the domination o f 

the IVF cycle is evident -  the frequency o f this medication and the necessity o f personal 

responsibility ensured that it was always on women’s minds as a time experience. Their 

alarm clocks were constantly being reset juxtaposed to their body clocks being 

suspended, while their lives were on hold waiting to overcome a stigmatic deviation from 

the life course.

The nasal spray for down regulation is used every six hours and couples were conscious 

that the nasal spray could mirror pre-menstrual or menopausal moods. However, this was 

not the principal affect o f the nasal spray,^° instead, women felt tired. They were tired 

from the combination o f waking during the night to take the spray, and also the effect o f 

the drug itself alongside the maintenance o f their usual routines.

Aside from tiredness, women mentioned the effect o f the nasal spray on their ears, noses 

and throats. Nose bleeds, burning sensation in the nose, headaches and sore throats were 

frequently mentioned. Forgetfulness and dizziness were also mentioned, along with one 

woman’s experiences of pains in her upper body and another woman’s mention of mild 

inflammation in her leg veins. Another woman who was prone to eczema had a severe 

flare-up during her time on the spray.

F: ...so since Friday I  have had a kind o f  blocked ear from  it. Em just this side 

kind o f  like you were on a plane and your ear won 7 pop so I  had read as one o f  

the side effects that it can affect your hearing 

Fran Whelan, Interview I

Four women mentioned feeling depressed and just one o f  these wom en mentioned her depression and 
irritability as being severe, four other wom en mentioned experiencing ‘hot flushes’
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M: I  think the nasal spray was just the worst, that was, I  mean everything was just 

bad about that. Your skin went nuts

F: Oh God and then this and like the nasal spray and they didn 7 say anything and 

I  started that and it was ju s t like my skin went ‘g rrr ’ and it was ju st horrendous.

M: S h e’s always had some varying degrees but in the all the time I ’ve known her 

she never had it on her face and her face ju s t went crazy.

F: Oh my God like

M: Just red blotches, oh it was awful.

F: And it was literally ju st my skin was practically falling o ff So, that was like we 

were on the spray I  think a little later like instead o f  four weeks maybe five 

because I  wasn 7 quite.

M: It was a few extra days you ’re right, yes.

The Walshs, Interview 2

Women feared forgetting to take the nasal spray and it clearly became an important and 

demanding feature o f  their lives during those weeks. Women were worried they would 

not wake when their alarms went o ff  in the night reminding them to take the spray, and 

often this kept them awake in anticipation o f  the alarm. Throughout their treatment, 

couples were very conscious o f  following all instructions carefully. If the treatment did 

not end in pregnancy they feared anticipated decision regret (Tymstra, 1989, 2007) 

thinking they would always wonder if the reason it failed was because o f  an action, or 

inaction, on their part.

Injections

This section discusses the two (or more) weeks that women had daily abdominal 

injections to stimulate their ovaries to produce multiple eggs. Similarly to the nasal spray, 

these injections were self-administered and therefore were in the realms o f  personal 

responsibility for treatment. Therefore, this section discusses how the dominance and
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strict adherence to timing once again dominated the couples’ (particularly w om en’s) lives 

during these two weeks as their days came to revolve around this event.

Couples beginning IVF/ICSl treatment were concerned about having to adm inister these 

daily injections. However, couples reported this was a mental barrier as it was difficult to 

self-inject, but in fact the injection itself was not sore. Instead, similarly to the nasal 

spray, it was the tim ing o f  the injections as well as the thought o f  having to do it that was 

the most awkward elem ent o f  this treatment phase. Throsby (2002) describes both the 

nasal spray and injection phases o f  IVF treatm ent as constituting the gendered burden o f 

work that is rendered invisible by the dominant representations o f treatm ent as performed 

by doctors on passive patients. The majority o f  women were able to self-inject, some 

husbands administered the injection as either the woman could not bear doing it to 

herself, or else to make the husband more involved in the treatment process; Schmidt 

(1998) describes this involvement as a couple-project.

F: ...the injections first time round were quite it was [M: Scary at the start] the 

gun that you push and it pushes it in like I  used to he running away from him like 

I used to stab my finger with the needle and all one night didn ’/ /  trying to put it 

on but eh I  used to he running away from him then after a few days I  got used to it 

em the second time round.

M: The pen

F: No it was the actual needle that you put in yourself yeah the pen, the firs t night 

I M’as here with my mam and we were going to the relaxation class and here she 

was M’e ’re going to miss it i f  you don't put it in, 1 was like a baby, and they were 

actually ten times easier than the first time round, I  could do them again. I  never 

thought I ’d  be able to put a needle actually into m yself but it was fine, it was 

really fine  now I  have to say.

The Kellys, Interview 1

Some couples discussed the injections in terms o f their restrictiveness. It was easier to 

take a nasal spray on the move but the injections required a little more time and attention
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so it was easier to do at home and therefore more curtailing than the nasal spray. When 

the nasal spray and the injections were being taken in tandem (depending on the ovarian 

response to the nasal spray, it can overlap with the injection phase) this became yet 

another element to the treatment regime that came to dominate the couples’ (particularly 

the woman’s) day. Women could never forget that they were undergoing treatment as 

they were constantly being reminded by alarm clocks.

F: But when you ’re taking injections, you have to take them at seven o ’clock 

every evening so tha t’s another added thing that you need to be home every 

evening or bring it M’ith you somewhere else and find  some way o f  doing it 

somewhere else. So, tha t’s another bit o f  restriction and a bit o f  stress, you know 

i f  you get held up or you might arrange something and forget and arrange to meet 

somebody somewhere [shopping centre] or in town and then you think at seven 

and you think ‘Crikey I ’ve to get the injections ’ so you either change your 

arrangement or bring the injection with you, where do you bring it, M’here do you  

keep it and where you can hide it and all that sort o f  stuff. So, tha t’s kind o f  

inconvenient and interferes with what you can do. And you ’re kind o f  nearly 

making excuses for why you can 7 do something or go somewhere or why you  

have to leave somebody's house, even i f  we 're up with fam ily maybe on a Sunday 

or whatever, I ’ve to say, w e ’ve got to leave here at whatever, we've got to be out 

o f  here by h a lf six to get home or whatever, and then trying to remember to give 

him a dig [laughs] ‘i t ’s time to... ’ ‘Oh yeah right, right ’.

Bridget Duggan, Interview 1

The nasal spray was more discreet as it could be done quickly and could be passed off as 

hayfever medication, injections however could not be done in public without disclosure. 

These medications were disguised or hidden to avoid revealing infertility -  being infertile 

was a stigma and treatment was also stigmatic as it inadvertently exposed infertility. 

Although medicalisation may have somewhat alleviated blame through re-categorising 

disease and seeking out ways o f purging disease may also be part of this expected social
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role, it does not alter the underlying stigma that to not be capable o f  reproducing is 

abnormal.

The Coles recalled how they had gone away for a short-break and the need for 

refrigeration o f  the injections was somewhat problematic. However this couple found the 

injections a distraction from their general anxiety over lack o f  conception. This possibly 

demonstrates how their conception difficulties had come to dominate their lives -  

injections were still a daily reminder and Linda outlines how their days were scheduled 

around alarms and medication in an intensified time-watching period. But it was the 

intensification o f  this time that made it feel like it was going quicker, rather than standing 

still, similarly to the opening quotation from Adam (1995). The Coles were ‘killing’ time 

to get closer to the hoped-for resolution o f  their problem.

F: ... and you know we were in the B&B, and the B&B had the medication in the 

fridge and all this, I  mean it was not simple, [laughter]

M: We went up to a concert

F: True, we went to a concert and carried them in the back o f  the freezer  [freezer 

box in car]. This sort o f  a everything was being organised, scheduled around 

sniffers, I  had alarms set and you know. But really it was great because we 

headed away o ff and okay you ca n ’t forget about it because you've five  things to 

do in a twenty-four hour period, but it was a distraction and that was useful. And  

then hut sure y o u ’d  started on the injections on the Friday, we went away on the 

Saturday, came hack on the Monday and we were back in the hospital by the 

Wednesday or something. You know it made the time go, so we haven’t ground to 

a halt, completely. W e’ve had to put o ff  some things all right 

The Coles, Interview 2

The anxiety that surrounded this treatment was twofold; the anxiety that was always with 

the majority o f  couples throughout their infertility experience, and the anxiety o f  the 

gravity of this treatment. IVF/ICSI was their last treatment option, and it was an 

expensive one -  couples were determined that it had to work. Kim Jones demonstrated
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this anxiety in her reaction to her parent’s mistake, and reiterates how couples were 

determined to follow all instructions exactly as they had been told.

F: ...And my Dad said oh they ’II be fine  ju s t put the ice pack in the bag and I ’ll 

bring them home so I  gave him strict instructions what to do with the drugs and 

my mam came home and said oh the whole thing was in the freezer and I  said 

WHAT and I  absolutely flipped out em like way over the top, totally over-reacted 

and she was nearly in hysterics with him he had ruined the whole cycle because 

the drugs were ruined but Dad wasn 7 listening, he put the little bag in the freezer 

which was unnecessary he ju st w asn’t listening to me properly and my poor 

mother got the end o f  stick.

Kim Jones, Interview 2

Women who were tired and felt their moods were affected by the nasal spray also 

experienced these side-effects during the injections phase as these two overlapped. Added 

to this, towards the end of the injection phase some women reported they felt tender and 

bloated in their abdomens, causing discomfort.

F: ...I got so sore and so s'wollen, it was terrible, it was kind o f  like having cystitis 

Nicola Campbell, Interview I

F: The only thing I  did get every cycle was being bloated towards the end o f  the 

injections

Karen Wilson, Interview 2

F: ...But my sides now were a bit tender and that - but other than that like it was 

grand. It got worse now coming to the last few  days.

M: The last couple o f  days, the last couple o f  days you were just very 

uncomfortable.

F: Just uncomfortable you know and I  would be like 'Sam my ovaries are sore ’.

M: You were sleeping; you were sleeping more on your back than your sides.
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F: Yes like I just, and I  didn ’/ fe e l bloated but you see because I  was o ff  for the 

few days I  was in a tracksuit so I wasn 7 like in really like my normal jeans or 

clothes or whatever now but after the procedure oh my God, 1 thought into my 

jeans I ’d  never get like because I  was ju s t in tracksuits like I  couldn’t get into 

anything else.

The Clarks, Interview 2

Towards the end of their time using injections, women would have to attend the clinic 

daily to have their follicle-growth monitored ensuring that the medication was working 

sufficiently and that women’s ovaries were not becoming over-stimulated.^’ As the 

treatment intensified outside stress became a greater factor. Women were now attending 

the clinic before their working day began and any delays either in the clinic or due to 

commuter traffic would lead to stress, even anticipation of delays could cause stress. 

Alongside this, women who hoped to take time off work around egg retrieval were trying 

to organise booking their break whilst waiting for daily news about follicle development 

and ever-changing expected dates for retrieval. Maintaining daily routines was 

complicated by the secrecy o f undergoing treatment. It was difficult to explain absences 

and inconsistent behaviours without explanation -  couples did not want to disclose they 

were undergoing infertility treatment due to its stigmatic status. With this backdrop, 

women were also trying to avoid stress as they believed this could affect the treatment 

outcome negatively. It should be noted that almost all couples reported that there was no 

problem with taking time off work, but repeatedly taking time off or even just a few 

hours bore down on their own conscientiousness and required some explanation.

F: ...you ’re kind o f  chopping and changing your holidays a lot because you don 7 

know when your week four and five  is going to be. And o f  course you can 7 tell 

people in M’ork so, you know they ’re they sort o f  think, you ’re either completely 

either disorganised or you don 7 like holidays or something 

Amy Green, Interview 2

Jacqueline R ushton died in January  2003 o f  acute respiratory d istress; a com plication o f  O HSS. See Irish 
Independent, 26 July 2007: http ://w w vv.independent.ie/na tional-new s/ivf-death-w a s-preventable-according- 
to-hse-report-10 4 4 132.htm l (accessed  27 N ovem ber 2008)
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F :... I  have a very understanding boss but at the end o f  the day 1 mean you begin 

to become defined at work by your infertility which is something 1 don 7 want to 

happen you know, my life is defined enough by it without it affecting my work you  

know, I  d o n ’t want to be Orla the one w ho’s rarely here. Like I ’ve even noticed 

this year people are sort o f  saying to me, are you going to be in tomorrow? I ’m 

like, o f  course I ’m going to be in tomorrow i t ’s a work day isn ’t it? You know hut, 

you know before all this I  would never have been out o f  work you know, like very 

rarely had a sick day or anything like that so I ’ve suddenly it seems like I ’m out a 

lot you know or I  could be out a morning with, you know going in fo r  scans or 

bloods or whatever you know so I  have been missing quite a bit 

Orla Doran, Interview 2

M: . . .I ’ve told them I ’ve said I  wouldn 7 want to be taking advantage and taking 

halfdays here and halfdays there so I  would try and do this so we could do it 

before work and then get into work afterwards, and sometimes you ’d  he waiting 

therefor thirty-five minutes or fo rty  minutes or even up to an hour.

F: Yeah, M’e have been struck by the we would come in say fo r  example we had an 

appointment fo r  8 .15am fo r  a scan and M’e would go in and there’s four people 

ahead o f  us, and those fo u r  people get called before us. Meanwhile another four  

people arrive and three o f  them get seen before us as well. We can ’t figure out 

what it is, how the name system and the system that, I  mean by this time i t ’s 9 

o ’clock and I ’m getting worried about being late fo r  work, that has been a cause 

o f  stress [laughs]

The Coles, Interview 1

F: ...you’ve to psych yourself up to get into [clinic] and get through the traffic and 

get in there and see you know what stage you ’re at, is everything OK and you ’re 

so, i t ’s like when you come out you ’re kind o f  like breathe and then you 've to go 

and do a days work so the whole thing, I  found that quite difficult 

Beth Gibson, Interview 1
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Organising treatment around daily life could prove complicated and required careful 

planning. If couples were undergoing acupuncture in parallel to their IVF/lCSl treatment, 

this was yet another appointment time to squeeze into their schedules. Clocks and 

appointment times dominated the experience.

Couples were keen to ensure that their IVF/ICSI treatment was given the best opportunity 

for success and that they could never regret any actions or inactions during this period. 

Therefore, in parallel to closely following clinic instructions, couples supplemented their 

treatment with whatever they could to optimise treatment. As well as ensuring they could 

never retrospectively chide themselves for not giving treatment its best chance at success, 

being proactive helped give a sense o f  control. The clinic strongly endorsed giving up 

smoking, but this was uncommon amongst the sample anyway. The clinic also suggested 

reducing alcohol intake -  couples, in particular women, gave up alcohol completely 

during this time. In many ways, these new habits mirrored those expected o f  a pregnant 

woman. Couples also focussed on their diets, and tried to ensure that they were eating 

healthily with many couples trying to eat more organic food. The principal 

complementary therapy utilised in this sample was acupuncture. The clinical gaze had 

extended in every aspect o f  their lives; everything was geared towards achieving the best 

outcome and having nothing to reproach oneself over.

The Bradys were pregnant with twins on their first ICSl cycle, and attributed much o f  

their success to their own research and actions prior to undergoing treatment. Their 

dietary changes and acupuncture was thought to have put their bodies in the optimum 

condition feasible for ICSI. This was their realm o f  control; upon entering the treatment 

programme the Bradys had lost control o f  the situation.

F: But again 1 think we M’ere, we were lucky in that you know M’e had done an 

awful lot o f  research beforehand and we had done our own thing in terms o f  

changing our diet and you know going o ff the alcohol and doing the acupuncture 

and things like that and that made us feel a little hit more in control o f what was 

happening whereas 1 think i f  you were just to launch into just the IVF on it's own
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i t ’s totally out o f  your hands, like there's nothing, while we were doing you know 

going through that course, there was nothing we could do you know to make more 

follicles grow or less follicles grow or to respond better or worse you know to 

treatment, there’s nothing you can do and that is one part o f  it that’s very hard is 

the fact that i t ’s not in your control 

Joan Brady, Interview 3

Egg and semen retrieval

This section considers both egg and sem en retrieval together as these occur in parallel. 

W o m en ’s experiences o f  d iscom fort during and subsequent to the retrieval are discussed, 

as well as m e n ’s first engagem ent with the cycle, and the m inim ising o f  their role. Until 

this point, use o f  the nasal spray and injections were in the coup les’ domain. These 

medications were their personal responsibility (principally  w o m e n ’s). From the point o f  

retrieval until an em bryo/em bryos were placed in w o m e n ’s uteruses, all responsibility 

shifted to the clinic. Treatment was now  in vitro, in glass, ra ther than in vivo, in body.

Egg Retrieval

When a w o m an ’s eggs are considered ready for in-vitro fertilisation, they are removed 

from her ovaries while she is partially anaesthetised. During this procedure, which can 

take up to forty-five minutes, the man is expected to produce a sem en sample which is 

mixed with the eggs in a laboratory in the hope o f  fertilisation. This is IVF treatment, but 

in ICSl, the tail is removed from the sperm and the head is injected directly into the egg. 

Therefore the difference between IVF and ICSl takes p lace in the laboratory and does not 

directly impact on the couple undergoing treatment.

The anaesthetic used on wom en is described as ‘tw iligh t’, w om en  are not expected to feel 

or rem em ber the procedure but they are not com pletely  unconscious. However, nine 

w om en in this sample rem em ber being conscious and six w om en recalled the experience 

as painful.
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F:... I was definitely sedated, you h w w  they said i t ’s like a G & T and I  started 

laughing while they put in. I  said it ’j' ju s t like having a G & T, and you wonder 

what you 're going to be jabbering on about for twenty minutes. But anyway yeah, 

then I  was knocked out but the painkilling aspect o f  it d idn ’t work. So I  kept 

coming to in the thing, but I  was obviously the muscle relaxant was working, 1 

wasn 7 moving thankfully. But I remember each follicle being punctured and 

suctioned and rinsed and discussion about it. You know, I  could tell you what they 

were saying, you know so I  know I  was coming to and I know as well that I  must 

have been reacting in some shape or form, I know I must have been moaning or 

something because when it would get really bad, I  was doing I  can 7 remember 

exactly, I  must have moaned because he would give me more, the anaesthetist 

would give me more, I could feel like him putting another bottle or whatever it 

was he was doing, you know, something else would happen at my hand. And then 

I would drift o ff  again and then I  would come back again. And there was a cyst as 

well, they discovered a cyst on one o f  my ovaries and they drained that. So, 1 

heard the discussion about that as well and you know how many eggs they’d  

found on each side and things like that. So, that wasn 7 very pleasant.

Linda Cole, Interview 2

F: ...when 1 had the eggs removed it was horrendous, because I  could feel 

everything, it was like they just plucked, I  think I had fourteen and it was like they,

I could feel them ju st plucking each one away, so that was awful i t ’s like

twilight, you ’re, like I  was awake, I  could hear them talking saying here’s this, the 

number whatever, but I was like, I  knew 1 was, f f e l t  like 1 was crying but I  was, I  

couldn 7 move. So they didn 7 give me enough but then I  spoke to them about that 

and the next time they did it, it was great they gave me obviously a higher dose. 

But it was probably the most painful thing I ’ve gone through.

Nicola Campbell, Interview 1

Lyn Glover was dreading undergoing another egg retrieval as her first had been a very

unpleasant experience. Lyn had informed the clinic o f  this, and they intended to rectify
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the problem. However, for her second egg retrieval during the interviewed cycle her 

sedation was too heavy and she was ill in the aftermath. Lyn recalled the labour and 

caesarean section birth o f her daughter as a less difficult experience than the two 

retrievals.

F: And I  was obviously put under sedation and they started to collect them and I  

came around actually because I, you know I  d idn’t have enough so I, that's the bit 

I ’m dreading more than anything else in the world, I ’d  rather have a baby again 

with no epidural than do that again, it was awful because I  could feel it and I  was 

trying to tell them but I  couldn ’t really get anyone's attention you know and 

eventually when they realised what I was trying to say they obviously gave me 

more sedation 

Lyn Glover, Interview 1

F: Well, I  told them that I  was dreading it and told them Fd woken up before and  

the anaesthetists gave me more whatever the thing is they give you, so I  d idn ’t feel 

a thing. I  think I  was a bit out o f  it for a while afterwards.

M: Lyn was King o f  the World when she came out, she wanted to buy all the drugs 

and she wanted to

F: This is great gear [laughs] felt great 

M: Full o f  chat

F: But cm about five hours later I  was really sick you know after an anaesthetic 

y o u ’d  be a bit dodgy so I  was really sick after it. Em it isn 't pleasant, like it isn ’t a 

pleasant experience. I  still think having a caesarean is nicer than it and tha t’s 

saying a lot [laughs] Em yeah I  know, because I  basically took to the bed for the 

day now and it wasn 7 pain, I  wasn ’t in pain or anything it was ju st 

M: You were sick 

F: [felt awful, yeah.

The Glovers, Interview 2
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Nine other women reported they were either sick or in pain in the hours or days after the 

egg retrieval when the anaesthetic had worn-off. Stomach pain and light-headedness were 

the most comm on complaints. Two w om en’s blood pressure dropped in the afterm ath o f  

the procedure; Marie W alker was instructed to visit a cardiologist and Fran Whelan was 

put on a drip for a few hours.

F: I don’t really know what happened. I felt really dizzy and really faint.

M: And you were grey.

F: And then the anaesthetist was really, after it I didn V really know they were that 

worried, I kept saying 'Can I go now? ’ and they were ‘No we ’II just keep you ’

M: She was there ages because they gave her oxygen and they gave her more 

fluids and all that kind o f  thing. Fd say you were about an hour, an hour and a 

half extra.

F: Yeah

M: And then when she was in the with the fan, try to cool her down and 

F: As soon as 1 sat up it was ooh, Fd lie, fa ll hack down.

M: Yeah

F: The anaesthetist said that my heart rate, my blood pressure dropped, my heart 

rate dropped and it stopped and missed a couple o f  beats and things so it was 

kind o f

M: So you've to go and see a cardiologist.

F: Yes, yeah

M: You never had anything like this before.

F: They don’t think i t ’s actually a cardiac problem, it was probably a reaction to 

the anaesthetic but that was a bit traumatic.

M arie W alker, Interview 2

The determination to return to the life course from the point o f  deviation ensured that 

women would not only endure the discomfort o f egg retrieval, but would return to 

undergo further IVF treatm ents to attain the desired parenthood status.
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Semen Retrieval

The time o f  semen retrieval is the first point o f  contact for the male partner with the 

IVF/ICSI cycle. Until this time all the medical focus has been on the female body. 

Although men might attend the clinic for each appointment with their partners and assist 

in giving injections, their bodies have no role in the process until the tim e o f  sample- 

giving. Their role thus far is to be a support for their partner. When they are included in 

the cycle, their role is the lesser event on the day o f  gamete-harvesting; the woman is 

having a quasi-surgical procedure at the same tim e and the focus remains on the female. 

The male role involves no medical intervention or pain, in fact it is considered sexually 

pleasurable.^^ However, there is a tim e element to semen retrieval -  men must produce a 

fresh sample, and are under some considerable pressure to do so, while their female 

partners are under anaesthetic. This is the one part o f  treatm ent they are needed for, and 

their role is considered an easy one. However, if they do not produce a sample and one o f  

good quality, the entire cycle is jeopardised and all the discom fort that their female 

partners have experienced is wasted. There is a great contrast between male and female 

roles during an IVF/ICSI cycle; men were acutely aware o f  their perceived lesser position 

in this process.

When asked about giving the sample for the interviewed cycle, men compared their role 

to that o f  their wives; consistently stating that their role was minor in comparison. It was 

apparent that men viewed the treatment as being in the female domain and they were 

bystanders.

M:... i t ’s harder for Beth because Beth has, Beth has to like hear the brunt o f  it, 

Beth has to take, has to be impregnated, she has to lie there with the stirrups up, I 

just have to hold her hand and look doe-eyed at her kind o f thing sometimes you 

know, I mean it's easy fo r  me I  just have to deposit an amount sort o f  thing 

Craig Gibson, Interview 1

A lthough it did not occur in this sam ple, i f  m en do not produce any sperm  a testicular operation could be  
undertaken to  rem ove gam etes from  the m ale body. T he risk o f  this operation is erectile  d isfunction . The  
fem ale  partner w ill still have to undergo eg g  retrieval
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M: No pain no I  feel a hit guilty actually  Em well, ju s t there’s nothing much

to do only one little thing and eh I  know th a t’s nature hut its eh 

Philip Campbell, Interview 2

As already outlined, Ken Smith was uncomfortable with IVF as a treatment, and during 

the process was also unsure what he should do and what was going on. Ken felt that Ruth 

had an advantage over him in that it was happening to her body and also because she 

came from a healthcare background. Her role was clearly defined and was understood.

M: ... it was very traumatic, very emotional, very> nervous, very uncomfortahle, 

didn V like heing in there at all, w asn’t sure what was going on, d idn ’t understand 

it, went through it, didn 7 know M’hether I should be at home or in work or 

whatnot and 1 just, I  don 7 know.

Ken Smith, Interview 1

Other men echoed this sentiment. They felt distant from the clinic and the treatment. Men 

recalled being treated as anonymous sperm donors (Lee Walsh, Interview 2). They were 

peripheral and in unfamiliar territory.

M: Well, 1 suppose to a certain extent you know, you 're sort o f  isolated from the 

core treatment or whatever, you ’re not an active participant in H like. 1 wasn 7 

taking any o f  the injections; 1 wasn 7 obviously at the receiving end so you ’re very 

much a passive participant really in it really at this stage.

Andy Green, Interview 2

Ray Kenny felt that his role was side-lined in favour o f  his wife’s, although their 

infertility was male factor.

F: ...I know Ray is ju s t kind o f  seen as a sperm donor I  suppose.

M: Joh done and you 're out, yeah.

F: You know they do fo rget.......
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M: ... I  do still fe e l as well that the emphasis is very female-orientated as well. 

Like a lot o f  the emphasis is on the woman the general consensus o f  the world is 

you know what 1 mean ah i t ’s a woman thing, you 're a donor 

The Kennys, Interview 2

Men’s chief concerns were how their wives would react to the medication, procedures 

and the outcome.

M: That’s the only thing that kind o f  worries me is like the effect on Paula you  

know. S he’s a very strong person. But eh, she did like get depressed or whatever 

kind o f  and i f  it did like, I  know there is various side-effects that M’e've been told 

from  the treatment so like, she ’d  obviously be strong enough to tell me i f  she 

wanted to stop or anything but like I 'd  still be kind o f  worried in that respect you  

know what I  mean, the side-effects and s tu ff because obviously like having 

children is very important but i t ’s not as important as Paula, at all, so, like I  want 

us to go through the process and I  hope its successful hut its not at all costs, not 

by any means, from my point o f  view anyway 

Fergal Sheridan, Interview 1

Two men particularly mentioned how they appreciated what their wives were going 

through during the IVF/ICSI cycle to get them as a couple-unit back on the expected life 

course o f being parents.

M: Well I  must say that I ’ve appreciated the efforts o f  my wife made getting up in 

the middle o f  the night and all that sort o f  stuff.

Barry Gill, Interview 2

M: ...Just going through the whole cycle I  was ju s t so proud o f  you because i t ’s 

ju s t like ‘wow going through this ’ and i t ’s so easy being the man and there isn 7 

anything to do like you ju s t have to, but I ’ve seen you do all the s tu ff you know 

Peter Daly, Interview 2
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Therefore, the male and female roles are juxtaposed. Women are principally responsible 

for the use o f medication and policing of their bodies to maximise the potential o f these 

reproductive technologies. The medical gaze is firmly fixed on the woman’s reproductive 

organs (references to a medical or clinical gaze throughout in principally associated with 

the work o f Foucault, 1973). Men’s experiences are o f concern for their wives role, and 

their position is perceived as passive and marginal. Mason’s (1993) work with men who 

were infertile similarly describes men’s feelings o f powerlessness and a loss o f control 

during IVF treatment as men are sidelined in the focus on the female body. Mason asserts 

that physicians deliberately marginalise the male partners to retain control as a 

paternalistic figure.

W aiting for F ertilisation

This section discusses the aftermath o f egg and semen retrieval as couples received the 

news about how many embryos had been created. The chain o f positive events could be 

broken. Until this point, eggs had developed as hoped on the ovaries and the retrievals 

had appeared successful. Preliminary news about fertilisation could also be positive, but 

survival o f all embryos until transfer was unlikely and disappointing. IVF/ICSI treatment 

is one o f ever diminishing returns; the number of eggs on the ovaries will often be more 

than the viable eggs retrieved, the numbers fertilised will be less again, and by the day of 

transfer there should be a further drop-off in numbers. There is a possibility that couples 

would have no fertilised eggs for transfer. Couples who had previously been through 

IVF/ICSI treatment were aware of this during the interviewed cycle, but for couples who 

were doing their first fresh cycle the attrition rates often came as a surprise

Couples hoped to have surplus embryos from each fresh cycle to facilitate future frozen 

cycles and the expansion o f their families. Embryos are comtitutively promissory 

(Thompson 2005); they embody potential and promise. Cryopreservation is insurance for 

further attempts at parenthood. For couples undergoing IVF treatment, the point of 

embryo creation and transfer is a milestone. Sandelowski (1993) describes IVF treatment 

as a series of pregnant moments. As treatment progresses and couples get past each
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phase, hope builds and creation and transfer o f embryos to the uterus is the penultimate 

milestone. IVF can be experienced as an obstacle course (Franklin 1997) or as hurdles 

(Monach 1993) meaning that each stage o f treatment can be experienced as success or 

failure in the pregnancy trail (Parry 2006). Breaking o f continuity in the pregnancy trail 

is disrupted reproduction (Becker, 1997), a continuation o f the early experiences o f 

infertility.

M: ...they collected fourteen and I  think eleven were fertilised or something like 

that. I  remember it was very high and M>e were thinking ‘God tha t’s loads, this is 

going to be great. ’ And 1 think the next day there was only two.

F: There was none suitable to freeze and I  think we got a shock then, we went ‘Oh 

my God. ’

M: How did that happen yeah? I  think that was the first time it ever hit that the 

idea o f  anything

F: That you could go through all o f  that and not even have a transfer at the end, 

that was kind o f  ‘Oh Shit. ’ That had never dawned that that could happen.

M: Yeah, that any o f  this could fail.

The Walkers, Interview 2

The Glovers had success on a previous IVF cycle, and had presumed that they would 

succeed on their interviewed cycle. However, as the number of fertilised eggs dropped 

they began to realise that success was not automatic and they appreciated how fortunate 

they had been in their earlier cycle.

M: Eight frozen and there was, I  was thinking like what are we going to do with 

them?

F: What are we going to do, have eight babies! flaughing] Poor foo l

M: I really thought like, I  was thinking like, you know what do we do i f  and i f

there's twins in the middle o f  Jesus what are we going to do and fucking, like the
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old woman in the shoe or something and then when it doesn’t work and slowly it 

sinks in that i t ’s not something that’s automatic and makes you appreciate [child] 

Lyn Glover, Interview 3

Frozen cycles frequently proved very disappointing for couples as few fertilised eggs 

survived the thawing process. However, all couples wanted to have fertilised eggs to 

freeze as this would mean that they could either have a sibling for their child from the 

fresh cycle, or they could try again without having to go through an entire fresh cycle.

Embryo Transfer^^

This section discusses experiences o f  placing em bryo(s) in w om en’s uteruses. Generally, 

this was not painful, but it was significant as this was the closest that many couples had 

come to pregnancy. The outcome was perceived as beyond either their, or the clinic’s 

control, the outcome was dependent on ‘nature’ which had now blended with technology. 

Embryos are referenced as ‘returning’ to the body, however embryos were not removed 

from the body — fertilisation was in vitro. Embodiment occurred extra-corporeally 

(Becker, 2000).

Almost all women described embryo transfer experiences as unproblematic; it did not 

cause any pain. However for three women the process rather than the transfer caused 

pain. For the interviewed cycle, Kim Jones had been in pain since egg retrieval and this 

pain was intensified by the speculum needing to be moved on three occasions for 

transfer. The physicians could not find Vicky Fitzgerald’s cervix and had trouble 

threading the catheter on her first cycle. However a mock transfer in the interim had 

revealed a tilted womb, and with this knowledge the second transfer was not painful. 

Physicians also had trouble threading the catheter into Leah M urphy’s uterus. Leah also 

found the process painful due to the requirem ent to have a full bladder and the ultrasound 

pressing down on her abdomen. Additionally Leah felt exposed and undignified by the 

process. This sentiment was echoed by Sinead Young and Beth Gibson. The medical

”  The word em bryo is used inter-changeably w ith  the term fertilised  e g g (s). T his is m irroring the language  
o f  both the coup les and the c lin ic
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gaze was focussed on the process, leaving the woman particularly exposed as physicians, 

nurses and embryologists were concentrated on the space between the woman’s legs 

rendering the woman invisible, although highly self-conscious. Women, without a sense 

o f control, were not so much engaged in ontological choreography (Cussins, 1996; 

Thompson, 2005), but rather were ambulant pelvises (Oakley, 1988).

F:...they had me ready on the table fo r  ages before they started and my legs were 

in the air and the blanket wasn ’t covering me and I  pu t it down a few times and  

somebody came along and put it up again and they were ju st all walking around

The embryologist the first time stood sort o f  beside me and she was talking to me 

and not down at the end and sort o f  respecting my em, dignity I  suppose in a way 

whereas the second time she just stood down in front o f  me you know when my 

legs were up and there’s no need for her to be there you know to be standing 

there as such, she was not going to be doing anything down there so those sort o f  

things do get to you when they d o n ’t consider you know your feelings like that em, 

yeah I mean it helps when you can see them and they do, I  mean they are good for 

the most part but sometimes they ’re ju s t not and I suppose i t ’s because they 're 

ju s t so used to the I  d on ’t know they 're ju st obviously not thinking at times.

Leah Murphy, Interview 1

F: I  went in fo r  transfer I  went into the room and the doctor was there and 

someone else was there and there was an open door with two other people outside 

there and I  wasn 7 sure whether they were going to be part o f  this procedure or 

not and then 1 was told, strip o ff  and so I  fe lt really exposed.

M: Every’one was standing there.

F: Everyone was standing there and I  had to sort o f  take o ff  my jeans and my 

panty and kind o f  walk over to the bed and climb up onto the bed and f f e l t  you

know with all this going on and I  ju s t felt really e xp o sed  so that was a bit

uncomfortable

The Youngs, Interview 2
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F :... I f  I  ever do get pregnant, giving birth will he no problem because honest to 

God all modesty goes out the window, it's like (laughs). Oh my God i t ’s  you know 

legs in the air, spotlight and everything and i t ’s ju s t oh God.

Beth Gibson, Interview 2

For couples with reproductive impairments who do not have an opportunity to become 

pregnant in any given month, the moment o f discovering they have transferred embryos 

is highly significant as this may be their only chance at becoming pregnant. Sandelowski 

(1993) describes this as ambiguous conception-, there is a pregnancy continuum which is 

experienced prospectively by couples undergoing IVF/ICSI treatment. Thus, in these 

circumstances, embryos are valued outcomes of treatment; their creation is the possible 

precursor to a much desired pregnancy and they are frequently considered as potential, or 

actual, life.

M: At some point in time it kind o f goes out o f  their hands, they can get you up to 

a certain point hut there is some spark o f  magic to it as well.

Jason Young, Interview 2

Two women described how the weeks prior to the embryo transfer culminated in the 

moment the transfer took place and they became very emotional at that point. The weeks 

leading up to this point had been regimented and scheduled according to medication and 

clinic appointment times. Time was the dominant factor in these weeks, as clock time 

needed to be constantly watched. The intensity of this time and the dedication required by 

the couples meant that this time passed quickly. However, the sixteen day wait to do a 

pregnancy test, when couples had no contact with the clinic was to prove to be an 

experience o f slowed time. Adam (1995) in the opening quotation to this chapter outlines 

how time drags during waiting periods; this is the time o f enforced idleness. Not only 

were couples waiting for the highly significant treatment outcome, but women were also 

being particularly careful to not disturb the implantation process through over-exertion; 

the treatment was not even momentarily forgotten during these sixteen days as women
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tried to protect their embryos. Any exertion prior to a negative outcome would result in 

self-blame.

Sixteen days

This section discusses the two-week wait to do a pregnancy test. This experience was o f 

slowed time; as couples became impatient for an answer. This was heightened for women 

who were not only m onitoring their bodies for signs o f pregnancy or for signs o f  the 

onset o f  menses, but also as they were body-watching and self-policing to ensure they did 

not jeopardise the outcome.

After an intensive four-week (or m ore) period o f  contact with the clinic - involving daily 

trips, medication, scans and anxiety about getting to the next phase o f  treatm ent - in the 

wait after embryo transfer couples were on their own. There was no regime to follow, 

except for a twice-daily vaginal gel. They simply had to wait until either the w om an’s 

period arrived or the sixteenth day to do a pregnancy test, whichever arrived first and 

would provide an outcome answer. These sixteen days were the longest and most arduous 

part o f treatment for all couples except the Tylers who felt the nasal spray phase was 

worse. The combination o f  waiting to find out if they were pregnant or not after years o f  

trying to conceive and the sudden ceasing o f  activity after the flurry o f  the previous 

weeks made this time feel as if  it was passing by particularly slowly. Women wished to 

protect their potential foetus so their idleness was enforced by a need to rest and not over

exert. During this time, the outcom e obviously played on couples’ minds to a great 

extent. Couples were determined to not be too excited so that their disappointm ent would 

not be so great, but were still trying to maintain a positive attitude as they believed this 

could affect the outcome. During this tim e women were more likely to think about the 

treatment at more regular intervals than men. As with other aspects o f  the treatment, this 

was happening to the w om an’s body and she was increasingly conscious o f  ensuring she 

did not jeopardise a positive outcom e and was paying attention to any bodily changes.

All women in this sample used a vaginal gel as recommended by the clinic to support a 

potential pregnancy. The gel was inserted in the morning and again at night-time. As with
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her earlier experience with IVF m edication, Eva W alsh found that the progesterone in the 

vaginal gel caused her eczem a to flare up. Once more, physically women did not object 

to using the gel, instead any com m entary on it simply stated that it proved awkward 

during the day-time due to  leakages.

F: Yeah, i t ’s OK i t ’s like when you have thrush like i t ’s a bit o f  a pain like hut you 

know what I mean like having to use the, during the day i t ’s actually OK at night 

but during the day because i t ’s kind o f you know comes down and that kind o f  

thing.

Jean Tyler, Interview 2

As with the treatment phases already discussed, couples were concerned that they did 

everything correctly so that a negative treatm ent outcom e could not be attributed to any 

action or inaction on their part; they could have no regrets. The transfer from in vitro to in 

vivo meant that the boundary between the laboratory and the womb blurred the 

distinction between both as incubators. It was thought that at this early stage o f  their 

development ( if  still present in the body), these embryos could be affected by exertion or 

an unhealthy diet. It was frequently these attem pts to protect their embryos that 

contributed to the feeling o f  tim e slowing down, as women tried to avoid their usual 

routines and activities.

Amy Green was kept awake concerned about her correct usage o f  the vaginal gel during 

this sixteen day wait, and made a connection with pregnancy concerns. Amy saw a 

commonality between this phase when couples would not know if they were pregnant 

and when a pregnancy was confirmed and couples (particularly women) would feel the 

need to protect the foetus.

F: ...and one time the gel seemed to come out fairly soon afterwards. So, I had a 

spare one so kind o f  I gave myself a hit extra hut then you kind o f wake up in the 

middle o f  the night thinking God what have I done, maybe I  shouldn't have done 

that. So, I can see how people even end up doing things like, a friend o f mine said
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once she had two glasses o f  wine when she was pregnant and she said the guih  

she felt afterwards. I  eoidd fee l it the other night because Andy has a cold and he 

was tossing and turning and I  was sitting there in cold sweats going ‘Jakers, 

maybe I  shouldn't have done that [Laughs] Maybe I  put in too much, maybe I  

didn ’t have enough, maybe I ’ve thrown the whole thing away, which is kind o f  

ridiculous because I  mean, you know i f  you don 7 have enough that's, you need 

your progesterone to sustain the pregnancy. But I  can sort o f  see now how people 

when they are pregnant often won't do certain things purely because o f  the guilt 

you ’re going to fe e l afterwards.

Amy Green, Interview 2

if  the cycle failed they wanted to be confident that it could not be attributed to personal 

irresponsibility. A negative outcome would not be blamed on the failure o f  medical 

science, instead blame would be apportioned to the sphere over which women have some 

control -  their own actions.

F :... I think all I'm  worried about is I  d o n ’t want to be in the situation where i f  

i t ’s negative that I  think, oh shit I shouldn 7 have done or I  did too much or I  

fucked  up somewhere along the way, excuse my French sorry, that's my worry 

that you know I shouldn 7 have, gone up that ladder that day or I  shouldn 7 have, 

but you know i t ’s just it is, and i t ’s kind of. It kind o f  feels like I have a

responsibility now  you kind o f  are worried about everything

Joan Brady, Interview 2

F: You see that's what I  fin d  hard is that I'm  afraid to do anything, you know even 

going fo r  a walk I ’m kind o f  afraid that it might be too much well not now like a 

slow walk or whatever hut I  would be afraid. I ’m afraid to do anything these two 

weeks I  ju s t keep thinking I  ju s t have to take it easy and you know do as little as 

possible. So tha t’s where 1 think i t ’s easier fo r  the man, he can go out and go to 

the gym and take his mind o f  it, you know. I  have to live through every second o f  it
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really because you re ju s t watching everything you know. I  mean you know I ’d  

love to be able to go out.

Beth Gibson, Interview 2

Joan Brady and Beth Gibson echo this sentiment outlined by Amy Green; that the 

outcome could be influenced by one’s own activities and to avoid any potential future 

regret, it was best to precisely follow, or go beyond, the clinic’s instructions. This was 

mirrored by all women in this sample. In addition, Beth Gibson outlines how women are 

not permitted any distraction from the sixteen days as a waiting time. They cannot forget 

that they are waiting to find out if they are pregnant or not, because in forgetting they 

might do something that they later regret, they must live every second  o f this wait.

F: ...I stayed in bed fo r  4 days I basically ju s t got up to go to the toilet and eat. My 

friends M’ere very, Philip M’as kind of, you changed your days around and eh so I  

ju s t know every show on TV and every repeat and, so I've done very little haven 7, 

done any housework or anything since [laughs]

Nicola Campbell, Interview 2

Aside from being careful about physical exertion, women were also careful about their 

diets; avoiding alcohol, eating organic and non-processed produce and avoiding foods 

that are contraindicated for pregnancy. At this early stage, most women conceiving 

through sexual intercourse would not know that they are pregnant and therefore would be 

unlikely to be as careful as these women who knew they had fertilised eggs placed in 

their uteruses. However for these women this may be one o f their few opportunities to 

become pregnant and they felt the need to guard their fertilised eggs much as they would 

a foetus.

F: The eating tends to he a bit o f  a worry fo r  me anyvt'ay, Fm always, Fm just 

thinking about am I  eating the right things and you know that sort o f  thing and  

counting the amount o f  fru it I had today and making sure Fm not eating soft 

cheese or you kmnv that sort o f  thing.

Leah Murphy, Interview 2
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Bearing in mind the high failure rate o f  IVF/ICSl, the majority o f couples in this sample 

would already have ‘lost’ their fertilised eggs, but this would not be confirmed until the 

arrival o f  menstrual blood or a negative pregnancy test on day sixteen, whichever would 

come first.

In addition to the actions typically associated with pregnant women; being careful o f  

exertion and their diets, women in this sample also engaged in activities that were 

particular to the IVF/ICSl experience. Internet chat rooms provided advice on additional 

measures that could be taken to assist fertilised eggs to implant in the lining o f  the uterus. 

Shilling (2002) states that health-related information is second only to pornography as a 

subject searched on the internet; the informed patient feels less helpless, and the internet 

provides an anonymous forum for stigm atic illnesses. Although women may have been 

dubious about some o f  these claims, they acted on them anyway, again to avoid any 

future regret and to assist conception in whatever way possible. The most common advice 

that many women in this sample picked up from internet websites was to keep their feet 

warm after transfer and to drink pineapple juice. As Kim Jones describes, it gave her 

something to focus on and gave her a sense o f  control over a process that was entirely 

outside o f  her control.

F: . . .  Well, the hot feet thing is supposedly meant to work because i t ’s meant to 

keep your circulation going and all that hut I  think the pineapple juice is 

supposed to he an old wives tale. That has ju s t kind o f  spread around the hoards 

and everyone does it and I  did it even though I  know that its ruhhish, 1 ju st did it 

anyrway ju s t in case [laughs] superstition I  suppose.

Lyn Glover, Interview 2

F: 1 mean F d he lost without the internet you know and this whole thing ahout 

drinking pineapple ju ice and keeping your feet warm and its all old wives tales 

hut you feel that you are doing something, that keeps you a hit sane you know 

Kim Jones, Interview 2
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Much as Kim Jones elicits that she felt she needed to take some action to feel she had 

control over the process, other couples recounted how little control they really had. For 

the preceding four or more weeks, medical science had total control o f  the female body. 

A fter transfer the clinic had relinquished control and now it was up to ‘nature’ to follow 

through on what had been achieved so far. The female body was synonymous with this 

‘natural’ phase, and therefore blame could be reapportioned back onto the patient; the 

rational clinical scientific reproductive technology could not err.

F:...there was a hit o f an anti-climax like you know the way yo u ’ve kind o f  built 

yourself up for this moment and then suddenly in three-quarters o f  an hour its 

kind o f  all over. And I suppose I ’d have preferred the quality to be a bit higher but 

em I suppose you come home and there’s kind o f  there's nothing, its kind o f up to 

nature now.

Amy Green, Interview 2

M: ...you know at this stage i t ’s out o f  their hands really i t ’s you know whether it 

works or not but i t ’s not anything to do with the IVF.

Jason Young, Interview 2

As the flurry o f  clinic activity quickly dissipates tim e slowed to a standstill during these 

sixteen days. Women were constantly vigilant to signs that they were pregnant or signs 

that their period was arriving. Symptoms o f both o f  these are similar and almost 

impossible to extrapolate, for example breast tenderness can be a sign o f  both pregnancy 

and the onset o f a menstruation. It was rare for a menstrual bleed to occur in the first ten 

days, so women were left waiting over a week before getting an answer. During this time, 

women were focussed both on their biological cycle -  m easuring time o f their (hopefully 

absent) menstrual cycle and paying attention to the rhythm s o f  their bodies -  while also 

paying attention to calendar time -  waiting for day sixteen.
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Almost all women described being conscious o f  pregnancy or period signs. Nicola 

Campbell described the effect this had on her mood, when she thought she was pregnant 

she was in excellent form but when she began to think that her period was arriving, her 

mood altered. The potential outcome came into N icola’s mind every hour.

F: . . .  I  said tha t’s it I  know I ’m pregnant I ’m pregnant and then I  got really, 

something happened on Sunday 1 got really periody and something else happened, 

I  ca n ’t remember, my brain, my boobs had been very sore they kind o f  w eren’t, I  

got really sort o f  down-in-the-dumps then, I  had a bit o f  a whinge, but apart from  

that then 1 don  ’/  know, one hour I  think I  might be pregnant and the next hour I

think no I'm  not so there's nothing I can do you know. Just wait  Well it's on

my mind every’ hour it comes into my mind you know 

Nicola Campbell, Interview 2

F :... especially I  think when you get over the firs t week over day seven sort o f  you  

d o n ’t know what to think and you ’re looking out at least I  am any^way fo r  any sign 

at all that's going to tell me something you know, you ’re ju s t checking everything 

Leah Murphy, Interview 2

Leah supplemented this looking for bodily signs with taking her temperature every 

m orning, hoping that she would be able to gauge a pregnancy or the onset o f  a period. 

Sinead Young described going inside her body to look for signs that she was pregnant, 

and comm ents on the effect o f this time on one’s mental health.

F:...every morning you wake up thinking please let me not have had a bleed, 

please, please, please and every time you fe e l a little cramp or something you 

think oh no this is it my period is starting and y o u ’re ju s t like a basket case you 

know y o u ’re ju st so inside your body trying to listen to every little thing inside 

your body, like w hat’s that is that the beginning o f  it ? Is that my period starting? 

Sinead Young, Interview 1
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Beth Gibson, Kate Kenny and Karen Wilson were unsure o f  the messages they were 

getting from their bodies. They did not know if their bodies were telling them that they 

were pregnant, that a period was due or if, as in the case o f  Kate, their bodily upset was 

attributable to the preceding weeks o f disruption to the usual routine.

F :... It is very hard, I  have to say because you ’re ju s t conscious o f  every little 

twinge and then you ’re saying am I  imagining that, is that me or you know was it 

a twinge and like i f  y o u ’d  asked me yesterday I  would have said no there’s no way 

i t ’s going to work you know because I  was getting a lot o f  pains, you know the 

usual and then, so you ju st ca n ’t. Apparently you know you can get pains with it 

so.

Beth Gibson, Interview 2

F; Yeah. And I  think I ’m the one tha t’s going right now ‘God my boobs are sore 

now is that a period or is that because you ’re pregnant ’. Right now, like I ’m 

feeling a hit queasy now am I  feeling queasy because I  'm after thinking am I  

feeling queasy you know. Do you know you 're going around like that?

M: Iju st nod and agree yes love, yeah

F: Right my stomach is very bloated so is that because I ’m getting like a period or 

is that ju s t because I was doing fecking nothing in the last weeks and weeks where 

usually I  go fo r  a walk fo r  an hour every day and you know so th a t’s kind o f  you  

know.

The Kennys, Interview 2

F:... I was, I mean I was you know, feeling every twinge in my stomach and 

thinking ~ Oh God what does that mean and what does this mean  -  and every time 

you go to the loo y o u ’re looking fo r  blood and, y o u ’re even going to the toilet 

because you think - I'm  bleeding. I ’m bleeding — I'm  going to the toilet to check, 

[laughter] I  mean it just gets ridiculous but I ’m not quite so bad at the moment. I  

think it was actually because Jack spoke to a fr iend  o f  ours who's had children 

and he said to me that having talked to her she said that the symptoms o f
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pregnancy w eren’t unlike the symptoms o f  having a period anynvay so I ’m 

thinking -  ok so maybe those twinges are good signs 

Karen Wilson, Interview 2

From the beginning o f  the infertility experience, women had lost their perceived control 

over their own bodies, now as they were potentially coming to the end o f  this experience 

they were attempting to engage and learn to read their bodies messages once more.

As mentioned, the sixteen day wait was considered the worst element o f  the IVF/ICSI 

experience. This highlights how much couples were willing to endure to achieve 

parenthood. IVF/ICSI is uncomfortable, disruptive and intrusive. Despite what they had 

been willing to put themselves through for the preceding weeks, not to mention the 

investigations, tests and previous cycles, this time when there was no medical 

intervention or pain was the worst as this was when their hopes would be realised or 

dashed. This was the absolute end point o f  their last chance saloon. Waiting to find out 

whether they would become parents or not during this particular cycle was 

uncomfortable, and made time feel like it was passing too slowly. There was little that 

couples could do during this time, they had been consistently engaged with conception 

and fertility medicine for over twelve months, waiting to get an answer or waiting for the 

next phase o f  a treatment or a test, but now they were in a time void, when nothing could 

be done but to wait to fmd out if they were going to be rejoining the life course from the 

point o f  deviation.

F: In some ways the worst part is, I  often say, is the waiting, because there’s 

nothing to do and you ’re trying to notice every little twinge or twitch or whatever, 

is it good?

Bridget Duggan, Interview 1

F: Yes, yes, I ’m just living on my ner\>es now Noelle, i t ’s like you know. I f  i t ’s not 

going to happen please let me know sooner rather than later rather than 

prolonging it all you know. It would be ju st great i f  they could develop something
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that you could tell the day> after or whatever you know you didn 7 have to do that 

16 day wait

Beth Gibson, Interview 2

F: Aww it's crap like, you just want time to go quicker like [laughter]. It seems to 

he going so slow. This week is a hit quicker than last week, I  thought, like it was 

Just the longest week ever it was stupid now, and 1 thought, like 1 was saying  -  1 

wish I had a microscope to see what was going on — It was ju s t awful.

Liz Black. Interview 2

F: Yeah I  think when you are very active and you are doing the injections and you  

are in and out o f  the clinic and you 're doing something every day it flies in em I 

can ’/ believe 5 weeks have gone since we started it hut em this is the longest 

hardest hit o f  the process so fa r  anyway

M: Its heen an absolute nightmare to be honest with you

F: A nightmare, and its even more stressful than m’c imagined it would be.

[inaudible] the weekend. I 'll either be pregnant or I 'll be drunk one or the other

M: I can't wait till the weekend ju s t I  mean, either way, at this stage

F: I ju s t want it to be over

M: I  don V think I  could take much more stress.

Kim Jones, Interview 2

F: ...I t’s agonising, the whole thing really, i t ’s the worst hit is waiting now.

Karen Wilson, Interview 2

Hopes were raised as time wore on, and the fear that this was the day a bleed could occur 

made this time fraught. Slowed time became even slower time as anxiety and hope built. 

Adam’s ( 1995) temporality ofprocesses certainly did advance at various speeds.
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F: ...from here on in that's going to be the hardest now I  think because as time 

goes on as well you 're becoming more anxious because this is the time when 

things are either going to happen or they ’re not ~ the next few days 

Leah Murphy, Interview 3

I: And then how did the next 16 days go?

M: Head melting! [laughs]

F: The first week was not too bad, like he was o f f  for the 2 weeks as well so the 

first week w asn’t too bad. I  think the second week then we started kind o f  getting 

a bit more anxious and like waiting for day 16 to arrive 

The Clarks, Interview 3

M :... But we are very upbeat about this but we are ju s t trying to control our, how 

do you say, our expectations because what are we, day 5, we know each day is a 

victory

F: There’s another 11 days before we even do the test so 

M: Yes. They tell you this is the worst time and they weren 7 lying 

The Dalys, Interview 2

Alan and Linda Cole particularly articulated how this sixteen days was a time experience; 

for both o f  them it felt like a long wait and Linda described the sensation o f  time slowing 

down and stretching out in front o f  them as they waited for an answer.

M: A very long wait

F: Yeah and the second week I  got that bizarre sensation o f  time slowing down, 

you know, days seem to stretch and stretch [laughs] I  know other people find that 

as well but that was the second week 

The Coles, Interview 3

This sensation is particularly understandable considering how women were monitoring 

their bodies, and how much it dominated their thoughts. Nicola Campbell stated that she
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thought about the cycle every hour, and other women also stated how clock and calendar 

time impacted on the experience. They were counting off the days, and thinking about the 

outcome frequently throughout the day.

F:... I wake up everyday, actually several times a day I think what day is it today, 

what day is it today?

M: Has the pregnancy kicked in?

The Youngs, Interview 2

F:... like Fm not even sleeping properly at night time now to be honest like Fd  

wake up at 2 in the morning. I 'm even dreaming about it you know that way, i t ’s 

in my dreams so i t ’s just constantly on my mind. There’s not a minute of the day 

that I don 7 think about it and especially now because they say i f  i t ’s not going to 

work you 7/ get a period in the second week. So, you ’re just terrified you know 

that's really you ’re terrified so that’s where I  am.

Beth Gibson, Interview 2

The experience o f  IVF treatment as a disruptive loss o f  control (within the larger context 

o f  a life course disruption where order and control were also suspended), causing 

discomfort is evident throughout each phase discussed. Couples’ attempts to manage this 

process and regain control were apparent, and acted as supports to the ‘main’ event. The 

personal investment, as well as financial, demonstrates the lengths people were willing to 

go to overcome the principal life disruption -  infertility.

Aftermath

This section discusses the immediate aftermath o f  discovering the IVF/ICSl cycle 

outcome. For couples who did become pregnant, their immediate delight was tempered 

with caution -  there were still no guarantees that they would be rejoining the life course 

from the point o f  deviation. Their experiences are discussed in the following chapter. 

Couples for whom it failed focussed on taking a short break and considered their options 

- t h i s  principally involved planning for the next cycle.
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Couples recalled their immediate emotions upon discovering the cycle had failed. The 

disappointment was palpable, but couples focussed on what they would do in the 

immediate future to overcome their involuntary childlessness. The Jones’ decided against 

further treatment and to reassert control o f their lives, their options were now non- 

biological parenthood.

M: I  was holding onto every bit o f  hope.

F: Ben was hopeful and I  wasn 7

M: Until the last moment I  was holding on to everything.

F: You ’re afraid to build yourself up too much you know because i t ’s going to be 

a massive disappointment anyway but i f  you have yourself built up to think this is 

going to work and you know it doesn 7 it's a major fa ll but you know it ju st would 

have been a bit more realistic i f  we had known what you know what quality it

was Our priority now is try and control my endometriosis and just you know

try and have a 

M: Have a life

F: Have a life and yes general you know good health you know. So the adoption 

route is you know basically our only option now. You know, we coi4ld do egg 

donor but i t ’s ju s t not something we want to do 

The Jones’, Interview 3

Although being practical and making rational choices for the future, the Jones’ recalled 

how, a month after the cycle failed, over the Christmas period they became upset as they 

began to feel that they were being isolated from their peers for not having children.

F: ...And in fac t then I  didn 7 have a meltdown at all and I  didn 7 get upset at all 

fo r  about a month wasn 7 it? And then I think it was probably over Christmas and 

kind o f  early January ju s t when things were happening like you know stupid  

things fo r  example our Christmas dinner, I  don 7 know i f  you remember this and 

my mam said to my sister-in-law 'Oh your cousin blah blah is having a party fo r  

her child who is going to be one or two or something and you know you re
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invited And I  sat there waiting fo r  her to say ‘and you ’re invited too ’ and I  said 

'well do you have to have a child to be invited to parties these day’s ' and I  would 

never say something like that but I  was livid you know because this was fo r  me 

this vi'fl5 it kind o f  starting that I  was being left out now and Ben was being left out 

because we didn 7 have a child. So, I  think it was ju s t little things kind o f  got to me 

and then over Christmas.

Kim Jones, Interview 3

Ben became upset by the focus on the grandchildren during these holidays and attempts 

to reassure them that it would happen for them eventually. The perceived abnormal status 

o f involuntary childlessness, a deviation from an expected milestone on the life course, 

was becoming a reality.

Other couples described the experience in terms o f  loss; as being akin to a miscarriage -  

although aware that a miscarriage would be more upsetting as the pregnancy would have 

been confirmed and further along the gestation period.

F :...andyou can 7 compare it with a miscarriage but in another way i t ’s kind o f  

like a mini miscarriage really you know because you have, we got further that we 

ever got before 

Lisa Ford, Interview 3

F: ...I kept thinking OK tha t’s it, its over I ’m fine, I ’m on my way back up again, 

time to look to the future and this frozen embryo cycle and you know all those 

things. And I  would dip back down again and I  mean the counsellor said it is, i t ’s 

an early miscarriage, you are suffering a loss, you were carrying embryos, the 

embryos are dead, i t ’s a loss. And that was a help actually to have somebody say 

that

Linda Cole, Interview 3
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The Smiths did not intend on undergoing treatment again, therefore they had come to the 

end o f  the road for biological parenthood. Ruth described how Ken was angry and 

distraught in the aftermath o f  their final failed frozen cycle. The Smiths marked the end 

o f  their treatment with a candle ceremony to name their embryos.

F: I  often now, i f  I  hear som eone’s had a miscarriage I  think, oh I  lost six babies 

you know, that's really how it is fo r  me now and you underestimate, maybe y o u ’ve 

forgotten but you were very upset and very angry and very distraught, probably 

after Noelle was here you know which is a lot later than I  was so and that’s ju st I  

think what we tend to do, nearly take turns at being up or down.

F: We did, we had our little candles ju st did it here in the room, pretty much, 

same as we did the last time you know. A kind o f  a naming ceremony and that was 

it.

Ruth Smith, Interview 3

The Tylers were keen to emphasise that IVF treatment was not entirely traumatic for 

them and although initially disappointed, they were not unduly upset. They considered 

other people’s misfortunes to put their own in perspective, however Jean did describe it 

as more upsetting than the usual monthly disappointment as so much more had been 

invested on that cycle.

In the immediate aftermath, couples consoled themselves by considering how 

information from this cycle would improve the clinic’s knowledge o f  the couple’s 

reactions to treatment and help them to adjust the next cycle based on this information. 

Many couples consoled themselves in this way o f  thinking; that the cycle they had just 

undertaken did not really count but information derived from it would assist the next 

cycle. The cycle was positively reconstructed where the body is ultimately knowable 

(Throsby, 2004). Although treatment might be their last chance saloon they could remain 

at this point for some time to come, they could still hope.
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F: Ok like I  was idpset for a day or two or whatever but ju st I  kind o f  had m yself 

built up that it wouldn 7 work more so than it would, that was the way I  had been 

kind o f  dealing with it and again because it was the first time and everything else 

they say! a lot o f  the time it doesn ’/ work on the firs t time anyway. So, 1 kind o f  

was more expecting it not to work than I  was expecting it to work.

Paula Sheridan, Interview 3

F: Well, 1 suppose 1 got the advice o f  actually being told you know that you  

probably will have to do it three times, don't expect it to work the first time and  

that has helped like 1 have kept that in mind and so 1 M’asn V totally, totally 

devastated the first time or the second time, you know.

Fran Whelan, Interview 3

M: Yeah, we fe e l that maybe the firs t time was like a dry’ run or whatever and  

we ’re hoping the second time that the body will get used to it and say we 7/ not 

reject it or whatever and leave it; maybe leave nature take its way and hopefully 

it 7/ come out on our side.

Sean Moran, Interview 3

Couples had now returned to their original point o f  departure; they were still childless 

with no sign o f  resolution. However, this situation was constructed in a positive light -  

they had no recriminations, having done everything they possibly could. The hope was 

that the clinic would now have more information to tweak their treatment plan. Franklin 

(1997) describes IVF as a hope technology which rarely yields a satisfactory resolution. 

This hope is enabling as it facilitates persistence but is also disabling as the endpoint to 

treatment recedes and later regret is feared.

Getting back to usual routines was one o f  the key coping mechanisms employed by 

couples in the immediate aftermath o f  a failed cycle. Couples could not express their 

upset in every situation they encountered, for example displaying upset in the workplace 

would be inappropriate. Therefore couples attempted to appear as they usually would
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when amongst others. This face work and passing  (Goffman, 1963) would not betray any 

turmoil the individual could be experiencing and as a result the outward expression o f 

context-appropriate emotion was reflected inwards. In other words, by behaving as they 

usually would, couples were comforted by this acting role they took on and internalised it 

to feel less distraught. The air o f normalcy generated by this lent a genuine air o f 

normalcy for the couples as well as for their observers. The Sheridans had to attend a 

family party the day the cycle failed and fend o ff comments about their childlessness 

which they were able to cope with through behaving as they normally would, and was 

typically expected o f them.

M: ...she just brought me into a room and told me and I  was glad that there was 

other people around because I  could kind of, not forget about it but it kind o f  took 

my mind o f  it you know that kind o f  way.

F: ...There was one o f  my uncles, X, I  M>as out in the kitchen and he was ‘Ah are 

you ever going to get a move on? ’ and blah de blah you know and I had only kind 

o f  found  out that day m yself you know and I  just laughed it off, there’s nothing 

you know people don 7 think when they say things like that to you, you know. But, 

no I  Just kind o f  smiled and said ‘Ah you never know one o f  these days ’ or 

whatever you know. But I  suppose like there was so many people there that and  

m yself and my sister were after doing the fo o d  and that so I was ju s t kept more or 

less busy and then going around getting every>one drinks. And so 1 didn 't even 

really have time to think about it that day or that evening anyway.

The Sheridans, Interview 3

Kim Jones took solace in the necessity o f appearing professional in the workplace and 

feared her reaction if she went home upon getting her period. The Jones’ remained calm 

about the outcome until the Christmas holidays and then allowed themselves to become 

upset as already mentioned.
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F: ...I must have been up and down to the loo like about every 10 or 15 minutes 

kind o fju st knowing. And I  probably ju s t rang you then.

M: You rang me yeah. You couldn’t talk to me though. You rang me and ju st (old 

me the basics and you said you were staying in work instead o f  actually going 

home.

F: And he was like ‘go home ’

M: And 1 said to you well i f  you want to go home ju st go home, give me a ring and  

17/ come in and collect you.

F: Yes

M: And you said no, you said you can 7 talk now so you put the phone down.

F: 1 probably

M: You M’ere upset; 1 could hear it in your voice.

F: Yes, I probably thought i f  1 didn 7 ju s t kind o f  stay in work 1 would probably 

ju st have a hit o f  a breakdown i f  I went home.

The Jones’, Interview 3

The Powers described how they must behave as they normally would for the sake o f their 

child. Neither believed they could afford to get upset while they had someone dependent 

on them.

M: Just got up and you ju st have to get on with it. She wants to go to the pictures 

or she wants to go to wherever; you ju s t get on with it. Get up, get on with the day 

then as well. You ju st can 7 lie down and throw the head down.

F: Although, you ’d  want to sometimes.

M: You’d  want to yeah but you just can 7.

F: Yeah.

The Powers, Interview 3

However, the Powers also described how the continued failed cycles since the success o f 

the cycle in which they had their child affected their marriage and dominated their lives.
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Gemma described how they retreated into their own corners and went through the 

motions o f  daily life and interaction without being fully engaged.

The aftermath and couples’ plans for the future and their attempts to achieve their goal o f  

parenthood will be further explored in the next two chapters. It is suffice here to 

acknowledge the extent o f  upset brought about by failed cycles, but despite this, the 

willingness and determination to continue on the route to parenthood and to explore 

every avenue to avoid any future regret.

Conclusion

Therefore, IVF/ICSI cycles were experienced as short intense bursts o f  fertility activity, 

followed by the experience o f  prolonged time during the wait for day sixteen while 

control was negotiated between the clinic and the couple. The infertility experience 

would stretch beyond this initial cycle as couples intended to continue towards their goal 

o f  parenthood. Although IVF/ICSI was considered the last chance saloon, couples were 

willing to extend their infertility experience further with the intent o f  circumventing the 

stigma o f  childlessness despite the disruption, discomfort and loss o f  control experienced 

during the dominating experience o f  this intensive treatment. The experience o f  being in 

a liminal state while chasing biological clocks and negotiating with clinics and 

gatekeepers was prolonged through either further treatments or alternatives to biological 

parenthood. Childlessness was never on the agenda. As well as highlighting the intensity 

-  both in terms o f  the time experience and emotions -  this chapter has extrapolated the 

day-to-day experience o f  IVF treatment in real-time and this has shown the centrality o f  

women’s bodies and actions to this process while men are marginalised. However, both 

male and female partners are invested in the process as a unit.
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Chapter Five: Success, Renegotiation and the End of the R oad...?

Ironically, even when IVF is successful, the end o f  treatment is still not clearly 

marked, since the successful cycle may well provide the motivation to return to 

treatment to try fo r  a second child to ‘complete ’ the family. There is, therefore, no 

s e l f  evident, identifiable end to IVF treatment, but rather the point at which 

treatment ends is subjectively determined according to a wide range o f  factors, 

events and personal circumstances.

Throsby, Karen (2004: p. 162-3)

Thus far, this thesis has outlined the infertility experience from the assumption of an 

ordered life course progression through discovery and investigations to engagement with 

reproductive technologies. This and the next chapter discuss the aftermath o f the 

interviewed cycle. 1’his chapter discusses the experiences o f couples who became 

pregnant and continued to a live birth during the research period focussing on the 

emergence from treatment. In this, three key themes are addressed; the pregnancy 

experience as tentative, the perceived stigma o f being a one-child family and negotiation 

of fertility norms. The term ‘tentative’ as it relates to pregnancies is shared with Katz 

Rothman (1994). Katz Rothman refers to pregnancies generally within the context o f 

medicalisation as being constructed as ‘risky’, here it is being used in the same way, but 

along a continuum of medical intervention and anxiety due to previous experiences of 

reproductive loss. Through these themes, stigma is again highlighted, as well as the 

extended time o f the infertility experience. Existing in an ongoing liminal state, treatment 

does not conclude until a two child (plus) family is formed, as couples attempt to avoid 

the abnormality o f having an only child (Redshaw et al. 2007; Bowcock, 2008). The 

stigma associated with infertility must be shaken off while a new potential stigma o f a 

non-normal family size and under-reproducing must also be overcome. Once more, the 

time experience comes to the fore as couples race against the (female) biological clock to 

return to the clinic to undertake as many more treatments as may be necessary to 

complete their family. Due to this uncertainty of future treatment success, couples may
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need to undertake several cycles to ensure a complete family. The option o f  birth spacing 

is removed and this chapter documents the strains and anxieties o f  pregnancy and early 

parenthood and point towards how these may be exacerbated by having two (or more) 

young children in close age proximity and/or undertaking multiple cycles while caring for 

a young child(ren). The pressure o f  tim e is enacted again -  within the experience o f  

wanting to conform to perceived heteronorm ative roles as dictated by the assumed life 

course progression.

The literature is limited with regard to research on successful IVF/ICSI outcom es (this 

finding is echoed by Lepecka-Klusek and Jakiel, 2007; Redshaw et al., 2007); a broad 

literature search reveals that research in this area is generally around successful donor 

pregnancies and births, or longitudinal studies o f  children born through assisted 

technologies. Research with couples who have become biological parents through 

IVF/lCSl tend to be quantitative psychological studies (see Frances-Fisher and Lightsey 

Jr., 2003). Studies taking a qualitative approach investigating experiences and attitudes 

are rarer (Redshaw et al. 2007) and when research o f  this nature is completed, it tends to 

consider retrospective experiences o f  the treatm ent process after a time lag rather than the 

emergence from treatment per se. It is beyond the scope o f  this thesis to fully explore the 

parenthood experience in the aftermath o f  fertility treatment. Instead, this thesis is 

focussed on the infertility experience, and it is within this experience that parenthood is 

considered in this chapter.

Discovery

For couples who were successful (see table 5.1) although they were hopeful, they could 

not believe that they were the lucky ones when their pregnancy tests were positive. 

Women did multiple tests and were tem pering their excitem ent with knowledge that the 

IVF drug regime might interfere with test results. The boundaries between the body and 

reproductive technologies had blurred, with couples unsure where one ended and the 

other began.
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F :...I had brought a Clear Blue digital thinking OK that will really tell us either 

way and we did it and I  couldn 7 look at it and he was in the bathroom and the 

next thing I  hear this, oh my God, and I  ran in and he was getting excited and I  

was kind of, OK, OK, right, OK, it can 7 be happening, you know we can 7 be this 

lucky, it can 7, OK, maybe the hCG is still in my system because even though I ’d  

been on the internet trawling, internet is dangerous too, trawling to see how long 

the hCG should take to come out o f  my system, because I  was worried that it was 

going to be effecting the tests .......

M: I think we sort o f  done one every day then and it was getting stronger and 

stronger

Joan Brady, Interview 3

F: And em, f  found the wait awful like it was ju s t terrible, 1 was very hormonal 

and emotional and I didn 7 vi'o/7 till the Monday, I  did the test before then didn 7 

I? [M: yeah] And it was positive. [laughs]

M: She rang me.

F: But I  rang him in work like, 1 'm pregnant, 1 couldn 7 M’ait to get the test down 

so I could ring him and I was so excited hut I  said now we do have to wait till 

Monday because these hormones Vm taking could be all over the camp so but 

anyyvay, I  did it again Saturday and Sunday and Monday and I was definitely 

pregnant there was no em. [laughs]

M: She spent a fortune on tests.

F: 40 or 50 quid on tests, everyday I  was doing it but I  was pregnant so and then 

we rang up [clinic] on the Monday and they were thrilled you know with a 

positive result. Then we had to wait fo r  another tM’o, three weeks fo r  your seven 

week scan and em, 1 found  that nerve wracking it was awful, I  got very emotional, 

more so this time round because like M’e  have a child 1 understand the, 1 

understand what it is now do you know what Fm trying to say, i t ’s hard when you  

don 7 have a child you ’re in the blind, you really don 7 know. You want a child but 

you don 7, but now we have one and we want another one, I  even wanted it more
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ifyou  know what 1 mean so I  found  that very hard but the heartbeat was there and 

everything looked OK 

The Blacks, Interview 3

Liz Black reiterates the point made in the previous chapter -  that the sixteen wait was the 

most excruciating treatment phase. However, it can be seen that this extended beyond the 

sixteen days until the time o f the first scan. The anxiety that all hopes could be dashed 

lingered, particularly in light o f knowledge o f earlier reproductive failures. Couples were 

no longer innocent to potential negative outcomes following a positive pregnancy test; 

information that other couples would be naive to.

The Coxs could not believe that they were so lucky -  they had not anticipated any 

success with their frozen cycle. Nicola also tempered her hopes with knowledge o f the 

potential effects o f the IVF hormonal supports.

F: Yeah I  wanted to know and then you always fee l pregnant and you, oh yeah 

I ’m sure I ’m pregnant and you go, maybe not and then with all the hormones say 

you don 7 really know because they give, they give you all the hormones support, 

hut I  was very sick this time with the tablets that they had given me so em, no so it 

was great, it was a really nice surprise yeah. We thought like with the frozen  

embryo that the chances were really, really slim so.

M: IVe weren 7 building up our hopes anyway so.

F: Yeah I  remember because 1 woke up and I  thought oh I  ’II do it now, I  had to 

wait then until seven and then you would have been gone because Matt leaves

early so we tested like M’hen, at five  o ’clock  We did the same with [child] it

was like 3 o ’clock in the morning or something because you can 7 wait so and 

then you don 7 believe it, you go am I quite awake and do you see there? 

[laughing]

The Coxs, Interview 3
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At the time o f the third interview, couples were over the first twelve weeks o f their 

pregnancies -  the time by which a pregnancy is popularly considered outside o f the 

miscarriage ‘danger’ zone. Couples happily recounted their initial excitement at 

discovering they were pregnant despite particular knowledge that this excitement could 

be short-lived. They had technically overcome the final treatment hurdle. The life course 

continuity narrative could be restored; order was returned to chaos.

The domination o f IVF in daily life and its significance as a deviant milestone on the life 

course can be seen in the Greens reaction to the end o f treatment. They felt that despite 

success or failure they needed to mark the end o f their treatment. Happily, they had 

celebratory news also.

F: ...by Friday night 1 hadti 't hied I  was starting to get a little hit excited, and I  

was up a fa ir  hit, a few times going to the toilet, you do get urinary frequency, 

probably as much the drugs as the pregnancy, I  don t know. I t ’s hard to actually 

differentiate what could he early pregnancy, because y o u ’ve thought about that 

before, you know when y o u ’ve been trying, you think maybe 'God maybe this 

going to the toilet more often or I've more breast tenderness', and you certainly 

do when you 're on the drugs, hut it could all ju s t be the effect o f  the drugs. So, I 

kind o f  woke up at seven and I thought maybe I  haven't a fu ll enough bladder so I  

sort o f  hung on till eight and then I did the pregnancy test, and you claim I was 

making noises or something [laughs] in the bathroom. So, whether I  was kind o f  

unbeknownst to myself, because you are kind o f  shaking a little bit doing the test, 

you ’re waiting to see and then the second line appeared so that was great.

M: Terrific.

F: And Andy was kind o f  listening with his ear to see what the reaction vi'a^ going 

to be.

F: So, I  remember we were absolutely thrilled. Delighted at that stage and we 

arranged to go out for a meal that night. I  think we probably would have done it 

anyway because at that stage you almost feel you 're finished something. It's like 

you know, you kind o f  have to do something, you d o n ’t want to plan anything hut
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you want to go out and I  suppose kind o f  mark the occasion a bit, and it is, you  

know the cycle is over, the IVF is over at that stage. I t ’s kind o f  the last task 

y o u ’ve to carry out fo r  that.

The Greens, Interview 3

Boundaries of success and failure

Ruth Smith (Interview 1) noted that even the language around it [infertility], i t ’s all 

around failure and negativity. Ulrich and Weatherall’s (2000) respondents also objected 

to the negative words, phrases and metaphors around infertility, and similarly Letherby 

(1994) noted the problem with language. This thesis thus far has attempted to avoid the 

language o f ‘success’ and ‘failure’. However, in the absence o f more appropriate 

terminology the terms ‘success’ and ‘failure’ will be used but without the intent of 

implying couples fall into categories o f ‘being successful’ or ‘being failures’. Instead, 

these terms are used to strictly categorise outcomes. As this thesis attempts to remain true 

to the couples own narratives, so too can the terminology o f success and failure be 

justified^'* -  as it is in these terms that couples themselves perceive treatment outcomes. 

Inherent in this are couples’ own perception o f childlessness as a failure, and parenthood 

as success, in keeping with the stigma theme. Throsby (2004) also had trouble with 

language, noting that terms such as childfree like a smoke-free environment indicates 

something undesired being absent; Letherby (1994) believes childfree has connotations 

with carefree indicating a non-adult status. Childless may also be problematic, indicating 

that to not have a child is somehow to be without or lesser against a norm (Woollett, 

1991; Tyler May, 1997). The absence o f  an appropriate lexicon could perhaps also point 

towards the ‘normality’ and assumed parenthood expected within society.

The term in vitro fertilisation refers to the one part o f the process that takes place away 

from the body. In doing so, it ignores the anguish and body work that has preceded and

T he sam e can be said for the treatm ent o f  descrip tions o f  m ale and fem ale reproductive system s and their 
(dis)orders. Lloyd (1997) notes how m edicalised  language has been scrutin ised  for fem ale subordination  
and m ale superordination, but w ithout rigorous analysis. In this, Lloyd a lso  notes that individuals 
undergoing treatm ent for infertility w ill use m edical language. As this thesis endeavours to  portray couples 
ow n experiences, the language will inevitably fo llow . A critiquing o f  the language o f  passivity  for the 
fem ale body and activity o f  the m ale by couples is beyond the scope o f  th is thesis
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will follow (Throsby, 2004). Similarly, a successful outcome overshadows the failures 

that a couple may have experienced prior to becoming biological parents. Throsby (2004) 

notes that the birth o f Louise Brown is often seen as the start point o f IVF, ignoring the 

multiple failed attempts that preceded this first successful outcome. Success has occurred 

at one point in time, but it should not be seen as the endpoint in a narrative, the 

experience o f failure without any guarantee o f this successful outcome has been the more 

‘time’-laden experience for these couples at the time o f research. Joan Brady noted that 

although becoming pregnant through IVF rendered a couple lucky, they were not as lucky 

as couples who did not have to go through treatment at all. These couples were the lucky 

minority, however these couples had experienced considerable reproductive losses in the 

past; monthly failures, ectopic pregnancies, miscarriages, stillbirths, failed treatments. 

Although this chapter discusses couples who were successful, and the following chapter 

discusses couples who were unsuccessful during this same research period, common 

histories o f success and failure must be noted (Freeman et al., 1987; Hammarberg et al., 

2001; Lepecka-Klusek and Jakiel, 2007; Verhaak et al., 2007). Having a successful 

IVF/ICSI cycle is no guarantee o f future successes -  evident in the failure o f some 

couples discussed in the following chapter. Once the boundary o f success has been 

crossed, this is no guarantee that it will be traversed again. Table 5.1 outlines the 

reproductive histories and number of children o f successful couples in this sample. This 

demonstrates that although the final interviews with these couples were positive, their 

fertility history was less positive and in this context there were no future guarantees.
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Table 5.1: Reproductive history at time of final interview for ‘successful’ couples^*

C ouple Nam e H istory of cycles & pregnancies C hildren
Green 1 ICSI cycle 1 child (from interviewed cycle)
Brady 1 ICSI cycle twins (from interviewed cycle)
Kenny 2 fresh cycles twins (from interviewed cycle)
Daly 2 fresh cycles Twin pregnancy (from cycle following failed interviewed cycle)
Young 2 fresh cycles and 1 frozen 2 children (success on both fresh cycles. The second successful fresh cycle being the 

interviewed cycle)
Clark 1 ectopic pregnancy 

1 miscarriage
1 fresh cycle plus frozen cycle (linked due to 
hyperstimulation)

twins (successful frozen cycle)

Cox* 2 miscarriages 
2 fresh cycles 
1 frozen

2 children (One child from second fresh cycle, and one child from frozen cycle which 
was the interviewed cycle)

Black 2 fresh cycles 
1 frozen cycle
1 twin pregnancy -  one child died

2 children (the first fresh cycle was the twin pregnancy with one surviving child. The 
interviewed cycle was the second fresh cycle which was a success)

Murphy multiple miscarriages 
2 ectopic pregnancies 
2 fresh cycles 
2 frozen cycles 
1 cancelled frozen cycle

1 child (from the second fresh cycle which was in a different clinic following the 
interviewed cycle)

Kelly 3 fresh cycles 
1 frozen

1 child (interviewed cycle failed -  this child was bom from the final fresh cycle)

*  Refers to situation at the time o f  the third interview as the Coxs had emigrated at the time o f  the fin a l interview

In total there were ten successful couples. Two further couples, the Campbells and the Walkers became pregnant on their interviewed cycles. However, neither 
o f  these pregnancies ended in a live birth -  both children died shortly after birth. Therefore these couples are excluded from this and the final chapter. Their 
cycles could not be considered either successes or failures and their experiences differed from other couples. Neither can their experiences be considered as a 
separate category as the Campbells were too upset to discuss their experiences at the time o f the final interview and although the Walkers freely spoke o f  their 
experience this differed considerably from the topic o f  this thesis. Their experiences were o f  the death o f  a child



Tentative pregnancies and medicalised births

This section discusses the pregnancy and birth experiences o f couples who became 

biological parents during the research period. The history o f reproductive failure and 

disappointment ensured that the ‘trail’ from conception to birth was not considered an 

unbreakable continuum. McMahon et al.’s (1997) study o f 70 matched control pregnant 

(via IVF) women found that they were significantly more anxious about the welfare o f 

their unborn child, and more anxious about damage to the baby during childbirth. This 

anxiety persisted even in the final stages of pregnancy. Knowledge and awareness of 

reproductive failure ensured that couples pregnancies would be tentative until an 

advanced stage o f the pregnancy and a live birth. Couples could not count their chickens 

(McMahon et al., 1999). Nerves about a positive outcome, as well as the risks associated 

with a multiple birth meant that a pregnancy involving considerable medical intervention 

and attention was desired. However, uncomfortable, tentative pregnancies and the clinical 

gaze were sidelined as couples fixed on the most important element for them -  a child.

The pregnancy and birth experiences mirrored those o f the IVF cycle; characterised by 

anxiety, waiting to overcome hurdles, and a willingness to undergo any level o f 

discomfort to become a parent, and in particular, a mother. The time experience o f IVF 

became the time experience o f pregnancy -  couples were constantly awaiting medical 

reassurance until the point o f birth.

Each couple was heavily invested in the pregnancy from pre-conception. Couples knew 

that a fertilised egg had been placed in the uterus -  they were aware that a potential 

pregnancy could occur from a much earlier time point than their counterparts conceiving 

without technology. Therefore, their pregnancy experience began much earlier than if 

they had conceived in more usual circumstances, and the IVF experience blended with 

the pregnancy experience. The boundary between their infertility and fertility had 

blurred. In the aftermath o f the two week wait to do a pregnancy test, couples nervously 

waited for their first scan to confirm that at least one heartbeat was present and that it was 

not a false reading or a chemical pregnancy. These are concerns that couples who have 

not had an infertility experience may be unaware of, and may have not have even realised
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the presence of a fertilised egg. This concern about false-negative results did not dissipate 

after the clinic’s six week scan. Couples were discharged from the clinic’s care and began 

the route o f a ‘normal’ pregnancy under a maternity hospital. Couples waited anxiously 

for the twelve week scan, fearful o f a miscarriage. This anxiety would continue through 

to the twenty week scan and so on -  couples pregnant with twins would have more 

frequent scans.

The clinical gaze (Foucault, 1973) and medical surveillance was particularly employed 

and desired by these couples. Monitoring o f the pregnant body and the ultrasounds o f the 

foetus gave reassurance. Once more, similar to the disembodiment (Jackson and Scott, 

2001) o f IVF, couples were happy to have the female body observed on a screen as the 

clinical gaze penetrated and overshadowed the female/couple experience. Thompson’s 

(2005) ontological choreography facilitated the retention o f control by the couples as 

medical instruments and the body’s boundaries blended -  synecdoche was overcome in 

this way (Ulrich and Weatherall, 2000). The body became detached from the individual, 

and the body parts and medical technology assimilated to ensure the assumed-to-be safest 

passage to live birth and parenthood. Similarly, although women would have preferred a 

natural birth, as this could be their only opportunity to experience it, they deferred to 

physicians and had epidurals, inducements and caesarean sections as they wanted to be 

guaranteed that their child/children were delivered safely. Once more, bodily control was 

given over to technology and medical science. Much as IVF was about the end-goal, so 

too was pregnancy, labour and childbirth -  becoming parents.

The Kelly’s living room had framed photos o f the various scans, and Ian recalled his 

delight with the three-dimensional videos o f the foetus. Ultrasound technology was 

welcomed by all couples in the context o f their already highly medicalised experience, 

although academic literature is suspicious o f the distinction it places between mother and 

foetus. Ettorre (2002) mentions the scopic drive o f biomedicine to make the unseen 

visible. Sandelowski (1994) describes foetal ultrasonography as being like a prosthetic 

device o f enablement for men, but for women it is more ambiguous as both enabling and 

disabling through disrupting privileged access to the foetus. For women who are pregnant
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via IVF/ICSI treatment, this privileged access may already have been compromised. Ian 

was reassured by the video, and it made him feel that they were really going to become 

parents.

M: Oh it was unbelievable you could see her smiling and all, she looked almost 

like a boy though, we totally d id n ’t want to know the sex but we had the video on 

and all and she sm iled and she was putting the hand up and she was grabbing her 

feet, it's unbelievable I have to say. I'd  recommend it to anybody to go and get the 

video done, you know it ’syo u  really know you are having a baby then you know. 

Ian Kelly, Interview 4

After years o f disappointment, the opportunity to physically see the foetus facilitated the 

visualisation and actualisation o f  being a p aren t.S im ilarly , the Greens were reassured 

each time they had a scan confirming that their singleton pregnancy was progressing. 

Additionally, Amy was pleased to feel grotty  in the first trimester, as she felt reassured 

that, much like the scans, this meant that the pregnancy was holding.

F: ...1 had a little hit o j nausea sort o f  from  about week 6 to week 16 but I was 

never actually vomiting. And probably got away lightly because I mean you fee l  

grotty you know but I think that's standard and it's probably reassuring because 

you're sort o f  feeling that there's an ongoing pregnancy when you're still feeling  

awful. And after week 16 then I fe lt absolutely fine, fu ll o f  energy. Fantastic time 

o f  your life you know and I suppose after a while I go t used to the first few  visits 1

Lorna W eir (1998) in her research on intertextuality, w ith reference to pregnancy ultrasounds, notes this 
b lending o f  scientific rationality  and cultural understandings. H ealthcare w orkers varied betw een 
referencing ‘the foetus’ in professional notes, and ‘baby ’ in speech, both w ith each o ther and w ith m others- 
to-be dem onstrating  the fluidity betw een discipline and culture. W hile W eir also found that the ultrasound 
photos w ere the first ‘baby’ p ictures and the foetal sonogram  im age m arked the first stage in the life cycle. 
There is a com m onality  here betw een parents-to-be o f  ‘naturally ’ conceived children and parents-to-be o f  
children conceived through reproductive technologies; the unproblem atic incorporation o f  biom edicine into 
the ‘natu ra l’ occurs in both scenarios. The u ltrasound is perceived to  be a benign m edical technology. 
Petchesky (1988) notes the separation o f  the foetus from  the m other through obstetric im aging, but argues 
that to  consider th is in the dom ain  o f  m asculine/visual culture is to  m ake w om en victim s. Tym stra (2007) 
notes that w ith predictive m edicine the patient is com pelled  to explore risk even w hen this risk is minim al. 
T herefore the m edicalisation o f  pregnancy could be true for all ‘pa tien ts’. In exploring risk w ith the 
intention o f  relieving anxiety, a  greater anxiety could be incurred i f  an anom aly is discovered
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was in 1 was really surprised when there was heartbeat. You were going in saying 

'Oh my God will there be a heartbeat on it? '

Amy Green, Interview 4

Other women in this sample documented how they enjoyed the movement o f  the foetus in 

the body as it gave reassurance. Nicola Cox became very concerned when there was no 

movement by the week expected as discussed in a m agazine article and requested another 

scan.

With the exception o f  the D a l y s , a l l  couples had concerning episodes during their 

pregnancies. Four couples experienced bleeding during the pregnancy. For the Bradys, 

M urphys and Clarks, these bleeds were found to be empty extra sacs that bled away. 

These caused considerably upset at the time, but when interviewed in retrospect these 

couples employed these sacs to reassure them selves o f their fertility and to distance 

them selves from the stigma o f  infertility to be ‘norm al’ fertile people. Nicola Cox had a 

bladder infection which caused her to bleed; this was very concerning in light o f previous 

miscarriages. N icola always worried about miscarrying again -  through both successful 

pregnancies Nicola took daily hormone support injections to support the pregnancy and 

as reassurance.

The Clarks experience was particularly harrowing in light o f  their experiences o f  

reproductive loss. Early in the pregnancy Mary bled and passed clots, and the maternity 

hospital told the Clarks they had miscarried. However, the hospital’s scanning machine 

was not as advanced as the clinic’s, so the Clarks were told to return to the fertility clinic. 

This later scan revealed a twin pregnancy and a third sac that was being pressured into 

bleeding away due to the expansion o f  the other two sacs. This bleeding continued for 

over ha lf the pregnancy. The Clarks were not reassured that the pregnancy was going to 

be successful until their twenty week scan.

Their tw ins were not born inside the research timeframe; however the pregnancy was at an advanced 
stage
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M: It was about five months, about five  and h a lf months.

F: About February I'd say, I  bled on and o ff  and like I was in the hospital four  

times and eventually they told me that i t ’s the other two cells growing and  

forcing, or the other two sacs growing and it was making the other sac break 

down and that's what was causing the break down but that i f  I  had any really 

heavy bleeding to go straight back into them. But we were there four times so it 

was absolutely. Until after Christmas it was ju st - 

M: Nightmare.

F: Absolute nightmare, I  mean every>one M’as congratulating us and we were just 

like, yeah right, like we ju s t couldn ’t get excited and I ’d  say people thought we 

were completely bonkers because M'e weren ’/ excited at all 

The Clarks, hiterview 4

Among the remaining four couples, there were other ‘scares’. Kate Kenny developed a 

gastric problem and was admitted to hospital overnight in the thirty-third week o f 

pregnancy. Liz Black developed a very large cyst on her ovary and received steroid 

injections in case an early delivery was necessary. Their baby was delivered via 

caesarean section and one of Liz’s ovaries was removed at the same time. Sinead Young 

had a very uncomfortable pregnancy as there was too much amniotic fluid present. 

Sinead played down the discomfort by stating factually that was that

F: ... It was a difficult pregnancy but, you know, all the rest o f  it. So, there were 

lots o f  things that had to get tested because o f  that, because it can be something to 

do with their digestive system and whether I  had diabetes and all sorts o f  things. 

So, there were a few little scares here and there but the doctor at [hospital] was 

brilliant and that was that.

Sinead Young, Interview 4

Jenny Kelly had a concerning pregnancy in that they expected it to end in a miscarriage 

based on their prior experience -  and problems created by a low-lying placenta. In 

addition, Jenny was hospitalised on numerous occasions due to dizziness.
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However, despite these experiences couples described their pregnancies in terms o f 

enjoyment. This was ‘precious time’. They were conscious that this might be the only 

time that they could be pregnant, and they had invested a lot to get to this point. 

McMahon et al. (1999) found that for IVF mothers positive feelings about pregnancy co

existed with elevated levels o f anxiety. Similarly to how couples described the discomfort 

o f IVF, but then expressed how they were unfazed by this discomfort as they would have 

done anything to become pregnant, couples described their anxious pregnancies but then 

described the time as enjoyable.

F: ...But yeah it has been just an amazing road. And even I  think in the pregnancy 

as well, it made you appreciate it so much and enjoy it. I  never complained on it, 1 

never...no matter what was wrong with me, 1 was just so delighted. I  was 

delighted to have all them symptoms, 1 M>as delighted to be wakening in the night 

time and the kicking and the... I ’d  say Ray had a pain in his face with me going 

‘Feel it ’ and constantly putting the bump against his back and that sort o f  way. It 

was lovely.

Kate Kenny, Interview 4

Though readily accepted, anxious pregnancies became anxious births. The eight couples 

who had given birth by the time o f the final interview had negative experiences either 

during the birth or in the immediate aftermath.^* Kate Kenny and Amy Green both had 

vaginal deliveries and had torn badly requiring a lot o f stitching. Kate described not being 

able to sit down unless it was on a special cushion for eight weeks. The Greens recalled 

how they could not have sex for three months due to this. As already mentioned, Liz 

Black had a caesarean section and an ovary removed due to a cyst the size o f  a melon. 

Sinead Young felt that she was suffering from post natal depression after the birth o f her 

second child from ICSI.

This is not to suggest there is a causal hnk between iVF/ICSI conceptions and problematic births and 
aftermaths. This is simply the experiences o f  w om en in this small sample and could have occurred had they 
conceived without reproductive technologies.
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Leah Murphy reacted badly to the epidural and her respiratory system became depressed. 

Joan Brady and Mary Clark bled heavily and their blood pressure dropped, resulting in a 

longer stay in hospital than would have been expected. Joan was put in the high 

dependency ward for a period. Tom Brady described the panic in the labour ward after 

their twins were born.

M: ...I wasn ’t really aware that there was a sense o f  panic at the time, but thinking 

back on it I  realise that there was. But at the time you don 7 know, you assume 

this is normal. But all o f  a sudden there was a lot o f  people coming into the room 

and I  realised that there was... basically the doctor walking around in a pool 

o f  blood, there was blood everywhere, and it was ju s t basically gushing and I  was 

sort o f  trying to look after [twins] and I  was trying to, I  didn 7 know what to...

F: ...I was in the high dependency ward and they were supposed to give me a 

blood transfusion that night but I  as running a temperature and they were afraid 

that I had an infection, they were giving me antibiotics. And they were giving me 

antibiotics and I  Just remember being in the room that night and I  think I  was 

probably very out o f  it, but it was really, really hot, but I  was freezing, they had 

the window open, they had a fan  on top o f  me, they had a sheet on me they 

wouldn 7 give me blankets. And I was so angry with the nurse, I  was begging her,

I was nearly in tears ‘I ’m so cold. I ’m so co ld ’ and she wouldn 7 because I  had 

the temperature and they thought I  had an infection and she wouldn 7 let me warm 

up but by the morning it had gone down. And I  think they started the transfusion 

that day -  four units o f  blood.

M: Four or five.

F: And I  couldn 7 see [twins] - that was the worst. I  found  that really hard. Did I  

go down to see them?

M: I brought them up.

The Bradys, Interview 4
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In this sample, the most serious problem arising from childbirth was for the Kellys. Ian 

was told that it was touch and go. Jenny’s blood pressure dropped and she was bleeding 

heavily in the aftermath o f the birth. Similarly to Joan Brady, Jenny Kelly required a 

blood transfusion, but she needed eight transfusions in total as Jenny’s body was not 

retaining the blood. Jenny was in hospital for nine days and attended for the following 

twelve weeks as she was consistently passing heavy blood clots.

Thus, all couples had medicalised pregnancies and births which would not have been 

their ideal. However, again, similar to the IVF/ICSI experience, couples were focussed on 

the end-goal and were willing to defer to physicians despite their own preferences. Sarah 

Daly described being pregnant as a privilege and although she would prefer a natural 

birth she would defer to physicians on the day. The compensation for loss o f this 

preference was to focus on another ‘natural’ process -  breastfeeding. Peter described 

breastfeeding as elemental and stretching back to cave days.

F: I did at some stage think about that hut then /  was going well there’s loads o f  

women who never get to fee l a natural birth and like I  mean ju s t the fact that I  

have managed to become pregnant f fe e l is such a privilege. So, th a t’s not really, 

that's not really sort o f  a big issue as such, and also because like, I  d o n ’t know, 

we ’II see how it goes.

M: I think the fact that you know you 're going to breastfeed as well is a huge 

thing I  think.

F: Yeah, th a t’s more important to me than -

M: Yeah, there’s no sight as impressive as seeing a woman feed a baby 

The Dalys, Interview 4

However, it must also be acknowledged that in the throes o f  labour, despite wanting 

natural childbirths after ‘unnatural’ conceptions, women did choose pain-relief rather 

than have it imposed upon them.
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F :...I was trying to he like Superwoman and 1 kept saying to m yself 7 am never, 

there’s a big chance this is never going to happen again, 1 have to savour every 

minute o f  this and I  want to fee l every’thing. And I ’m going ‘I ’m dying here ’ and 

eventually I  said I  ’m definitely going to do the epidural 

Joan Brady, Interview 4

When medical intervention was imposed, it was not necessarily entirely unwelcome. 

Leah Murphy admitted to being very concerned prior to delivery how such a large baby 

was going to come out o f her body. However, she also described how the caesarean 

section process made the birthing process very clinical -  the numbing made the birth feel 

as if it was happening to someone else, and the cleaning o f the baby and removal was 

described in a distant, sterile way.

F:... Yeah 1 was disappointed when he said it had to he a section, hut to he honest 

now that Monday I was all day in labour and I  was only at the beginning o f  it and  

it was uncomfortable, probably not that disappointed now. Yes and no in that the 

birth was a bit, definitely when it's a section your removed from  w hat’s happening 

you know, I  mean 1 had a spinal - an epidural so you ’re awake yeah hut you  can 7 

see what's going on but you can hear the routing and all that sort o f  thing but you  

know, it's like it's somebody else. And so even like they, when she came out they 

took her away and they cleaned her up and made sure she was alright and they 

ju s t essentially stuck her up to my face and said here’s your baby girl s h e ’s 

whatever, time to kiss her and she was gone and sure I  d idn’t see her fo r  another, 

oh I  would say two hours after that, two or more hours after that because the 

spinal actually travelled up, apparently this happens every now and again not 

very often but the spinal travelled up and I  couldfeel my respiratory system a bit 

depressed. So, they had to keep me longer in recovery and all that. But I  mean 

once I  saw her then sure things were great, she was fine hut you know, yeah i f  it 

wasn 7 so painful yeah it would he nice to try it the other way as well 

Leah Murphy, Interview 4
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This mirrored the IVF experience -  conception, occurring away from the body and 

placing the fertihsed embryos in the uterus were clinical. The incubation o f  the foetus in 

vivo was a break in the medical continuum.

M cMahon et al. (1999: p. 352) in their empirical research on IVF ‘tentative’ pregnancies 

found that the discomforts (and even the anxieties) o f  pregnancy were secondary to the 

jo y  o f  having achieved a long awaited goal. The medicalisation o f  pregnancy and 

childbirth in general (Ginsburg and Rapp, 1991) ensured that the control by technology 

and ‘experts’ from conception to labour was particularly experienced for these couples, 

but was generally welcomed. Only the outcome was truly important -  becoming parents 

and overcoming the stigma o f childlessness through rejoining the life course from the 

point o f deviation.

Parenthood experiences in the context of future plans

As mentioned, it is beyond the param eters o f  this thesis to discuss post-reproductive 

technology parenting; instead, this section will discuss early experiences o f parenting in 

the context o f  fast family formation -  another race against the biological clock while 

trying to savour time with their infant(s). Couples described their daily lives since the 

birth o f  their child(ren) in highly-organised terms. Couples clearly delineated each 

person’s role as they described how housework, childcare and employment filled their 

days. However, when couples were asked was parenthood what they expected and how it 

had effected their relationship, a far less tim etabled life was described. Couples found 

parenthood more difficult than expected, although quick to state that it is rewarding and 

they adore their child(ren). Their relationships had become centred on their offspring, 

leaving little time for their romantic relationship after having so many years to solely 

focus on each other.

F:... Tom might say something to me, give me some hit o f  news or whatever and

I ’d  say ‘Oh, when did that happen? ’ and h e ’d  say ‘About two weeks ago ’ or

whatever and I  'd go ‘Why didn 7 you tell me? ’ and ‘Just never got around to it ’ or
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‘Just never thought o f  it I  mean i t ’s hard because we don 7 have time fo r  each 

other

Joan Brady, Interview 4

M: ...1 think there is a serious amount o f  s tu ff trying to get us ready for getting out 

in to the creche and in the morning, the night before and s tu ff like that. And that is

becoming a hit o f  a burden I  think actually  Well it is a burden as in you could

be doing something more with your time than peeling vegetables fo r  feeding the 

following day or whatever You know it's another chore sort o f  s tu ff and all the 

prep work and whatever. So, I  suppose that's sort o f  a culture shock really.

Andy Green, Interview 4

I'wo couples mentioned that they slept in separate bedrooms to accommodate the 

disturbed sleep o f  early parenthood.

All couples in this successful sample had previously described the infertility and 

IVF/ICSI experience as having made their relationships stronger overall. However, the 

parenthood experience may have detracted from this additional strength. Although the act 

o f  having a child is intended to bring a couple closer together, the infertility experience 

can have the same effect (Franklin, 1997).

F: ...I think we were definitely both feeling, like - 

M: Hard done by.

F: Hard done by. A nd I  know tha t’s normal and I  know a lot o f  parents go 

through that where they think they 're pulling their weight and the other person 

isn 7 and you know, you ’re tired and f f e l t  that Jason didn 7 realise how hard my 

pregnancy was and, you know, that it was tougher and f jus t  wasn 7 bouncing 

back the way I  did after [child]. 1 definitely haven 7 bounced hack. Not even now, 

so I ’m still getting there. So, that has been a bit tough [laughter], so w e ’ve had 

quite a few days o f  silence [laughter] where w e ’ve only talked when [child]’s 

been around. And when she goes out o f  the room we go hack to the like
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[laughter]. Icy stares, yeah, but we ’re getting there. You kind o f  get there and you 

laugh about it and you kind o f  snap at each other every so often and, you know, 

you get there 

The Youngs, Interview 4

Despite the pressures o f  having twins and young children, all but three couples were 

considering their next treatment cycle to ‘com plete’ their families. The Youngs, Coxs and 

Clarks differed in that they were not contem plating imm ediate further treatments -  

however, they did not rule them out in future. As can be seen from table 5.1 the Youngs, 

Coxs and Clarks already had formed families o f  more than one child and did not feel the 

urgency to have more treatment. O f these three couples, the Clarks were the only couple 

who had rem aining cryopreserved embryos. Part o f  the urgency for returning to the clinic 

for other couples was because o f  this - a sense o f  responsibility towards their visualised 

children. This may be considered part o f  the normalising technique where reproductive 

boundaries are redrawn to incorporate embodied technology through reassurance that 

they are acting as ‘good’ parents (Throsby, 2004).

The success o f their treatm ent cycle and a desire for a fam ily o f more than one child 

spurred couples into returning or planning to return to the clinic to ensure a ‘norm al’ 

family and a sibling for their child(ren). However, the ticking clock o f female age 

ensured that despite the effects o f having small child(ren) on the relationship couples 

would be engaging with reproductive technologies again in a short space o f  time 

potentially compounding the strains o f  parenting a baby. Couples were concerned to give 

them selves the best chance possible -  as with earlier descriptions o f  IVF treatm ent -  

which was associated with younger female age. Couples were aware that more and better 

eggs could be produced by the female body the younger it is. Having experienced 

reproductive failure in the past, couples were conscious that the next treatment cycle 

might not work despite their recent success. This would prolong their IVF/lCSl 

experience as they continued with treatment cycles to achieve their goal o f  having more 

children.
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The Blacks were obviously under considerable pressure with their two young children. 

They described how no family member would babysit for them as the children were so 

close in age and so young. No one was able to cope with them. They joked that they 

would like to leave them in a hospital pretending they were ill and spend the night in a 

hotel sleeping before returning to pick up the children in the morning. At the time o f  this 

final interview, the Blacks were going again for a frozen cycle with the hope o f  having a 

third child.

F: ...Ideally we would not have children as close but tha t’s what we have to do.

We 're in that predicament so tha t’s it like you know.

Liz Black, Interview 4

The Murphys were planning on another IVF cycle before Leah’s maternity leave was 

over. Not only were the Murphys in a race against the female age clock, but they were 

also conscious that the plethora o f  clinic appointments is very disruptive while working 

outside the home and managing childcare, so they were trying to fit in a treatment cycle 

prior to this becoming an issue.

F: Well I  don 7 really think we thought about how many before we started all this 

hut now 1 think I would love, I ’d  love tM’o more but I  don't, but we will only, 

unless we have twins we ’II only have one more, i f  were lucky enough to have the 

one more.

M: Yeah I think

F: I ’d  love a boy and a girl now, a sister fo r  [child] and then ju s t a boy fo r  me. Or 

a boy who will he well looked after by his sisters then, that doesn’t really matter 

actually what we have, does it?

M: No it doesn’t, no, it's not; you know it doesn 7 really matter at all like you  

know.

F: Could be three girls.

M: Yeah, exactly.

The Murphys, Interview 4
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As can be seen from the M urphys above, couples were concerned to have more than one 

child. As already documented all couples wanted a multiple birth as they thought they 

would not feel obligated to have another treatm ent cycle. Couples felt that a one child 

family was an undesirable and unusual state, and that a sibling for their current child was 

necessary both while growing-up, and in the event that something happened to the couple 

themselves. Therefore, couples wanted another child both for the sake o f  their current 

child and for them selves as an only child was considered undesirable (Redshaw et al., 

2007; Bowcock, 2008). Aside from social expectation, couples also stated that they 

wanted genetic continuity and the continuation o f the (male) line. Additionally, couples 

mentioned not wanting to grow old w ithout support and visiting grandchildren.

F: ...I’m thinking o f  my old age and I want this, sort of, family and i f  they all get 

married that doubles the figure [laughter], you know, and you kind o f think o f it 

that way.

M: We can spread the burden o f  our old age over more people, travel on.

F: Yeah, i t ’s just you don't want to he old and on your own and not have your 

family calling in and grandchildren and stuff 

The Youngs, Interview 4

The Kellys outlined their opinion o f childlessness -  Ian stated that women were born to 

have children, and Jenny guessed that if  you did not have a child that you would be 

unfulfilled and thus it was better to take the risk o f  treatment. However, this was now 

tempered with concern for leaving her daughter without a mother.

F: ...IVF can be kind o f dangerous to your body going so many times but Fd have 

kept on going no matter what, I  think, the consequences because I  think not 

having a baby in life, I fee l maybe you ’d probably feel you were half dead anyway 

not having, kind o f what you want, you know, or not being fulfilled. So, hut now I 

kind o f  think what i f  I went again and then Fd be leaving [child] without a
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mammy i f  something happened to me. So th a t’s kind o f  one worry I  do have, like, 

am I  selfish to kind o f  think about going again?

Jenny Kelly, Interview 4

Jenny wanted to return for another cycle before their child was three so that they would 

have siblings close in age, however from the quotation above the reason for going for 

another cycle was also personally motivated.

The desire for more children was cited in the interests o f other offspring, aligning couples 

within the boundaries of good parenting whereby the child comes first; a normalising 

technique (Throsby, 2004). To not put your child first was selfish.

Amy Green was waiting to wean her son off breastfeeding and to give her body a break 

for a couple of months before starting another ICSl cycle. The Greens had already 

returned to the clinic and completed the necessary tests by the time o f the final interview.

F: ...Now the main reason I suppose above all that you would like a second would 

be for a brother or sister fo r  him. And that would be the number one reason but

and I was an only child fo r  a few  years and I didn't like it......... So, really for him

to have a brother or sister that you know when you are not around that hopefully 

all going well. So, your thoughts kind o f  turn to it and then I remember ringing up 

one day and I  thought no I  can't go ask them this, 'How long do you have to be o ff  

breast feeding before you can go back?' Because I  wanted to breast fe ed  him fo r  

they say six months is what's recommended. And exclusive breast feeding now 1 

did five exclusive and weaned o ff  over two because I  was back to work and 

because I  was you know having another one.

Amy Green, Interview 4

The Dalys were awaiting the birth of their twins, but were contemplating another IVF 

cycle in the future.
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F: ...We never really discussed maxinmm s tu ff but three would have always done 

me as a maximum but two. I  suppose we both decided we didn 7 want a one child 

family because your mother was from  a single sibling and it does there’s no 

question that there’s no not that you d o n ’t love them as much you probably love 

them too much that they ju st miss out on a lot o f  growing up.

F: As a parent all your attention is focused on the one child so - 

M: A nd w e ’ve seen people that we know like the child is either spoilt or the 

parents total life focus and it looks a bit, never had any other chance to develop 

themselves is on this one child, and it shows.

The Dalys, Interview 4

Prior to their successful cycle, couples had discussed how having children was an 

expected natural progression as detailed in chapter one. Now that they had a child, 

couples extended this idea, it was not just about having a child; it was about having 

multiple children. To not want this was strange, the Blacks articulated this similarly to 

the Kellys. Bowcock (2008) found this to be a common perception o f  one child families.

F: I t ’s instinct, oh yeah. I  think so. 1 think i t ’s Just in you. You can 7 go against it 

like. Like there is very few people that actually don 7 want children, very few.

M:  one o f  my mates, he had a kid a bit younger than [child], like his wife, I

think i t ’s y e r  man, like 'That’s it for u s ’. To me th a t’s strange because having an 

only kid but like tha t’s ju s t me. And then there’s C and S, i f  C had his way, h e ’d  

ju s t have the one and tha t’d  be it.

F: They'd have none, le t’s be honest about it, but she badgered him. I  used to say 

'Just trick him ’ [laughs], Vm awful. She says 'Liz you can 7 do that ’.

The Blacks, Interview 4

Among the three couples who were not contemplating another cycle, they felt their 

families had been complete with the birth o f  a son and a daughter. However, two o f  these 

wives were still open to the idea o f  having more children. For the Youngs, their concern
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was Sinead’s age, having recently turned forty. This was the greater concern rather than 

the thought o f enduring another treatment cycle.

F: ... we talked about it and at forty it was just getting a bit, a bit old to be trying 

fo r  another IVF attempt and then, you know, there's complications, possible 

complications with myself, a baby or - and then we ju s t didn ’t think M’e ’d  be lucky 

again and i f  you don 7 succeed then do you try again and then you ’re fo r ty  one, 

fort}’ Ah'o. And so we decided no more hut as a woman, and then Jason thinks 

that \s it, th a t’s put to bed, then, that subject is closed, we decided, we discussed it, 

but as a woman you might fee l that way one week and the next week you ’re sort o f  

feeling -  hmm I  think i t ’s time, I  wouldn 7 mind going again. A nd so I ’ve been 

kind o f  feeling that way the last two months, probably ju st feeling that actually I

would like to go again and I would like more But i t ’s hard because you kind

o f  think -  well is this it? Am I done with children now? Am I  moving on to the next 

stage o f  my life? Am I  finished being pregnant? Finished with having babies -  

and i t ’s very hard to let go o f  that, I  fm d. Jason hasn 7 got any issues in that 

regard.

M: Well I  think M>e have a boy and a girl and, you know, they ’re both healthy and 

i t ’s certainly fa r  from  where M>e were three years ago.

F: Yeah, whenever I  fee l that way I  think. I tell m yself -  well, you know, we ’re 

very lucky — and all the rest. But as a woman and my hormones and my head and 

my heart would like to go again. Now, don 7 get me wrong, i f  we were to fa ll 

pregnant naturally - 

M: Oh yeah, yeah.

F: W e’d  both be delighted and over the moon and Jason would be -

M: Oh yeah, we wouldn 7 mind another one, i t ’s ju s t that the IVF would probably

not be successful and tha t’s another year

The Youngs, Interview 4
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Nicola Cox, much to Matt’s chagrin, would have continued with treatment if they had not 

had a daughter. Nicola felt their son was more interested in his father and wanted a little 

girl for herself

F: ...And he said, but I ’m warning you, i f  i t ’s not a girl I ’m not going again. You 

were worried, he was very worried that i f  it wasn 7 going to be a girl I  was going  

to want a third kid, weren’t you? [laughter]

M: I  w asn’t worried but you know what I  mean. I  think two is enough now 

especially that we, w e ’ve got what we want really and eh, you know w e ’d  like a 

nice standard o f  living 

The Coxs, Interview 3

The Clarks, had just had twins and still had frozen embryos. Financially they did not feel 

able to have more children, but they were open to the idea in a few years when their twins 

were older. However, at the time o f the final interview, the Clarks stated that they would 

like to donate their embryos to another couple. Therefore although the Clarks were not 

conforming to the normalising technique o f locating themselves as ‘good’ parents taking 

responsibility for their embryos, they were conforming to another stereotype o f ‘good’ 

parenting -  benevolence and altruism within the redrawn boundaries where technology 

had been incorporated as part of the process (Throsby, 2004).

M :... but two kids has always been what we said we would do.

F: W e’ve always said it, but even though w e ’ve said it I  still think we will pay fo r  

another year [of cryopreservation] [M: Just to -]

F: Probably to make ourselves fe e l better than anything else. Because I  know 

another girl that has eggs frozen and it's like oh no, like sh e ’s going until the eggs 

are gone, and I'm kind o f  like, right I  had tM’o eggs implanted and I  ended up with 

triplets. So, I  mean even i f  you had only one egg implanted I  could still end up 

with two or three depending because the egg could split twice like, so I'm ju s t like 

no, we said two and that's it 

The Clarks, Interview 4
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Mary Clark’s concern that their embryos could split and create another multiple birth 

demonstrates the conversion and renegotiation from infertility to fertility.

Thus far it can be seen that couples had anxious pregnancy and birth experiences, and this 

anxiety led from their IVF/ICSI experiences right through to their early foray into 

parenthood. These anxious reproductive experiences are understandable considering 

these couples’ histories o f reproductive failure. These pregnancies had been major 

investments and much was at stake. Couples were pressurised by their new roles as 

parents, and felt further pressurised to continue with treatm ent to avoid having an ‘only’ 

child. Their focus had shifted from getting pregnant, to how often they should get 

pregnant. Couples still existed in a liminal space as IVF/ICSI had not stopped and the 

experience o f living in a hiatus continued. They were now continuing with treatment at a 

quicker pace than desired to ensure they avoided the stigm a o f  having an only child. It is 

possible that couples were particularly reluctant to have an ‘only’ child in terms o f their 

negotiation away from the label o f infertility; couples may not have wanted the stigma o f 

under-fertility indicated by one child, hence more than one being necessary.

Retrospective Renegotiating

Throsby’s research (2001, 2004) has as central motifs the norm alising strategies used by 

couples who have employed technology in attempts to achieve their goal o f becoming 

parents; arguing that when IVF fails there is an engagem ent in the negotiation o f  social 

and cultural reproductive normativity to avoid deviant status. Similarly for couples who 

were successful, Lepecka-Klusek and Jakiel (2007), M cM ahon and Tennant (1999), 

Redshaw, Hockley and Davidson (2007), and Sandelowski (1993) noted that pregnancies 

following infertility were ‘tentative’ pregnancies (as discussed above) and that 

‘relinquishing’ infertility could be problematic. Couples in this sample were trying to 

conform to what they believed was expected o f  them, both by them selves and by society. 

Couples who were successful in achieving a pregnancy and live birth had succeeded in 

this goal, and tried to support this relocation in the parenthood club (Sinead Young, 

interviews 1 and 4) by distancing themselves from an infertility label. M cMahon et al. 

(1999: p. 353) support this contention, as their research also found IVF mothers were
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eager to ‘norm alise’ their pregnancy and to jo in  the club. Even for wom en who did not 

have infertility experiences, this feeling o f  motherhood club-m em bership has been found 

(Bailey, 1999). In this capacity, the infertility experience as a stigm a is ongoing as 

something to be reinterpreted and located away from.

An important them e throughout these final interviews with couples who had been 

successful during the longitudinal time frame was how they perceived infertility in 

society, and if they personally considered them selves infertile. As previously mentioned, 

couples in this chapter could be considered subfertile rather than infertile -  technology 

had enabled them to have a child. However, although they would probably never 

conceive without this technology they were concerned to categorise them selves as fertile 

rather than infertile or in an ambiguous state between the two. Infertility was described as 

a taboo and a stigma -  something not to be discussed in daily conversation. In keeping 

with this them e, couples distanced them selves from the label o f  infertility with only one 

man, Ray Kenny, stating that he considered him self infertile.

Ray Kenny, had a chromosomal condition whereby he was producing sperm in single 

digits and this was expected to dwindle to nothing in time. Therefore, Ray fitted with 

other couples descriptions o f  what infertility meant to them -  that pregnancy is an 

absolute impossibility. As long as couples were not told that they were absolutely unable 

to conceive they would not consider themselves infertile; these were ‘ambivalent 

diagnoses’ (Stockl, 2007). Once more, assisted human reproduction perpetuated the 

liminal state -  with it, these couples did not belong to either an infertile or fertile 

category, but existed somewhere in between. Franklin (2006: p. 549) describes reasons 

for infertility as non-explanations', even the most detailed discussions with physicians are 

chronically partial. Definitive reasons for not conceiving are rare.

Couples were asked what they thought o f  infertility in Irish society with the intent o f 

exploring their own experiences and perceptions. Stigma and secrecy were them es that 

reoccurred. Couples described the silence around infertility and its treatm ent, but felt this 

situation was changing. However this mirrored their own disclosure pattern o f  not telling
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anyone or disclosing to a small circle, and then after the birth o f  their child(ren) 

becoming much more willing to discuss their experience in the altruistic hope that their 

disclosure could help someone else. This is again in line with the normalising technique 

o f ‘good’ parents as benevolent as discussed previously.

The Bradys articulated infertility as being taboo and stigmatised as a disease, and 

discussed what that disease would mean for traditional female and male roles in a 

pronatalist society. However, Peronace et al. (2007) found in their quantitative study o f  

256 men before and after unsuccessful treatment, that there was no more stigma for men 

with male factor infertility or that men with male factor infertility suffered more than men 

with other reasons for not conceiving. Overall, men were emotionally affected by 

unsuccessful treatm ent across infertility reason. Men in this thesis’ sample were not 

specifically asked about the effects o f male factor infertility, and instead spontaneously 

discussed it themselves. The Bradys infertility was male factor, and they later described 

how Tom had disclosed about treatm ent to a work colleague who was having sim ilar 

problems much to the surprise o f  Joan. However, Tom did not mention the reason for 

their infertility to his colleague as he thought it was embarrassing, instead discussing the 

treatment itself

F: I think awareness is probably a big one became 1 think i t ’s nearly like 

depression or something, there's a big taboo about infertility. And I  think in the 

UK i t ’s a bit more open -  not that it is more open but maybe i t ’s ju s t more talked 

about or more common or whatever, I  don't know the way to describe is but I  

think here, the fact that there even is a question o f  who do you tell. And sure 

we 're guilty o f  it ourselves, we didn 7 tell anybody outside, we didn ’t tell anybody 

at all until we were a good bit into the process and the only reason we told them 

M’as because I  had to go into hospital and there wasn 7 going to be a way around. 

We couldn 7 hide it. But yeah awareness I  suppose o f  IVF and that it's not a 

disease, or infertility I  should say is not a disease, that i t ’s not this big taboo. I  

suppose there’s a big tradition in Ireland o f  big families and, I  don 7 know. I think 

awareness is probably a big one. That would just be my take on it.
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M: I t ’s ju st a certain amount o f  embarrassment or a certain amount of, you know. 

F: I think men fe e l threatened by it. I t ’s the whole masculinity threat. Would that 

be it?

M: I ’m sure tha t’s part o f  it. I ’m sure also that a woman, I  suppose people can see 

it as being something -  sort o f  a failure to a certain extent, a shortcoming.

F: Yeah, there is definitely a stigma attached to it and I  don ’t see why, I  mean i t ’s 

not contagious, i t ’s not something that you have picked up along the way, i t ’s ju st 

one o f  those things that happen and i t ’s a bummer. I  d o n ’t know, I  d o n ’t know the 

answer to that.

M: I suppose part o f  it as well may he that -

F: I t ’s a cultural thing probably too though isn 7 it? You know you get married 

you have children.

M: I t ’s expected, yeah.

F: I t ’s expected you know.

M: And I suppose there is a situation in Ireland where people get married and it 

doesn ’t happen often that people get married and decide not to have children. It's 

not the usual choice that people opt for. I  suppose i t ’s not the norm, i t ’s an 

abnormal situation.

F: Cultural or something, I  don ’/ know.

M: I t ’s only in some other countries i t ’s a little hit more common fo r  couples to 

get married and decide ju s t to not have children.

The Bradys, Interview 4

The Murphys discussed how they definitely both thought that infertility was stigmatised 

in Ireland, partially linking the pronatalism o f  Irish Catholicism with cultural notions o f  

normativity.

M: Oh yeah definitely [F: definitely], especially amongst the older generation, 

you know who might have certain religious feelings or you know perhaps I  don 7 

know. Maybe it's not ju s t religion but you know, it's not ju s t religion [F: i t ’s not]
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but you know they ju st assume that the, you know the old days you got married 

and you had children straight away and you had as many as you could [F: yeah], 

so you know there is a certain stigma then the fact that you know why aren’t, not 

that any o f  our parents said anything to us directly but I'm sure they were 

wondering w hat’s taking them so long.

F: But I  think it will change, I  think the generation coming up will be much more 

open and you know.

M: Yeah I  think so like most things

F: fVe ’re part o f  the older generation really, my thinking is like my m other’s i f  

you know what I mean to a degree it wouldn 7 be as maybe.

M: I would like to think that were somewhere in betM’een [Laughter]

F: Well yeah we are we 're somewhere in between.

The Murphys, Interview 4

As can be seen, the Murphys felt their personal infertility perception had something in 

common with both previous and emerging ways o f  thinking. The Murphys went on to 

describe how they thought becoming parents was a natural progression, and to not do so 

was not natural. They both openly stated that they would not have married each other if 

the other person had not wanted to have children.

The Youngs also used this term natural progression to describe having children, and had 

a slightly different viewpoint on infertility and its treatment in Ireland to other couples. 

Jason Young was not originally from Ireland, and Sinead had lived abroad in Jason’s 

native country for many years. They described infertility in Ireland from the perspective 

o f  ‘outsiders’. Sinead noted and disliked the secrecy o f  Irish people -  in particular this 

characteristic in past generations. Sinead believed that the stigma o f  childlessness came 

from this secrecy, and both Jason and Sinead described the implied pressure o f  bearing 

children which would make infertility a stigma in Ireland. From this, the Youngs believed 

that the medical treatment o f  infertility was acceptable in Ireland as to desire children was 

normalised. However, the Youngs believed that to not succeed would be very difficult in 

this environment o f  pronatalism.
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The Kellys were the only people in this sample o f  couples with successful outcomes who 

stated that they did not think that infertility was stigmatised. However, they did state that 

they would be careful about telling their daughter how she was conceived for fear o f  

other children being cruel. The Kellys felt that as Jenny had been so ill and required so 

many operations, that everyone was sympathetic with their situation. Therefore, the 

Kellys had been very open about disclosure from the point o f  Jenny’s operations which 

would be difficult to hide. It also conveniently categorised their problems as an illness, 

partially absolving the stigma. Ian’s comfort with disclosing their infertility was linked to 

this as he stated that he would not want anyone to know if their infertility had been male 

factor, and described how he was teased about the absence o f  children in the early stages 

o f  their married life, thereby describing the stigma o f  infertility that he experienced.

M  I ’d  say as fa r  as i f  it was a man, i f  it was my problem  /  woulcln ’/ want anyone 

knowing. That’s being honest with you, like, I  wouldn ’t want anyone knowing.

You know, I  took enough stick fo r  years ju s t not telling Jenny’s problem, you  

know, but I  think fo r  a fella, fo r  every’one to know, say -  ah yeah h e ’s infertile -  

and all

F: Yeah I  think fo r  a guy it would be more lads, kind o f  slagging, I  think fo r  a

w om an  /  think another woman woidd actually have pity and feel sorry, tha t’s

the impression I  got o ff  people.

M: Everybody that M>e know has com passion  You know, like, i f  it was a fella

you ’d  have all the fellas like -  sure I ’ll drop over

F: Yeah, they used to say that or my uncle always used to say anyway -  are you  

wearing two odd socks?

M: Ah yeah, do you want me to come over and do a nixer? You know you ’II 

always things like that, tha t’s not being had but like I  think everybody 

F: Yeah the lads always kind o f  blamed it on you until we had to turn around and 

say to them, like, i t ’s me.
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M: It wasn ’/ even a case o f  turning around and saying it to them, just, yeah Jenny 

has to go to the hospital, she's to have an operation, try and sort things out, you  

know. People always, hut I  do fee l that it i t ’s a fe l la ’s thing there is a stigma 

F: Yeah there was a lot o f  slagging about it in the beginning, wasn V there now? 

But then that all stopped. As soon as I started having operations.

M: But I ju s t fee l that i f  it M’as a fe lla  it would put ten times more strain on the 

IVF and the couple because i f  everybody knew you 'd have people, you know, 

always saying this and that, tha t’d  be what would bring it to a head very> quickly, 

you 'd  say — I  'm not doing it again, then they'd think i t ’s M’orse i f  it didn 't work — 

you know. So, my heart would go out fo r  anyone who has to do the ICSI thing, you  

know, like i f  a fe lla  w asn’t fertile or low motility or something like that, I  think 

then you 'd say nothing or else do a deal with the wife, say i t ’s her problem  

anyway. Do you know what I  mean?

The Kellys, Interview 4

This perception o f  infertility as undesirable and stigmatic ensured that couples who had 

been successful wanted to distance them selves from such a label and renegotiate back 

into a normative status. Couples did not consider themselves infertile as they had never 

been told that they could never have children. In addition to redefining their infertility as 

requiring some intervention instead, couples realigned them selves as fertile and discussed 

becoming pregnant naturally as a possibility with a minority believing they now needed 

to use contraception. However, IVF does not assist a process, instead it entirely replaces 

it (Franklin, 2006).

In the absence o f an infertility diagnosis, the Coxs never considered them selves infertile, 

merely that a shortcut was required. They still believed that the second pregnancy could 

have happened naturally but that a second shortcut was required to speed up the process.

M: ... it didn 7 happen and it wasn 7 happening so it was ju st a shortcut o f  getting 

what you wanted, I  never really considered that, you know there was never a
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problem or anything with us, when they actually took the tests and every>thing and  

we did all the tests so I  don 7 know whether I ’ve ever considered it to be infertile 

as such em, but even on the second I  mean it wasn 7 happening naturally, it might 

have in the end but I  mean we ’d  have been maybe a long time after and maybe 

nothing would have happened so I  don 7 knoM’, I ’m ju s t glad we did go down the 

road o f  taking the action quickly. I t ’s never been an issue like that I  have to say, 

we ju st wanted another kid and that was, so le t’s go fo r  it 

Matt Cox, Interview 3

The Coxs were so convinced o f  their fertility that Nicola would like Matt to be sterilised 

in the future. This stands juxtaposed to the need to take action quickly for fear o f  age- 

related fertility decline. It was still perceived that there was an inherent fertility present 

that needed to be controlled -  couples were reverting to their early relationship 

understandings, detailed in chapter one, that fertility was a ‘risk’ that needed 

management.

M: S h e ’s going to send me o f f  fo r  the chop anyway so.

F: Because w e ’ve been trying fo r  so long and in the second time we tried 

naturally like, M>e didn 7 want to wait too long but we did try fo r  a year like and it 

didn 7 work so I  'm sure i f  we are not careful i f  we don 7 take precautions the next 

thing we 11 get pregnant with a d ’you know, so tha t’s why I said Matt has to go fo r  

the chop.

The Coxs, Interview 3

The Blacks, Dalys and the Kellys similarly described how they did not consider 

themselves infertile as this label could only be applied if an infertility diagnosis had been 

found. Jason Black was still thinking that a naturally conceived pregnancy could occur 

after their final successful attempt at 1VF.
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M: I  si ill think like after this IVF treatment, i f  we have had another kid with it, 

great, hut I  think in a couple o f  years after that we tried, it could happen. You 

know so

F: That’s the thing with us it wasn't really like a major drama.

M: No one has told us that we can 7 have kids so, there’s ju s t something missing I  

d o n ’t know what it is, it ju st didn ’/ .......

F: But no 1 wouldn 7 consider ourselves, no i t ’d  have to he something 

catastrophic wrong with you, that there would be absolutely no way that you 're 

ever going to have a baby. That’s infertility to me. I f  you just need a little hit o f  

fix ing  up, a little hit o f  help, th a t’s not infertility to me.

The Blacks, Interview 4

The Kellys similarly defined infertility, and distanced themselves from the label by 

stating that their problem was merely a transport problem - Jenny’s fallopian tubes were 

not able to transport an egg. Jenny stated that they were infertile without IVF, but fertile 

with it, and Ian was still not ruling out the possibility o f  natural conception at a later date. 

The Dalys did not want the stigma o f  the infertility label, and even if they never had 

children they would not consider themselves infertile as no test pointed to a reason why 

they could not conceive.

M: You know we don 7, and  77/ tell you why. We ’ve discussed this and we never 

even use the word because even i f  we couldn 7 have had children, no doctor has 

ever medically assigned us as infertile because we 're not. You know everything, 

well p ro o f in point, every test that w e ’ve done has pointed away from  that.

F: That it should be possible.

M: So, i f  the doctor did turn around and say ‘You 're sperm count is knackered, 

you haven 7 a chance ’ F d  say 'Right tha t’s the deal ’. I f  it had been you with some 

physiological problem I  would have said ‘Okay ’. So, M’e ’ve never used the word. 

Maybe some medical practitioners would use the word. W e’ve always talked 

about fertility treatment never infertility treatment and I  suppose you just don 7
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want the stigma as well. You know you kind of, I  suppose as we ’d  get older we ’d  

call ourselves a childless couple.

The Dalys, Interview 4

Couples were hoping for a natural conception in the aftermath o f the birth o f their child, 

but three couples were considering contraception. The Coxs, as outlined above, were 

thinking about male sterilisation. The Youngs were considering using contraception to 

avoid a ‘risky’ pregnancy as Sinead got older albeit acknowledging this was unlikely, and 

the Clarks were using the pill as they were worried that not alone would they become 

naturally pregnant, but that it would be another set o f twins.

M: No I  w ouldn’t, I  wouldn 't consider you infertile or anything.

F: It's secondary infertility is what I  have, so I  mean even though.

M: There still could he a chance that you could get pregnant now you know.

F: And th a t’s why the p ill is beside my bed darling, as I  say I  take my p ill every 

morning and I say to [child] this is so I  don 7 have any more o f  you two. And all 

this poor chap does is looks up and laughs at me, as i f  to say me mother is gone 

completely mad. But like I  mean I  haven 7 taken contraception in eight years and 

now all o f  a sudden I  wake up and I  have to remember to take it because anything 

could happen, I  mean there's no guarantee that it wouldn 7 happen.

The Clarks, Interview 4

F:... the only time I  would start to consider maybe using contraception is as I  get a 

bit older, because I ’m forty now and, you know, [sighs] I ’ve already begun to think 

— how many more years am I  going to leave m yself open to falling pregnant? Simply 

because there’s more, sort of, health risks for a baby and for myself. And, you  

know, where am I  going to draw the line with that? Forty five  maybe? You know 

and then from forty five start taking contraception. That’s kind o f  what I ’m thinking 

now. That I wouldn 7 mind up to forty five maybe fa lling  pregnant, i f  it happened
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naturally, which is unlikely because we both have problems, but so 1 think maybe 

after forty five I 'd  have to consider, or we ’d  have to consider something, you know? 

Sinead Young, Interview 4

The Bradys and the Greens both experienced male factor infertility and were similar to 

their counterparts in this sample in not considering themselves infertile due to the 

possibilities o f  medical science. However, what is particularly interesting about these 

couples is their descriptions o f  their sons as strapping and as a product o f  good active 

sperm. Again, reconciling their negotiation away from infertility through masculine 

terminology and attributes.

F: God - no I wouldn 7. We ju st needed a little bit o f  help  You 're a pessimist.

Do you consider us an infertile couple still?

M: I suppose now i t ’s difficult to say that, sort of, you know 

F: With two strapping young men upstairs.

M: Yeah. But there’s a contradiction o f  that upstairs, so I guess no I wouldn’t 

now.

The Bradys, Interview 4

M: I suppose infertility I  would define as the fact that you couldn't actually get 

pregnant at all, 100% absolute. But I  actually don't think that we are infertile as 

evidenced by the fa c t that we managed to produce a child. You might have been 

infertile 100years ago you could say. But in 2007 we aren't infertile.

F: I  suppose it is hard to envisage it when you have had a child and even the 

form s now you put down secondary infertility. Whereas before the last time we 

would have been prim ary fertility so secondary fertility is assumed you have had  

a child or...

M: But you are only infertile when it is proven that you cannot actually under any 

circumstances have a child. That is well you don't actually achieve infertility. We 

d o n ’t achieve infertility by people saying well you still haven't had a child or
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whatever. You know it wants to prove beyond you know reasonable doubt you  

know that you can't have the baby by hook or by crook and that's when you are 

infertile.

F: And when Andy says what you often say when they pick the sperm, they picked  

a good one you know that they kinda picked  

M: Whoever did the eye balling on the day did a good job.

F: Sort o f  an active little guy 

The Greens, Interview 4

The one man in the sample who accepted the label o f  infertility, Ray Kenny, still had 

elements in common with other people in this sample. He preferred the term fertility 

challenged and was still curious about his sperm count despite stating that it did not 

perturb him. Ray was also concerned to assert his ability to sustain an erection. Kate was 

careful to ensure that the label was shared, although medically she was never diagnosed 

with any fertility problems.

M: Definitely yeah, I mean I came to terms with us being infertile or fertility 

challenged is suppose is a better way o f  putting it, a long time ago. Even before 

we considered IVF, we had accepted it. We accepted the fac t that we might never 

have kids and we 'd grow old together - the thoughts o f  it. But now definitely.

F: I wouldn't have thought o f  it as Ray's sperm dwindling now. I ju s t would have 

thought that we ’re infertile and we have to have ICSI to you know, kind o f  I  would 

have been thinking along them terms, that i t ’s not going to happen naturally so 

M: I ’m actually fascinated to know now have I  anything left -  fascinated because 

that day in the, when we were really grasping at straws, we were told that ‘Look 

we found  one or two, there might be nothing there tomorrow ’ all o f  a sudden 

there was seven or eight o f  them. But now F d  love to, it doesn ’t bother me any 

way at all, Fm not fazed one bit by it. As Fsay it still works tha t’s the main thing 

[laughs]. I t ’s ju st more environmentally friendly now [laughter]

The Kennys, Interview 4
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Thus, this chapter has discussed the blending o f  the infertility and fertility experiences -  

pregnancies extending outwards from IVF treatm ent were tentative and medicalised 

against a backdrop o f  reproductive failure and risk. This  blurring w as paralleled by 

renegotiation away from an infertility label. The lack o f  medical definition facilitated 

distancing from the stigm a o f  infertility, as fertility and infertility becam e fluid entities 

via IVF treatment. Therefore, although an IVF/ICSI pregnancy extended the treatment 

experience in its similarity as a series o f  hurdles to be overcom e, these sam e pregnancies 

countered the apparent absolute necessity o f  such treatment. H aving  created a liminality 

or ‘g rey ’ area (as a lack o f  definition) around erstw'hile m utually  exclusive categories o f  

fertility and infertility, couples were determ ined to rid them selves entirely o f  the stigma 

o f  infertility by (re)producing a nuclear family o f  m ore than one child. This w ould  be in

line with what was thought to have been expected by peers and families, with a return to 

the expected life course by unwilling deviants.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter discusses the experience o f  the afterm ath o f  successful 

IVF/ICSI treatment. The knowledge and experience o f  previous failed outcom es ensured 

that pregnancies, though enjoyed, were tentative. This anxiety w as not necessarily 

m isplaced considering this sam ple’s childbirth experiences. Pregnancies and birth were 

tainted by the potential o f  failure at any point o f  the preceding IVF/ICSI treatment(s) and 

couples were once m ore focussed on the end goal -  a live birth o f  a healthy infant. This 

focus ensured their cooperation with the medicalisation o f  pregnancy  and childbirth; they 

wanted reassurance and technology to guarantee the desired outcom e o f  a take-home 

baby and a return to ‘norm ality ’.

This chapter also explores the early experience o f  parenthood in the context o f  infertility. 

Within this, it was demonstrated that the pressure o f  time both in term s o f  daily care for 

children, and the biological clock, facilitated the first signs o f  distance (over the 

longitudinal research period) between male and female partners. In this same time- 

pressure context, couples feh they had to return to trea tm ent quickly to avoid the follow-
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on stigm a o f  an only  child . O nce m ore, and as they  retrospectively  considered  their 

experience, couples perceived  infertility  as a stigm a in Irish society; a taboo  topic 

shrouded in secrecy. W ithin th is  contex t, couples attem pted to  negotiate  them selves aw ay 

from this undesired  label by sh ifting  the defin itions o f  infertility  in their favour. M uch as 

their earlier docum ented  experiences had been o f  being a ‘g re y ’ area, equally  their 

infertility defin ition  had becom e am biguous. T hey self-defined as e ither fertile o r fertile 

with assistance. H ow ever, IVF had by-passed their fertility  p rob lem s to  m ake them  

parents, not enhanced their fertility. The blending  o f  the ‘na tu ra l’ and technology 

facilitated these defin itional shifts.

T herefore th is chap ter has fram ed this post IVF/ICSI successful experience as an 

extension o f  the treatm ent; as end-goal focussed still w ithin a lim inal space or ‘g rey ’ area 

(tim e standing still) as concerned  w ould-be parents. C ouples w ere still attem pting  to 

overcom e stigm a; although ano ther ‘non-norm al’ state had been added to this stigm a 

experience. C ouples w ere, as has been dem onstrated  in all p receding  chapters, living in a 

hiatus hop ing  to  overcom e a stigm a. H ow ever, it has been show n that even w'hen the best 

outcom e possib le  has been achieved, the stigm a experience m ay not be relinquished. 

C ouples w ere still com peting  w ith a (b iological) clock  that w as ‘to o -fa st’, as tim e stood 

still in the lim inal space -  and threatened to m aintain this status, as couples w ere not 

certain that any fu ture trea tm ents w ould be successful, and how  future failures could 

affect their personal renego tiations o f  the defin ition  o f  infertility.
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Chapter Six: Travelling without M oving

Those who have undergone IVF unsuccessfully and who have since stopped 

treatment find  themselves occupying an ambiguous liminal space between social 

conformity and transgression: they have tried to conceive but have been unable 

to; they desire children, but are no longer actively pursuing that desire; they have 

brought technology into the ‘natural’ process o f  reproduction, but without the 

counterbalancing 'natural' outcome o f a baby.

Throsby, Karen (2004: p. 9)

The previous chapter dealt with couples w ho had success during the longitudinal research 

timeframe. In this, it was shown that couples wanted to negotiate them selves aw ay from 

stigma (o f  infertility and under-reproducing an ‘on ly ’ child) as well as demonstrating 

how their pregnancies and childbirths were ‘tenta tive’ and medicalised -  an extension o f  

the treatment experience. This chapter  discusses couples who did not have successful 

IVF/ICSI cycles during the longitudinal timeframe.

This chapter dem onstrates that after the time-lag o f  fifteen or more months, couples w ho 

had failed cycles were still pursuing parenthood; their lives were still dominated by this 

and they were keen to renegotiate the boundaries o f  normality (Throsby, 2004), much as 

‘successful’ couples had. N o  couple were considering a childfree life -  all couples were 

pursuing one o f  the following: adoption, fostering, IVF/ICSI/frozen cycles in the same 

clinic or a new  clinic in Ireland or abroad, egg donation in Spain. Couples were therefore 

conform ing to societal expectations -  not only the pursuit o f  parenthood, but the cultural 

imperative o f  the pursuit itself. A parallel them e to the attempts to overcom e infertility in 

this thesis has been the health narrative o f  personal responsibility to alleviate o n e ’s own 

‘illness’. Although m edicalisation recasts problem s in the healthcare domain thereby 

alleviating personal responsibility, this responsibility is shifted back onto the individual 

in the guise o f  needing to act to overcom e these medical concerns (Zola, 1972, 1977; 

Greil, 1991; Frank, 1995; Lupton, 2001; Shilling, 2002; Throsby, 2004; Fox et al., 2005).
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Therefore the life disruption, where a disruption indicates a hiatus with an understood 

expected resolution -  Frank’s (1995) restitution narrative -  was more than a brief 

deviation from the expected life course. The necessity to find a resolution and the 

proliferation o f options ensured that couples maintained their parenthood pursuits to 

reassert the final element o f their restitution narrative -  getting ‘better’. Much as science 

is expected to provide ‘illness reasons’, narratives require endings, both are storylines in 

need of final outcomes (Williams, 1984). Couples were in an ongoing liminal state of 

ambiguity.

Therefore this chapter focuses on four key themes, which can be paired; trying to 

overcome a stigma and distancing from possession of that stigma. The first is ongoing 

disruption - the continued life domination o f pursuing parenthood and the necessity to 

continue this pursuit for fear o f later life regret. The second is avoiding stigma - couples’ 

perceptions o f infertility, and later under-reproducing, as stigmas.

This chapter therefore argues that couples were in Sandelowski’s (1993) grey area; time 

was suspended without a defined outcome and defined time for overcoming the stigma of 

childlessness, and the follow-on stigma o f parenting an ‘only’ child. The proliferation of 

treatment options and the necessity to explore every opportunity retained couples in an 

ambiguous state. Although exit strategies from treatment were uncommon, these were 

generally attributable to having no more or running out of options rather than a choice. 

These couples differed from Throsby’s (2004) sample in being more recently engaged 

with treatment. However, there are commonalities, particularly with regard to some o f the 

negotiation strategies from outside belonging to inside that will be explored.

Final interview outcomes

Table 6.1 outlines the eighteen couples who did not have success during the longitudinal 

research period with IVF/lCSl treatment. It catalogues the number o f fresh and frozen 

IVF/ICSI cycles each couple had, and how many fresh cycles were discontinued (i.e. did 

not get to the point o f embryo transfer) and how many frozen cycles were discontinued 

(i.e. the embryos did not survive the thawing process and therefore no embryo transfer
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took place). This table outlines what changes have occurred in treatm ent to improve the 

couples’ chances, and outlines any other treatm ent types or alternatives that couples 

pursued in this intervening interview time period o f  fifteen or more months.
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Table 6.1: IVF/ICSI treatment and subsequent pursuits for couples who did not have successful cycles and live births during 
the research period

Couple
name

Full
fresh
IVF/
ICSI
cycles

Discontinued
fresh
IVF/ICSI
cycles

Full
frozen
cycles

Discontinued 
frozen cycles

Changes to
treatment
since
interviewed
cycle^^

Alternatives pursued 
since interviewed cycle

No. of children

Ford 3 1 2 A ssisted 
hatching & 
ICSI

Still pursuing treatm ent 0

Moran 3 1 Fostering & ICSI in UK 0
Duggan 2 2 A doption 0
Whelan 1 2 Egg donation in Spain 

w ith  ICSI & adoption
0

Jones 1 A doption 0
Smith 1 1 A doption & Fostering 1 child -  national 

adoption
Doran 3 2 1 1 Egg donation in Spain 

w ith ICSI & adoption
0

Wilson 2 1 Egg donation in Spain 
w ith ICSI

0

Cole 2 3 T reatm ent in the UK 0
Gibson 3 2 I C S I &  

blastocyst 
transfer in 
different 
clinic

A doption 0

Gill 1 1 Frozen cycle rem aining 0

This does not include changes to the fem ale drug regime.



& fostering
G lover* 3 1 Pursuing 

treatment in 
new clinic

1 child -  earlier IVF 
cycle

W alsh 1 1 Adoption in Lee’s 
country o f  origin

0

F reem an 1 Had been redirected to 
lUl. 1 more lUI then 
back to IVF.
Fostering

1 child -  E laine’s 
biological child from 
previous relationship

Pow er 2 1 3 1 frozen cycle 
remaining

1 child -  earlier IVF 
cycle

T yler 2 4 Still pursuing treatment 0
L aw ton* 2 Fostering. Cannot afford 

more treatment.
I child -  earlier ICSI 
cycle

S heridan* 1 0
* Refers to situation at the time o f  the third interview, as these three couples were not interviewed at this later and final time point.
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As can be seen from this table, twelve couples were still involuntarily childless at the 

time o f  the fmal interview. Five couples had no further children during the longitudinal 

research period, however these five already had one child in their household. Three 

children were born via earlier IVF/lCSl cycles, one child was adopted and one child was 

from a previous relationship. However, one child households were not desirable, among 

any couples.

Just the one?

For couples, both those who had a child and those who were childless, their desire was to 

have more than a one-child family. As discussed in the previous chapter an ‘only’ child 

was undesirable as these children could be ‘spoiled’, similarly to the research conducted 

by Bowcock (2004) which demonstrated this is a common perception interpreted by one- 

child families. To not have a child, to live for oneself alone was considered selfish, but to 

have a child was deemed an altruistic act. Gemma Power (Interview 4) described how a 

childless woman is perceived to be a cold hearted hitch. Miller (2005) and Bailey ( 1999) 

similarly noted in their studies o f  transitions to motherhood that to have a child was 

interpreted as being responsible and unselfish, as well as indicating graduation to an adult 

status. However, to only have one child was also deemed selfish -  denying a child a 

sibling and a close relative after the death o f  the parents. The perception o f  selfishness is 

at odds with the common interpretation o f  parenthood, and particularly motherhood, as 

altruistic and self-sacrificing. Couples were carefully creating a boundary o f  ‘inside 

belonging’ by citing their desire to have more than one child as being o f  primary concern 

for the sake o f  their child. This alignment with the expected attributes o f  ‘good’ parents 

was found by Throsby (2004) as a negotiation strategy to redraw the boundaries o f  social 

norms to include intent. Couples who had an ‘only’ child described the lived experience 

o f  this perceived stigma. This section discusses the experiences o f  couples who did not 

become pregnant during the longitudinal time-frame, but who were already parents.

The Smiths had successfully adopted their child and did not hide this social rather than 

biological parental relationship. The Smiths found that people frequently made comments 

about how they should quickly try and adopt again to avoid a big age gap between their
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children. The Smiths outlined how they felt an only child was the stigma that came next 

after childlessness.

M: ... I gel the odd talk at work when people know it's [child]'s birthday coming 

up. They say well you must be going again you know. Where is number two and 

all this sort o f  stuff.

F: Yeah you get that a lot. 'You’d  want to hurry up now before there will be too 

big an age gap' That sort o f  thing. That's ju s t life. That's what you ju s t have to put 

up with it and shut up.

M: ...It is stigmatised and I  think the Irish people ju s t keep asking qi4estions 'like 

have you got children? How long are you married?' All that 

F: Is it ju st the one? Yeah, ju s t the one.

M: And they are. They're boxing you o ff

F: Even when you have, I  suppose you could say yes it is a stigma and then the 

next stigma is, ‘is it ju st the one? ’

The Smiths, Interview 4

Elaine Freeman had a child from a previous relationship but had not successfully had 

another with her husband Charlie. Elaine had been very open about her gynaecological 

problems with the intent o f  avoiding any negative comments, and when she did encounter 

any negativity about their ‘only’ child status, Elaine was quick to let people know this 

was not by choice.

F: ...So, from the beginning people knew 1 was kind o f  getting checked out. You 

know so it was never a secrecy issue at all. And I  think it's more because people 

they'd be asking you. Even now somebody did say 'You have only the one ’ and I 

always go ‘but not by choice ’. And it wouldn't be badness by saying that but I  ju st 

think it's better to be honest or you know -  rather than having people slag you - 

so it's not by choice we have only one.

Elaine Freeman, Interview 4
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Elaine’s perception is that it would be negatively viewed if the Freeman’s were content 

with one child, and she would prefer that others know that this was not their desired state.

Gail Lawton experienced similar comments, but circumvented them by pretending that 

one child was the Lawtons preference, although she felt guilty for this pretence. Gail did 

this as she did not feel it was fair on her husband to discuss their problems with people he 

did not know. The Lawtons both believed an ‘only’ child risked being a ‘spoilt’ child as 

that was their experience with an extended family member. Therefore, the Lawtons 

concurred with what they believed was the common view that one child is not enough.

F: No, we don 7 want an only child no. That girl I  was talking to on the phone was 

an only daughter. S h e ’s my first cousin and she got everything. And she still has 

everything.

M: And wants more.

F: And wants more. So, I  don 7 want that for him.

F: ... I get an awfiil lot o f  it at work I don 7 know about Joe, hut 1 get an awful lot 

o f  even last night at work "a chicken never flew on one w ing” and “you ca n ’t Just 

have the one ”. And you 'd love to turn around and say; “Cop on, maybe there’s a 

reason ”. But I  don 7 want to fall out with people either. So I  ju s t keep laughing 

and saying Fve enough with one. Do you know and then 7 kind o f  fe e l guilty you 

know. Jesus Fm saying that now and Fve love, but so what do you? You know 

these are people that Joe wouldn 7 even know.

The Lawtons, Interview 3

Throughout the research timeframe. Gemma Power consistently mentioned her concern 

that their daughter was an ‘only’ child. The Powers felt guilty that they were denying 

their daughter by not providing a sibling. Gemma described her anxiety about this, and 

how she was always trying to find out about ‘only’ children. Gemma clearly perceived
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having an ‘only’ child as something undesirable and stigmatic -  evident in her own 

description o f her apology for this smaller family.

F: ...A n d  I  met it's actually a firs t cousin o f  mine, she lives in X  and she has one 

daughter as well. But she would be older than [daughter], she ’d  be about eleven, 

twelve. And she was asking me about children, she said well she said 'Do you  

have any children? ’ and 1 said ‘Just the o n e ', like that and she said to me she said  

'No G em m a' she said ‘you never answer like that ’ and I  said ‘How do you  

mean? ’ and she said  7  have, 1 have one daughter and I  used to answer like you  

did and I just the one ’ like as i f  you are kind o f  apologising fo r  ju s t having one 

child, she said you Just say I  have a daughter and leave it at that. So, I  do it 

m yself I  do just the one thing myself, but I'm mad anxious then i f  I  meet somebody 

to fin d  out how many children they have and i f  they say ‘Just the one ’ I'm like a 

worm trying to get inside their skin and get all o f  their experiences because I  do 

kind o f  I do fee l a hit paranoid sometimes about kind o f  is she going to he alright, 

am I doing the right things. I, you know kind o f  I  would go into [hook shop] 

looking fo r  books on kind o f  only children which there are none. And so i f  I  do 

come across somebody that says to me ‘oh ju st the one ’ I'm mad then questioning 

them, and so much to the point I'm sure that they kind o f  say keep away from  your 

one up there. So, I  do it myself, I  do the ju st the one thing myself. But it's horrible 

when somebody else does it to you, but there's no other, like that's ju st people. I  

don 7 think that they mean badly by it, but they don 7 realise the effect o f  the 

words on you, but I  do it m yself I  do ju st the one ’ m yself a lot o f  the time.

Gemma Power, Interview 4

Therefore, among couples for whom cycles ‘failed’, the principal difference in 

experience between those who were already parents and those who were not, was in the 

experience of having an ‘only’ child as a stigmatic state -  the follow-on stigma from 

infertility -  that o f under-reproducing.
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Non-biological parenthood

Although it is beyond the scope o f this thesis to discuss adoption and fostering, it is 

necessary to briefly discuss these options in the context o f couples’ moves away from 

reproductive technologies -  alternative exit strategies. Although all couples mentioned 

adoption or fostering, at the time o f the final interview there were six couples who were 

exclusively pursuing these. However, in four couples’ cases they had exhausted their 

reproductive technology options. Kim Jones’ endometrial pain was so severe that a 

hysterectomy was scheduled. The Duggans’ and the Gibsons’ responses to treatment 

were too poor to consider more cycles. Eva Walsh’s reaction to the drugs ensured that 

IVF was not for them. There were two other couples who could have considered further 

reproductive technology options but decided against; the Smiths and the Lawtons.

Kim Jones’ physician had been reluctant to do a hysterectomy, despite the clinical notes 

showing that it had been considered twice during surgery as her endometriosis was so 

severe. The Jones’ had first approached the surgeon to help them with their fertility 

problems and they felt that it was in light o f this that he had been very thorough and was 

constantly presenting them with alternatives.

F:...his latest thing last month was ‘Wouldyou not go and do donor eggs in Spain 

you know for the bargain price o f  nine thousand euro? ’ So, we said ‘Look you  

know w e ’ve been thinking about that we thought about it before but we said  

we ’d  give it consideration, we have until August, the end o f  August until the 

operation comes up. We've talked about it, w e ’ve kind o f  looked at it on the 

internet and everything and we ju s t don 7 think we ’re going to do it, because the 

disappointment o f  a failed cycle is desperate, i t ’s too hard You know even though 

you wouldn ’t have to take all the drugs, you ’d  only take a certain amount to get 

your body ready to receive an embryo, you know i t ’s still very hard going and the 

stress levels would be very high. And another issue for us was that it would 

biologically, B en’s and not biologically mine, whereas with adoption we ’re kind 

o f  on an even keel and i t ’s something that we both always wanted to do anyway, 

and we fee l that is the right kind o f  route for us to take.
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M: Yeah, i t ’s not only the right route, well 1 don’t know whether you considered 

this, hut I consider it a more practical route as in that the donor egg situation you 

still have only got that low percentage o f  a chance o f  working, [F: yes] but with 

adoption, even though it takes longer you have a higher percentage o f  chance o f  

coming home with a child.

The Jones, Interview 4

Adoption and fostering were perceived by these couples in more definite term s than 

IVF/lCSl. These processes were considered to assure couples o f  eventual parenthood, 

whereas rem aining engaged with treatment was no guarantee o f a positive outcome. 

However, for four couples this was not necessarily their decision, biological parenthood 

was no longer viable. The Lawtons were pursuing fostering in a sim ilar m indset, but with 

a financial slant -  there was no point continuing with expensive treatm ent with no 

positive outcom e whereas with fostering, a child was guaranteed and it would not cost the 

couple anything. Becker (1997) discusses how the response to an ‘illness’ life course 

disruption is to seek control o f  the chaotic situation, but biomedicine underm ines this 

renewed sense o f  control when information is presented in term s o f  probabilities and 

percentages. N ew  uncertainties are created, but these couples had regained their sense o f 

control by actively pursuing a perceived definite route to parenthood.

However, the Smiths differed in being the only couple with experience o f  adoption and 

did not perceive it as a guarantee. They had already adopted one child, and as so few 

Irish-born children are placed for adoption the Smiths recognised that they may never 

have another child. They did not want to pursue inter-country adoption. The Smiths had 

found both the IVF and adoption process harrowing.

M: ...And the outcome from the adoption has been great to get our [child]. But 

you know that is not an easy process either. And most people don’t most married 

people or couples don't have to go through this whole 10 years o f  analysis. I 

haven't got a lot o f  benefit out o f  it.

F: It's pretty soul destroying really.
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M: You know, i f  you are there 10 years later, ‘Ah right ’ that there is a medical 

issue or something conclusive that I  could use and build on hut there isn't. It's ju s t  

talking about the same thing over and over again to different people who have 

different specific answers they want to hear and there is nothing in it fo r  the 

couple. I f  we hadn’t got - so we have had an outcome. So worst case is we have 

had our adopted [child] and we are very happy with that. That’s the worst we will 

have. I f  we hadn't got that now. I  can't see m yself wanting to go fo r  foreign  

adoption. That would be the very last straw. And you can, you can get enough 

money and go o ff  and then get a child. It takes a year and a half. You can do it.

But that is not where I  would like to be. So, we've had a very positive outcome. So, 

almost the 10 years are worth that. But not something I  would wish on anyone to 

be honest. Not something I  would [inaudible] through the process 

F: I suppose we are a pretty positive couple. You know we -  outwardly we would 

be positive fo r  everybody else and encouraging. But it's - and we have had a 

positive outcome in that we have a child asleep upstairs. But it really is internally, 

it's very negative.

The Smiths, Interview 4

Throsby (2004) describes how adoption can give infertile couples enhanced validation; 

unlike biological parents, adoptive parents have to go through rigorous procedures to 

prove their worth as parents. In addition, adoption/fostering had to be negotiated away 

from couples giving up on treatment; not willing to try hard enough to be parents, so 

instead the focus came to be about giving a child who needed it a good home that had 

been externally validated as such. In addition, this focus on the needs o f a child 

reaffirmed couples’ commitment to parenthood and the perception o f parenthood as 

inherently benevolent (Throsby, 2004). However, for the Smiths who were the only 

couple who had gone through adoption at the time of the final interview, their cynicism 

about the process is palpable. Ken felt that they knew what the various authorities wanted 

to hear, and it was merely a bureaucratic exercise. To others the Smiths were engaging in 

face-work (Goffman, 1963); they presented a positive picture despite their own feelings 

of negativity.
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Couples pursuing adoption/fostering were the closest to exiting parenthood pursuits in 

that adoption and fostering were viewed in terms o f being the final option after all others 

were exhausted. The other couples who were still engaged with reproductive technologies 

were doing so against the biological clock that was moving too fast. Beyond the failure o f 

reproductive technology and biological possibility, all couples were considering pursuing 

adoption/fostering. Therefore, couples who were relying on adoption/fostering were able 

to talk about the sense o f closure they had acquired upon accepting that biological 

parenthood was not an option and they had exhausted their options -  leaving them with 

no regret.

M: I ’m actually sitting here struggling to think o f  the best aspect o f  the whole 

situation.

F: Yeah. The only thing I can come up with is that you kind o f  gave it a go, and 

you gave it 100%. There's no good thing about doing that treatment, only that you  

can look back on it and say well at least we tried everything we could and there's 

nothing more that we could have done, and I think that probably gives you the I  

don 7 know, the fue l to kind o f  keep going forward.

The Jones, Interview 4

M: Well like it did, it brings closure to it, it brings closure to it and I mean you 

have to be grateful fo r  that. And to be honest with you as well, we 're never ever 

going to be in a position o f  what i f  do you know what I'm saying what i f  we did 

this, what i f  we did that, even the fac t that we changed clinic as well, what i f  w e ’d  

went to this other clinic or what i f  we ’d  jum ped on a plane to India or I  d o n ’t 

know did mad stuff. I  don 7 know what you would be doing in India but you know 

what I  mean. So, you are never ever going to lose that sort o f  thing but that would 

be about it, it brings closure to that.

F: Yeah are any, I  don 7 know how you describe, it's very hard to describe at 

times you know Noelle, I don 7 know how, I  don 7 know how I ’d  say it was a help 

to me only it's something that you have to go through.
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F: But I  ju st fe lt that, it was some thing that I  had to do, I  had to try that 

Blastocyst thing because I  didn 7 want to he in ten years time wondering i f  I  had 

o f  done that

The Gibsons, Interview 4

In creating a restitution narrative, without having fully emerged in the final phase as 

cured (Frank, 1995), the Gibsons are content that they will never be able to chide 

themselves for not having tried all options for biological parenthood that were available 

to them. The Gibsons felt it was something they were compelled to try, but having 

exhausted all their perceived options, treatment could now be re-categorised as having 

brought closure rather than painfully prolonging a negative experience; their experience 

was given meaning and in this, a sense o f order and necessity was given to the chaos o f 

the disruption of infertility. In avoiding later life regret, all avenues were supposed to 

have been pursued. However, this was renegotiated to be all reasonable avenues 

(Throsby, 2004).

Prolonged experiences avoiding regret

Alongside these six couples who were pursuing non-biological parenthood, table 6.1 

shows that no couple were planning a childfree life. Eleven couples not immediately 

seeking adoption/fostering were pursuing further treatments, including egg donation in 

Spain and IVF/lCSl under different regimes in the UK. Couples pursuit of treatments was 

in-line with the ethic o f restoring the body to health (Lupton, 2001), but it extended their 

life disruption and existence a hiatus (Becker, 1997). The proliferation o f options was 

expanding couples’ choices, making it more difficult to stop treatment in case of later life 

regret (Tymstra, 1989, 2007).

M: It ju s t prolongs it really. I f lV F  didn 7 exist y o u ’d  have to come to terms with it 

a lot quicker wouldn ’t you? I  mean it gives you hope, but then i f  you fail i t ’s I 

can 7 say I  don 7 think
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F: And then IVF with a donor that sustains your hope again, and builds up your 

hopes, so I  don 7 think it really helps unless it works fo r  you [laughs], or else it

just prolongs the pain really doesn 7 it?

The Wilsons, Interview 4

This anticipated decision regret (Tymstra, 1989, 2007) ensured that couples would pursue 

every available (possibly within reason) avenue in case they lived to regret their decision 

to end treatment when it was ‘too late’, in other words, when they would no longer be in

the age cohort to reproduce. Couples wanted resolution or closure but the horizons o f

parenthood possibilities kept extending and prolonging the waiting experience o f  life on 

hold which could not be set aside in case o f  later regret. Beyond treatment, all couples 

were hoping to still be within the age limits for adoption -  however similarly to 

biological parenthood, adoption has its own age limitations.

Throsby (2004) describes reproductive technologies as being seductive with their mayhe- 

next-time promise. This is similar to Franklin’s (1997) serial failure to progress', the 

ambiguity o f  diagnosis (Stockl, 2007) facilitates and retains this hope that the next time 

could be a success. The Dorans were unwilling to accept that they could not have a 

biological child. The ambiguity o f  diagnosis as well as the ambiguity o f  biological if not 

realised fertility (in the guise o f  ectopic pregnancies and miscarriages), in addition to 

‘miracle baby’ anecdotes ensured their ongoing experience o f  liminality. While waiting 

for resolution their lives were on hold as they stayed in dissatisfying jobs and put all their 

money into savings for treatment or adoption.

F: ...we have a reason in the sense that we know that there are issues, like fo r  

example sperm issues and we know that I  have mild endometriosis but we have 

never been told that we will never have a child, and it would actually be easier i f  

we were told.

M: Yeah that's it, you know get on with your lives.

F: And you know more and more people come to us and tell us all this, because I  

think they fe e l it helps us or something, about the miraculous that “Oh and she
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was told she would never have children and he was told they would never, and 

now they are on their third one And you know that makes it worse because we 

were never told that we would never have children, and as far as were aware that 

there's nothing so serious that you could definitively say we 11 never have a child, 

and yet these people, the shutters are down and you will never ever have a child. 

M: And been told that they will never have a child.

F: And they have do you know what I  mean, so that makes us think Jesus you 

know we must be really bad cases you know [laughs].

The Dorans, Interview 4

Tiring journeys with no progress

Couples described their experience in term s o f  a journey or their travel along a particular 

road; an extended ‘tim e’ event. This ‘journey’ metaphor was also found among 

respondents (women who became pregnant through IVF) for Redshaw et a l.’s (2007) 

survey. Becker (1997) states that within a disrupted life course, m etaphors help to create 

new meanings and assist in constructing an order continuity within the life course 

narrative. The road or journey m etaphor constructs a beginning, middle and end to the 

infertility experience, much like Frank’s (1995) restitution narrative, this m etaphor 

creates a boundary whereby this chaos will eventually end as long as couples persist 

(W illiams, 1984). A road or journey also indicates a clear trajectory or route to be 

traversed; however couples were not progressing in a forward motion. When couples 

were actively engaged in pursuing parenthood they were ‘travelling’, but the more 

common ‘tim e’ experience was one o f  standing still, on hold in a grey area (Sandelowski, 

1993). Much as Franklin (1997) describes IVF in terms o f  a serial failure to progress this 

description could be considered in a broader context. For these eighteen couples, theirs 

was a serial failure to progress extending back to their first unsuccessful attempts to 

conceive and stretching out towards an ever-receding horizon o f  parenthood, 

incorporating biological parenthood alternatives. Couples imagined their experience in 

both terms o f  a starting point and a destination -  stretching backwards from their entry 

into the medical sphere and stretching out in front o f  them to an end point o f parenthood. 

This imagery is linear, m irroring the general understanding o f  time as a line rather than a
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cycle, unrelenting and unrepeatable (Menzies, 2000). These journey and road metaphors 

are continuity metaphors; creating an ordered pathway progressing from the past into the 

future.

Infertility and its treatment had become a road diverting couples from the one they 

expected to take. As their peers continued their life journeys marking off milestones, 

couples in this sample had been diverted from this road and could not rejoin it until the 

milestone of becoming parents had been achieved. This alternative path was not an event 

or brief diversion, it was a long road unto itself that couples felt they were travelling 

along, but never getting anywhere. This diversion had become a major journey of its 

own, as time chased past in the guise o f biological clocks, birthdays and peers’ 

childbirths, couples did not feel as if they were moving on this road. They were stuck and 

could not get back to where they wanted to be, however they were not willing to give up 

for fear o f later life regret, and in line with expectations that achieving a goal was simply 

a case o f trying harder (Frank, 1995). Fran Whelan stated that it was a long road, and 

Ronan Whelan stated he was looking forward to the end o f  this road. The Whelans no 

longer had control over a decision to end the journey themselves. Kevin Power described 

their infertility journey as a long and hard road, while Gemma described it as a really 

heart breaking road that had made her hard affecting her personality as well as her 

marriage.

These roads were long, but there was no real movement while on them. Pursuing 

alternatives or altering treatment was seen as moving in a positive direction. Every time 

something was altered or tweaked, or research on adoption or fostering was done, couples 

were progressing in a forward motion. It is this propulsion that would make the pursuit of 

parenthood difficult to rescind - there was always something more to try and it would 

have to be pursued in case o f regret. Getting a reason for their infertility would be a 

resolution in itself for the Dorans, but in the absence o f a reason they would have to 

explore every possibility but they felt as if there were no more ‘roads’ or possibilities to 

explore at that point.
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M: At least we ’d  have a definite ansM’er, [F: a resolution] you know one way or 

the other, alright we d on ’t have a child, we definitely, this we went down every 

road, there's no more roads to go down but at the moment we feel, do you know 

what I  mean.

The Dorans, Interview 4

The Walshs felt that they were beginning to move forwards once more, having decided 

against further treatments and opting for adoption despite no papers having been filed. 

Merely the thought o f following this course o f action was sufficient to feel that there was 

movement on a path

M: Yeah, it certainly brightens the future when you kind o f  make that decision and 

you start, kind of, you know, moving on a path towards doing something, so, we

weren 7 exactly sure what we were going to do there fo r  a while......

F: I  think, though, i f  we had decided to that I  do think, and probably not too long 

down the road we would have regretted, or 1 certainly would ha\’e. I would have 

sa id — no I  need to adopt. So I  think it was always there, it ju s t wasn ’t forced and 

then suddenly that one day it was ju st like -  okay, decision made, tha t’s what I  

want -  and you were fine  either way. Well I  think you were...

M: Oh I  wanted that, I  wanted to adopt, I  always wanted to adopt 

The Walshs, Interview 4

The Coles were pursuing treatment in the UK, and some simple blood tests had revealed 

that they were good candidates for this treatment. Again, without having begun treatment 

Alan was able to describe how the feeling o f being motionless, or being stuck, had been 

released and they were able to progress past the traffic lights o f their infertility road.

M: ...it almost fe lt fo r  us like climbing out o f  this big pit and like three years o f  

you know being stuck at the traffic lights you fe lt that you started to move through 

them you know.

Alan Cole, Interview 4
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Much as Alan Cole describes the IVF experience as being in a pit, Orla Doran describes 

it as battling up-hill and believed that it had taken the passion for living away from her. 

This disillusionment resonated for all couples. Fiona Gill felt that both her and Barry 

were losing interest in their lives while stuck in this liminal space - limbo, while Barry 

described how their peers were passing them out.

F: Yeah I  think we ’re just, I  think we 're both ju st losing interest in, I  d o n ’t know 

in everything.

F: Yeah, so that's it we ’re kind o f  ju st in limbo again, as usual it feels like we've 

been in limbo fo r  a long time.

M: And eveiybody and anybody getting pregnant since.

The Gills, Interview 4

At the time o f  the final interview, the Gills were going to have one more frozen cycle and 

were then thinking o f  not pursuing more treatment. They had met with officials with 

regard to fostering and Barry felt this was moving on, they were progressing forward. 

Fiona reiterated her earlier description o f  feeling in limbo by describing this liminal time 

as being grey. Nothing was defined for them, they did not know if they would not have a 

biological child, nor did they know if  they were definitely going to foster.

M: ...because it's almost like we ’re positive that were moving on but I'm ju s t 

wondering is it. I'm afraid that it kind o f  sounds hollow, maybe that it is hollow, 

that we ’re desperately, desperately hoping and I  use the word hope again.

F: It's ju s t so grey the whole thing; it's ju s t not black and white. Like life it's not, 

it's ju st all blurry grey.

The Gills, Interview 4

Fiona Gill’s description o f  this period as being grey and in limbo echoes Lyn Glover’s 

description o f  life on hold. Lyn felt that she could not pursue other life goals due to the
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domination o f  IVF in the Glovers’ lives. This was not only a female experience, much as 

Barry Gill could describe their stagnation while waiting for resolution, Eric Glover 

described infertility as being a dominant force in their lives - shadowing them.

M: Yeah, I  think i t ’s dominated our lives, I  think from  a year before we had 

[child] i t ’s been dominating our lives.

F: [sighs] I  do sometimes think we do say something like it puts my life on hold  

because I  don 7 go and do the degree I  wanted to do or anything because I  ’m 

saying, well M>e’ve got x  cycle that will happen then and hopefully 17/ be pregnant 

and then I 'll do it and that has turned into four years later and still you know, so 

yeah it does, it does take over your life because in my head I  can 7 see how you  

would work, have a home, have a baby and do a degree and do IVF so f ju s t  

couldn 7, my head would explode so I  would immediately cross one o ff  and then 

obviously do the others so yeah, it probably does.

The Glovers, Interview 3

The Whelans also felt stuck in the situation o f  putting aspects o f  their lives ‘on hold’ for 

treatment. They were conscious o f  spending money on anything other than treatment, and 

an opportunity to make more money that would help pay for treatment was placing them 

in a quandary - they feared the risk o f  a capital outlay could place a dent in their IVF 

funds.

M: You 're ju s t hoping you know. When it goes on the more depressed you get 

over it, time drags on forever and ever and you think will it ever happen you  

know.

F: Forty now, we 're both forty now.

M: You know it puts a lot o f  things on hold as well you know other things, you  

sort o f  hope that this could work, you could organise a lot o f  other things. You put 

s tu ff on hold you know practical s tu ff like cars or doing stu fffor the house or that 

but everything's going into this you know.

F: Jobs
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M: Yeah.

F: Ronan’s thinking o f  changing Jobs now and

M: Well I ’m, I  was setting up another business you know that would mean a 

capital investment, hut I  d o n ’t, I  d o n ’t want to touch money that we have saved 

because we were keeping it for this. So, it means taking out another loan but i t ’s 

an opportunity 1 don 7 want to miss either because at the end o f  day you need you  

might need more money down the line to do other treatments so i t ’s sort o f  a catch 

twenty-two you know? What do you do you know. I t ’s all bad news, you know.

The Whelans, Interview 4

Ronan Whelan’s sense o f  frustration with the process resonates throughout this quotation. 

He saw their entire situation as being bad news. The experience o f  subjective time is also 

apparent; Ronan describes time as dragging -  time is moving too slowly while in the 

context o f  life being on hold -  time as static. While Fran is conscious o f  their ages -  time 

is moving too quickly, they are both forty and this was beginning to become a factor in 

their treatment plans.

Jack Wilson was conscious that he and Karen were over age forty -  time felt as if it was 

moving too quickly, that it was running out, while concurrently Jack described time as 

being on hold where everything was standing still. They were living in a hiatus where 

they could not make plans until they had a definite outcome.

M: Well I  think the worst thing about it is everything stands still. 1 mean you can 7 

really consider anything.

M: Yeah I  mean age my age certainly comes into the equation now, fo r  me 

anyway.

F: And his bad back.

M: My had back. So, I  mean you do fe e l that time is kind o f  running out 

The Wilsons, Interview 4
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The Fords interviewed cycle was their first ICSI attempt, and upon reflection Lisa 

described their lives as being dominated by their treatment. In this, the times in-between 

treatment, the waiting times, are ‘wasted’ time when Lisa feels useless. The only time o f 

value is when attempting to become pregnant. This demonstrates how dominant the 

treatment experience had become -  Lisa had given up her job to focus on treatment and 

becoming pregnant was her new job.

I: How has the past year been for you?

F: Busy [laughter]. Well I  suppose i t ’s really been dominated by it hasn 7 it? But I  

have to say I  fe e l I  haven’t been working so I  suppose once I  start a cycle I  fee l 

like I  am working. I fe e l like I ’m actually doing something to actually probably 

the times I  fin d  hardest are the in between hits when I  know it hasn 7 worked and 

I ’m waiting to start again and I  ’m doing nothing and I fe e l completely useless 

basically. So, acti4ally once I  start into a cycle again I  feel okay this is my job.

And the job  I  have at the moment is to get pregnant or whatever. So, 1 actually 

fe e l better when I  'm doing a cycle in that regard.

Lisa Ford, Interview 4

Lisa also described how they had to stay in motion and not waste time as the clock time 

counting their ages was advancing quickly. This was a common theme evident in Jack 

Wilson’s quotation above but was to be found among all couples, they were conscious o f 

their ages as progressively becoming prohibitive for having either biological children or 

being considered suitable for adoption.

F: ...I suppose tha t’s my age — we had to keep moving you know we can 7 really 

afford to not to waste time or whatever, ju s t keep going [laughs].

Lisa Ford, Interview 4

‘Wasted’ time, when nothing was happening was particularly frustrating for couples. This 

wasted time cemented the feeling of stagnation against the backdrop o f knowing that they
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would soon be beyond the age o f reproduction and could miss their window o f 

opportunity for adoption. Adoption and IVF cannot be pursued concurrently, engagement 

with reproductive technologies must be complete before being accepted onto an adoption 

programme (to pursue adoption, couples are obligated to get a letter from their fertility 

clinic stating that they are no longer engaging with treatment). Couples were aware that 

inter-country adoption could take up to five years from application to bringing home your 

child. Therefore, couples needed to exhaust their biological parenthood options quickly in 

accordance with their desire to not have regrets in later life, and get onto an adoption 

programme before they would also be considered too old by the time the adoption would 

be completed. Additionally, as no couple wanted an ‘only’ child, couples were conscious 

that they would need to go through the long and arduous adoption process in quick 

succession in the hope that two adoptions could be completed before the age cut-off 

point. The ticking o f the biological clock did not only refer to desiring a child. It more 

broadly refers to the biological age clock which was ticking very loudly for these couples 

as they chased against these ‘too slow’ clocks that had been arbitrarily imposed upon 

them by clinics, adoption agencies and destination countries for inter-country adoption.

‘Wasted’ time and the associated regret occurred at multiple stages in the process. 

Couples regretted not trying to conceive earlier in their lives. They felt they could have 

conceived if they were younger, or it would have meant their engagement with fertility 

medicine when younger and they would not be chasing against the unfavourable 

biological clock o f their ages if their problem has been discovered earlier. In addition, 

couples regretted the ‘wasted’ time between investigations, when months could pass 

without any tests being completed. Couples also regretted when physicians ‘wasted’ their 

time sending them down paths and alternative routes that did not help. However, couples 

never stated that they regretted trying IVF treatment, they may have regretted trying it in 

certain clinics and regretted having to deal with certain medical personnel, but they never 

regretted the treatment itself. Even though couples had not been successful and 

recognised that they had been living in somewhat false hope for years due to this 

treatment, they were still grateful that they lived in an era when this technology was 

available. Linda Cole described how this world moves so fast; referring to how
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technology would advance and perhaps just as the Coles were over the age cusp of 

biological parenthood, that a scientific discovery could emerge that would have easily 

resolved their fertility problem if invented earlier. However, Linda recognised that all you 

can do is work with what's available in your time. Therefore, couples could not regret 

their actions taken within a given framework, but they felt that they must take this action 

for fear o f later regret. This perception o f science as inherently progressive and constantly 

improving again demonstrates Franklin’s (1997) thesis of IVF as a hope technology; if 

consistently and incrementally improving then there is always hope that the next 

treatment or option will be a success.

The Coles had been as proactive as they felt they could be upon discovering a problem 

but time still ticks on, and the time pressure was salient given their desire to have more 

than one child.

F: ...And that I  suppose that is my other regret is the time. I f  we had known we 

would have started trying earlier. I was 31 when we started trying and soon to he 

36. You know, time ticks on and we have been as proactive as it is possible to he. 

And we have gone private and we have pushed and I  have phoned and like we 

have gone fo r  cycle after cycle after cycle and still the years have ju st gone by. 

That's the other thing. I  ju s t - 1 wish we had started trying earlier. It ju s t would 

have given us more time you know. Because i f  we do get this fixed  we are then 

under pressure fo r  you know this theoretical subsequent you know more than one 

child. We are under pressure then as to when that happens, you know.

Linda Cole, Interview 4

Couples who had not successfully had a child during the research time period were 

frustrated, tired and increasingly disillusioned.

F: ...I mean there's nothing to kill passion, and I  don't mean, I'm not even talking 

about sex, I  am talking about I  mean passion fo r  life, than to have that constant 

sense o f  [M: draining] being unlucky, you know being unlucky, you know being
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unlucky is, like I  mean for y e a r s  yeah for some reason our lives have just

been incredibly challenging and stressful since we got married, in part that's 

down to the whole infertility thing, and probably in a very major way because o f  

you know losing babies is stressful [M: ectopics] Being operated on is stressful 

and like I  say I  mean we ’re nearly six years married, and i f  you count up all o f  

those months, how many months is six years?

M: Sixty, seventy>-tM’o.

F: Seventy-two months o f  hoping and wishing and praying and lighting up fucking  

candles everynvhere you go.

M: A roller coaster, a real roller coaster.

The Dorans, Interview 4

Gemma Power would have preferred if there were no more frozen embryos left so that 

the Powers could get on with their lives, instead the experience was prolonged. Their 

hope was sustained and the Powers had one more frozen cycle to pursue after the final 

interview. Kevin could not take any more heartache and was conscious of their 

advancing age becoming prohibitive. Gemma felt that there had to be more to life than 

the domination of this experience, and although the desire for another child would not 

dissipate. Gemma felt that physically and emotionally they could not sustain any more 

treatments.

M: No we ’re finished, it's gone on too long. Like it's different i f  there was a 

guarantee there, like as I  say after so many times this is going to happen. But like 

i f  we were to go through it again, and nothing again i t ’s ju s t it's more heartache 

then it is more, and we ’re getting older as well.

F: We ’re getting older as well, like I'm 40 next July and like w e ’ve been do you  

know kind o f  it's ju st time to call it quits fo r  us. Like it's something, I  d o n ’t think 

the longing will ever go away, but I  don 7 think body or mind could take it any 

more at this stage. There has to be more to life and like kind o f  sometimes you just 

have to say, as hard as it is and I  think it's going to he very tough. Like we have
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gof a lovely family, we ’re blessed with that and we ’re still young and we ’re all 

healthy and we can do other things rather than just focus on this all o f the time. 

The Pow ers, Interview  4

W hat sustained couples in treatm ent w as the hope that they  w ould  becom e parents, and 

m any referred  to  this hope as the one positive e lem ent o f  trea tm en t as o therw ise w ithout 

the ex istence o f  these technologies they w ould have none. Franklin  (1997) states that this 

hope is not sufficient indefinitely . H ow ever, as long as there w as ano ther treatm ent 

op tion , couples w ould pursue these hoping that the next attem pt w ould  be successful. In 

this, they  w ere still chasing against the biological c lock  o f  their bodies and their ages 

beyond w hich biological and even adoptive paren thood w ould  not be feasible. T hese tim e 

experiences w ere again, w ithin the contex t o f  avo id ing  stigm a. C ouples did not w ant a 

ch ildfree life. W ithout children, they  w ould not fulfil their expected  and desired  social 

role.

Infertility in Ireland

W here appropriate, couples w ere asked; their op in ions on infertility  and its treatm ent in 

Ireland, i f  they could consider a life w ithout ch ildren , if  they knew  w hy it w as they 

w anted children , and if  they considered them selves infertile. R eferences to infertility  as a 

stigm a o r a taboo w ere frequently  cited. O verw helm ing ly , coup les stated that they 

believed that infertility  and its treatm ent w ere secretive top ics in Irish society and in part 

believed th is w as attribu tab le to the pervasiveness o f  C atho lic ism . C ouples believed that 

w hen infertility  and its treatm ent did receive atten tion  in Ireland, it w as the m ore 

m arginal and salacious stories that attracted m edia attention . N evertheless, couples 

believed the topic w as gaining ground in term s o f  public  d iscourse. H ow ever it is likely 

that th is had m ore to do with their ow n engagem ent w ith  reproductive technologies and 

therefore  their greater attention to  such public d iscussions. T he secrecy around infertility 

w as felt to  fan the flam es o f  stigm a. T herefore, once m ore it is possib le to  see that 

couples believed that infertility  w as a stigm a in a perceived  pronata list society, w here 

they w ere outside the boundaries o f  expected  norm s, and their attem pts to renegotiate this 

is ev iden t in this section. In particu lar, their reasons for having  children still m atched
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their original opinions, detailed in the first chapter, there was a continuity to their desire 

to ‘fit-in’.

A key strategy identified by Throsby (2004) came to the fore at this juncture. The 

boundaries o f  normality, where normality includes biological parenthood, were redrawn 

in the couples favour. In this Throsby noted three key attributes: benevolence, fertility 

definitions, and relationships with children. The association o f  parenthood, and in 

particular motherhood with self-sacrifice and benevolence, the definition o f  infertility as 

fluid, and the couples appeal to children and ability to relate to other people’s children, 

were all used by Throsby’s (2004) sample to renegotiate within the bounds o f  inside 

belonging. These attributes can be seen to have already emerged among this sample in 

the previous chapter as well as this.

Both the Fords and the Tylers cited their good relations and popularity with children 

when asked why it was they wanted children. However, this is less a reason for having 

children, and more a justification as to why they should be enabled.

F :... I ’ve always loved children. I t ’s not anything I ’d  ever been ambivalent about 

that I always really wanted to have children myself. As I  say I've lots o f  nieces 

and nephews so I  kind o f  grew up babysitting and I  always wanted children o f  my 

own, it was always something... I  remember like when sometimes they’d  hurt 

themselves and they ’d  run and they’d  be like ‘m am m y' and they ’d  run and i f  the 

mammy wasn ’t there i f  I  was minding them it was always like you were always 

second best, even though I  was very close to them and everything but you knew 

you were second best. It was like some day I  ju st want to be the first or well jo in t 

firs t choice or whatever. Obviously over the last couple o f  years we have had to 

kind o f  think about the reality o f  not having children so I  suppose I  would be 

m ore...I would have psyched m yself more now to kind o f  think...but before it 

would never really have been. I  would have always thought o f  my life with 

children. I ’ve had to kind o f  start thinking about a life without children and I ’ve 

done that and there’s obviously advantages to it as well, we have friends who are
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childless or childfree. And they go on amazing holidays and trips. I  mean they 

weren ’I able to have children either so it wasn 7 by choice on their part either but 

they have a great...they ’re older like, well over the, but they’ve a great lifestyle in 

some ways. And obviously I  know i t ’s always a regret fo r  them as well. So, 1 

suppose I ’ve thought about that -  okay well in the worst case scenario yeah we ’II 

travel the world but it would always be a very...for me it would always be a very 

poor substitute to having children. I t ’s always been very important.

Lisa Ford, Interview 4

Both the Fords and the Tylers saw an elem ent o f benevolence to having children -  again 

not a reason for having children, but a self-defmition o f themselves within the boundaries 

o f being (potentially) good parents. Lisa Ford described how not having children would 

allow a couple to live for them selves and enjoy their lifestyle, while the Tylers 

particularly described parenthood as an altruistic act.

F: ...I don't fe e l that you know drive or whatever particularly [M: yeah]. I  think it 

would nice, I  think it would be kind o f  very fulfilling I  suppose. And I mean 

obviously I  fe e l that we would be good parents you know and that I mean we have 

as Bill said a lot o f  nieces and nephews so and I suppose you do fee l like God it 

would he nice like to have one o f  your own running along with them you know.

M: Yeah I  think kind o f  I  was ju s t trying to think o f  kind o f  an abstract way o f  

answering it like you know. And I  think I  enjoy children I  get great fun out o f  them 

and I like I enjoy the company and that kind o f  thing and I  think children have a 

lot to offer as well. And I  think have an awful lot to offer you like as an individual 

and you know like their individuality and all that kind o f  thing as well. And, 1 

think there's also like a thing as well o f  looking after somebody and caring fo r  

somebody it is very as Jean says fulfilling but trying to think o f it in more concrete 

terms. I  suppose it's ju s t a kind o f  it's a, trying to be in abstract and kind o f  think 

o f  abstract things like altruistic but do you know what I  mean? It's kind o f  like 

F: Yeah, I  mean obviously you know I  mean people are giving and caring and like 

this is [M: Yeah] A way to do that I suppose.

The Tylers, Interview 4
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These couples wanted children in terms o f  what they could provide for them. It is not to 

suggest that this was not genuinely felt by noting how the boundaries o f  normative 

parenthood were being redrawn to include couples’ own self-defined positive 

characteristics. Instead, the intent is to highlight how important social conformity is: 

couples felt it necessary to be imide belonging (Throsby, 2004).

Couples believed childless couples were perceived as selfish, thinking only o f  

them selves. To have a child was considered an altruistic act. Due to this, couples, and in 

particular wives, stated that they would at this juncture and beyond the point o f  not being 

able to have children, prefer people to know that they were not able to have children 

rather than think they did not want them. This contrasted with their earlier desire to let 

people think they did not want children yet. In this, their transgression o f cultural norms 

was only partial -  they had wanted children, and done all they felt they could to achieve 

this. They were fulfilling two cultural norms -  to want children, and to do all in their 

power to overcome an illness (Zola, 1972). They were hoping the stigma o f  infertility 

could be kept secret through an IVF conception. However, not being able to have 

children was increasingly leading to couples’ isolation from their peer group. Couples 

rejected the ‘infertile’ label, and negotiated them selves at a distance from other infertile 

people. Infertility was clearly a stigma among couples, and their perception o f it as being 

a stigma by society at large is informative in that it potentially demonstrates their own 

beliefs in this regard.

To be succinct, two couples will be focussed on to dem onstrate how interpretations o f  

societal attitudes were mirrored in couples’ own perceptions. The M orans and Dorans 

demonstrated how society at large was considered to have a negative attitude towards 

infertility and its treatment, while at the same tim e dem onstrated that they held the same 

belief system. These responses were common across the sample.

The M orans discussed at length how infertility and its treatm ent was a stigma in Irish 

society. They believed this stemmed from Ireland’s focus on the family, similar to
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another Catholic country -  Italy. It was expected that people would have children in line 

with Catholic teaching, and people who did not have children were selfish and not willing 

to make sacrifices.

F: I think Irish; a lot o f  Irish people even though things have changed are very 

family focussed. We're very family centred like the Italians. And you're considered 

a mean couple i f  you don't have children. You are considered what's wrong with 

them? They're too mean to have children or they are too selfish, they like their

holidays I  heard someone and I  am sure now it was someone else they were

talking about. Someone saying something about 'well 1 am willing to make 

sacrifices. You know that's what having children is about. Not just all being about 

yourself as a couple and it's the sacrifices you have to make and some people 

aren't willing to make them.' And that's ignorant, you know. It's really like you're 

selfish, you're self centred, you want an easy life.

M: ...and 1 think the generation o f our friends still, well you should have children 

like. It was expected and you know this thing o f us all being supposedly practising 

Catholics and that it is part for religion and that is what we should be doing 

The Morans, Interview 4

However, when asked why they wanted children, the Morans demonstrated how their 

own understandings o f  parenthood were bound up with ideas o f  being self-sacrificing. 

This was in-line with their perceptions o f  the opinions held by broader society.

F: I  just think there's more to life than just living it for yourself.  the whole

purpose would be to give someone a good start in life and do your best for them 

as much as you can without spoiling them.

Lucy Moran, Interview 4

The Morans own attitudes towards infertility and its treatment came to the fore with 

regard to a family member. Lucy’s sister had also undergone IVF treatment, and had two
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children. The M orans had nicknam ed one o f  the children referencing his origins. They 

had assumed that as the child was not as advanced as his sister that he must have been a 

cryopreserved embryo. The M orans them selves had attached negative connotations to 

children born from this treatm ent.

F: I thought she had the second fella frozen. I used to call him the Popsicle. And 

this is terrible. He used to be under her shadow and I used to say to Sean God you 

know what I  mean

M: You'd know he was the frozen one.

F: Bit slow or something. And he's not slow at all 

The M orans, Interview 4

Lucy demonstrated her resentment o f the term infertile in describing a conversation with 

her physician. He had used the term ‘infertile’ and she was clearly upset by this label 

being assigned. Neither o f  the M orans considered them selves infertile; despite Lucy’s 

extensive gynaecological problems, Sean’s low sperm count, and their three unsuccessful 

full fresh cycles. Instead, their infertility problems were reassigned to being ‘womb 

problem s’.

F:...He said 'Well a woman like you who is infertile my concern really after doing 

what I did' and I'm like, one o f  these days I am going to choke you. I hate that 

word. You know I don’t consider myself infertile.

M: I wouldn't consider myself infertile either.

F: We have been classed sub-fertile, sub fertile in [UKJ. We have been classed 

fully infertile barking mad in Ireland at this point. Yeah, no I am not infertile. He 

is not infertile. I probably would have some fertility problems. I am not an 

infertile woman as a matter o f  fact I am overly fertile and they can't believe the 

eggs they get o ff me. I  have problems with my womb. Yeah, no I am not infertile. 

The Morans, Interview 4
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T he ab ih ty  to  reconstruct infertility  into a ‘g rey ’ area w as facilitated by reproductive 

technologies as em bodied  p rogress desp ite  their serial failure to progress (F ranklin , 

1997). The b lending o f  the technological w ith their bodies had m ade the  d istinctions 

betw een infertility  and fertility  less abso lu te  and m ore blurred.

The D orans felt infertility  w as a silent stigm a and as a result there w as very  little 

understanding o f  w hat it m eans. T he D orans believed infertility  incurred o ther negative 

characteristics. T hese negative characteristics w ere particu larly  fem ale-orien ta ted  and to 

be voluntarily  child less or career-focussed  w ere perceived by O rla as a negative 

association rather than a preference. For the D orans, infertility  also suggested  som eth ing  

sexually  abnorm al.

F: I think I ’d  like to see far greater openness you know, and understanding, 

because there's very little understanding, it's sort o f  i f  you 're bloke you ’re firing  

blanks and i f  you ’re a woman you ’re frigid, or you don 7 want children, you ’re a 

career woman you are this you are that. You know people have that, there are an 

awful lot o f  [M: presumptions] presumptions made about people 

The D orans, In terview  4

Despite their IVF attem pts and trips to  Spain for egg donation -  w here they  d iscovered  

that H ugh’s sperm  count w ould  necessita te ICSl -  the D orans did not consider 

them selves infertile and d istanced  them selves from  th is stigm a. T hey  negotiated  this 

d istance by focussing on the hope that no physician  had told them  that they  could  not 

have children, despite their ow n im pression that the Irish clin ic w ould no longer treat 

them  due to the lim ited chance o f  success.

/ . ' ...do you consider yourselves infertile?

F: No.

M: No.

F: It would be easier i f  we did.

M: That's it like you know, when do you
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F: Like when do you give up, because we don’t know when we give up.

M: Like when do you live, when do you start living really, that's it isn ’t it?

F: Yeah.

M: Thai's what I say, we ’re looking fo r  someone to actually give us that definite 

answer, you know we can’t have children. We ’II it ’II be hard, we ’II hax’e to 

accept, we ’d accept it and move on 

The Dorans, Interview 4

C ouples  retained the hope that they would conceive naturally. All couples (particularly 

w ives) admitted that they would still be conscious o f  dates and the optimum  time for 

intercourse despite not conceiving for a considerable period prior to medical intervention, 

and then the intervention i tse lf  This reiterates their denial o f  their own status as infertile.

Therefore, even in term s o f  self-definition, couples were in an am biguous state. As 

physicians were only able to indicate a potential reason for not being able to conceive, 

they either could not or did not d iscuss infertility in absolutes. This  ambiguity  not only 

facilitated couples ongoing engagem ent with treatment, the pursuit o f  parenthood in the 

hope that it would eventually w ork and ensured that every avenue would be explored in 

case o f  later regret; this am biguity  also facilitated a negotiated distance between couples 

w ho perceived infertility as stigmatic and their ow n infertility.

Isolation

The perceived stigma o f  infertility and its trea tm ent led to isolation from the peer group 

w ho were advancing on the m ainstream norm ative life course. Linda Cole is quoted 

extensively below, as she succinctly discusses several o f  these them es outlined above 

which arose am ong the w ider sample. Linda identifies how  she feels their childlessness is 

a s tigma in Ireland as it is a child-centred society, som ething she once would have liked, 

how ever is now isolating. The secrecy around treatm ent was discussed by both the Coles 

as engendering the stigma, with Alan w anting to be m ore pioneering in this regard than 

Linda. Alan, w ho is not originally from Ireland did not feel that infertility and its 

treatment was a stigma in Ireland, and if  it is, it is attributable to Ireland’s history o f
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Catholicism. A lan was willing to speak freely about their infertility and its treatment and 

w as not affected by negative comments. H ow ever, as their infertility w as female factor, 

Alan respected L inda’s decision to keep this information am ong  a sm aller circle. Linda 

did not like her biological problems and reproductive system being discussed by others 

w ho otherw ise would have no reason to, in addition to L inda’s desire to  protect any 

children they m ay have in the future. A lthough unable to p inpoint the reason for 

infertility and its treatment being a stigma, Linda disagreed with A lan ’s assertion that 

religion played a part. Linda felt it w as m ore likely attributable to Irish people’s 

association o f  fertility with being ‘natural’ and anything outside o f  this being deviant.

F: Yeah I do. I certainly feel that we're not fully part o f the community here and 

that is because M’e don't have children. You don't get told about lots o f things that 

are going on. You know in general this is a very family orientated society which 

prior to finding out 1 was infertile 1 thought was a great thing. 1 am I would have 

been very child focused myself But then when you become one o f those people 

who can't have children all o f a sudden yeah you are excluded. Well I  feel 

excluded all right. There’s just I mean so much o f  what happens on our streets

you know and in our village is to do with the children. And like for example /

don't feel that M’e  could volunteer for you know helping out with the local sports 

club for example. Not that I am sporty but you know that kind o f thing. You know 

get involved with the things that involve children because I feel that people would 

look at you and say 'Well they haven't got children, I wonder why they are 

involved?' And there would be an element o f suspicion. Now that could be purely 

in my mind but I would feel I wouldn't get involved in that for that reason. I would 

think that people might regard me with suspicion because 1 don't have children 

and there is something kind o f unnatural about that. And as regards IVF yeah, I 

do feel that there is attitudes. I never know where the attitudes come from and I

would certainly not be telling people I don't think it is specifically religion it's

just I think that I think there are a lot ofpeople in Ireland and I couldn't tell you 

who but I think there is a lot o f people in Ireland who have a you know don't mess 

with nature attitude and like God forbid
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M: Yeah, this is God's will and

F: i f  we did have a child and something was wrong with the child or something 

then you know that that would be ‘Oh well you know sure. Didn 7 you mess 

around with things and didn't you have IVF? ’ So, I  wouldn't make it anybody’s I  

wouldn't want that information out there. 1 would have a couple o f  people close to 

us that would know that it was IVF but I think there has to be a big ground shift o f  

change in attitudes in Ireland about that and I think there are an awful lot o f  

people out there who are having IVF who are not talking about it. And it's not 

going to happen until M’e all do but I am not going to start it. And you know my 

friends who do have IVF babies, I don't know anybody or I know one person 

actually who has told everybody and virtually everybody else has only told a few 

select people and some people have told virtually nobody. You know that I only 

discovered because I was doing IVF. I discovered the babies that I had seen, 

knew, were IVF babies. And I had no idea. And some close relatives o f the babies 

don't know as well.

M: Yeah a lot o f  the things like they're stigmas because you make them stigmas 

aren't they?

F: Well this is it but I  am not going to be out there 

M: I personally wouldn't see it as an issue.

F: Well I am not going to be out there championing the cause because I don't 

want somebody coming up and pointing a finger at my child. It's that child's 

personal information.

The Coles, Interview 4

Feeling isolated and the progressive nature o f  this isolation was a reoccurring them e for 

couples in this childless sample. Couples, and in particular women, were occupying a 

‘th ird’ space -  a space that lacked definition. Men could feel awkward if  asked how many 

children they had, and not having children could affect how men felt they were being 

perceived, but this m oment would pass. For women this was potentially more difficult, as 

women felt that their peers’ conversations had become centred on children. These were 

conversations that women in this sample could not participate in. In addition, peers were
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no longer as socially available due to the time demands and care requirements o f  

children. A chasm was felt to be developing between couples with and without children.

Fiona Gill had described in earlier interviews how she did not feel that she could 

legitimately join in conversations about children as she felt other women believed that 

only mothers had parental knowledge. As if  upon giving birth, women automatically 

became experts. This was the club Sinead Young described herself as being desperate to 

jo in  as outlined in previous chapters, and identified by Bailey (1999). In this same vein, 

the Gills described how they felt that people used parenthood to self-defme and that their 

friends were isolating themselves as they would not leave their children with a babysitter. 

Fiona angrily described how she felt peers had become precious about their children and 

that they were too child-focussed. The Gills were now refusing invitations to children’s 

birthday parties -  not because they did not like being around children, but they did not 

understand how adults could enjoy themselves at a children’s party and felt this was an 

example o f  how their peers had become too child-focussed. In this context, the Gills felt 

that Ireland was so child-focussed that it would be impossible to say that you were 

childless by choice. This reflects the earlier discussion o f  how involuntarily childless 

couples at the end o f  treatment would prefer others to know that their childlessness was 

not by choice.

F:...it defines people as well, you know I'm being brutally honest now and 1 would 

say a lot o f  people wouldn 7 even admit it who do have children or who are trying. 

It de fines people like, it gives them a sense o f  -1  can do this to and I  think there 

are a lot o f  people out there who don 7 really actually want children and ju s t think 

that that's something that they have to do because they are married.

M: I  want children for the most basic genetic reason o f  all and that is to continue 

who I  am [F: yeah] and who my wife is that's it you know and lots o f  things go 

into that.

F: And like when you die that someone will actually give a crap, like I'm being 

honest like hut these are the kind o f  things that most people don 7 think about 

because they don 7 have to think about them because they ju s t have children and
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all these things happen but not having children really makes you think God why?

I remember a cousin o f  mine, they decided not to have children and I  remember 

my sister saying they are so selfish and I  was thinking they are not selfish they are 

far from  selfish. They obviously put a lot o f  thought into this like it's a huge 

decision and I  have ultimate respect fo r  anyone who says we d o n ’t want to have 

children, 1 really do. And 1 think in Ireland as well like -1  was in [UK] recently 

and I heard it said a couple o f  times about couples, people referring to other 

couples oh they are not going to have children, they don't want, they’ve decided 

not to. And I  was thinking God in Ireland like you don't hear that, you really 

don t, people wouldn 7 be shouting about it and I  think you know we 're still 

basically a catholic fam ily centred country.

The Gills, Interview 4

The Gills described how they felt that due to this, infertility was stigmatised in Ireland. In 

addition, Barry felt that superstition had grown around infertility and the Gills were 

irritated by people offering them superstitious advice about fertility rites; Linda Cole also 

mentioned this -  people were suggesting that she should try cosmic ordering. The Gills 

were conscious that not having children was frying in the face o f  everything and was 

outside the expected social parameters.

M: ...even though we 're a modern country and everything we are embedded 

deeply in religious notions and fo r  religious notions read superstition, right? And  

the childless couple is in some way outside o f  what's accepted as normal in all o f  

that. Now i f  people aren 7 having kids the old notion and the still widespread 

notion is that there’s something wrong there. And I  mean, in the Irish psyche 

people are fa r  more willing to accept the o ld  superstitious notion as opposed i t ’s 

a medical thing you know and have you know, and empathise with you because 

it's a medical thing as opposed to w hat’s the problem there?

  The stigma comes from  the religious forw ard slash superstitious psyche o f

the Irish people   There's a suspicion about people who don 7. I  mean now Vm

quite con fident in my own personality and I  don 7 want to sound paranoid or
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anything but it's the kind o f  thing that as a kid I  would have, as a teenager, a

couple not having kids 'Is he gay? ’ you know that kind o f  idea as well. .......

there's something out o f  the ordinary with people who d on ’t have kids they are not 

propagating the species.

F: But there is nothing out o f  the ordinary, people think about single people 

especially women and I  think it's really unfair like we all judge like why you ’re 

why your marital status or your my gosh, i t ’s tough, it's very tough on people at 

every stage i f  your not fitting  in with the norm like [M: yeah] and it's pitying like, 

oh God I ’d  hate to be pitied and then sure I  am pitied [laughs].

The Gills, Interview 4

The Gills raise several interesting points; the expectation o f  having children on the 

anticipated life course in a pronatalist society is about identity and belonging, and Fiona 

particularly notes the milestone of having children after marriage as first discussed in 

chapter one. However, their own reason for wanting children is cast as instinctual by 

Barry, but Fiona recognises the flip side as not altruistic -  to have someone to mourn 

your death. Fiona has had the room to rethink cultural assumptions, and now views not 

having children as courageous and unselfish. However, they are still affected by other 

people’s perceptions o f  them, and Barry is particularly concerned about the 

misinterpretation o f  their childlessness as falsely indicating his impotence and 

homosexuality. Barry was the only man to specifically note how he was not performing 

his gender norms (Butler, 1997).

The Dorans also described how people pitying them has led to their isolation as their 

peers feel awkward around them and they have little in common -  mirroring the Gills 

experience o f  being outsiders in conversations.

F: ...we've actually lost most o f  our social group [M: um] because we ’re just, 

we ’re apart now, do you know what I  mean we don 7 have the babies and the 

buggies and you know all o f  that, and we ju s t don 7 have anything in common with 

them any more you know, it's horrible do you know.
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M: I  think they all think too, oh they don 7 have children so 

F: Yeah and they kind o f  pussyfoot around you as well, they d on ’t want to offend  

you and they don 7 invite you to things, because we wouldn 7 want to invite you to 

a harbeque with all our babies.

M: And running around screaming and

F: Yeah, yeah, yeah, and even the kind o f  “Oh what do you say to them you know, 

God. It's horrible being poor Orla and poor Hugh ”.

M: And also about I  suppose all the woman too sit around and talk about school 

and blah, blah, blah.

F: Yeah and mothers and toddlers groups and

M: And what do we say to Orla when we ’re sitting there, you know do we talk 

about it?

F: Yeah but it's the same fo r  you though, like I  mean even, like you know we were 

at a wedding last week and you kmnv the kind o f  you know, do you have any o f  

your own yet like, you know this kind o f  thing, [laughs] And you get that ju st as 

much as I  do, do you know what I  mean, or, because it's gone beyond the kind o f  

‘Oh may all your little troubles, may all your troubles be little ones ’ and then it 

goes beyond the kind o f  ‘ah isn 7 it about time now ’, you know it goes through all 

the hoops and then it's suddenly oh Jesus don 7 mention the war, they obviously 

can 7, you know and it's horrible it really is.

The Dorans, Interview 4

Lisa Ford also described how she believed onlookers perceived childless couples, and 

this was from a position o f feeling superior rather than feeling sorry or pitying an infertile 

couple.

F: ...with smugness almost and this judgemental thing, it was just, and that does 

exist, thankfully i t ’s a minority o f  people but that attitude does exist, like ‘Oh well 

i t ’s their own fa u l t ' or ‘they should have tried sooner ’. So, 1 think there has to be 

an awareness o f  it, which I  think studies like this are great to raise awareness that 

this is a real issue, it affects one in six couples which is a huge number o f  people.
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I t ’s increasing and okay you might have your two children and fabulous I'm  

really happy fo r  you but d o n ’t look down on other people that don't or d on ’t 

judge them.

Lisa Ford, Interview 4

Lisa Ford echoes a point made earlier in this section by Linda Cole. Although 

medicalised, the personal responsibility for becoming infertile as well as resolving it rests 

with the couple (Zola, 1973). Linda makes the point that if there were further medical 

problems with a child born via there treatm ents, such as a disability, the stigma o f 

treatment would come to the fore and the mother would be blamed for tam pering with 

‘nature’. Barry Gill (above) was content for infertility to be cast as medical problem 

rather than leaving it to superstition. However, this is based on full public knowledge and 

understanding which these couples do not believe is their current reality.

As mentioned, stigma was a reoccurring them e in these final interviews as couples were 

asked to consider infertility both on a broad societal level, as well as how it related to 

them. It has been demonstrated that couples perceived Ireland to be a family-centred, 

quasi-religious/superstitious society where childless couples were existing outside o f  

social parameters as deviants -  not the ‘norm ’. It has also been demonstrated that couples 

themselves possibly conform ed to these perceptions; these broader understandings o f  

Irish attitudes may tell us more about their own beliefs as infertility being an undesirable 

state. Lyn Glover described living a childfree life as hell on earth, Beth Gibson described 

how not having a child that would be like the end o f  the world to me, there would be no 

reason fo r  living, and Orla Doran described childfree living as my absolute worst 

nightmare.

Conclusion

In brief, this chapter discusses the experiences o f  couples for whom reproductive 

technologies failed during the longitudinal research timeframe. Fifteen or more months 

after their interviewed cycles it is possible to see that the proliferation o f  options in the 

area o f reproductive m edicine and social parenthood extended the experience o f
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infertility where it is felt that life is ‘on hold’ waiting to rejoin the life course from the 

point o f  deviation. Couples felt they could not escape this life domination and feeling o f  

being in a hiatus without the outcome o f  becoming a parent to two or more children. 

There were no feasible exit strategies, at this juncture their lives could not be fully 

imagined in a positive manner without children. The advantages o f  not having children 

were the same as not having any commitments, which was not necessarily a positive 

status. This status o f  being carefree is not within the normative gender enactment o f  

adulthood (Woollet, 1991; Letherby, 1994; Exley and Letherby, 2007). This desire for 

more than one child -  an ‘only’ child being a stigma similar to being childless, indicating 

selfishness -  ensured that time was felt to be moving too quickly as couples chased 

against their biological clocks to either have a multiple birth from IVF/lCSl or multiple 

successful cycles, or to entirely eliminate the possibility o f  becoming biological parents 

and pursue adoption(s) which could not be done in parallel to treatment. The ambiguity 

o f  diagnosis and differing treatment options created an uncertainty around infertility 

status, and couples therefore felt that they must continue their pursuit o f  biological 

parenthood until all avenues on their journey had been exhausted in case o f  later life 

regret (Tymstra, 1989). Couples did not believe that they were infertile and rejected this 

label as a stigma, particularly in Irish culture which was understood to be secretive, 

religious and pronatalist. As already outlined throughout this thesis, this research is based 

on couples’ own testimonies and if they regard childlessness as a stigma, it can only tell 

us about their own perceptions rather than society at large. Couples themselves mirrored 

their own descriptions o f  the perception o f  infertility in Irish society by not disclosing, 

due to infertility as well as the treatment itself, being stigmatised -  a stigma that they did 

not want their potential children to bear, in addition, their own perceptions o f  life as not 

worth living, and the reason for living is to reproduce, also mirrors these understandings 

o f  their lived cultural milieu. This chapter has also demonstrated how couples were 

increasingly becoming isolated from their peers, as they did not have as much in common 

without achieving similar milestones on the originally expected and anticipated life 

course. They were unwilling deviants (Goffman, 1963). This was further highlighted in 

their renegotiation strategies as inside belonging (Throsby, 2004). Their liminal status 

permitted a redrawing o f  normative boundaries to include themselves with their intent to
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have children. Possession o f  such attributes as altruism, benevolence, popularity with 

children and undefined fertility, reasserted their normality and distancing them from the 

voluntarily childless. Couples were on the frontiers o f  these normative categories, which 

though undesirable, permitted their fluidity and was assisted by the am biguities o f the 

infertility and its treatm ent experiences.

Thus, the pursuit o f  parenthood was a tiring journey on a road where no real progress was 

being made. This was the experience o f  ‘w asted’ time; as life was on hold, unable to 

pursue other life goals or proceed along the expected life course without achieving this 

milestone. This milestone had to be pursued in case o f later life regret, and possibly in 

line with societal expectations o f  a ‘good’ patient taking charge o f  their ‘d isease’. At this 

later time point, it can be seen that the stigma o f  childlessness and the association o f 

selfishness was considered worse than the stigma o f  infertility as couples gradually were 

beginning to prefer that others would know that they wanted children, they were not 

hard-hearted or selfish, but were unable to have them.
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Conclusion

This thesis has concluded that the lived experience o f  infertility and its treatm ent is a 

stigmatic experience, which viewed through a longitudinal real-time approach, can be 

exposed by the personal interpretation o f  time. Through a discussion o f  couples’ expected 

‘tim ed’ events on their anticipated life course, this thesis explored how a deviation from 

these expected milestones was felt to be stigm atic and recounted their engagem ents with 

reproductive m edicine in which tim e was felt to be too fast and too slow while couples 

remained in a hiatus, waiting for resolution and rejoining the life course.

This fmal chapter provides an assessment o f  the key them es emerging from the data as 

discussed in each o f the preceding chapters, bringing them together in terms o f  the 

overarching them e o f stigma and contextualising these experiences o f  infertility and its 

treatment within the relevant literature. The chapter will additionally outline the potential 

implications o f this research, which could serve to inform health policy as well as public 

discourses around infertility and childlessness.

Throughout, infertility is constructed as being similar to the experience o f chronic illness 

in being a life disruption, upsetting the understood order o f  life as a linear progression, 

creating chaos and rendering attempts to restore order as the most dominant force in 

people’s lives. This attempt to restore order was channelled through a medical prism, 

which assisted in some cases to overcome infertility, but the more frequent assistance it 

gave was to alleviate blame for the condition. In this, medicalisation ensured that the 

onus for overcom ing this medical disruption was reapportioned back to couples. The 

proliferation o f  medical options and endeavours prolongs engagem ent in the medical 

sphere, which in the majority o f  cases, will not provide the necessary finale for the 

restitution narrative (Frank, 1995).

Thirty-four couples were interviewed at four different tim e points - twenty-six couples 

remained at the final time point due to attrition. As this research is unique in term s o f 

taking place in Ireland, as well as with a longitudinal sample o f  couples, interviewed
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together, who w ere both successful and unsuccessful during the research tim e-fram e, the 

intent is to rem ain as close as possib le  to  the original m eaning and facilitate the 

experiential voice. In this, the day-to-day  experience o f  infertility  and its treatm ent are 

explored in an in-depth w ay. T he inclusion o f  couples w ho had been through several 

cycles o f  IV F/ICSI alongside couples w ho w ere engaging w ith treatm ent for the first 

tim e, as well as the d iversity  o f  investigations and low -technology procedures am ong the 

sam ple has m ade the data incredibly  rich. H ow ever, stepping  back from the daily  

experiences o f  clinical and drug regim es, clear com m onalities are found across the 

sam ple.

In recalling  the tim e before realising their conception  d ifficulties, couples recounted their 

unw avering b e lie f in an ordered life course. T his ordered life course had a particular 

chronology o f  m ilestones w hich included having children after m arriage. T o facilitate 

these m ilestones couples expected  to  have em otional and financial security . W hile 

w orking tow ards these m ilestones, couples believed their fertility  w as voracious and 

required keeping in check. U pon m arriage, and w hen all the build ing blocks w ere in place 

for the next life course m ilestone o f  ch ildren  to occur, couples gradually  d iscovered that 

contraceptive use w as m asking their infertility . Social readiness w as not in sequence w ith 

biology, the bio-social life rituals did not m atch as assum ed. T here w ere variations across 

the sam ple in term s o f  w hen w as defined  as the ‘rig h t’ tim e to have children , but the 

social defin ition  o f  there being a ‘rig h t’ tim e -  afte r m arriage and w hen feeling secure -  

was uniform . A lthough it is not possib le to  extend the analysis o f  co u p les’ testim onies to 

their fam ilies and peer groups, it appeared that there w as a shared cultural d ialogue o f 

assum ed parenthood. Therefore the conten tion  throughout the thesis, estab lished  in 

chapter one is that infertility  is a deviation from  the expected life course, and as such is a 

stigm a. H aving established that infertility , and its follow -on sym ptom , child lessness, are 

deviations, and therefore d isruptions to  the expected life course, th row ing  the anticipated 

life narrative into chaos, couples reacted  by categorising  their perceived problem  within 

the m edical sphere. This is not to  suggest that this w as a quick transition -  all couples 

were aw are that they  had to  be try ing  to  conceive for certain  m inim um  tim es before they 

w ould be considered infertile and requiring  help. T his tim e o f  trying alone becam e a
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focus on the female monthly cycle, timed intercourse and the undesired regularity (or 

irregularity) o f  menstruation. After ceasing contraceptive use, both regular and irregular 

cycles were indicative o f reproductive disruption. Rational biomedicine was expected to 

provide conclusive answers and quick resolutions. In this reaction, patients, as couples 

were now cast, were behaving according to two cultural norms -  they were realigning 

them selves with the expected life course by seeking a solution and attem pting to rejoin 

their anticipated trajectories, while also perm itting the clinical gaze and medicalisation o f  

their problem . In this, blame is somewhat alleviated, however the onus is on the patient to 

work hard to make themselves better.

Therefore, these early experiences o f  assumed parenthood and the gradual realisation that 

there could be a disruption to this expected life course established how a deviation would 

be problem atic as well as enacting the experience o f  tim e as a vehicle to demonstrate this 

deviation. At this juncture, the ‘right’ time to have children was evident, but also the 

emergence o f  medical time, or more correctly the time experience while engaged with 

medicine, came to the fore. Sex became a ‘tim ed’ event, the calendar was focussed on the 

monthly cycle all while waiting for legitimate entry into the medical sphere without 

realising that they were already engaging with biomedicine via pregnancy tests and 

ovulation predictor kits as well as their increasing knowledge o f  reproductive 

endocrinology as they became ‘expert’ patients. Therefore these early ‘tim e’ experiences 

demonstrated how infertility could be stigm atic, but also how time was central to their 

attempts to overcom e this stigma.

As couples gradually became increasingly immersed into the medical sphere, their 

anticipated life schedules were replaced by treatm ent schedules. Couples sought answers 

and resolution, but instead found ambiguity and ‘grey’ areas. During this period, couples 

placed their lives on hold; not changing jobs or careers and avoiding unnecessary 

expenses, in the hope that they would quickly reassert the position they had anticipated 

on their expected life course. In parallel to this tim e experience o f  living in a hiatus, 

medical time was experienced as moving slowly. Physicians tried to establish reasons for 

infertility through a process o f  elimination, which was slow as it frequently relied on
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bodily cycles and responses, as well as busy schedules. Concurrent to this, couples and 

women in particular, were increasingly aware that their biological tim e, which was 

understood to greatly affect their reproductive capacity, was ticking by at what was felt to 

be, a very fast rate. Couples were particularly conscious o f  this too-fast biological tim e in 

the context o f  wanting more than one child. The desire to overcome infertility was 

particularly evident through couples, again, particularly w om en’s, w illingness to undergo 

uncomfortable, painful and distressing physical procedures. Respondents were more than 

willing to endure discomfort, it was the in-between times when nothing was actively been 

done and they were waiting for results and outcomes, that were articulated as distressing. 

The IVF/ICSI experience was a microcosm o f  these time experiences -  couples’ lives 

were on hold throughout this treatment but time moved quickly as couples, particularly 

women, had a considerable personal responsibility and investment (em otional, financial 

as well as responsibility for drug regimes and body-watching) throughout the treatment. 

However, time slowed to a standstill during the sudden cessation o f active-treatm ent o f  

the two-week wait to do a pregnancy test. The IVF/ICSI experience was one o f ‘invested 

tim e’ as this was considered their last hope o f  biological parenthood. Beyond IVF/ICSI 

(and alternative forms o f  this treatment), all couples were planning on adopting or 

fostering. Childlessness was never an option.

Stigma is evident through these tim e experiences -  couples’ lives were felt as time 

standing still, they could not progress on their expected life course without achieving this 

parenthood milestone, something that seemed to be happening easily for their peers as 

they apparently passed them by on the life course. They had deviated and wanted to 

quickly rejoin this journey -  as a resuh, and while waiting for this to happen, tim e was 

felt to be m oving too slowly. Time was also felt to be moving too quickly in term s o f  

their reproductive potential. They were in a race against the biological clock to reassert 

their expected parenthood status and overcome the stigma o f infertility.

The life course disruption o f  infertility became the life disruption o f  treatm ent, as couples 

continually engaged with biomedicine and the proliferation o f available options. Couples 

needed to feel that they had explored every available avenue to overcom e their stigma.
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otherwise they felt they would experience regret in later life. Biomedicine may have been 

providing choices, but to couples there was no choice, they were compelled to try as 

many possibilities as were reasonably available to them. The original engagem ent with 

m edicine had been to get answers and turn chaos into order. Instead, couples were in a 

‘grey’ area o f  ambiguity -  o f  diagnoses and options. W ithout an absolute statement that 

they were infertile, couples retained hope that they would eventually conceive through 

biotechnology, or beyond, after they had conceived through assisted reproduction.

Norm alising strategies were evident among couples who had both successful and failed 

cycles. The partiality o f  diagnoses facilitated a renegotiation o f  the boundaries o f  fertility 

and infertility -  without the answer they were originally seeking couples were convinced 

o f their inherent fertility. There was an unwavering link between their perceptions prior 

to discovering their infertility and their understandings after attempting one o f  the most 

advanced technologies available to by-pass, not overcome, infertility. Couples rejected 

the label o f  infertility as not applying to them, further highlighting how even towards the 

end o f  their treatment options (in some cases having only being able to conceive by by

passing their infertility) infertility was still perceived to be a stigma.

When couples did become pregnant, these medicalised pregnancies were blended with 

the reproductive technology experience rendering the outcome tentative and this period 

as anxious. However, these pregnancies were ‘precious’ time, as couples were aware that 

they may never have this experience repeated. On this note, repetition was desirable -  no 

couple wanted an ‘only’ child; this emerged as the secondary stigma after infertility -  the 

stigma o f under-reproducing. For couples who had failed cycles and were either pursuing 

further treatment or adoption, as well as couples who now had an ‘only’ child, the race 

against the biological clock intensified as they needed to quickly return to the clinic to 

ensure a(nother) successful cycle and have more than one child. In the case o f  adoption, 

the upper age limits could also prove prohibitive for returning for a second child.

Therefore, the life disruption o f  infertility and the domination o f  attempts to become 

parents did not end with a successful outcome. This experience o f  living in a hiatus while
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racing against one clock, and trying to speed another one up, extended due to the 

stigmatic nature o f childlessness and under-reproducing.

Thus, this thesis is consistent with other empirical research identified in this area as 

outlined in the literature review (Snowdon et al., 1983; Miall, 1986; Greil, 1991; Monach, 

1993; Sandelowski, 1993; Franklin, 1997; Thompson, 2005; see also Becker, 1993, 1997, 

2000 and Becker and Nachtigall, 1992). Infertility was identified as stigmatic, and in the 

context o f being a life disruption o f living in limbo, similar to the experience o f chronic 

illness, by multiple authors. The promissory nature of reproductive technologies 

facilitates these extended experiences -  this is not to criticise the existence o f such 

technologies. They did not arise in a cultural vacuum (Hyde et al., 2004) and to suggest 

that they are imposed on couples is to render individuals as passive, albeit within a 

limited cultural scope of alternatives. However, the medicalisation o f infertility, its 

responses and the impacts on couples’ experiences have been recognised throughout.

Although it is interesting and informative to note the consistency o f academic analysis of 

these experiences -  the reflexive nature o f this research methodology must recognise that 

the analysis may have been influenced by this prior knowledge, however, this does not 

render results invalid. Instead, it should be noted that stigma was not raised by the 

interviewer until the final interview and only then when it had been consistently 

discussed and named by couples across the research time-frame. Therefore, aside from 

supporting other academic assertions, what has this research contributed to the field?

This thesis addresses academic lacunae -  the first being Franklin’s (2006) desire for more 

social science research on IVF rather than sidelining it as an accepted treatment in favour 

of research on the potentiality o f bioengineering. This thesis has also responded to Earle 

and Letherby’s (2007) call to enact the concept o f time within life course research, while 

also exploring a previously never-researched area in Ireland. As mentioned, research 

presented in this thesis, though similar to works carried out in other countries at other 

times has never been explored in Ireland. The originality o f this research is two-pronged 

-  not only is this the first time it has been explored in Ireland, but it is also unusual to
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interview couples together on a prospective longitudinal basis during their real-time 

experiences o f  reproductive technologies, and irrespective o f  outcome. For the first time, 

these experiences have been explored and with a particular em phasis on m aintaining the 

couples’ own narratives whilst recognising that infertility is experienced as a unit. As 

already discussed, although parenting is recognised as gendered (Phoenix and Woollett, 

1991) and the experience o f  infertility treatm ent is indeed also sim ilarly heavily gendered 

(Throsby, 2004) -  to sideline men is to reiterate this gendering. In other words, by 

accepting that men have developed a socially m inor role in parenting as well as 

prioritising the physical bias o f reproductive technology on the female body is to further 

exacerbate this situation. To include men, while recognising their marginal social and 

physical roles, is to incorporate responsibility and a sharing o f  these experiences as a unit, 

albeit with m en’s experiences o f  marginality juxtaposed with the centrality o f  the female 

body.

Aside from the need for this form o f  research and a geographically unique and an unusual 

approach to the research methods, this thesis also reinvigorates the theoretical approach 

o f  infertility and its treatment as stigmatic. Rather than discussing it in terms o f  the 

‘other’; in other words, how individuals react to this bodily knowledge in how they 

maintain secrecy and facilitate disclosure, how they interact to deal with this s tig m a - th is  

thesis has presented a more embodied experience o f  stigma. In this, this thesis has 

presented stigm a in term s o f how couples them selves understand infertility as a stigma 

and their reactions to negotiating it. However, the ‘o thers’ reactions have also been 

briefly addressed to support the argument o f  how couples’ perceive others to perceive 

infertility. This has proved telling in terms o f  the cultural script that respondents felt 

obligated to adhere to.

W ithin the stigm a experience, tim e has consistently been enacted as a framework within 

which to denote this stigma. Indeed, it is the interrelated nature o f  the two concepts that 

has offered this thesis a robust framework for analysis. The tim e experiences have 

demonstrated this sense o f  infertility and its treatm ent as an embodied stigma; the 

frustration and determination to overcome involuntary childlessness are evident through
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these tim e experiences. The anticipated life course, the experience o f  tim e on hold, too 

fast and too slow, have captured not only the real-time experience o f  infertility and its 

treatm ent as lived events, but also the experience o f  childlessness as an unacceptable 

stigma that must be overcom e to enact expected and desired cultural norms. W ithout this, 

progression on the life course is considered impossible.

Therefore the interrelated nature o f  these concepts o f stigma and time could enliven 

discussion in the area o f  social research o f  assisted human reproduction. Social research 

in this area has been increasingly focussed on new family forms arising from third party 

involvement, as well as non-W estern/m inority ethnic comm unities within Western 

countries experiences o f infertility and its treatment (for example, see Culley et al., 

2009). This research demonstrates that there is still much to learn about infertility and its 

treatm ent among hegemonic W estern populations, not involving third party involvement. 

As there has been little research in this area in Ireland, it is ripe for further exploration for 

example: the experiences o f  couples who never become parents, disclosure to family and 

peers in later life, disclosure to IVF/ICSI children and long-term effects physically and 

psychologically on couples who do not become parents, those who do and their children, 

as well as research among alternative family formation including gay and lesbian families 

as well as other families formed through third party gamete donation and surrogacy. In 

addition, this research is obviously limited by the sample size and cannot be considered 

representative -  further research sim ilar to that presented in this thesis is warranted. It is 

also hoped that by considering infertility as a couple-unit experience, that men will be 

included in future research and less sidelined in a ‘w om an’s w orld’.

Aside from these academ ic endeavours, this research has implications for societal 

(mis)understandings o f  infertility and its treatment. If respondents can be assumed to 

portray a truth (and recognising that there are multiple ‘truths’) there are implications for 

public perceptions o f  childless couples and the potential unacceptability o f  not 

reproducing or under-reproducing an ‘only’ child. Within the medical sphere, the 

consum er culture o f  providing multiple options and choices could potentially not be 

perceived as inherently desirable and treatm ents with low success rates should perhaps be
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discussed in terms o f  these failure rates, although not necessarily apportioning blame to 

the medical sphere for this. Although the principal medical focus and indeed the desired 

one for couples hoping for positive outcomes, is on the body and getting through each o f 

the phases o f  treatment with their ever-dim inishing returns, a more considered approach 

explaining to couples their chances o f  success, what alternatives exist, and the experience 

of other women with the drug regime -  not the expected side-effects as given by the 

pharmaceutical companies -  could prove useful. The secrecy surrounding infertility and 

its treatment does not facilitate disclosure or public discourse; therefore clinics could 

consider more organised couple support groups as people progress through treatm ent 

together. Overall there is a need to recognise that couples are less concerned with the 

physical treatm ents and side-effects, rather the emotional journeys are more pertinent.

This research, though admittedly among an unrepresentative small sample, may have 

implications for consideration among physicians as well as public perceptions o f  reasons 

for infertility. By bringing men into this research and by highlighting both the reasons for 

infertility as well as the ambiguity, it has been clearly demonstrated that there are 

multiple, and often unknown, reasons for not being able to conceive, and only one-third 

o f those reasons are attributable to the female body alone. In addition, establishing a 

female factor for infertility requires considerable intervention. It may be worth 

considering incorporation o f  a semen test in standard health checks among all young men 

who have not had children. It is not painful, albeit embarrassing, but having this 

knowledge could potentially speed up a couple’s progression through to treatm ent at a 

later date ( if  a couple were aware that there was a poor sperm count they would not wait 

for up to twelve m onths before approaching a physician), and could also influence 

couples to try have a baby sooner rather than later when their ages are working against 

them in tandem with an identified infertility impairment. In making young men aware o f 

the potentiality o f  having a low sperm count, information about the risks o f Chlamydia 

for men as well as women could be disseminated.

Therefore, one o f the key points that can be drawn from this research is that although 

popular perceptions for reasons for infertility centre on women ‘leaving it too late’, this is
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far too simplistic. Firstly, it takes a man and a woman to conceive; therefore, it is no: 

simply that women are choosing to have babies later in life rather this is a negotiatec 

cultural norm. Men are not necessarily willing to have children in their early twenties 

either, and as has been demonstrated among this small sample, three women assumed that 

the infertility reason lay with them in the cases where they had married younger men -  

whereas the reason transpired to be male factor. This perception that women as pseudo

hermaphrodites are leaving it ‘too late’ has been perpetuated by infertility doctors in the 

media'^^ which shows the esoteric nature o f  medical knowledge and disem bodim ent of 

body parts o f this discipline where a more holistic consideration is warranted. Whai 

infertility physicians are forgetting is that couples, upon presenting for infertilit) 

treatment, did not begin trying to conceive that morning, but instead may have beer 

trying to conceive for many years before being considered for treatment, may have beer 

delayed in getting a referral and may have been attempting other low-technology attempts 

to conceive, as well as undergoing and recovering from surgeries before seeking 

IVF/ICSI treatment. As can be seen from tables 3.1 and 3.2, eight women in this sample 

were age 35 or over when they began trying to conceive. O f these eight, three cases were 

found to be male factor. Two cases were unexplained, two cases were considered infertile 

due to both male and female factors and one o f  these cases the problems weighed heavier 

on the side o f  female factor. Just one case, the W helans, was attributed to being female 

factor where Fran was age 36 when they began trying to conceive. Fran’s close relatives 

had also experienced considerable reproductive difficulties -  it may be unconnected, but 

it is worth noting this as Fran may have always had trouble conceiving. Among this 

sample, couples were not at an ‘advanced’ age when they began trying to conceive, and 

as was noted in chapter two, were trying to conceive at the same tim e as their peers. It 

was at the juncture o f  trying advanced reproductive technologies that they could have

Winston, 2000. See also RTE’s Kenny Live (19 January 2007) which constructed infertility entirely as a 
female problem caused by women leaving it till an advanced age to conceive, with no regard for male 
involvem ent in ‘making babies’. One m idwife in the audience did briefly mention this, but the point was 
never expanded. This programme reduced Lisa Ford to tears and she described it as the most upset she had 
been through their infertility experience. The follow ing is the blurb available from RTE describing this 
interview (accessed 17 September 2009): The m odern you n g  w om an w ants to  have it a ll - career, lifestyle, 
exotic holidays and when they've done a ll o f  that, in their m id-thirties, then find  a mate an d  have a  couple 
o f  kids. But what they don't know an d  won't fin d  out until they g o  to  their doctor, is that they're leaving it 
m aybe ten yea rs  too late.
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been considered ‘older’. If there is a cultural shift towards women leaving it ‘too late’ it 

must be shared.

What underscores this idea o f women ‘wanting it all’ is that women are expected to want 

it all and are deemed selfish for not conforming (Bailey, 1999; Miller, 2005; Bowcock, 

2008), or as Gemma Power described it, a childless woman is viewed as being a cold 

hearted bitch (Interview 4). The inability to imagine a childless life among this sample o f 

women (and men) despite hectic careers and considerable economic power, demonstrates 

the pervasiveness o f this cultural script to be adhered to. Despite women’s considerable 

advancements in terms of education and workforce roles, it would appear from this 

sample that women are expected to want to straddle both traditional and more modern 

roles. There is room to develop a more public discourse around lifestyle alternatives, 

without resorting to negative stereotypes.

In conclusion, the principal aspiration arising from this research is to inform and 

disseminate the experience of infertility and its treatment which may in turn help to de- 

stigmatise this experience for couples in the future.
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APPENDIX 1

A typical IVF/ICSI cycle

The information below describes a typical and ideal treatment cycle. However, at each 

stage something could differ from the ideal. This information is adapted from a patient’s 

guide from the HARI clinic in D ublin’s Rotunda Hospital.

IVF/ICSI cycles take 6 weeks, and can be broken down into three 2 week stages:

1. Down Regulation

2. Stimulation o f  the ovaries with hormone injections, egg collection and embryo 

transfer or cryopreservation

3. W aiting tim e to pregnancy test

Phase One

Seven days before a w om an’s period is due a pre-period scan is done in the clinic to 

check the womb and ovaries. Assum ing all is well, the woman is prescribed a nasal spray 

to begin using on the first day o f  her period. This spray will be used every 6 hours. Its 

purpose is down regulation; to shut down the w om an’s own hormonal activity in 

preparation for the second phase. This down regulation often brings on symptoms similar 

to the menopause. On the fourteenth day after beginning the nasal spray a blood test is 

performed to assess oestradiol hormone levels and a scan is performed the following day. 

Sometimes down regulation may require more time due to high hormone levels or 

ovarian cysts.

Phase Two

Assuming all is well with the scan, the stimulation injections will begin, most likely on 

that day and will last for, on average, 1 0 - 1 2  days. Women are scanned and have a blood 

test on the seventh day o f  injections and normally every day from the tenth day onwards. 

On the seventh day the injection is not to be taken before the scan. The purpose o f  this 

scan is to see how the ovaries are responding to the injections, there should be follicles
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developing on both ovaries. The follicles contain the growing eggs are removed for 

fertilisation in vitro. Another blood test for oestradiol level is taken. On the tenth day 

another scan is taken to assess the size and num ber o f follicles. A scan will now take 

place each day until egg collection (usually day 12) to monitor the size o f  the follicles.

On the day o f  egg collection the stimulation injections are stopped and the nasal spray 

will also have been stopped. A hCG (human Chorionic Gonadotrophin) intra-muscular 

injection is administered to prime the eggs for collection 34 hours later.

The woman will be sedated for the egg collection. During this time a needle attached to a 

vaginal probe will puncture the follicles on the ovaries, guided by a scan. The eggs are 

collected by draining the fluid from each follicle. This may take up to 40 minutes.

Men are asked to supply a semen sample and fertilisation will hopefully occur between 

the semen and the recovered eggs in the labora to ry /' this information will be learned by 

the couple the day after egg and semen collection. The following day, transfer should 

occur. Assum ing all has gone according to plan, two embryos will be placed in the 

womb. This procedure is akin to a sm ear test, but will take slightly longer.

Phase Three

For the next two weeks hormonal support will be necessary, either as a gel (crinone gel 

used twice a day), or two hCG injections (One on the day o f  transfer and one more 2 days 

later). Sometimes both the gel and injections are necessary.

A period may arrive in the interim, but all women must take a pregnancy test on day 16. 

If this test is positive a pregnancy scan will be done in the clinic 3 weeks later and from 

then on couples move to a maternity hospital for obstetric care. If the couple are not 

pregnant, they may wish to make an appointment for a review visit 4-6 weeks after the 

treatment cycle has ended.

In the case  o f  IC Sl, the sperm  w ill be injected into the egg  in an attempt to ‘fo rce’ fertihsation. For IVF  
this intervention does not take place
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APPENDIX 2

Couple Profiles

Simon & Liz Black

This couple met in their late teens and were married in their late twenties. They began 

trying to conceive as soon as they were married, however as L iz’s periods did not return 

upon ceasing using contraception, she quickly attended a physician. Although they were 

never given a reason for their infertility, it seemed that a hormone imbalance. Their first 

IVF cycle worked and they were pregnant with twins. Unfortunately only one child 

survived. Their interviewed cycle was their second IVF attempt, and was also successful. 

At the time o f  the interviewed cycle Simon was age 35 and Liz was age 34.

Tom & Joan Bradv

At the time o f  the first interview, this couple had been married for three years, and 

together for five years before this. They had always assumed they would have children. 

Soon after ceasing contraception, there was a death in the family. Joan decided to give up 

work outside the home at this point. Joan had a very irregular menstrual cycle since 

coming o ff the pill and she assumed this was due to the stress o f  the death. Their GP 

referred them to a fertility clinic, where extensive investigations were carried out and 

male factor infertility was discovered. The interviewed cycle was their first cycle o f  ICSl, 

and they became pregnant with twins. Tom was age 32 at the time o f first interview, Joan 

was 31.

Philip & Nicola Campbell

This couple have been married 11 years and began trying to conceive a few months into 

marriage. After six months N icola attended her G.P who referred her to a fertility clinic. 

Her friends talked her out o f  going, and a few months after this she began to attend a 

gynaecologist. No problems were found with N icola, however it emerged that Philip had 

a low sperm count. Philip was referred to an urologist, and had an operation on veins in 

his genitalia. After this he was put on Clomid and they were told to try naturally for six
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months. At this point they got a referral to a fertility clinic, and began their first IVF 

cycle which was a success. They have had three more cycles (two frozen and one fresh) 

since that have not worked. Their interviewed cycle was their third fresh attempt and was 

successful but the baby did not live long after birth. At the tim e o f  the first interview 

Philip was age 41 and N icola was 37.

Sam & Marv Clark

Sam and Mary met in their teens and married in their early twenties. They delayed 

childbearing for four years to have some time alone together and to make sure that they 

had a house. At the time o f  the first interview this couple had been trying to conceive for 

about six years. After one year o f trying to conceive Mary attended her G.P who told her 

to stop thinking about it, she was unhappy with this response and went back to the G.P a 

few months later. He gave her a referral to a fertility clinic, which she ignored when she 

saw the word ‘infertility’. A short time later this couple became pregnant, but miscarried 

at ten weeks. Within a few months Mary was pregnant again, but it was ectopic and one 

o f  her fallopian tubes was removed. The hospital physician blamed her weight for these 

early term inations. This couple changed their G.P and hospital physician immediately 

after this tim e and were considerably happier with their medical treatm ent from then on. 

Between the new G.P and a new gynaecologist it transpired that Sam had a fluctuating 

sperm count, and Mary had mild endometriosis and polycystic ovaries. Mary was on 

Clom id both before and after her laparoscopy for six months in total, and then follicle 

tracking and intrauterine insemination was tried for four months. During this time, Mary 

was on a weight-loss programme and managed to drop to her target weight before 

beginning IVF. Sam ’s sperm sample on the day o f harvesting was good, so the clinic did 

IVF rather than ICSl, however Mary had over-stimulated so no embryos were transferred. 

The C lark’s decided to wait six months before going back for their frozen embryos, and 

by the tim e o f  the final interview had twins after a fraught pregnancy.

Alan & Linda Cole

This couple met eleven years ago abroad and have been married nine years. Due to 

ongoing education, a move back to Ireland and wanting to wait until they felt they could
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support a child, this couple began trying to conceive approxim ately two years before the 

first interview. Within eight months they attended a G.P and their tests did not reveal any 

problems. They were then referred to a fertility clinic and endometriosis and Luft’s 

syndrome were diagnosed. After about twelve months o f  low-tech attempts, they were 

put forward for IVF treatm ent. The interviewed cycle was their first attempt; although 

they got to transfer, they did not get pregnant. Alan was age 36 and Linda was age 34 at 

the first interview.

Matt & Nicola Cox

The Coxs met in Ireland and have been married for eight years. They had not been trying 

to conceive when N icola became pregnant and miscarried, this happened again a year 

later. Eight months later they began Naprotechnology which they continued for twelve to 

eighteen months. After this they got a referral to a specialist from a G.P, but the specialist 

guessed that they were reluctant to try IVF. Investigations went on over an eight month 

time scale while the couple decided if  they wanted to try IVF. Their first cycle did not 

succeed, however their second cycle which took place one year later resulted in the birth 

o f their child. Their interviewed cycle was a frozen cycle from this last fresh attempt, and 

was also successful. At the tim e o f  the first interview Matt was age 40 and Nicola was 

age 36.

Peter & Sarah Daly

This couple met over eight years ago, and were married three and a half years by the time 

o f the first interview. This couple were trying to conceive for six years before seeking 

help. No reason has ever been found for their infertility. The first interview was their first 

IVF attempt and although they got to transfer the cycle failed. However, their next cycle 

was a success and by the time o f  the final interview Sarah was due to give birth to twins.

Hugh & Orla Doran

This couple were together for under two years when they got married, and have been 

married for four years at the tim e o f the first interview. At the tim e o f  the first interview 

Hugh was age 39 and Orla was age 37. They waited six months after their wedding
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before starting to try to conceive. They got pregnant straight-away, but it ended in 

miscarriage. Within the next twelve m onths pregnancy tests were proving positive but to 

no avail; early miscarriages are presum ed. One year after first trying, the couple became 

pregnant again, but it was an ectopic pregnancy. The embryo was removed, not the tube. 

A few months later, a HSG was performed and the ectopic tube was clear, but the other 

tube was blocked. The couple were told to try naturally. Approximately eight months 

later the Dorans had their first IVF attempt. This failed, as did the subsequent frozen 

cycle. The second fresh IVF attempt was cancelled due to cysts. The third fresh attempt 

resulted in embryos o f  poor quality and this cycle failed. The interviewed cycle was the 

fourth fresh attempt, and also failed.

Pat & Bridget Duggan

This couple were married five and a ha lf years and were both age 41 at the time o f  the 

first interview. They knew that they would like to have children but due to their living 

circumstances they did not consider having children for their first year or two o f  

marriage. Bridget attended her G.P for another reason and mentioned that they were 

thinking o f  having children. She was strongly advised to get started quickly due to their 

ages. After six months they sought help and were referred for tests. They tried lUI twice 

before moving to a different clinic where all tests were repeated. Extensive endometriosis 

was discovered as well as sperm antibodies. At the tim e o f  the first interview they had 

completed two fresh cycles and one frozen cycle. The interviewed cycle was another 

frozen attempt but the embryos did not survive the thaw ing process. This couple decided 

to give up on IVF and are pursuing inter-country adoption.

Jim & Cora Fenton

This couple were together for alm ost twenty years, and married for four o f  these years, at 

the time o f the first interview. They had discussed having children for ten years and got 

married for that purpose. When they did not become pregnant within six months o f  their 

wedding they went to their G.P. They were told to wait a year but because o f their ages 

preliminary tests were carried out. Some m inor general health problems were found with 

both Jim and Cora. When their twelve months o f  trying to conceive expired, their G.P
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told them to wait another six months. They made an appointment to see a specialist 

directly as they were unhappy with this advice. Problems were found with both Jim and 

C ora’s fertility. They had two failed fresh ICSI attempts and their third attempt was due 

to be the interviewed cycle. However the Fentons decided against pursuing treatment 

within the research time frame. At the tim e o f  the first interview Jim was age 39 and Cora 

was age 37.

Luke & Vicky Fitzgerald

This couple were seven years married at the time o f  the first interview, and had been 

together for three years before marriage. They lived abroad for the first four to five years 

o f  their marriage. Vicky has a child from a previous marriage. They began trying to 

conceive shortly before they got married, and waited for one year before attending a G.P. 

They were referred for tests and male factor infertility was diagnosed. This couple’s 

attempts were thwarted by long delays and their own need for due consideration o f their 

options. When they arrived in Ireland they attended a G.P who referred them to an 

infertility clinic. They have had one fresh and one frozen ICSI cycle, neither was 

successful. The interviewed cycle was to be a natural frozen cycle, but did not take place 

within the research time frame due to health complications.

Paul & Anne Fitzpatrick

At the tim e o f  the first interview this couple were unmarried, but were engaged and 

married a short time later. Paul had been married previously and this partnership had 

been discovered to be infertile. Anne has a child from a previous relationship. Anne had 

already been attending a gynaecologist for other problems when she became concerned 

that conception had not taken place. She waited for one year o f  unprotected intercourse 

before asking to be referred. After investigations, the main cause o f  infertility was found 

to be male factor. Only one interview was completed with the Fitzpatricks as there were 

considerable delays to start IVF due to other health problems.
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David & Lisa Ford

At the time o f  the first interview, this couple had been together for five years, and 

married for three years - Lisa was age 39 and David was age 33. They began trying to 

conceive shortly after marriage but blamed their lack o f  conception on stress. Lisa gave 

up her work outside the home to focus on their fertility problems. They waited one year 

before seeking medical help. It took three years to get to the point o f  doing their first IVF 

cycle, which was the interviewed cycle.

Charlie & Elaine Freeman

This couple were together for six years at the tim e o f  the first interview, having married 

after eighteen months. Elaine has a child from a previous relationship. Charlie was age 38 

and Elaine was age 36 at the time o f the first interview. After trying to conceive for 

fifteen months, Elaine became pregnant but miscarried nine weeks later. They continued 

trying to conceive for another twelve months before asking for a referral. Elaine was 

already seeing a specialist for another gynaecological com plaint and she was referred 

within this hospital. They spent one year in this hospital being tested before being 

referred to another hospital. No reason has been found for their infertility. When they 

eventually got to the fertility clinic they were told to take a six month break. The 

interviewed cycle was their first IVF attempt but they did not get past injections, and 

instead an lUI was done. The ensuing pregnancy ended in m iscarriage and a prolonged 

hospital stay.

Craig & Beth Gibson

This couple have been together for twelve years and married for three years at the tim e o f 

the first interview. Beth is six years older than Craig, this along with family m em bers’ 

difficulties conceiving and an underlying medical condition, had made Beth very 

concerned. They began trying to conceive as soon as they were married, and attended a 

G.P within a few months. Their G.P did semen and blood analysis and they were referred 

to the fertility clinic. It soon emerged that Craig had a low sperm count as well as a 

hereditary disorder. The latter meant compulsory attendance with a genetic counsellor. 

Their first ICSl attempt resulted in a positive pregnancy test, but the heartbeat was very
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weak at the time o f  their first scan and they were recommended to have a D & C. Five 

months later they had a frozen cycle which resulted in a transfer, but not a pregnancy. 

Three m onths later they underwent another fresh cycle, the interviewed cycle, but this 

was not a success. At the tim e o f  the first interview Beth was age 38 and Craig was age 

33.

Barry & Fiona Gill

This couple met ten years ago while still in university. They have been married for seven 

years and have been trying to conceive for six and a half years. After one year Fiona 

attended a gynaecologist. A laparoscopy was performed and no problems were found. 

They tried again naturally for another year. After this point Fiona was put on Clomid but 

developed an ovarian cyst. The operation to remove this also revealed extensive 

endometriosis. Another year was spent with just Barry’s investigations as it transpired he 

has poor sperm motility. He was also put on Clomid for a short time. A physician friend 

stepped in and got them referred to a fertility clinic. Here it was discovered that Fiona 

had more cysts and after an operation to remove them they were told to try conceive 

naturally. Eight months later they went back to the clinic for IVF. There has never been 

an explanation as to why they cannot conceive. They did not get past injections during 

the interviewed cycle due to poor response. At the tim e o f  the first interview Barry was 

age 30 and Fiona was age 32.

Eric & Lvn Glover

This couple were together for eleven years at the time o f  the first interview and were 

married six years. Six to seven months after their wedding they ceased using 

contraception and they attended a w om en’s health clinic eight to nine months later. Lyn 

was referred to a specialist and she was unhappy with the treatm ent she received. Lyn 

began to attend her sister-in-law ’s obstetrician. It was discovered that her ovaries, 

fallopian tubes and womb were extensively scarred. She was offered tubal surgery but the 

couple decided to go directly for IVF. On their first cycle Lyn got cysts and hyper

stimulated and they could not transfer. Eight embryos were frozen. Two months later 

they had a successful frozen transfer. Since the birth o f their child they have had two
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further frozen transfers, but neither were successful. Their interviewed cycle was their 

second fresh cycle and was unsuccessful. At the time o f  the first interview Eric was age 

34 and Lyn was age 33.

Andy & Amy Green

This couple were together five and a half years at the tim e o f the first interview, and were 

married for two o f these years. About a year after their wedding Amy came o ff  the pill 

but they did not intend to start trying to conceive for another three months. She wanted to 

take folic acid supplem ents for pre-conceptual care. Once they actively began trying, they 

became concerned within two or three months. Amy comes from a healthcare 

background and within six months was able to self-refer to a fertility clinic after having 

run some basic blood tests on herself and attended a G.P to obtain some other preliminary 

results. Male factor infertility was discovered and the couple underwent an ICSI cycle 

approxim ately one year from their first attempts to conceive. This cycle was their 

interviewed cycle and was a success. Andy was age 32 and Amy was age 39 at the time 

o f the first interview.

Ben & Kim Jones

This couple met ten years ago and were married for two years at the tim e o f  the first 

interview. At the tim e o f the first interview Ben was age 30 and Kim was age 28. Kim 

had been in consistent pain and had been m isdiagnosed during their dating period. 

Eventually serious gynaecological problems were diagnosed; she has extensive 

endometriosis and a large fibroid. Kim was told it would be unlikely that she would be 

able to become pregnant. This acted as a catalyst for their marriage. From the tim e they 

married they tried to conceive but they only had a small window o f  opportunity before 

the pain became too bad and Kim had to go back on medication. It was during one o f  

these windows that the couple managed to try IVF, this was the interviewed cycle. The 

embryos did not implant and this couple gave up IVF treatment and were planning to 

adopt.
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Ian & Jenny Kelly

This couple have been together for fourteen and a ha lf years, and married for seven and a 

half years. They began trying to conceive one year into marriage. After six months o f  no 

success they went to their G.P and after basic tests Jenny was sent to a specialist. Her 

fallopian tubes were discovered to be blocked, possibly attributable to a childhood illness. 

She was put on Clomid and had tubular surgery. When they did not get pregnant they 

were put forward for IVF. They have had two fresh cycles and one frozen cycle. The 

couple do not consider their first fresh attem pt as being a real attempt as it transpired 

when they went for their first frozen attempt that there was fluid in one o f Jenny’s tubes 

that was probably flushing out the embryos. This tube was clipped in surgery. The first 

frozen attempt proceeded, but the embryos did not survive the thawing procedure. Their 

second fresh attempt resulted in a positive pregnancy test, however within one week 

Jenny began to bleed and had a D & C. During this process her womb was punctured and 

she had to stay in hospital longer than expected. They underwent a fresh cycle during the 

time they were interviewed, they discovered they were not pregnant on M other’s Day. A 

later cycle was successful, and by the tim e o f  the final interview this couple had a baby.

Ray & Kate Kenny

At the time o f the first interview Kate was age 31 and Ray was age 32. They had been 

together since their teens and were married in their early twenties. They began trying to 

conceive one year into marriage. Four years had passed by the time they had preliminary 

tests conducted. It soon transpired that Ray has a non-inherited genetic anomaly whereby 

his sperm production was weak and dim inishing with age. They were passed between 

hospitals causing exceptionally long delays due to waits for appointments, and on one 

occasion missing files. However the Kennys were grateful for these delays as they feel 

the experience could be too gruelling for a newly married couple and the time has 

allowed them to see how enjoyable their lives were together. Their first ICSI cycle did 

not work, but their second cycle which was their interviewed cycle was a success, and 

they have twins.
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Joe & Gail Lawton

This couple were together approximately sixteen years, and have been married for ten 

years o f  these years at the tim e o f  the first interview. Six years o f  marriage past without 

conception before they attended their G.P. Although no investigations were performed by 

the G.P it took another twelve months before they got to a fertility clinic. Another year 

passed before their first ICSI attempt. Their first attempt had to be cancelled as Gail 

responded poorly to the medication. Within two months they tried again, and were 

successful. The interviewed cycle was their second attempt at a fresh cycle, but did not 

result in a pregnancy.

Sean & Lucy Moran

This couple were both age 41 at the time o f the first interview. They met later in life and 

although wanted children, could not afford them so they did not begin trying to conceive 

until 1 4 - 1 6  months into their marriage. It took them three years to get to their first IVF 

attempt. Lucy was in extreme pain and has extensive gynaecological problems which 

prevented pregnancy. Their first cycle o f  IVF did not progress past injections as egg 

retrieval was not going to be possible due to the location o f  Lucy’s ovaries. The M oran’s 

pursued treatm ent in the UK which was unsuccessful.

Aidan & Leah Murphy

This couple have been married for five years, having known each other for one and a half 

years before this. At the time o f the interviewed cycle, both were age 38. This couple 

waited a year and a half after their wedding before trying to conceive. When nothing had 

happened within six to eight months Leah made an appointm ent to see a gynaecologist. 

W hilst waiting for this appointment, Leah had an ectopic pregnancy. After this Leah was 

put on Clomid and had numerous gynaecologist visits. After a year she asked for a 

referral to a fertility clinic. Previous to the interviewed frozen cycle, this couple had two 

fresh cycles and two frozen attempts, as well as one other attempted frozen cycle, which 

due to Leah’s reaction to the drugs, had to be stopped. The first frozen cycle resulted in 

another ectopic pregnancy. Both fallopian tubes have now been removed due to the two
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ectopic pregnancies. After the failure o f  the interviewed cycle, this couple began 

attending another clinic. By the tim e o f  the final interview, this couple had a baby.

John & M oya Neeson

This couple have been together for sixteen years, and m arried for eleven. About two 

years into marriage they m iscarried, and within 18-24 months were pregnant once more, 

resulting in the live birth o f  their child. When conception did not happen again, Moya 

returned to the physician who delivered their first child. Investigations did not reveal any 

cause o f  infertility. Only one interview was completed with this couple before they were 

due to start their first IVF cycle; they became pregnant naturally before beginning.

Kevin & Gem m a Power

This couple met thirteen years ago and married two years later. Although not actively 

trying to conceive from the tim e they married, they did not use contraception. After three 

to four years o f  marriage they became suspicious and attended their GP who sent them 

away. Two months later they returned and got a referral to a gynaecologist. One year 

later they were referred to a fertility clinic. No reason has ever been established for their 

infertility. Their first fresh IVF cycle did not work, but the following frozen cycle was a 

success. One and a half to two years after the birth o f their child they decided to undergo 

another cycle, but in a different clinic. After trying lUI in this new clinic, they had one 

unsuccessful IVF attem pt where only a frozen transfer was attempted. I ’wo months later 

another unsuccessful frozen attempt was made. Six months later they returned to their 

original fertility clinic. A fresh IVF attempt was made, but again all embryos had to 

frozen. The first frozen cycle from this attempt failed. The interviewed cycle was the 

second and final frozen attem pt from this latest IVF attempt. At the time o f the first 

interview Gem ma was age 39 and Kevin was age 43.

Fergal & Paula Sheridan

This couple married three years ago after four years together. They had not intended to 

start trying to conceive until two to three years into the marriage, but Paula had decided 

to come o ff  the pill prior to marriage as she felt she had been on it too long. When her
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cycle did not return and when it did was very irregular, she attended a physician. Paula 

was diagnosed with polycystic ovaries. The interviewed cycle was their first IVF attempt 

and did not work. At the tim e o f  the first interview Paula was age 29 and Fergal was 36.

Ken & Ruth Smith

This couple were married 10 years by the time o f  the first interview. Prior to marriage 

they knew each other for three to four years. They began trying to conceive as soon as 

they were married. Two years later they began seeking help. They tried alternative 

medicine as well as Naprotechnology. Within four years they had their first IVF attempt, 

no reason was ever found for their infertility. This cycle failed, but frozen embryos were 

created which they felt they should go back for. They took a long break before this as 

they had found the experience traum atic. In the interim they adopted within Ireland. The 

interviewed cycle was their frozen attempt; however the embryos did not survive the 

thawing process.

Bill & Jean Tvler

Bill was age 38 and Jean was age 36 at the first interview; they had been together for ten 

years and married for six years. They had been trying to conceive for three years. In total, 

Jean had five months o f  Clom id, Bill was sent to an urologist and had a day-procedure to 

investigate if  there was a problem, and they had two lUl cycles. The Tyler’s infertility is 

unexplained. Over the research period, this couple had two failed fresh cycles, with the 

second cycle providing four embryos for cryopreservation. At the tim e o f  the fourth 

interview the Tyler’s were planning on embarking on frozen cycles. The Tyler’s 

particularly wanted to take part in this study to influence the perception o f  infertile 

couples as ‘desperate’. They felt that if  they did not have a child through assisted 

reproduction they would not be devastated and their lives would be happy without 

children.

Dan & Marie W alker

This couple met in their late teens and were together nine years when they got married. 

They were married for approxim ately six years at the time o f  the first interview. Four to
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five years passed before they becam e concerned that they had not become pregnant. They 

actively tried to conceive for the following six months and then attended their GP. They 

were instantly referred to a fertility clinic. It transpired that it was male factor infertility 

and the couple began an ICSl cycle which was a success. The interviewed cycle was their 

second attempt, which was a success but the baby died shortly after birth.

Lee & Eva Walsh

This couple had recently returned from Lee’s native country at the tim e o f the first 

interview - where they had met and lived together for 8 years. They had been married for 

four years. As soon as they got m arried they began trying to conceive, and only became 

aware o f  a problem when they noticed all their friends were having children. The 

investigations found nothing wrong with Eva and slightly impaired motility in Lee’s 

semen, but overall the various doctors that saw them could not entirely explain their 

infertility. They had two unsuccessful lUI attem pts while abroad. They began doing their 

own research and through a relative got in touch with a couple in Ireland who had twins 

through IVF. The couple decided to return to Ireland, for among other reasons, as they 

felt confident in the fertility clinic and because the treatm ent was cheaper. Although there 

is still no reason for their infertility it has transpired that Eva does not ovulate each month 

along with Lee’s slightly impaired motility. This first IVF attempt was unsuccessful. At 

the time o f  the first interview Lee was age 41 and Eva was age 35.

Ronan & Fran Whelan

This couple met eight years ago, and were married five years later. They began trying to 

conceive upon marriage. When they were not becoming pregnant they quickly attended a 

physician due to their ages and fertility problem s presenting in other family members. 

The W helan’s have tried various alternative m ethods o f  conceiving, and the interviewed 

cycle was their first IVF attempt.

Jack & Karen Wilson

This couple met as teenagers but did not marry until in their thirties. They were married 

ten years at the time o f the first interview. They began trying to conceive about five to six
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years ago. Two and a half years after they began trying to conceive they had a 

miscarriage. Their G.P eventually referred them to specialists where investigations were 

performed. No explanation for their infertility emerged and they were referred to the 

fertility clinic where they underwent three IVF cycles within a twelve month period. The 

first cycle did not get past the point o f  fertilisation, the second cycle resulted in an 

unsuccessful transfer and the zygotes left over were not o f  a good enough quality to 

freeze. Their third cycle, which was also their interviewed cycle had an identical outcome 

to the second cycle -  unsuccessful transfer and nothing to freeze. The W ilsons went on to 

try egg donation in another country.

Jason & Sinead Young

This couple met whilst living outside Ireland six years ago and began trying to conceive 

as soon as they married three years ago. Within six months they attended a w om en’s 

health clinic and after some initial investigations were referred to a fertility clinic. After 

further investigations, problems were found with both male and female fertility. Their 

first IVF cycle was successful, and this was followed by a failed frozen attempt. The 

interviewed cycle was their second fresh attempt and was a success. Jason was age 32 

and Sinead was age 38 at the time o f  the first interview.
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APPENDIX THREE

Flyer distributed at clinic open night

This evening, Noelle Cotter will give a short presentation regarding a research project on 

couples’ experiences o f  infertility and its treatment. The study is funded by the Heahh 

Research Board and has the support o f the Rotunda Hospital, the HARI unit and Dr. 

Mocanu.

This research is a longitudinal study o f  couples attending the HARI Unit. We hope 

couples will collaborate with us on this research which we would like to be beneficial to 

others seeking fertility treatm ent, as well as being an enjoyable experience for those who 

take part.

We are interviewing couples at four different times over several months. These 

interviews can take place at a suitable venue (home or hospital) and at a tim e (evenings or 

weekends are possible) that suits the couple. The first meeting takes place around the 

start o f  an IVF cycle. This interview focuses on pathways to the clinic for treatment. We 

will then organise a second interview that will take place during treatment. The third 

interview will take place 3-4 months after the couple have undergone IVF treatment. It is 

hoped that over these three interviews the couples’ experiences o f  fertility treatment will 

be well researched and documented. The fourth and final interview will not be held until 

several months later enabling couples to look back on their experiences and its effects 

and outcom es on their lives.

The presentation this evening is simply to let you know that this research is underway 

and that you will be contacted later about the project via the HARI unit, either with your 

appointm ent letter or you can choose to contact us via our letters and SAEs available in 

the waiting rooms. Your participation in the project is entirely voluntary and confidential, 

and will have no effect on your treatment.

A small token o f  appreciation, €100 will be given to those who participate in the study. 

Thank you for your attention.
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APPENDIX FOUR

Information and Consent Form

We would like to ask for your help in carrying out this study o f  infertility and its 
treatment.

Presently in Ireland there is limited knowledge about infertility and its treatment. Yet for 
many couples infertility involves anxiety, stress and even stigma. We would like to talk 
to couples about their experiences -  when you first thought that you might have a 
problem, your pathways to treatment and your experience o f  treatment itself

By talking to us about your own personal experiences you will be providing us with a 
deeper understanding o f  the issues involved. Our research will help to generate a wider 
public understanding and awareness o f  infertility as a medical and social condition and o f  
the steps couples take to address it.

The success o f  our study however depends on you -  the patients o f  the HARI Unit. We 
would like to get the cooperation o f  forty couples who agree to be interviewed about their 
experiences.

The HARI Unit and the Rotunda Hospital through its Ethics Committee have agreed to 
facilitate our research by sending out this letter o f  invitation to participate in the study to 
you as your names are confidential to the HARI unit. We as researchers will not know the 
names o f  couples contacted by HARI and will contact you only if  you volunteer to take 
part in the study.

The HARI Unit will not know who has agreed to take part in the study as you don’t need 
to inform them o f  your enrolment in the research. Furthermore, whether or not you agree 
to participate in the research will in no way affect your treatment.

By talking to us about your experience you will be helping to contribute to future health 
policy in this important area. You may also enjoy the experience. If  you would like to 
participate in the study please sign the attached consent form and provide your contact 
details. We will then get in touch and arrange to speak to you at your convenience. We 
are willing to interview you at your home or at an alternative suitable venue.

Yours sincerely,

Evelyn &. Noelle
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CONSENT FORM

In accordance with the Rotunda Hospital’s Ethics Com m ittee’s guidelines, this consent 
form is being issued to couples who are being asked to take part in the Health Research 
Board - Trinity College Dublin research project titled ‘Couples Experiences o f  Infertility 
and its Treatment: A Case Study’.

This research is a longitudinal study o f  couples attending the HARI unit for in-vitro 
fertilisation treatment. We hope to interview couples at four different tim es over several 
months.

As stated, these interviews will take place at the couples’ convenience - at your preferred 
location and time. This is the first research o f  its kind to be undertaken in Ireland and we 
would very much appreciate your collaboration, although you are under no obligation to 
take part. Couples’ are guaranteed confidentiality and taking part in this research will not 
affect treatment. Couples who agree to participate will receive €100 as a token o f  our 
appreciation.

If you would like to take part in this study please supply your contact details below and 
return in the enclosed SAE to Noelle Cotter. Noelle will be in touch with you in due 
course. Should you wish to contact her regarding any queries you may have, please do so 
assured o f  your confidentiality -  see details at the bottom o f  the page. As this is a consent 
form, your name has to be used, however, please be assured that this is the only 
documentation that will be held with your name on it. No one but Noelle Cotter will have 
access to these documents.

We would like to take part in the above stated research on the basis that we may 
withdraw at any time, and are willing to let Noelle contact us for confidential 
interviews.

Date:

Names (please print):

Signatures:

Telephone numbers.^Email:

Address:
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APPENDIX FIVE

Interview 1 -  Core Questions

This project is funded by the HeaUh Research Board, approved by the [Hospital] Ethics 
Com m ittee and supported by [physician] and the [clinic]. This will be a longitudinal 
study interviewing couples undergoing a cycle from their entry into an IVF programme 
until several months after the cycle has finished.
If it is alright with you, 1 will tape this discussion so that 1 don’t have to take notes and 
therefore can pay better attention to what is being said. The recording will be transcribed, 
and any names or identifying characteristics will be removed.
Please feel free to stop the interview at any point, decline to answer any questions, or ask 
me any questions. But please be aware that your confidentiality is assured.

Perhaps we could start with you telling me a little bit about yourself?

How long have you been together?
Before you were married, did you discuss having children?

How long were you together before you started to try and conceive? How had you 
managed your fertility up until this time?

Why did you decide to try and have children at that time?

How long was it before you began to think there might be a problem?
Did you think this privately or did you discuss it with each other/and others 
(If  discussed with fam ily/friends) what was their reaction?

How did you feel at this time?

How long was it before you discussed it with your GP? How was that?
What happened then?

Infertility work up -  what tests were done, how did you find them, what other 
treatm ents have you tried?
How long did all this take?

Do you know why as a couple you can’t conceive?

How did you first become aware o f  assisted human reproduction? Did you read up on it? 
Why did you decide to try IVF? Was that a difficult decision?
Why did you decide on the [clinic]?
What has your experience been o f the unit so far? (Counselling, information, doctors) 
How did you find the open night?
Have you done much o f  your own research?

How do you feel now facing into 6 weeks o f  treatm ent?
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Have you altered your lifestyle at all? Vitamins, diet, exercise, alcohol, smoking, 
alternative therapies

Do your work colleagues know? How was it telling them?
Are you taking tim e o ff work?

Do your families know? How have they reacted?

Have you told friends? How have they reacted?
How is it being around other people with children, strangers and friends?

Do you think this experience has affected your relationship?

Is there anything you would like to add before I switch the recorder off? 

Interview 2 -  Core Questions

A s with the last tim e 1 was here, I hope it is ok with you both for m e to tape? A gain please feel 
assured o f  your confidentiality, the interview will be transcribed but your names and any 
identifying characteristics w ill be rem oved. Please feel free to stop the interview at any tim e and 
to decline to answer any questions. D o you have any questions for m e before w e start?

Since I was last here, what has been happening?
How did you find nasal spray, injections, HCG, egg collection, implantation?
How was the collection day for husbands/partners?
How many eggs gotten? How many fertilised? How many returned to the body?
How have the waiting periods been? What did you do for waiting to hear about 
fertilisation? What are you doing for these 16 days? Have you made plans for what you 
will do after these 16 days if it hasn’t worked?
Emotionally how was the treatment cycle?
Have you thought about frozen embryos?
Some religious people would not be pro-assisted human reproduction, what is your 
opinion o f  it, and what would you say to them?

Did anything come up that you hadn’t expected or realised?
Do you feel everything was explained properly to you?
Have you made use o f  the counselling service?

Did you keep up the healthy (?) lifestyle? Diet, alcohol, supplements, acupuncture

How were your family during it? ( if  there are other children how have they been -  
m anaging childcare)
How were your friends during it?
(In both cases, how much information have you actually given them )
Have you had to tell more people than expected?/W anted to confide in more people?

How was work for you both?
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Did the treatment affect your relationship?
Has the treatment affected your lives?

How much did treatment dom inate your thoughts over the past 6 weeks? Have you 
actually thought about having children over the treatment cycle?

Is there anything that would change?
Would you do this again?

Hopes for the future
(if on a second or subsequent cycle) -  how do you cope with the failed attempts? 

Anything else you would like to add?

Interview 3 -  Core Questions

As with the last tim e 1 was here, I hope it is ok with you both for me to tape? Again please feel 
assured o f  your confidentiality, the interview  will be transcribed but your nam es and any 
identifying characteristics will be rem oved. Please feel free to stop the interview at any tim e and 
to decline to answer any questions. Do you have any questions for me before we start?

What has been happening since I was last here?
How were the rest o f  the 16 days?
What do you think when you look back on what has happened in the past 4 months?

How have friends, family, work been since I was last here? Their reactions 
How do you feel about the fact that you told these people?

Do you feel that you were prepared for the treatm ent? (knowledge, physically, 
emotionally)
Have you kept up the healthy lifestyle? Diet, smoke, drink, alternative therapies, exercise, 
food supplements. Is this for pregnancy?/still trying?
Do you have any regrets?
What do you think o f  the [clinic] now?
What do you think o f  IVF/ICSI now? As a medical treatment?

Do you think the past 4 months have affected your relationship?

What advice would you give to a couple thinking o f undergoing this treatment?
Would you do this again? Ask about frozen embryos if  they have any.
Attitude towards embryos

I f  Pregnant
Did you wait till day 16 to test?
What preparations are you making? (decorating, diet, preparing life for arrival etc.)
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Does he feel still out o f  the loop (if  this was the case previously) -  all happening to the 
woman?
W hat do couples imagine parenthood is/will be like? How do you feel facing into 
motherhood/fatherhood?
How do you feel about the rem ainder o f  this pregnancy? Calm, anxious etc.
How do they both feel about the changes to the w om an’s body?
Is W enjoying being pregnant
Has this pregnancy resolved infertility?
What are your hopes and expectations for the labour and childbirth?

I f  not Pregnant
How was your review meeting in [clinic]? And the counselling service then?
How is it being around other people’s children? Strangers and known 
How have you coped with the disappointm ent?
Whilst in your 16 day wait, how soon did you know that you w eren’t pregnant? Had you 
done a pregnancy test before this?
How much has the cycle dominated your thoughts since completion?
Have you made use o f  the HARI counselling service?
What are your plans for the future?

Interview  4 -  Core Q uestions (not pregnant)

As with the last time 1 was here, I hope it is ok with you both for me to tape? Again please feel 
assured o f  your confidentiality, the interview will be transcribed but your names and any 
identifying characteristics will be removed. Please feel free to stop the interview at any time and 
to decline to answer any questions. Do you have any questions for me before we start?

It has been over 12 months since I was last here, your (1 ®V2"‘*/3'̂ ‘*) IVF/ICSI cycle had just 
failed/you were starting another cycle. What has been happening since?

Did they go for more treatm ent? How were those cycles?
Are they still in treatment?
Have they frozen embryos?
Will they go back for them, and how do they feel about them?
Have you had any contact with the counselling service since 1 was last here?

W hat do you think when you look back on your experience o f  infertility and treatm ent? 
Do you think that the IVF/ICSI experience has helped or hindered you? (in term s o f 
infertility adaptation/childlessness)
What were the best and worst aspects o f  treatm ent?
Could anything have been done to improve your experience? (Preparedness, coping) 
What do you think o f  the clinic now? (Could it better serve?)

Do you think that anything could be changed to help infertile couples? (Nationally, 
clinic)
Do you think there should be any changes to GP, gynaecology/urology, fertility 
specialists’ services?

Are you still aware o f  dates, trying each month?
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Has the experience im pacted on your rela tionship? [em otional/physical]
Has the re la tionship  (physical) returned to how  it w as p rev ious to  infertility  d iscovery?

- ( i f  the case) how  do you think it has brought you closer? Is th is a positive effect o f  
trea tm ent?

H ow  has w ork been? (colleagues, tim e-off)
H ow  have friends and fam ily been? (d isclosure, support)
H ave you m ade any new  friends through IVF? H ave you spoken to  any o ther couples 
w ith  s im ilar p roblem s?
H ow  have you found being around pregnant w om en and children since?

W hy ch ildren?

Future p lans?
Do you feel you have adapted/could  adapt ( i f  still try ing) to  a life w ithout children?

[For those w ho have stopped] w hat changes have there been in your lives since finishing 
trea tm ent?  Have you reappraised  your lives?
A ny regrets? W hat advice w ould you give to  o ther couples -  p re-infertility  know ledge 
and post infertility?

Looking back at your experience and th inking  about infertility  m ore broadly  -  w hat do 
you th ink  about infertility  in an Irish contex t? (Public aw areness, G Ps, stigm a and 
secrecy)
Do you th ink there is lack o f  aw areness o f  infertility? W hy do you th ink  th is is?
Policy recom m endations?

If  they have had ch ildren  in the in terim :
A djustm ent to  paren thood -  is it w hat you expected it to be?
W ill they  continue w ith treatm ent to  ach ieve an ideal fam ily  size?
Do they consider them selves infertile?

A ny o ther com m ents?

Interview  4 -  core questions (pregnant)

As with the last time I was here, 1 hope it is ok with you both for me to tape? Again please feel 
assured o f your confidentiality, the interview will be transcribed but your names and any 
identifying characteristics will be removed. Please feel free to stop the interview at any time and 
to decline to answer any questions. Do you have any questions for me before we start?

It has been over 12 m onths since I w as last here, your (1 ®V2"‘*/3'̂ ‘’) IV F/ICSI cycle had ju s t 
succeeded. How w as the rem ainder o f  the pregnancy?
How did you both feel about the bodily  changes?
How w as the labour?
How did you feel in the im m ediate afterm ath?
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How has the adjustment to parenthood been?
Is it what you expected it to be?

What do you think o f  IVF/ICSI now?
Frozen embryos -  will they go back for them?
Will you continue with treatment to achieve an ideal family size?
How have you found being around pregnant women and children?
How have friends/family been since? (Support, disclosure)
How has work been? (Colleagues, time-off)
Have you told people about IVF/lCSl now? Have you spoken to anybody else with 
similar problems?
Has the experience impacted on your relationship? [Emotional/physical]
Has the relationship (physical) returned to how it was previous to infertility discovery? 
- (If  the case) how do you think it has brought you closer? Is this a positive effect o f  

treatment?

What do you think o f  the clinic now? Could the clinic better serve couples?
Any regrets? What advice would you give to other couples -  pre-infertility knowledge 
and upon realising?

What were the best and worst aspects o f  treatment?
Could anything have been done to improve your experience? (Preparedness, coping) 
Do you think anything should be changed to help infertile couples? (Nationally, clinic) 
Do you think there should be any changes to GP, gynaecology/urology, fertility 
specialists’ services?

Looking back at your experience and thinking about infertility more broadly -  what do 
you think about infertility in an Irish context? (Public awareness, GPs, stigma and 
secrecy)
Do you think there is lack o f  awareness o f  infertility? Why do you think this is?
Policy recommendations?

Do they consider themselves infertile?
Why Children?
Future plans?

Any other comments?
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